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Section 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging System program is a technology development
effort funded by NASA-LeRC and contracted by NASA-3SC to develop and evaluate
zero-gravity quantity gaging system concepts suitable for application to
large, on-orbit cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tankage. The contract effec-
tive date was May 28, 1985. During performance of the program, IB potential
quantity gaging approaches were investigated for their merit and suitability
for gaging two-phase cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen in zero-gravity
conditions. These approaches were subjected to a comprehensive trade study
and selection process, which found that the RF modal quantity gaging approach
was the most suitable for both liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen
applications. This selection was made with NASA-JSC concurrence. The final
selection was made from the approaches shown in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1
TWO-PHASB CR¥OCBNIC OITCBN AND HYDROCBN qUANTITT GAGING CONCBPTS
SURVIVING PRBLIMIN_Y CONCEPT SCREENING
OXYGEN SYSTEMS
INDIWIDUAL CONCEPTS:
I. Capacitance Matrix
2. RF Mode Analysis
3. Resonant Infrasonic Gaging
(RIGS)
4. PVT Gaging
HYDROGEN SYSTENS
INDIVIDUAL CONCEPTS:
I. Capacitance Matrix
2. RF Mode Analysis
3. Gamma Radiation Attenuation
INTEGRATED CONCEPTS:
I. Capacitance - RIGS
2. Capacitance - PVT Gaging
3. Microwave - PVT Gaging
INTEGRATED CONCEPTS:
1. RF Mode Analyis - Gamma
Radiation Attenuation
ZOQOS/112. AAe-I 12-DE¢-89 1-1
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Following selection, the EF modal approach was subjected to an extensive and
rigorous feasibility test program which included testing with LN_, LOs and
LH2, as well as paraffin simulations of zero-gravity fluid orientations. The
feasibility test data were used to develop the computer algorithm required to
apply the gaging approach. These algorithms were verified using a protocol
of referee test cases. Results of these efforts demonstrated the suitability
of the RF modal quantity gaging approach.
A preliminary quantity gaging system design based on the RF modal approach
was undertaken and carried to a 53 percent completion level. This provided
partitioned schematics, preliminary parts lists, supplier lists, packaging
concepts, smd a completed antenna development.
Finally, in anticipation of future efforts to complete the design and _ahri-
cation of an RF modal gaging system and its subsequent ground and KC-135
testing, an Interface Control Document (ICY) was prepared and provided to
NASA-JSC _or review and input. The report herein is the final report for
these activities and for the Quantity Gaging Program.
The Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging Program has accomplished the _ollowing:
Selected the RF modal quantity gaging approach as the most suit-
able for large low- or zero-gravity propellant tankage _or two-
phase cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen.
Challenged the selected gaging approach feasibility extensively
with cryogenic fluids and paraffin simulations o_ zero-gravity
fluid/vapor inter_ace configurations_to demonstrate the viability
o_ the approach.
Developed and demonstrated the computational algorithms required
to implement the selected gnging approach.
Demonstrated that the approach can he accurately scaled and mod-
eled, which permits testing and verification of potential applica-
tions using laboratory models and test equipment.
The operating principle of the KF modal quantity gaging approach is based on
the _ollowing key ideas:
ZGQGS/112 .AAO-2 2-FEB-gB 1-2
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The introduction of oscillating electromagnetic energy into a
closed metallic cavity (a propellant tank) will form repeatable
standing wave patterns at certain frequencies known as resonant
modes.
Frequencies of the resonant modes depend on:
Physical Attributes
of Cavity Boundaries
Electric Attributes
of Dielectric in Cavity
• Size
• Geometry
• Conductivity
• Permeability
• Dielectric Constant
The dielectric medium in the cavity must obey the Clausius-
Mossotti equation relating density and dielectric constant, and
should have a low loss tangent.
The three ideas above provide the basis for determining the den-
sity of the dielectric medium in the cavity. Because the cavity
volume is known, dielectric medium mass, or quantity, follows
directly as the product of density and volume.
For the simplified case in which the cavity contents are uniformly disbursed
throughout the cavity volume, the above ideas are complete and sufficient.
When the cavity contents are not uniformly distributed in the cavity volume,
the gaging approach becomes more complex because the cavity resonant mode
frequencies become dependent on the location of the cavity contents. This
occurs because the electromagnetic standing waves in the cavity do not sample
its contents uniformly. This contents location problem is resolved by using
the relationships between the modal responses. Results of program investiga-
tions have shown that using the relationship among the lowest three trans-
verse magnetic (TM) modes is sufficient to resolve cavity contents density
regardless of its distribution. A mass computational algorithm and a sup-
porting algorithm which selects the three lowest TM mode responses from a
significant population of responses have been developed to accomplish this
task. Experimental work using laboratory equipment to implement the RF modal
gaging approach and the algorithms has demonstrated full-scale average accur-
acies of "1.51 percent with a standard deviation of 1 percent.
The demonstrated accuracies with cryogens and paraffin simulations of zero-
gravity fluid/vapor interface configurations, and the advantages listed be-
ZOQGS/112.AAO-3 12-DEC-89 1-3
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low, present a strong argument for the applicability of the approach to gag-
ing large, on-orbit cryogenic propellant tanks:
• Low-weight system, and weight does not significantly vary with
tank size
• Minimal intrusion into tank
• Small impact on pressure vessel (PV) structure and =ultilayer
insulation (MLI) of cryogenic tanks
* No moving parts
• No special materials, components, or processes required
• Electronics located remotely from tank
• Operating power is low and power input to fluid is negligible
• Concept is particularly applicable to propulsion cryogens
• Not sensitive to thermodynamic properties of ga_eable fluids
• Not affected by species of pressurant gas
The strong potential of the approach indicates that it should be pursued
further to assure its availability for application in time to support NASA's
stated on-orbit propellant storage needs.
ZGqGS/l12.AA@-4 16-DE¢-$9 1-4
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Section 2
B_SULTS
Significut results obtained during the performance of the Zero-Gravity Quan-
tity Gaging Program are presented in the following sections. The presenta-
tions are organized according to the program task relationships shown in the
statement of work. In many instances, data given in this section are the
summary of much larger data sets previously published in engineering reports
documenting t_sk activities.
2.1 ANALYSIS AND TRADE STUDIES
Data generated during the development of NASA-approved candidate quantity
gaging concepts and selection criteria, and the results of the subsequent
trade studies, are given in this section. Conclusions based on these results
are provided in Section 3 of this report.
2.1.1 Candidate Concept Development
I literature search and review activity resulted in a primary citation base
of 28 sources, which in turn lead to a secondary base of 122 sources to con-
struct the beginning list of potential candidate concepts. A listing of
these sources may he found in this report beginning at page 20 in Appendix B.
The beginning list of potential candidate concepts was evaluated and reduced
using the preliminary concept screening scheme shown in Table 2-1. The
beginning candidate concepts for both oxygen and hydrogen systems are shown
in Tables 2-2 and 2-8 along with their scoring and disposition results from
preliminary screening.
In addition to the single concepts obtained from the preliminary screening,
integrated concepts formed by utilizing more than one gaging approach simul-
taneously were investigated with the results shown in Table 2-4. This, in
turn, led to the final sets of candidate concepts which would be examined in
the trade studies. Tables 2-6 and 2-@ list the concept finalists for oxygen
and hydrogen systems, respectively.
ZGQGS/l12.AA1-1 12-DEC-89 2-1
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Table 2-1
ZBIO-GeAVITT qUANTITY @AGING STSTI
P]_LIM_¥ CONCKI'T SCRBBNING
1. Does the concept require the use of a trace gas?
.
Response
Yes
Scor_.._se
(Remove concept from any further
consideration. )
No (Retain concept for further
screening. )
What is the concept accuracy (percent of full scale) in a near sero-
gravity environment?
Static Accuracy Dynamic Accuracy
Response Scor_____e Score
1_ or better 70 30
1_ to 5_, 20 20
5_ (remove concept) (remove concept)
,See extended accuracy band explanation.
3. Is the concept _ccuracy independent of tank orientation?
o
Response Scor____ee
Independent 100
Nearly independent 50
Significantly dependent (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy independent of the distribution of any
gas/liquid interfaces?
Response Scor__._e
Independent i00
Nearly independent 50
Significantly dependent (remove concept)
ZGGGS/112 .AA1-2 15-DE¢-89 2-2
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Table 2-1
ZBIO-GI_VITY qU_qTITY GAGING SYST_f
PIBLIMINaeY CONCEPT SCBEBNING (Continued)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank size?
Response Scor=.__e
Not sensitive 70
Moderately sensitive 35
Significsntly sensitive (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank external shspe?
Resvonse Scor___=_e
Not sensitive 70
Moderately sensitive 35
Significantly sensitive (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to fluid mass?
Response Scor___=ee
Not sensitive 70
Moderately sensitive 35
Significantly sensitive (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to internal tank geometry?
Response Scor===_=_e
Not sensitive 70
Moderately sensitive 35
Significantly sensitive (remove concept)
F89-08
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Table 2-1
ZB10-@tiVITT QUANTITY @I@IN@ STSTB]f
PIBLIMINAIT CONCEPT SCB_NING (Concluded)
g. What is the maturity of the concept?
Response Scor____e
Has been demonstrated in space flight 100
Has been demonstrated in conventional flight 80
Has been demonstrated in ground applications 60
Has been demonstrated conceptually (Note 1) 40
Has not been demonstrated (remove concept)
Note 1: If concept has scored at least 450 in screening questions 2
through 8, it should be retained in a list of concepts showing
promise for future concept development. However, it should be
removed from further consideration in this concept screening.
Note 2: In the case of integrated concepts, the score shall be the
arithmetic average of the constituent concepts.
ZGQGS/ll2.AA1-4 13-DEC-@@ 2-4
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OXYGEN SYSTEMS
SCREENING PARAMETERS
ST Oy
CONCEPT 1 2a 2B 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Capacitance No 20 - - 100 100 35 70 70 35 100
Capacitance flowmeter No ....
Microwave No 70 - - 100 100 35 35 70 35 60
RF mode analysis No 70 - - 100 100 70 70 70 35 60
Beta radiation attenuation No 70 - - 1O0 1O0 - - 70 35 35 60
Gamma radiation attenuation No 20 - - 100 100 - - 70 - - 35 80"
70
_°
70
.°
70
.o
.°
..
70
oo
2O
.°
o.
7O
.°
70
°°
Buoyancy
Ultrasonic letup and density
Ultrasonic mass flowmater
Ultrasonic probe
RIGS
VibmUng cylinder
Vibrating reed
Codolis
PVT gaging
Trace injection:
Racloac_ve gas
Infrared
Helium 3
i
" Quality meter flown 1966 SIVB
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
50 -- 35 70 35 35
50 -- 35 35 70 35 60
100 100 70 70 70 35 40
IO0 100 35 7O 35 70 6O
TOTAL
SCORE
53O
5O5
575
555
540
COMMENTS
Flowmeter 3-15% accuracy
Eliminated
Eliminated radiation hazard
Dynamic accuracy: 5-10%
Quality 0.15%
Calibration reference
Eliminated
Flowrneter
Eliminated
Flowmater
Flowmeter
Flowmater
:1--2°/oempty, :1:1%full
Ref vot 1% tank volume
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
10232/178.039
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Table 2-3
HYDROGEN SYSTEMS
SCREENING PARAMETERS
|
ST Dy TOTAL
CONCEPT 1 2a 2B 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE
Capacitance No 20 - - 100 t O0 35 70 70 35 100 530
Capacitance flowmeter No ....
Microwave No 70 - - 100 1 00 35 35 70 35 60 505
RF mode analysis No 70 - - 100 100 70 70 70 35 60 575
Beta radiation attenuation No 70 - - 100 100 - - 70 35 35 60
Gamma radiation attenuation No 20 - - 100 1 00 35 70 70 35 80" 51 0
Buoyancy No 70 ""
Ut_rasonic temp and density No .... 50 - - 35 70 35 35 - -
Ultrasonic mass flowmeter No - - 20
U_asonic probe No .... 50 .. 35 35 70 35 60
RIGS No .... 100 100 70 70 70 35 40
Vibrating cytinder No - - 70
Vibrating reed No ....
Coriolis No - - 70
PVT gaging No .... 100 100 35 70 35 70 50
Trace injection:
Radioactive gas Yes
Infrared Yes
Helium 3 Yes
• Quality meter flown 1966 SIVB
COMMENTS
Fiowmeter 3-1 5% accuracy
Eliminated
Radiation hazard
Dynamic accuracy: 5-10% .
Quality O.15%
Calibration reference
Eliminated
Flowmater
Eliminated
Eliminated
Flowmeter
Flowmeter
Flowmeter
:1:2% empty, :1:1%full
Ref vol 1% tank volume
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
1023_178.040
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Table 2-4
INT_TBD CONCEPTS COMPATIBTr.ITT ]fITIICBS
F89-08
Integrated oxygen gaging concepts Integrated hydrogen gaging concepts
KEY: NC = Not compatible; signal interference or
*Possibility of gamma radiation
one interferes with the other physically ionization which would interface
CNA = Compatible operation but no improved with RF fields
attributes
CPA = Compatible operation and positive
reinforcing attributes
2.1.2
Selection Criteria Development,
A specific method for conducting the trade study evaluations of the most
promising candidate concepts was developed in complete detail under NASA
review and approval. The resulting method is documented as DD17392A 'Zero-
Gravity Quantity Caging System Selection Criteria' and is included in this
report beginning at page 34 of Appendix B. This criteria provided the hier-
archy of major and detail selection attributes and their weights shown inTable 2-7.
ZGQGS/l12.AA1-7 13-DEC-@9 2-7
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Table 2-5
POPULATION SBT FOR OXYGEN STSTIMS
SINGLE CONCEPTS
Io
2.
3.
4.
Capacitance Matrix
RF Mode Analysis
Resonant Infrasonic GaginE (RIGS)
PYr Gaging
INTEGRATED CONCEPTS
o
2.
3.
Capacitance - RIGS
Capacitance - PVT Gaging
Microwave - PVT Gaging
Table 2-8
POPULATION SET FOR HYDROGENSYSTBMS
SINGLE CONCEPTS
o
2.
3.
Capacitance Matrix
RF Mode Analysis
Gamma Radiation Attenuation
INTEGKATFA) CONCEPTS
I. RF Mode Analysis - Gamma Radiation Attenuation
NOTE: The order of candidates in these tables is not indicative of any
preference.
ZaQaS/l12.kk_-8 lS-OEC-S9 2-8
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Table 2-7
OF SILBCTION ATTRIBUTES AND qIGBTS
°
.
,
.
.
ATTRIBUTES
Accuracy
a) Basic accuracy
b) Sensitivity to tank size, shape, internal
geometry, and fluid mass
c) Range
d) Ease of calibration
e) Maintenance of calibration
Design features
a) System weight
b) System electrical power requirements
c) Energy input to fluid
d) Number and complexity of fluid containment
penetrations
Design quality
a) Reliability
b) Repairability
c) Maintainability
d) Safety
e) Compatibility
Design state of the art
a) Materials
b) Construction
c) Circuitry
d) Performance
e) Potential for improvement
Flight hardware development effort
a) Development hardware estimate to complete
(span time, manpower, and dollars, including risk)
b) Prototype hardware estimate to complete
(span time, manpower, and dollars, including risk)
c) Flight hardware estimate to complete
(span time, manpower, and dollars, including risk)
DETAIL
ATTRIBUTE
RELATIVE
WEIGHT
0.273
0.182
0.136
0.182
0.227
0.187
0.250
0.250
0.313
0.222
0.186
0.111
0.296
0.185
0.213
0.204
0.280
0.101
0.202
0.333
0.333
0.334
MAJOR
ATTRIBUTE
RELATIVE
WEIGHT
0.35
0.20
0.25
0.10
0.10
10232/178.027
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2.1.3 Perfor_ Trade Studies
The methods of the approved selection criteria were applied to the seven
oxygen and four hydrogen concepts selected during the candidate development
activities, with the results shown in the summary of major attribute scores
presented in Table 2-8.
2.2 FEASIBILITY TESTING
This section provides data generated as a result of performing a series of
proof-of-concept feasibility tests using specially designed test tanks to
challenge the selected RF modal concept. These tests were in support of Task
1 and were known as Feasibility Testing Supporting Trades. These challenges
were made using cryogenic liquid nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen in a test
tank of differing internal configurations and capable of rotation about one
axis to obtain differing liquid/vapor interfaces. In addition, the RF modal
concept was further challenged with more realistic zero-gravity fluid/vapor
interface configurations simulated with paraffin in a reduced scale bench-top
test tank.
Data is also presented in this section for a series of feasibility tests used
to support Design Task 4 by verifying an appropriate antenna development and
providing further data for development of a mass computational algorithm.
2.2.1 Feasibility Testing Supporting Trades
Data presented in this section is the essence of over 3,900 modal plots. The
original raw data has been compressed by eliminating all but the best four
working modes and only includes data from three of the nine tank rotation
angles, since the responses at the other angles were simple variants of these
three angles. Only cryogenic test data is included in this section.
Organization of the data is as follows:
Tank "_" Data, Bare Tank (Figure 2-1)
LN2 Baseline, Baxe Tank (Table 2-9)
Z(;QGS/lZ2.AAl-Ze 12-DE¢-$9 2-10
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Table 2-8
SITd]EIIY OF ifAJUil ATTRIBUTB SCOIBS
FLIGHT i
1 DESIGN DESIGN STATE-OF. HARDWARE OVERALL
GAGING ACCURACY WEIGHT FEATURES WEIGHT QUALITY WEIGHT ART WEIGHT EFFORT WEIGHT SCORE
SYSTEMS SCORE(l) (l)=0.35, SCORE(b) (b)10.20,2 SCORE(c)(¢)x0.25=3 CORE(d):(d)x0.10,4 SCORE(e) (e) x0.10=5 1+2+3,4,5
i 'Cap 85.311 i 29.86 i 26.705 6.34 1 76.536 i 18.88 i 58.479 i 5.85 i 91.207 i 9.12 ; 69.05
Matrix i i
.................... ,...................... . ....................... !........................... i i i: i! i i
"_ i ! ._ ................. !....................... ?................... +...................... _ ..................... _....................... ;...........................
AnalysisRFMode 95.207 i! 33.32 ii 88.694 i 17.74 ii 80.349 ii 20.09 :i 60.590 i 6.06 ii 96.642 !i 9.66 !: 8687
. : : • ; i ; , .
..................... _...................... _ ............................................... ;............................ _. . . . _.. ; : :
RIGS 62_1i 21.89_ 4428_i 8_ i 42723i ,54 _377_i 378 i4755,_ 476 _ 47.83
.................... •,....................... _....................... !........................ ;.................... ;....................... _-................... _...................... _...................... _....................... i .....
PVT 71,674 ii 25.09 i 29,413 i! 5.58 1 56.972 i 11.39 i 37.768 i 3.78 i 61 .787 1 6.18 i 5232
.................... _............................................... ;........................ _............................. _- - • ;. i : :
Cap/ 59.316 i 20.76 :: 11.210 i 2.24 i 27.010 i 5.40 :: 24.371 i 2.44 i 24.719 :: 2.47 i 33.31RIGS i i ! i
...................._. ..................._.......................i........................_ ..............._......................._ ..............._......................i ................._ ...................!...........................
Cap/ 61.915 i 21.67 :. 9.594 i 1.92 ! 32.414 i 8.10 i 24.371 _ 2.44 i 32,082 :: 3.21 _ 37.34
PVT _ _ i
.................... _ ...................... _ ....................... ;........................ ;.................... _....................... _ ..... i i : i
Micro/ 54,009 i 18.90 i 14.008 i 2.80 _ 21.919 i 4.38 i 22.207 i 2.22 i 25,517 _ 255 _ 3085! i i _ : :Pv'r i : i
i
Cap 85.311 i 29.86 _ 26.599 5,32 i 77.497 19.37 i 58.479 _ 5.85 _ 91.207 i 9,12 _ 69.52
Matrix i i i
....................-:......................+ ..............i ..............i .........i .............._ ..........:: ............._ ............_......................i ..................
RF Mode 95.207 i 33,32 i 63.771 ! 12,75
Analysis ' i i 1 80.960 i 20.24 i160"590 i 6.06 1 96.642 ii 9.66 i 82.03
...................i ............_......................._.......................i .......i ............- .......+ ............i ..........i ...........i...........................
Gamma 72,578 I 25.40! 39.109 i 7.82 i 45.686 i 11.42 i 29.850 i 2.99 i 54.493 i 5.45 i 53,08
Rad i i i i
....................-" ...................................................................._ = _....................i ..................._ ...............: ...................i......................i ...................:: ........................
RFI 66.910i 2342 _ 9_09 i 1.98!26.786! 7.20 !219_ ! 220 i26609 i 2_ i 37.66
Gamma
E
10232'178.026
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Antenna Positions
Reflected
Power
Mode Resonant Dip
,_f at Half Power Point
f Mode Resonant Frequency
Frequency v
Q ==
f
,,,f
WARM TANK DATA
F MHz
257.557
362.263
462.877
&F MHz
0.033
0.043
0.043
O
7,804
8,425
10,764
COLD TANK DATA
F MHz
257.900
362.587
463.267
_F MHz
0.028
0.033
0.043
O
9,211
10,987
10,773
10232/178.15
FiKure 2-1.-Bare tank lq. test results.
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LO2 Baseline, Bare Tank (Table 2-10)
LB_, Baseline, Bare Tank (Table 9--11)
LN2 Phase 1 Configuration (Table 2-12)
LN_ Phase 2 Configuration (Table 2-13)
References to Bare Tank, Phases 1 and Phase 2, are descriptions of the in-
ternal configuration of the test tank. Bare means that there are no internal
components in the tank, a baseline condition while Phases 1 and 2 refer to
the configurations shown in Figure 2-2.
Tank w_w Test Results. The data was obtained with s dry room temperature
nitrogen pad in the tank for the warm tank condition, and the cold tank data
was obtained with the cold vapor over a 40-1b liquid fill in the tank. The
Tank Cavity Q was determined from data read from modal plots as illustrated
in Pigure 2-1.
2.2.2 Feasibility Testing Supporting DesiKn
Data presented in this section represents the results of feasibility test
activities designed to obtain application-specific experimental information
to support antenna design and mass computational algorithm development. A
special test fixture, shown in Figure 2-3, was used in antenna mechanical de-
sign tests, and the Phase 2 configuration of the test tank was used with
liquid nitrogen to obtain electrical antenna design data as well as addition-
al modal response data to support development of the mass computational
algorithm.
Antenna _echanical Tests. Three antenna heads were subjected to cold shocks
from a_bient to liquid hydrogen temperature, which took approximately three
minutes to stabilise. During the cold shock and for fifteen minutes fol-
lowing stabilization at liquid hydrogen temperature, the antenna head/tank
port assembly was maintained at a constant 80 psi helium pressure across the
seals. At the end of this period the helium pressure differential was re-
duced to 40 psi, and both the bagged seal flange and electrical feedthrough
were leak checked with the test assembly still at liquid hydrogen tempera-
ture. Leak testing was perforned using a helium mass spectrometer set and
ZGQQS/Z].2.AAZ-ZSZ3-DE¢-e9 2-13
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Table 2-9
lZASBLINB TBST IBSULTS
Fluid: Nitrogen
MODE TABLE
Tank Angle: 0
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 861.8 Wt = 694.4 Wt = 468.5 Wt = 220.0 Wt = 4.0
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
216.305
216.653
233.945
366.220
Fluid: Nitrogen
3/4 FULL
219.603
219.927
240.129
373.179
112FULL
230.631
230.943
250.869
390.741
114FULL
249.547
249.877
265.962
420.059
EMPTY
257.515
257.875
277.267
435.865
Tank Angle: 45
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt=861.8 Wt=694.4 Wt=468.5 Wt=220.0 Wt=4.0
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
216.692
216.892
233.567
366.188
Fluid: Nitrogen
3/4 FULL
220.305
221.800
238.971
371.490
1/2 FULL
231.255
232.505
249.960
388.968
1/4 FULL
247.861
249.268
266.520
417.211
EMPTY
257.539
257.905
277.285
435.900
Tank Angle: 90
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt=861.8 Wt=694.4 Wt=468.5 Wt=220.0 Wt=4.0
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
216.781
217.841
233.033
366.107
3/4 FULL
220.545
224.480
236.877
370.241
1/2 FULL
231.460
234.405
248.570
388.429
1/4 FULL
246.673
249.077
267.960
411.500
EMPTY
257.551
257.951
277.287
435.901
10230178.16
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MODE TABLE
Fluid: Oxygen
TANK FILL LEVEL
Tank Angle: 0
Wt = 1168.0i Wt = 960.0 Wt = 637.0 Wt = 310.0 Wt = 4.0MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
212,489
230.543
305.300
303.557
3/4 FULL
216.117
236.487
315.459
312.213
1/2 FULL
228.717
248.619
328.070
329.685
Fluid: Oxygen
TANK FILL LEVEL
1/4 FULL
248.461
264.427
341.749
361.747
EMPTY
257.917
277.295
362.695
374.611
Tank Angle: 45
Wt-1168.0 Wt=960.0 Wt-637.0 Wt"310.0 Wt=4.0MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
212.573
229.709
302.185
300.805
Fluid: Oxygen
3/4 FULL
216.573
235.239
313.710
308.091
1/2 FULL
228.987
247.629
328.143
325.192
1/4 FULL
247.753
264.853
344.107
358.597
EMPTY
257.923
277.300
362.700
374.617
Tank Angle: 90
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 1168.0 Wt = 960.0 Wt = 637.0 Wt = 310.0 Wt = 4.0MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
212.705
228.593
300.875
299.651
3/4 FULL
216.825
232.851
312.663
304.703
1/2 FULL
229.221
246.159
329.235
321.273
1/4 FULL
247.579
266.353
349.615
351.710
EMPTY
257.929
277.303
362.695
374.617
10232/178.1
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Fluid: Hydrogen
LB=
Table 2-11
BLSSLINS TEST IBSULTS
MODE TABLE
Tank Angle: 0
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 75.7 Wt = 53.7 Wt = 33.4 Wt = 13.0 Wt = 1.9
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
233.751
234.153
251.870
329.901
Fluid: Hydrogen
3/4 FULL
239.027
239.363
259.345
341.429
1/2 FULL
248.347
248.695
266.715
348.079
1/4FULL
256.227
256.563
274.137
356,049
EMPTY
257.725
258.090
277.514
362.900
Tank Angle: 45
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 75.7 Wt = 53.7 Wt = 33.4 Wt = 13.0 Wt = 1.9
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
233.991
234.213
251.913
329.450
Fluid: Hydrogen
MODE
1
2
3
4
Wt = 75.7
FULL
234.310
234.510
251.905
329.787
3/4 FULL
239.677
240.277
258.815
340.670
1/2 FULL
247.993
248.449
266.765
347.839
114FULL
255.381
256.449
274.721
357.055
EMPTY
257.785
258.121
277.532
362.971
Tank Angle: 90
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt : 53.7
314 FULL
239.890
241.673
257.762
337.241
Wt = 33.4
1/2 FULL
247.807
248.473
267.1 53
348.961
Wt -- 13.0
1/4 FULL
254.301
256.367
275.735
359.391
Wt = 1.9
EMPTY
257.803
258.145
277.539
363.001
10230178.18
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LN= PHASB 1 CONI"I_qtATION
MODE TABLE
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase I
MODE
1
2
3
4
Wt = 861.7
FULL
217.895
218.275
313.110
366.891
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 686.6
3/4 FULL
221.631
221.661 1
319.088
373.651
Obtained from 180 dog
_Obtained 180 degfrom
Estimated
Wt = 447.0
1/2 FULL
232.300 3
232.773 2
335.725
392.275
Wt = 215.4
1/4 FULL
251.910 3
252.910
365.133
414.691
Tank Angle: 0
Wt = 4.0
EMPTY
259.460
259.910
376.003
436.909
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase I
MODE
1
2
3
4
Wt = 861.7
FULL
218.007
218.307
313.077
367.047
TANK FILL LEVEL
4From 225 deg
Tank Angle: 45
Wt = 686.6
3/4 FULL
221.377 4
222.580 4
318.961
372.937 4
Wt = 447.0
1/2 FULL
232.925 4
234.362
335.670
391.125 3
Wt = 215.4
1/4 FULL
250.267 4
252.146
364.545
420.261
Wt = 4.0
EMPTY
259.379
259.879
376.000
436.897
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase I
TANK FILL LEVEL
MODE
1
2
3
4
Wt = 861.7
FULL
218.215
218.813 5
312.783
367.215
5From 270 deg
ZGQGS/112.AA1-1713-DE¢-89
Wt = 686.6
3/4 FULL
221.920
225.955 5
318.121
371.017 5
Wt = 447.0
112 FULL
233.807 5
234.119
335.400 3
389.873
2-17
Tank Angle: 90
Wt = 215.4
1/4 FULL
248.700 5
251.205
361.332
421.000 3
Wt = 4.0
EMPTY
259.465
259.915
375.985
436.883
10232/178.19
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PHASB 2 CONFIGUIATION
MODE TABLE
Tank Angle: 0
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt=822.5 Wt=673.1 Wt=440.5 Wt=213.5 Wt=4.0
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
312.580
326.325
375.2851
402.480
Obtained from 180 deg
2Estimated
3/4 FULL
315.555
329.935
378.570
413.575
1/2 FULL
329.705
346.005
405.000 2
429.000 2
1/4 FULL
351.795
376.435
428.0651
447.755
EMPTY
369.415
387.875
445.525
477.115
F89-08
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase 2 Tank Angle: 45
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 822.5 Wt = 673.1 Wt = 440.5 Wt = 213.5 Wt = 4.0
MODE
1
2
3
4
FULL
311.590
327.265
375.570
404.115
3 From 225 deg
3/4 FULL
317.245 3
334.775
3384.30O
417.305
1/2 FULL
327.625
351.265
406.365
426.875
1/4 FULL
355.550 2
374.915 3
426.165
448.000 2
EMPTY
369.365
387.865
445.525
477.120
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase 2
MODE
1
2
3
4
Wt = 622.5
FULL
310.470
327.685
375.380 4
402.615
4From 270 deg
TANK
Wt = 673.1
3/4 FULL
314.435
338.735
378.765 4
414.500
Tank Angle: 90
FILL LEVEL
Wt = 440.5
1/2 FULL
328.850
356.155
405.100 2
429.200 2
Wt = 213.5
1/4 FULL
357.180 4
374.500 2
422.695 4
449.155
Wt = 4.0
EMPTY
369.425
387.915
445.540
477.135
10232/178.20
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Thermodynamic Vent_
Phases 1 & 2
Spray Bar Mast,
Phase 2
Upper Fluid
Acquisition
Channel Assembly
Phases 1 & 2
Ring Baffle (2)
Phase 2
S_ Basket
Phases 1 & 2
Lower Fluid
Acquisition
Channel Assembly
Phases 1 & 2
10232/178.032
Figure 2-2.-Tank internal componentry.
verified to a sensitivity of 1 x 10 -° SCC He/sec. The bagged leak test was
conducted for 15 minutes to integrate any small leakages. The seal paths
were less than one inch in length so that leak path length was not an issue.
All three antenna head assemblies went through the test sequence without any
evidence of structural deformation or leakage.
Antenna Electrical Performance. The objectives of these tests were to deter-
mine the most useful antenna element design and its best orientation in the
available antenna positions 2 and 3. Another objective was to verity that
the antenna head design had a low standing wave ratio (VSWR) and insertion
loss, and that it remained stable relative to these parameters with
temperature.
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1/4 CRES Helium Line
LH 2 Heat Exchange line
HPS Corp 31-5705
Long Weld Stub
_1032-KETR
Metal Gasket
Antenna Assembly
1 1/2 Schedule lOS l Butt Weld
Pipe and Cap
Coaxial Connector
CRES Flange Clamp
VAT 31032-KESR
10232/178.33
Fibre 2-3.-Antenna test tixture.
The first objective was realized by screening a variety ot loop and stub
antenna element configurations and orientations in the test tank at room
temperature. The tank was in the Phase 2 configuration and contained ambient
air during these screening trials.
The screening test round that the two most useful antenna element designs
were an 8.5-inch stub and a 4.5-inch loop at 45°CW to the antenna mounting
meridian. Both antennas provided improved response _mplitude and were able
to pick up modes that h_d dropped out in the trades testing.
Each ot these designs was then checked at discrete till levels and tank an-
gles using liquid nitrogen. The results indicated that the improved per-
tormance noted at room temperature in an empty tank did not hold up when the
tank was tilled with liquid nitrogen to nearly any level. The effect was not
due to temperature because empty tank response was not significantly dif-
ferent with the tank at room temperature or liquid nitrogen temperature.
ZGQGS/112 .AA1-2_ ZS-OEC-8@ 2-20
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Further investigation of this phenomenon suggested that the mode patterns
were cha_ging sufficiently with fluid level to shift the most desirable an-
tenna position from the room temperature placements established in the
screening tests. Two approaches were tried to counter this. First, the
antenna at position 3 was changed to a four-rod conical of about 26 degrees
with 8.5-inch elements. This broadened the frequency response and increased
the spatial extent of this antenna. The antenna at position 2 was changed to
a curved stub of about 5.5 inches in length. The tube curvature was a cir-
cular segment with about a 7.5-inch radius, with the plane of curvature in
the antenna meridian mounting plane. This permitted this antenna to couple
more reliably with the changing E field patterns. These changes improved the
antenna responses but are not considered an exhaustive treatment, nor are the
resulting improvements considered the best that could be obtained.
The voltage standing wave ratio and insertion loss were evaluated approxi-
mately by terminating the antenna head element connection point with a 50-ohm
termination and noting the reflected power. It was also noted that room
temperature and cold antenna response measurements were not significantly
different in amplitude. These results indicated that the VSWR and insertion
loss parameters of the antenna head design were stable and acceptable.
Modal Response Characteristics Test. Mode behavior was observed at f£11
levels and tank angular attitudes other than the discrete points used in the
trades tests. This was accomplished by modifying the experiment to allow
continuous video recording o_ the spectrum analyser screen while the tank
fill level and attitude were changed. The screen was also set up to display
fill fluid weight, tank attitude, and antenna position, as well as the normal
modal response information. The data obtained was to be used to complete
development of a mass computational algorithm.
The initial video recordings revealed that the erratic modal behavior of the
Phase 2 configuration tank was even more complex than had been expected.
This led to a series of investigative experiments to understand the reasons
for the modal behavior and test methods for circumventing it. This proved to
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be successful enough to permit video recordings to be repeated for a trun-
cated set of modal response characteristics tests.
Mass Computational Algorithm Data. Testing indicated that two modal segments
would be required to uniquely determine tank loaded mass. These were identi-
fied as the 'low' and 'high' frequency segments. Summaries of the data de-
fining these segments are given in Tables 2-14 and 2-15.
Mass Computational Computer Simulation Results. The algorithm development
test data was used to construct a mass computation algorithm which would
provide loaded mass in a Phase 2 configuration test tank loaded with liquid
nitrogen at any tank attitude using only a coordinated low and high segment
modal frequency. This algorithm was incorporated into a computer program and
tested using 96 coordinated modal pairs. The results are given in
Table 2-16.
2.2.3 Bench-Top Testing
A test tank one-half the scale of the cryogenic test tank used for feasibil-
ity testing was used for these bench-top tests. This tank incorporated eight
antenna positions as shown in Figure 2-4. A series of modal scans of this
tank were made from each antenna position for five basic mass fill conditions
of empty, 1/4 full, 1/2 full, 3/4 full, and full. The configuration of the
fill media, which was paraffin, could be either settled or wet wall, where
settled represented a configuration which would be obtained by simply filling
the tank in an upright attitude. Wet wall signifies that the paraffin is a
uniformly thick paraffin layer on the inside surface of the tank. In
addition, the wet wall configurations could also incorporate additional mass
in the form of one or two quasispherical globules, which could be positioned
in the top, bottom, or middle of the wet wall cavity. Finally, five random
orientations of a fixed group of wet wall segments and two different sized
globules were tested as a referee data set. Plots of the resulting test data
are shown in Figures 2-6, 2-6 and 2-7 for the three lowest TM modal
frequencies. The test data was then used to develop a mass computational
algorithm capable of incorporation into an instrument-level microprocessor.
Results of the algorithm performance are shown in Tables 2-17 and 2-18.
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Ts.ble 9--14
"LOW' FIBqUBNCY SB(_IfBNT
(124 TO 154 IfHs, BQUITORIAL ANTBNNA)
Af FROM AVERAGE (MHz)
TANK
ANGLE
(degrees)
0
15
30
45
60
75
90
105
120
135
150
165
180
225
270
315
Average
MHz
LN 2 FLUID WIEGHT (Ib)
0
+0.045
-0.065
-0.010
-0.065
-0.093
-0.038
-0.038
-0.038
-0.038
+0.154
-0.010
+0.099
+0.099
150.439
192.7
-1.438
-1.301
-0.971
-0.257
+1.336
+2.738
+3.040
+2.875
+1.913
-1.988
-2.070
-2.070
-2.455
-0.422
+2.435
-0.257
145.246
401.2
-0.624
-0.404
-0.404
-0.322
-0.074
+0.585
+0.695
+1.024
-0.212
-0.789
+0.008
-0.129
-0.129
+0.145
+0.832
+0.008
137.536
693.3
+0.420
+0.447
+0.200
-0.020
-0.130
-0.349
-0.514
-0.377
-0.130
+0.008
+0.063
-0.157
-0.130
+0.255
-0.185
+0.090
128.278
829.9
-0.302
-0.220
-0.302
-0.550
-0.083
-0.083
-0.083
-0.083
-0.055
+0.165
+0.329
+0.412
+0.522
+0.220
+0.055
+0.055
126.775
10232/178,02
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TANK
ANGLE
(degrees)
0
15
30
45
60
75
90
105
120
135
150
165
180
225
270
315
Average
MHz
Table 2-15
tBI_H' FIBqUBNCT SB_iBNT
TO 260 MHs, 45-DBG LATITUDB ANTBNNA)
Af FROM AVERAGE (MHz)
LN 2FLUID WlEGHT (Ib)
7.3
-0.017
+0.028
-0.109
-0.017
+0.028
+0.028
-0.017
+0.028
+0.028
+0.028
-0.017
-0.109
+0.120
(210
258.574
198.8
+1.194
+1.240
+0.148
+0.782
+0.369
+0.094
-0.089
-1.097
-1.097
-1.372
-0.043
+0.278
+0.278
-0.593
-1.051
-0.731
253.696
413.6
+0.556
+0.464
+0.464
+0.142
+0.235
+0.143
+0.143
-0.040
-0.040
-0.544
-0.957
-0.223
-0.132
-0.819
+0.143
+0.281
239.348
616.9
-0.289
+0.078
-0.105
+0.720
+0.353
+0.261
+0.261
-0.197
-0.197
-0.793
-0.518
+0.032
-0.014
+1.086
-0.426
+0.032
227.406
830.7
-0.094
-0.094
-0.094
-0.003
+0.089
-0.003
+0.272
+0.272
+0.272
+0.043
-0.003
-0.186
-0.095
-0.094
+0.089
-0.003
219.054
10232/I 78.029
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Table 2-16
COIIPUTB][ SIMULATION IBSULTS
LOW HIGH TRUE PERCENT LOW HIGH
MODE MODE WEIGHT FULL-SCALE MODE MODE
(MHz) (MHz) (Ib) ERROR (MHz) (MHz)
149.9 258.4 0 +0.004 137.2 239.7
150.3 258.4 0 +0.004 137.5 240.9
150.4 258.4 0 +0.004 138.1 239.4
150.6 258.4 0 +0.004 137.3 239.6
150.5 288.5 o +0.003 1_.4 2_.5
150.3 258.4 0 +0.004 135.9 236.2
150.4 258.4 0 +0.004 135.0 236.6
150.6 256.4 0 +0.004 133.4 2"33.2
14_.1 2s7.5 52 -1.100 133.3 233.5
148.8 257.0 52 -0.200 133.5 233.3
149.7 256.9 52 +1.200 132.8 232.4
146.7 256.6 104 -0.002 133.3 233.0
147.5 256.4 104 -0.001 133.7 233.1
149.2 255.9 104 +0.006 133.7 232.9
148.7 255.2 104 -0.003 13_.8 233.1
146.4 256.2 104 -0.006 131.8 229.3
147.4 255.7 104 -0.002 131.2 230.0
148.9 255.4 104 -0.003 131.7 229.9
147.8 255.8 104 +0.003 130,8 227.4
145.1 255.7 156 -2.000 130.4 228.4
145.9 254.3 156 +2.400 129.9 228.0
148.1 253.9 156 +2.500 129.9 227.2
143.8 255.0 197 +0.003 130.3 227,7
144.9 254.6 197 -0.001 130.7 227.0
148_1 253,7 197 +0.003 130,2 227.8
143.2 252.4 197 +0.004 130.5 228.0
142.7 254.1 197 +0.001 129.6 225.7
144.8 253.2 197 +0.001 129.7 ,)24,8
147.8 252.7 197 +0.006 129.0 225,7
144.9 253.1 197 +0.002 128.6 223.0
145.1 249.2 244 +1.400 128.2 223.5
141.2 250,2 244 +2.500 128,2 223.4
142.8 249.8 244 +2.100 128.2 223.0
140.0 247.1 311 +0.004 128.7 223.1
140.8 246.6 311 -0.001 128.9 223.0
142.6 246.2 311 -0.000 128.5 223.2
130.6 245.1 311 +0.001 128.6 223.3
13Q.7 246.3 311 -0.000 127.7 221.0
140.9 246.5 311 -0.001 127.8 220.8
142.5 245.5 311 +0.001 127.3 221.2
140.8 245.9 311 +0.000 126.5 219.0
139.9 242.1 368 -0.200 126.3 219.1
138.0 243.1 368 -0.200 128.7 219.4
138.8 243.1 368 +0.700 126.7 219.1
136.7 240.4 407 -0.002 127.3 219.0
137.0 239.9 407 -0,002 127.0 219.0
138.0 239.9 407 -0.001 126.9 219.2
136.5 239.0 407 +0.003 126.9 219.1
TRUE PERCENT
WEIGHT FULL-SCALE
(Ib) ERROR
407 +0.000
407 -0.004
407 +0.001
407 -0.000
463 +0.300
463 +0.100
463 +0.200
519 +0.001
519 +0.001
519 -0.002
519 -0.000
519 -0.006
519 -0.002
519 +0.003
519 -0.002
575 -1.100
575 -0.900
575 -0.200
608 +0.002
-0.001
+0.002
608 -0.002
608 +0.002
608 -0.006
608 -0.002
608 +0.002
887 +0.900
667 +2.500
867 +1.700
726 +0.004
726 -0,001
726 +0.004
726 +0.004
726 -0.002
726 +0.004
726 +0.OO5
726 -0.001
785 -1.000
785 -0.100
785 -2.300
830 +0.002
830 -0.004
830 +0.002
830 -0.004
83O +0.O02
830 +0.002
830 +0.002
830 -0.004
10232/178.030
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FiKure 2-4.-Antenna positions.
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Results of comparing tank dielectric media mass as computed using the algor-
ithm with the known media mass load were as given in Table 2-17. Note that
random configuration load data were not used in the development of the al-
gorithm. Testing of the algorithm with the five random load cases gave the
results shown in Table 2-18.
2.3 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
All data developed during performance of the Task 3 effort is documented in
the Preliminary Interface Requirements Specification, BS18029, which is in-
cluded in this report as Appendix E.
2.4 GAGING SYSTEN DESIGN
Development signal conditioner and antenna system design data for hardware
are included in this report in Appendix F.
Results of the development of a mode tracking and identification algorithm
using the bench-top test data base and its incorporation into a demonstration
computer program for RF modal quantity gaging are provided below.
Raw data for the 38 bench-top test configurations was screened and the data
for bench-top tests 2 and 32 was eliminated. Test 2 used a spray bar and
test 32 had identically the same data as test 31 (mirror image tests). All
36 remaining bench-top test configurations were reduced to single-frequency
listings by averaging across alleight antenna positions as shown in Fig-
ure 2-8. The data sets were identified by the data item numbers shown in the
cross-reference listing of Figure 2-9.
Methods for selecting the required three lowest TM modal responses were in-
vestigated. Selection of the lowest TN modal response (TMOll) was easy; it
would be the lowest response and it would probably be twined with a second
response less than 1MItz away. These twin responses could be simply averaged
to obtain a working value for TMOll. The second (TM021) and third (TN031)
responses were considerably more difficult to determine. The technique de-
veloped to accomplish this involved using the value determined for TMOll to
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Table 2-17
ACCURACY IBSULTS FOR ALGORITilM DBVBLOPIfBNT CASBS
ACCURACY RANGE
(% OF FS)
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
CASES
*0.0 to 0.5
•'0.5 to 1.0
*1.0 to 1.5
.1.5 to 2.0
*2.0 to 2.5
*2.5 to 3.0
25
4
Average accuracy 0.278
percent
Standard deviation 0.617
percent
Table 2-18
ACCU]LqCY_BSULTS FOR PAN])OIf TBST CASBS
ACCURACY RANGE
(_ OF FS)
RANDOM TEST CASES
CASES
*0.0 to 0.5
*0.5 to 1.0
*1.0 to 1.5
"1.5 to 2.0
*2.0 to 2.5
*2.5 to 3.0
2
1
1
0
0
Average accuracy 0.900
percent
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ITEM: 20
1
414.90
419.41
587.62
652.72
661.65
697.24
ANTENNA POSITION
2
414.90
419.20
422.67
572.50
582.79
587.94
652.72
660.60
677.61
697.14
3
419.41
422.56
572.71
587.52
652.72
661.65
697.03
4
414.58
419.52
422.35
572.71
582.79
587.10
652.72
662.07
667.50
696.82
5
414.79
419.41
572.50
587.94
651.99
661.54
677.50
697.14
6 7
414.79 414.79
419.20 419.33
422.56 422.46
572.50 572.50
582.69
587.94 587.94
651.65 651.67
661.65 661.65
677.29
697.03 696.93
i
8
414.37
419.52
572.40
582.69
652.20
660.81
667.29
AVERAGE
RESPONSE
FREQUENCY
(MHz)
414.72
419.38
422.52
572.55
582.74
587.71
652.30
661.45
667.40
677.47
697.05
I O_J_178.009
Figure 2-8.-Frequency _veraglng exasple.
DATA
ITEM
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
MASS
(Ib)
138.25
105.05
103.65
91.60
91.60
91.60
78.50
78.50
78.50
73.35
67.55
60.25
60.25
BENCH
TEST
NO.
22
33
21
30
31
32
24
25
26
29
20
27
28
DATA MASS
ITEM (Ib)
NO.
13 54.80
14 43.87
15 42.00
16 36.50
17 36.50
18 36.5O
19 36.05
20 32.93
21 32.93
22 32.93
23 21.86
24 21.86
25 21.86
BENCH,
TEST
NO.
18
17
23
3
4
5
19
14
15
16
10
11
12
Figure 2-9.-Data ires identltlcstion ano
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DATA MASS
ITEM (Ib)
NO.
26 21.86
27 10.86
28 10.86
29 10.86
30 10.86
31 0.00
0.00
R1 49.33
R2 49.33
R3 49.33
R4 49.33
R5 49.33
BENCH
TEST
NO.
13
6
7
8
9
1
2
RAN1
RAN2
RAN3
RAN4
RAN5
10232/178.008
z-ezerence.
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calculate a scan range for the TM021 and TWO31 frequencies and also resolve
any overlap situations. The formof the scan range relation is shown in
Figure 2-10. The reduced lists of possible frequencies, which are obtained
from using the scan range, are further compressed using cluster compressions
of 5 i/Hz in the TM021 range and 11MHz in the TM031 range. An example of
Tg031 cluster compression is shown in Figure 2-11.
Final reduction of the compressed Ti/021 and Ti/031 frequency lists to a single
working frequency is accomplished by taking the arithmetic average of any
remaining frequencies from the lowest through no more than three succeeding
values. These techniques provide a single working frequency value for each
of the three lowest T_ modes from the usually large beginning list of modal
responses. The effects of this approach on a mode tracking and identi-
fication algorithm are shown in Figure 2-12.
Integration of the mode tracking and identification algorithm with the mass
computational algorithm was straightforward. The equivalent response fre-
quencies for the three lowest TI/ modes, as determined using the mode tracking
and identification algorithm, were simply substituted for the exact modal
frequencies that had been used to develop the mass computational algorithm.
This, of course, required some adjustment to the existing mass computational
algorithm in the areas of uncorrected mass calculation and the correction
correlation coefficient development. The need for these adjustments led to
the discovery that the uncorrected mass calculation could best be done using
a three-frequency least squares curve fit of the three lowest TM mode equiv-
alent response frequencies. The curve fit equation w_s second order and was
derived using only the 31 algorithm development test cases. This curve fit
relation was capable of determining the tank-loaded fluid mass with an aver-
age error of 16.7 percent of full load without any correction term.
It was also discovered that using the least squares curve fit mass and the
equivalent uniform load mass average in a relation of the form shown below
gave a much improved correction correlation coefficient:
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Figure 2-10.-The scan range relation.
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TECHNIQUE
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RESULTS
(36 CASE AVERAGE)
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Figure 2-12.-Frequency list reduction results.
K = M - Z where: K = correction coefficient
M = least squares curve fit mass
Z = average uniform load mass
A plot of mass correction required vs. the correction correlation coefficient
K is shown in Figure 2-13.
In Figure 2-13 all 36 test cases are plotted. The four straight lines la-
beled Zone I through Zone 4 are each associated with a group of test cases
within the dashed line boundaries on either side of the zone line. Member-
ship of a test case in one of these groups is determined by its measurement
class, and the value and sign of K. Measurement class is determined in the
same manner as developed for the mass computational algorithm.
The correction equation then becomes a first order relation of the form:
C = -0.4066 * K + A where: C = the correction in ib
K = (M - Z) correction coefficient
A = -14.66 for Zone 1
-3.77 for Zone 2
+9.45 for Zone 3
+21.20 for Zone 4
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Figure 2-13.-Correction correlation coettlc[ent.
The measured tank mass is computed by adding the correction value to the
curve fit mass:
P=M+CIb
A math model of the integrated algorithm was organized based on six computa-
tional modules. These are shown in Figure 2-14. Implementation of the math
model and its application to all 36 test cases gave the accuracy performance
histogrmm shown in Figure 2-15. The results showed that the integrated
algorithm met the *5 percent of full-scale criteria for gaging approach
feasibility.
A computer program was written based on the six modules of the math model.
This program was configured to provide a fully integrated demonstration of
the RF modal quantity gaging approach. It took the full spectrum of modal
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Data
Input
Module 1
F011
Calculation
Module 2
Scan
Range
Module 3
Mass
Computation
Module 6
Data
List
Module 4
F021 and F031
Calculation
Module 5
MODULE
1
2
3
FUNCTION
List all modal frequencies in 330 to 879 MHz range
Use first 3 modal frequencies to calculate F011
Use F011 to determine frequency range for F021
and F031 arrays
Sort list aJlmodal frequencies into F02t and F031
arrays
Use array compression and final averaging rules to
determine F021 and F031
Compute mass using F011, F021, and F031 in
least squares curve fit equation and adding a
correction
1(_321178.005
Figure 2-14.-Integrsted algorlth_ =sth =odel.
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responses that would be encountered in actually sweeping the tank probing
frequency over the algorithm specified ranges, and then used the responses to
determine loaded tank mass to within *3.5 percent of full load. The
resulting demonstration program was written for use on IBM PCs or compatible
clones. Disks containing the program and data files for all 36 test cases
were provided to NASA-JSC along with a user's manual. A program flow chart
is given in Figure 2-16.
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Section 3
CONCLUSIONS
Evaluations of the results obtained during the performance of the Zero-
Gravity Quantity Caging Program are presented in the following sections. The
presentations are organised according to the program task relationships shown
in the statement of work.
3.1 ANALYSIS AND TRADE STUDIES
The final scoring results of the trade study effort clearly selected the RF
modal gaging concept as the most promising for further development as the
Zero-Gravity Quantity Caging approach for both oxygen and hydrogen. In addi-
tion, because the RF modal gaging concept scored best in all of the major
attribute categories, it would have been selected regardless of the major
attribute weighing factors.
Comparisons of trade study scoring results for large storage size, OTV, and
small size tanks (see tankage descriptions in Appendix B, page B-80) led to
the conclusion that tank sise was a minimal accuracy sensitivity issue. Tank
size issues were primarily evident in the design features attribute.
3.2 FEASIBILITY TESTINC
Conclusions reached on the basis of analyzing the feasibility test data are
developed in the following sections.
3.2.1
Feasibility Testin_ Suvvortin_ Trades
Conclusions reached following examination and analysis of data obtained in
the following test sequences are provided below:
LN2 IQ. Data, Bare Tank
LN_ Baseline, Bare Tank
LO2 Baseline, Bare Tank
LHs Baseline, Bare Tank
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LNI Phase 1, Configuration
LN= Phase 2, Configuration
Conclusions Regarding Tank ,Qt. In the RF nodal quantity glging approach,
the iq, (sharpness of the modal responses) is of concern because it directly
affects the measurement system's ability to consistently resolve the modal
resonance frequency with precision. Since the modal frequency is directly
related to the mass quantity of fluid in the tank, any lack of precision in
determining the modal resonance frequency causes an equal ambiguity in
determining the mass quantity.
The criteria which was adopted to evaluate the suitability of mode response
SQts was that one-half of the half-power response bandwidth should not exceed
one-tenth of a percent of mode frequency change from full to empty tank
conditions. In equation fore:
Af/210.O01 fe (1- (1-1/e 1/=) (1)
Where: Af = Half power response bandwidth
fe = Empty tank modal frequency
e = Dielectric constant of media that will fill tank
Since: q = f/hf (2)
Substitution of (2) into (1) gives the 'q' criteria as:
q_f/(0.002 fe(1-1/e i/m) (3)
Empty tank measurements make f = fe and (3) becomes:
q_ / (0.002 (1-1/E 1/') (4)
Let: k = (1-(1/e z/=) Which gives k = 0.1599 for LN=
k = 0.1732 for LO=
k = 0.0023 for LH=
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And empty tank q's of
q_1/(o.oo2xo.1590) = 3,127 for LN3
l_E1/(O.OO2xO.1732) = 2,887 for LO2
qEZ/(O.OO2xO.OO23) = 5,417 for LH2
Actual measurements of the test tank empty sql, both warm and cold, over the
frequency range of 257 to 463 MHz, provided a lowest measured wqw of 7,804.
This met the most severe criteria with sufficient margin to indicate that the
combined tank/fluid "q" would provide ample mode resolution to minimize .qw
effects on the gaging system accuracy.
Conclusions Re_ardin K Liquid/Vapor Interface Location Sensitivity.
Algorithms were developed to correct for liquid/vapor interface sensitivity.
The sensitivity to liquid/vapor interface location was found to peak at 90
degrees and was symmetrical about the gO-degree axis. It was also found that
the sensitivity was symmetrical about the 270-degree axis and the pattern
repeated every 180 degrees. This allowed the sensitivity correction
algorithms to be developed using the first three tank positions of O, 45 and
90 degrees. Application of the correction algorithm results in a pseudo-
frequency which should not vary appreciably for any given tank mass as the
tank attitude is changed. How well this correction scheme worked when
applied to the baseline and Phase 1 and 2 configuration data presented in
Section 2 is shown in Tables 8-1 through 3-5.
Conclusions ReKardin_ Sensitivity to Internal Components. Two configurations
of internal components were investigated during the trades feasibility tests.
The first configuration was identified as Phase 1 and consisted of screen
acquisition channels, a start basket, and a thermodynamic vent. These
internal components were metallic, nonfunctioning, scaled representations of
operational hardware. The second configuration wu identified as Phase 2 and
consisted of all of the components of the Phase 1 configuration plus two ring
slosh baffles and a longitudinal center tube.
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Fluid: Nitrogen
Tsble 3-1
LN2 BASBLIRB BAIB TANK
PSEUDO FREQUENCYTABLE
TANK FILL LEVEL
TANK
ANGLE
0
45
90
Wt=861.8 Wt=694.4 Wt=468.5 Wt=220.0 Wt=4.0
FULL
450.424
450.359
450.344
Fluid: Oxygen
3/4 FULL
459.894
460.024
459.390
1/2 FULL
481.656
481.840
481.503
1/4 FULL
515.674
515.085
515.835
Tsble 3-2
LO= BA3RLI"]_ BJIJLBTANK
PSEUDO FREQUENCY TABLE
EMPTY
534.962
535.007
535.038
10232/178.31
TANK FILL LEVEL
TANK
ANGLE
0
45
90
Wt = 1168.0 Wt --.960.0 Wt - 637.0 Wt -- 310.0
FULL
443.861
443.960
444.133
•3/4 FULL
452.851
453.654
453.950
1/2 FULL
478.193
478.686
479.031
1/4 FULL
513.567
512.179
511.925
Fluid: Hydrogen
TANK
ANGLE
0
45
90
Wt = 75.7
FULL
485.822
486.015
486.311
Wt = 4.0
EMPTY
536.126
536.138
536.151
10232/178.21
Te,ble 3-3
LB= BASELINE _ TANK
PSEUDO FREQUENCY TABLE
TANK FILL LEVEL
Wt = 33.4
1/2 FULL
515.236
514.986
515.293
Wt - 13.0
114 FULL
530.532
530.636
531.069
Wt = 1.9
EMPTY
535.422
535.485
535.513
10232/17822
Wt = 53.7
3/4 FULL
498.540
498.792
498.544
F89-08
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Table 3-4
LN2 P]IASB 1 CONleI@U_TION
PSEUDO FREQUENCY TABLE
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase I
TANK FILL LEVEL
TANK
ANGLE
0
45
90
Wt = 861.7 Wt = 686.6 Wt = 447.0 Wt = 215.4 Wt = 4.0
FULL
584.976
585.204
585.729
3/4 FULL
595.297
594.916
594.955
1/2 FULL
624.812
624.769
623.836
1/4 FULL
667.101
671.468
670.953
EMPTY
696.594
696.526
696.573
Table $-5
LN= PH_B 2 CONFIGUI_TION
PSEUDO FREQUENCY TABLE
Fluid: Nitrogen Phase 2
TANK FILL LEVEL
-- 10232/178.23
TANK
ANGLE
0
45
90
Wt = 822.5 Wt = 673.1 Wt = 440.5 Wt = 213.5 Wt = 4.0
FULL
746.413.
474.695
745.540
3/4 FULL
760.638
768.078
761.100
1./2 FULL
796.353
793.870
796.175
1/4 FULL
637.685
838.858
839.093
EMPTY
884.585
884.565
884.618
10232/178.24
During the test sequences for Phases 1 and 2, changes were noted in the tank
modal responses which were ascribed to the internal components.
Specifically, Phase 1 tests results showed that:
.
The antenna 1 (polar) position becue ineffective. This was traced to
the very close proximity ot the thermodynamic vent and the fluid
acquisition channel support ring which encircled this antenna position.
The wQ= of the modal responses obtained at antenna positions 2 and 3 was
somewhat lower than that of the corresponding bare tank responses, but
was completely adequate.
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In general, the Phase 1 internal component effects were benign except for
blocking the antenna 1 position. Since the polar antenna position is elimi-
nated in the Phase 2 configuration, this situation was not considered par-
ticularly serious.
Phase 2 test results indicated much more severe effects from the addition of
slosh baffles and the longitudinal center tube. The center tube addition
changed the fundmeental modal character of the tank cavity from plain to
coaxial. This change effectively reduced the population of lower frequency
modes which were picked up at antenna positions 2 and 3. In addition, the
'Q' of most of the modes which were picked up was significantly lower than
that of typical bare tank responses, and the modal responses were of lower
s_plitude and much more complex. These results suggested that the added
components were being coupled to the tank cavity in a lossy manner and that
the degeneracy of the cavity had been significantly increased. It it
anticipated that improvements in the antennas will be able to overcome most
of these effects.
Conclusions Re_ardin K Accuracy, Repeatability, and Hysteresis. The probable
accuracy of the laboratory implementation of the RF modal quantity gaging
system for LOs and LHz was assessed as follows:
° The primary system errors are related as shown in the expression:
total error = weighing system error + curve fit error + attitude error
. The bare tank uncorrected total error for LOs and LH2 can be converted
to an estimated Phase 2 configuration tank value by using the ratio
between the uncorrected Phase 2 full scale error and the bare tank LN2
uncorrected error values from Table 3-6.
Phase 2 uncorrected error 11.34_
The ratio: LNz uncorrected error - 7.83_ - 1.448
LO2 conversion:
LH2 conversion:
LOs uncorrected error x ratio = 9.93_ x 1.448 = *14.379_
LB2 uncorrected error x ratio = 11.23_ x 1.448 = *16.261_
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. The degree of correction for the liquid/vapor interface location can be
estimated by noting the ratio between Phase 2 uncorrected and Phase 2
third order corrected error values from Table 3-6.
The ratio: Phase 2 uncorrected error 11.34%
Phase 2 third order corrected - 3.65% = 3.110
LO2 estimated corrected value: 14.379%/3.110 = *4.623%
LBz estimated corrected value: 16.261%/3.110 = *5.229%
.
The additional correction that could be obtained by correcting the curve
fit by use of eighth order fittings can be estimated by noting the ratio
between LN 2 third order and eighth order correction values from
Table 3-6.
The ratio: L--_: third order 1.05%eighth order - 0.B8
LO2 estimate: 4.623%/1.544 = *2.994%
LB2 estimate: 5.229%/1.544 = *3.387%
- 1.544
.
The weighing system accuracy effects can be removed to obtain the worst
peak error values for the propellants by using the expression from 1,
and noting that the weighing system errors have been estimated to be
*0.5 percent for LO 2 and ,1.75 percent for LH s worst case.
LO_: 2.004 - 0.5 = *2.49%
LH2: 3.387 - 1.75 = *1.64%
These are the probable worst-case peak full-scale error values for LO 2
and LB2. Anticipated improvements to Phase 2 correction performance
will directly influence these values.
Repeatability of the system was very good and was sensitive enough to
detect tank dimensional changes due to temperature or pressure excur-
sions, and the small vapor density changes traceable to pressurant gas
throttling to maintain constant tank pressure.
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No hysteresis effects were noted during the trades feasiblity testing.
Table 3-6
UNCO|IBCTBD AND CORitBCTBD FULL-SCALE BRROR
CONFIGURATION
APPARENT 3RD ORDER 8TH ORDER
FULL-SCALE PULL-SCALE FULL-SCALE
ERROR (g) ERROR (%) ERROR (_)
LN2 (bare tank) 7.83 1.05
LOz 9.93 1.81
LH2 11.23 0.92
Phase 1 8.82 2.61
Phase 2 11.34 3.65
0.68
3.2.2 Feasibility Testing Supporting Design
The primary objective of the design feasibility tests was to obtain experi-
mental data to develop and verify design approaches to flange-mounted antenna
and fluid mass computational algorithms. Conclusions reached following
examination and analysis of the test data are provided below.
Conclusions Regarding Flange-Mounted Antenna. Mechanical and electrical
performance testing of the ISO-KF flanged antenna design approach indicated
that it was easily capable of meeting all design objectives. As a bonus, the
more extensive than planned antenna element changes during the mode response
investigative experiments provided proof that the design's indium flange seal
was very tolerant to reuse.
Conclusions Regarding Mass Computational Algorithms. Analysis of the video
recordings of the spectrum analyzer display during the further modal response
testing undertaken in this test sequence led to three conclusions:
i. Modal responses from both antenna positions would be required to provide
at least two coordinated modal frequencies at any tank fill
level/attitude combination.
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The best 'low' frequency modal segment range would be 124 to 155 l_s.
The best 'bight frequency modal segment range range would be 210 to 260
The mass computational algorithm was developed based on a correction correla-
tion matrix which used the measured high mode frequency to determine the
matrix row, and the difference between fluid mass computed for high mode and
low mode frequencies to determine the matrix column. The identified row and
column provided a correction to be added to the fluid mass computed using the
high mode frequency. The accuracy obtained using this algorithm isillustrated below.
PERCENTAGE OF
RFADINCS
ACCURACY
75
1_ or better
21
1_ to 25
4
25 to 2.55
Obviously, expanding the correlation matrix to 17x16 or incorporating
interpolation schemes to accomplish an equivalent increase in resolution
would result in achieving the target 1 percent accuracy.
The algorithm is straightforward and can be easily implemented in a micro-
processor-based signal conditioner. In addition, the approach can be readily
adapted to differing tank configurations by simply changing the contents of a
data ROW. The approach will require a degree of experimental calibration of
the tank, but the data required is basic, requires little manipulation, and
is defined by the approach. It is expected that the approach can be scaled
between cryogenic nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen by analysis once
experimentally calibrated in any one of the fluids. The computer simulation
of the algorithm agreed with the expected results in all particulars. These
results also indicated that the approach would have no problem with
converting any two of the measured coordinated modal response frequencies to
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a computed fluid weight in the tank with a full-scale accuracy of one
percent, and that the required correction matrix would not have to be any
laxger than 17x16.
In obtaining the modal data for the algorithm development, the following de-
sign-specific conclusions were also developed:
i. Internal secondary volumes with conducting walls and any openings to the
main tank volume should be avoided. If they cannot be avoided, all
openings to the main tank volume should be closed or, as a minimum,
covered with conducting mesh or screen.
, Casual electrical contact between metallic constructs inside a tank
should be avoided. The connections should be prevented or well made,
but not allowed to be intermittent.
.
.
Optimum location and active element configuration of the tank antenna
were not conclusively resolved in the testing accomplished to date. In
addition, use of the universal test tank for further work in this area
would be difficult and expensive. It is felt that some form of bench-
top tank/antenna model testing would be more appropriate.
The fluid interface configurations obtainable by rotating a tank par-
tially filled with liquid in a one-gravity environment does not expose a
potential gaging system to most of the more provocative interface con-
figurations which might be encountered in a near-zero or zero-gravity
situation. Again, a bench-top test of not-too-small scale, using par-
affin to model more realistic fluid interface configurations, could be
used to investigate this issue more thoroughly.
3.2.3 Bench-Top Testing
The purpose of the bench-top tests was to obtain modal response data for
liquid/vapor interface configurations more nearly representative of zero-
gravity conditions; use the data to develop a more simplified mass computa-
tion algorithm; and then challenge the algorithm with a random orientation
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set of data. Feasibility of the RF modal approach would be judged on its
ability to demonstrate at least *5 percent accuracy under these conditions.
The flow diagram for the algorithm which was developed is shown in
Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1.-_ass computation algorithm flow diagram.
Conclusion Regarding Bench-Top Tests. Performance of the RF modal quantity
gaging approach met the objectives of the bench-top tests and demonstrated
the ability to determine all test quantity values within *3.0 percent. All
random configuration values were determined to within *2.0 percent. The
gaging approach feasibility was verified.
3.3 INTERFACE REQUIREMERrS CONCLUSIONS
The objective of providing a documented set of gaging system interface re-
quirements was completely met to the extent that specific NASA-JSC test
hardware designs were available.
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3.4 CAGING SYSTEM DESIGN CONCLUSIONS
The design of an RF modal quantity gaging system is completely within the
capabilities of current electronic design techniques. The design does not
require any unique or special materials or processes. The only interface
with cryogenic fluids occurs at the system antennas, and the design developed
has been demonstrated to be fluid compatible, leaktight, minimally invasive,
and have very little impact on cryogenic performance of the gaged tankage.
Development of the integrated RF modal gaging algorithm was completed with
the design of a method for identifying the three appropriate lowest TM modes
from the full scan of modal responses. The resulting integrated algorithm
was demonstrated to have an accuracy well within the *5 percent feasibility
limit.
3.5 OVERALL PROGRAMCONCLUSIONS
Program test results have shown that the RF modal quantity gaging approach
has successfully survived the challenges to its feasibility. Reduction of
the gaging approach to specific hardware should pose no significant problems
to currently available technology. Overall, the program has accomplished the
following:
Selected the RF modal quantity gaging approach as the most suit-
able for large low- or zero-gravity propellant tankage for two-
phase cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen.
Challenged the selected gaging approach feasibility extensively
with cryogenic fluid and paraffin simulations of zero-gravity
fluid/vapor interface configurations to demonstrate the viability
of the approach.
Developed and demonstrated the computational algorithms required
to implement the selected gaging approach.
Demonstrated that the approach can be accurately scaled and
modeled, which permits testing and verification of potential ap-
plications using laboratory models and test equipment.
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Section 4
RECOIIMENDATIONS
The need for developed quantity gaging systems appropriate for use on large,
on-orbit, two-phase cryogenic propellant tanks is now more imperative than
ever. Promising approaches in this area are rare, and approaches with demon-
strated cryogenic performance are even rarer. The RF modal quantity gaging
technology development has survived rigorous challenges to its feasibility
and is at the point where actual low-gravity testing in KC-135 would be a
logical next step.
We therefore recommend that the RF modal gaging approach be subjected to
KC-135 low-gravity tests. We believe that a laboratory equipment imple-
mentation of the gaging electronics, operating under computer control and
augmented with simple antenna switching capability, would be sufficient to
gage the contents of a foam-insulated LNz dewar aboard the NASA-JSC KC-135
aircraft.
Also, the potential for using artificial neural network technology as a more
accurate and much faster method for algorithm development should be further
investigated.
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Section 5
PROGRAM EXPOSITION
The Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging System program was a technology development
effort funded by NASA-LeRC and contracted by NASA-JSC to develop and evaluate
zero-gravity quantity gaging system concepts suitable for application to
large, on-orbit cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tankage. The contract effec-
tive date was May 28, 1985.
Program efforts were to investigate, study, and select the best qualified
gaging concept or group of concepts suitable for application to large, on-
orbit cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tankage, as well as the CFMF liquid hy-
drogen receiver tank. The selected concept(s) was to be subjected to rigor-
ous feasibility testing followed by design of the development gaging
system(s).
In addition, the contractor was to prepare and maintain a formal interface
control document to regulate the development gaging system/test facility
interfaces.
Potential quantity gaging approaches were investigated and subjected to a
comprehensive trade study and selection process, which found that the RF
modal quantity gaging approach was the most suitable for both liquid oxygen
and liquid hydrogen applications. These findings were made with NASA-JSC
concurrence.
The selected RF modal approach was subjected to an extensive and rigorous
feasibility test program including testing with LN2, LOs, and LHz, as well as
paraffin simulation of zero-gravity fluid orientations. Algorithms required
to apply the gaging approach were developed and tested, including referee
test cases. The feasibility tests demonstrated the acceptability of the
approach.
Design of a development RFmodal gaging system was begun and was 53 percent
complete when program funding constraints placed further work on hold.
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An interface control document was prepared and submitted to NASA-JSC for
their review and their inclusion of specific design data for the NASA-JSC
ground and KC-135 test tankage. Because they have not yet designed this
tankage, the review cycle has not been completed.
This report is the final report for these activities and the Quantity Gaging
program.
5.1 OVERVIEW
This overview is provided to specifically address problems or program changes
that caused significant changes from the original program definitions con-
tained in Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Program Task 1 was accomplished exactly as shown in the logic diagram of
Figure 5-2. No program difficulties or changes were encountered. The com-
pletion of Task 1 activities overlapped the beginning of Tasks 2, 3, and 4
efforts.
Program Task 2, Feasibility Testing in Support of Trades and Design, encoun-
tered the following problems. Difficulties in the area of test hardware
design included: (1) resolving the need for a take-apart pressure vessel by
developing a reweldable equatorial flange, (2) modifying the wiring and in-
sulation system design of the tank rotation motor to eliminate vacuum-induced
arcing, and (3) converting the seals for the test antenna from CON}[ glands to
hermetic seals to achieve acceptable leakage rates. Also, difficulties in
finding a room temperature test fluid were encountered when the test fluid of
record, benzine, was determined to be unacceptable for use in KC-135 flights.
Subsequent testing of what appeared to be the most promising and acceptable
substitute, Shell DIALA-AXoil, found that its loss tangent was too high to
provide acceptable system operation. Program time constraints made it neces-
sary to perform the room temperature simulant portion of the feasibility
testing with liquid nitrogen instead. The bench-top test series was added to
Task 2 as major subtask 2.3, with detail elements identical to those under
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2.2 in the WBS shown in Figure 5-1. The data base obtained during the bench-
top tests was also used to develop the mode tracking and identification algo-
rithm described in Section 5.5.3 of this report.
Program Task 3, Interface Requirements, resulted in the preparation of a
comprehensive Interface Control Document based on the requirements that were
articulated by NASA-JSC Thermochemical Test Area (TTA) personnel. The
document was submitted for NASA review.
Program Task 4, Gaging System Design efforts, did result in complete parti-
tioned design schematics, parts requirements, packaging design, mass computa-
tion software, and full antenna design development.
For Program Task 7, Program Management, full effort has been provided to the
level required by program activity. All required document submittals have
been made.
5.2 TASK 1 - ANALYSIS AND TRADE STUDIES
Activities undertaken in this task were the parallel development of JSC-ap-
proved candidate concepts and selection criteria which were used in the sub-
sequent trade studies. The trade study effort included the assessment of
four single and three integrated concepts for oxygen systems, and three sin-
gle and one integrated concept for hydrogen systems. Results of the trade
study effort, along with conclusions and recommendations for the mass quan-
tity gaging concept to be carried into development, were formally presented
at the second Program Review on January 30, 1986.
Task I activities initiated the program e_fort following the contract kickoff
meeting on June 17, 1985 and were the only activities, except for supporting
program management tasks, until the beginning of the trade study effort which
began in September 1985. During the trade study, analyses supporting feasi-
bility testing activities were begun which continued through April 1986. The
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results of the trade study were documented in a summary descriptive data
report issued February 4, 1986.
5.2.1 Subtask 1.1 - Candidate Concept Development
A data base of candidate quantity gs_ing concepts was developed with emphasis
on concepts successfully used in the past and on possible advantageous com-
binations of proven concepts. Candidates from this data base were subjected
to a preliminary screening to select the most promising for further evalua-
tion in the trade study efforts. Results of this activity were docunented in
mLiterature Search and Preliminary Review of Potential Concepts." A copy of
this document is included in Appendix B of this report.
5.2.2 Subtask 1.2 - Section Criteria Development
The specific method for conducting the trade study evaluation of the most
promising candidate concepts was developed in complete detail and presented
to NASA-JSC for review. The results of this review were incorporated into
the method, and it was released with NASA approval as DD 17392A "Zero-Gravity
Quantity Gaging System Selection Criteria." A copy of this document is in-
cluded in Appendix B of this report.
5.2.3 Subtask 1.3 - Perform Trade Studies
The methods of the approved selection criteria were applied to the seven
oxygen and four hydrogen concepts selected during the candidate concept de-
velopment activities. The results of this trade study activity resulted in
selection of the RF modal quantity gaging concept to be carried forward into
development for both oxygen and hydrogen systems. The detail results of the
trade znalyses, the conclusions, and the recommendations were documented in
DD18024 "Summary Document Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging Systems Trade Study."
A copy of this document is included in Appendix B of this report.
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5.3 TASK 2 - FEAS]3ILITY TESTING
Activities making up this task included feasibility testing in support of the
trade study efforts of Task 1 and feasibility testing in support of the de-
sign efforts of Tasks 3 and 4. A series of bench-top tests were added to
this task to further validate the results of the trade study effort of
Task I. All feasibility testing efforts included test plans, test item de-
sign and fabrication, test procedures, data reduction analysis, and a test
report.
Task 2 activities were initiated in early September 1985 and continued
through September 30, 1986, when testing was terminated on the design feas-
ibility test series prior to completion of the planned activities. The added
bench-top test activities were initiated March 10, 1987 and the test report
was released in May 1988.
5.3.1
Subtask 2.1 - Feasibility Testin K in Support of Trades
Test plans, procedures, equipment, and facilities were prepared to gain ex-
perimental assessment of the probable accuracy, repeatability, and hysteresis
of the RF modal gaging approach, as well as its sensitivity to variations in
fluid location and tankage internal components. Three cryogenic fluids (LN2,
LO=, and LH=) and one room temperature fluid (DIALA-AX oil) were evaluated in
these tests. There were three configurations of the test tank: (1) empty,
(2) with dummy start basket, fluid acquisition channels, and thermodynamic
vent, and (3) all the components of (2) plus two slosh baffles and a longi-
tudinal center tube.
Test results showed that the RF modal approach was feasible, that it worked
well with the cryogenic fluids, that DIALA-AX was not usable as a room tem-
perature test fluid, and that the gaging approach was sensitive to fluid
location and tank internal components but that this could be overcome. A
copy of the Trades Feasibility Test Plan and Procedure are included in Appen-
dix C of this report. A full report of the "Feasibility Testing in Support
of Trades" is contained in the Beech Aircraft Corporation Engineering Test
Report.ER18036, issued April 30, 1986.
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5.3.2 Subtask 2.2 - Feasibility Testin_ in Support of Design
Test plans and procedures were prepared which made use of the equipment and
facilities from the trades feasibility test progr_ to further develop and
verify antenna mechanical design and placement and orientation issues, and to
investigate modal response behavior for fill levels and tank attitudes not
evaluated in the trades testing.
Test results showed that an antenna design suitable for use with the develop-
ment RF modal gaging system had been successfully developed. Also, the ad-
ditional modal response testing was used to develop a NASA-requested computer
simulation of a mass computational algorithm which was capable of *1 percent
of full-scale accuracy. The Design Feasibility Test Plan and Procedure are
included in Appendix D of this report. A full report of the feasibility
testing in support of design, including the mass computational algorithm and
computer simulation program, is contained in the Beech Aircraft Corporation
Interim Engineering Test Report ER18050, issued September 30, 1986.
5.3.3 Subtask 2.3 - Bench-top TestinB
This task was added to the original feasibility testing efforts to provide a
more realistic verification of the RF modal gaging approach, to accurately
deal with zero-gravity fluid/vapor interface configurations such as single-
bubble wet wall and multiple globules. The feasibility cut-off limit on
gaging accuracy under these conditions was set by NASA at *5 percent of full
scale. The accuracy assessment included five reference test cases which were
not used in the development of the mass computational algorithm. Thirty-six
different test configurations were tested using paraffin to simulate zero-
gravity fluid configurations. Ambient air simulated the fluid vapor.
Thirty-one test configurations were used to develop the gaging mass computa-
tional algorithm, which was reduced to a small BASIC computer progrmz using
only the three lowest TM modal response frequencies as input. The feas-
ibility of the approach was tested by assessing the accuracy of the compu-
terized algorithm to calculate the mass of each of the 36 test configura-
tions. The results indicated an average accuracy of better than *0.9 per-
cent, with only one case in the *2.5 percent to *3.0 percent range. A
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presentation of the bench-top testing activities was made to NASA-JSC on
March 23, 1988. A copy of the bench-top tests statement of work (SOW) is
included in Appendix C of this report. A full report of the bench-top
testing activity is contained in Ball Aerospace Systems Group (BASG)
Engineering Report #ZG-011, issued in May 1988.
5.4 TASK 3 - INTERFACE REQUI_MENTS
The primary objective of this task was to establish and formally document the
interface requirements between the development gaging system being designed
and built by the contractor and the test tankage and test facilities being
provided by the NASA-JSC TTA. The interface requirements document was to
provide key inputs to the development gaging system design specification of
Task 4.
5.4.1 Subtask 3.1 - Establish Interface Requirements
As a result of three coordination meetings with TTA personnel (the major one
occurring January 31, 1986) at NASA-JSC, it was decided that the contractor
prepare an Interface Requirements Document with suggested approaches to the
ground and KC-135 test tankage for NASA-JSC review. Areas in the document
requiring specific NASA input were to be specifically identified as NASA-TBD.
5.4.2 Subtask 3.2 - Document Interface Requirements
An Interface Requirements Document was prepared following the suggested ap-
proach of paragraph 5.4.1 above, and was issued March 7, 1986 for NASA review
and comments. A copy of the submitted document is included as Appendix E of
this report.
5.4.3
Subtask 3.3 - Maintain Interface Requirements
Because a NASA-approved Interface Requirements Document was never released,
no document existed to maintain.
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,5.5 TASK 4 - GAGING SYSTEM DESIGN
Activities undertaken in this task included completion of a working draft of
the development gaging system design specification, which was used to prepare
the Interface Requirements Document o_ Task 3. Also, a significant amount of
work on preparing a structured development gaging system design was com-
pleted. In September 1988, an effort to develop s mode tracking and identi-
fication algorithm using the bench-top testing data base was added to the
Task 4 work breakdown.
5.5.1 Subtask 4.1 - Design Specification Preparation
A working draft of the development gaging system design specification was
prepared and used to support the Interface Requirements Document provided to
NASA in Larch 1986.
5.5.2 Subtssk 4.2 - Develovment Gazing System Design
Efforts in this area followed the activity plans shown in Figures 8-$, 8-4,
and 5-6. Su_aries of the actual work accomplished in each of these planned
design areas are as follows.
Using the interface requirements and the results of the trades and design
feasibility testing allowed completion of a conceptual RF modal gaging system
schematic. This allowed creation of a major components bill of materials
(BO_) and subsequent component specifications, and generation of a selected
suppliers list with cost and lead time information. The preliminary circuit
was partitioned for compatibility with the selected packaging concept and
printed circuit board considerations. Detail circuit design work and pre-
liminary packaging work was getting underway when the design effort was
placed on hold. A matrix of potential microprocessor development approaches
had been prepared, but selection had not been accomplished. Appendix F of
this report provides partitioned schematics, a major item BOM with suppliers
costs and lead time information, signal conditioner case vendor data, and
microprocessor development systems approach options data.
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Figure 5-3.-Signal conditioner design plan.
Using the interface requirements and the trades and design feasibility test-
ing results allowed completion of the development gaging system antennas
design. The design was completed, antennas were fabricated, and their mech-
anical and electrical performance was verified by cryogenic testing with LB=.
Appendix F of this report provides copies of TCOs and drawings used to build
the tested antennas. The test results are included in the Beech Aircraft
Corporation Interim Engineering Test Report ER18050, issued September 30,
1986.
At the time that the work on the design tasks had been placed on hold, the
final selection of the microprocessor development system had not been made.
Because this selection significantly impacted the definition of software
requirements, the only work that had been completed on software development
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Figure 5-4.-Antenna design plan.
was the actual mass computational algorithm which resulted from the trades
and design feasibility testing. In addition, some of the precursor signal
conditioner control routines had been developed as a result of using
computer-controlled testing during the feasibility tests. A significant hole
in the software design at this point was the lack of a developed mode identi-
fication and tracking algorithm.
5.5.3 Subtask 4.3 - Mode Tracking and Identification Algorithm.
Development
Because of the obvious need for a mode tracking and identification algorithm
to allow full definition of a workable RF modal gaging system, tasking was
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authorized in September 1988 to begin work on this last algorithm. The re-
quirements for this effort were to:
Use the bench-top test data base for algorithm development.
Develop the algorithm using the same 31 test configurations used
to develop the bench-top mass computational algorithm.
Integrate the mass computational and mode tracking and identifica-
tion algorithms and test using all 36 test configurations. Com-
bined performance was to provide *5 percent of full-scale accuracy
to be considered a viable approach.
The integrated algorithm was to be progrmed in BASIC as a Demon-
stration Program and supplied to NASA-3SC.
All of the mode tracking and identification algorithm development tasks were
completed as planned. The development results were presented to NASA-JSC on
April lg, 1989. Appendix H o_ this report contains the material used for
this presentation and a copy of the demonstration program user's manual. The
development algorithm was capable of determining loaded tank mass to within
*3.5 percent of full load.
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5.6 TASK 7 - PROGRAMMANAGEMENT
Activities undertaken in this task included the management of all program
activities undertaken by Beech Aircraft Corporation and following, Ball
Aerospace Systems Group, to fulfill the contractual requirements of NAS9-
17378. In addition to management activities, this task also included formal
program review presentations to NASA-JSC, support to informal meetings and
visits, and formal reporting requirements. This report fulfills the last
data requirements list item prior to close out of the contracted effort. All
other authorized contractual requirements have been completed. Appendix I of
this report includes a copy of the JANNAF 1989 meeting paper and supporting
presentation viewgraphs. Preparation and presentation of this material was
requested by NASA-JSC.
ZGQGS/l12.AAe-142-FEB-ge 5-14
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I.I Description of Proqram. The primary objective of this effort is to develop
and evaluate zero-gravity quantity gaging system concepts, having one percent or better
accuracy for application to large, on-orbit cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen tankage. The
most immediate application of efforts under this contract will be the acceleration of
technology suitable for providing zero-gravity quantity gaging for the CFMF
experiment. As a results, this contracted effort addresses the development phase of a
three-phase program which will provide a flight qualified zero-gravity gaging system for
the CFMF when required.
The scope of effort covered by this contract includes contractor supplied analyses, trade
studies, evaluation/selection and feasibility testing, leading to the design, fabrication,
acceptance testing of development hardware, and support to NASA-JSC during ground
and KC-135 zero-gravity aircraft testing of a development zero-gravity quantity gaging
system.
This work is being conducted under contract NAS9-17378 of the Johnson Space Center
under the guidance of Ronald Kahl, Technical Monitor.
1.2 Program Plan. The Program Plan as presented in this document consists of
seven major tasks as shown in the Work Breakdown Structure (Figure I). Each task is
described and the input/output data expected is delineated for each of the tasks through
the second level of the WBS. The interrelations of each of the major tasks is depicted in
the Program Logic Diagram shown in Figure 2. The Program Milestone Schedule is
presented in Figure 3 through the second level of the WBS. Schedule comments are
contained in each of the task and subtask descriptions.
Paragraph 8.0 outlines our anticipated manhour expenditures for each of the first level
WBS tasks throughout the program.
Updates to the schedule status and actual manhour utilization will be made in the
Monthly Progress Reports for the duration of the program.
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Activities of this task include the parallel development of candidate concepts and
selection criteria, to be approved by the JSC Technical Manager, for use in the trade
studies. Following this, the trade studies will be conducted, and will focus on a
minimum, of two technology options. The trade studies will result in selection of
optimum zero-gravity mass quantity gaging system(s) for cryogenic, two-phase liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen, as well as the optimum system for gaging both fluids. Task
activities conclude with a program presentation and request for approval of the recom-
mended mass quantity gaging system(s) to be carried into development. The recommen-
dations will be supported by documented rational.
INPUTS
o Research material
o System application inputs
o Screening criteria inputs
o System design requirements
OUTPUTS
o Screened & documented candidate concepts
o JSC approved selection criteria
o Documented trade study results
o Selected optimum concept(s) with
supporting rational
o Presentation of results & recommendations
Schedule Comment. The Task I Analysis and Trade Study activities initiate
the zero-gravity quantity gaging system program and are the only activity except for the
supporting program management efforts of Task 7 until the beginning of the trade study
effort. During the trade studies, there are supporting feasibility testing activities from
Task 2 and, at the conclusion of the trade studies, the design effort of Task 4 is initiated.
2.1 Subtask I.I - Candidate Concept Development. Activities of this supporting
effort to Task I include the development of a data base of quantity gaging concepts with
emphasis on concepts successfully used in the past and on possible advantageous combin-
ations of proven concepts. Concepts from this data base will be screened for the most
promising candidates for further evaluation. These chosen candidates will be docu-
mented and provided to the trade study effort.
INPUTS OUTPUTS
o Research material o Screened & documented candidate concepts
o System application inputs
o Screening criteria
A-8
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The candidate concept development effort is an initiating
activity that is undertaken in parallel with the selection criteria development effort, and
makes use of a screening criteria obtained from that effort. This activity concludes with
supplying screened and documented candidate concepts to the trade study effort.
2.2 Subtask 1.2 - Selection Criteria Development. Activities of this supporting
effort to Task I include the development of the criteria attributes as well as the methods
to be used to evaluate candidate rankings relative to these attributes. The resulting
selection criteria melding the results of both of these activities will be submitted to the
NASA-JSC Technical Manager for approval prior to use in the trade study effort.
INPUTS
o System design requirements
o Information limits of concept data base
OUTPUTS
o Screening criteria
o NASA-JSC approved
selection criteria
Schedule Comment. The selection criteria development effort is an initi-
ating activity that is undertaken in parallel with the Candidate Concept Development
effort, and supplies a screening criteria to that effort. This activity concludes with
supplying a NASA-JSC approved selection criteria to the trade study effort.
2.3 Subtask 1.3 -Perform Trade Studies. Activities of this supporting effort to
Task I include the application of the NASA approved selection criteria to the most
promising candidate quantity gaging concepts. In addition, feasibility testing required to
support the trade studies will be identified and requested from the test activity. These
efforts will result in the identification of the optimum zero-gravity mass quantity gaging
system(s) for cryogenic, two-phase liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen as well as the
optimum system for gaging both fluids. These selected optimum systems will be defined
and documented with supporting rational for presentation to NASA-JSC. The presenta-
tion will also include Beech recommendations and a request for NASA approval of the
zero-gravity mass quantity gaging system(s) to be carried into development.
-S-
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o NASA-JSC approved selection criteria
o Feasibility testing results
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OUTPUTS
o Feasibility test requests to
support trades
o Selected optimum gaging system(s)
o Documentation supporting
selection(s)
o Request to proceed with the
recommended development
system(s) design
Schedule Comment. The trade study effort uses the results of the candi-
dataconcept development and selection criteria development efforts to begin the evalu-
ation and selection activity which results in identifying the optimum system(s) and
recommending a system(s) for initiating the design activity of Task b,.
3.0 TASK 2 -FEASIBILITY TESTING
Activities of this task include the selection of tests to be performed in the Beech cryo-
genic test facilities to support the candidate concept screening and trade study activi-
ties. Following selection the tests, test items, and a universal test fixture for their
implementation will be designed. The test fixture and test items will be fabricated,
proven and calibrated, and then used to conduct the tests. Test data will be reduced,
analyzed and documented in a test report. Feasibility testing will also be conducted in
support of the development system design. This testing will make maximum use of the
universal test fixture and will be used to establish the working relationships between
simulated and actual fluids.
INPUTS
o Engineering test requests for trade
and design support testing
o Engineering, Test & Tooling coordina-
tion of universal test fixture design
requirements
OUTPUTS
o Universal test fixture
o Test items
o Test reports
Schedule Comment. The feasibility testing in support of the trade study
efforts of Task I will occur in parallel with that task. Test requests and the universal
test fixture design/fabrication efforts will occur early in the activity, and then the test
item designs, fabrications and installations will be completed. Testing in support of the
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trade study will then be completed late in the trade study period. Formal reporting of
results will occur following the trade study period. Definitions of testing and test items
required to support the design activity of Task b, will parallel the trade study testing and
the design activity. Design testing and reporting will be completed at the end of Task 4.
3.1 Subtask 2.1 - Feasibilit X Testing Supporting Trades. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 2 include the preparation of a test plan. The definition design,
fabrication and installation in/on the universal test fixture of test items supporting the
trade study effort. The preparation of test procedures, test setups and calibrations in
support of testing of the test items. As tests are completed, the data is reduced and
supplied directly to the Task I trades. At the conclusion of testing, a test report is
prepared.
INPUTS
o Engineering test requests for trade
support testing
o Engineering, Test & Tooling coordin-
ation of universal test fixture
design requirements
OUTPUTS
o Test plan
o Universal test fixture
o Test items
o Test report
Schedule Comment. Definition and design of the universal test fixture is the
initiating activity of this effort. Following this, the test plan and the trade study test
items are defined and fabricated for installation in the test fixture which is being
completed. The trade study testing is conducted and the preliminary results are supplied
directly to the trade study effort of Task I. The final test report is completed after the
completion of the trade study effort.
3.2 Subtask 2.2 - Feasibilit X Testincj Supportinq Design. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 2 include the preparation of a test plan. The definition, design,
fabrication and installation in/on the universal test fixture of test items supporting the
design effort of Task 4. The preparation of test procedures, test setups and calibrations
in support of testing of the test items. Following testing, the test data is reduced and a
test report is prepared.
-7-
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OUTPUTS
o Test plan
o Test items
o Test report
Schedule Comment. Planning and definition of design support test items
parallels the testing portion of Subtask 2.1, as does the fabrication of the first test
items. At the conclusion of the trades testing, the first test item for design support is
installed in/on the universal test fixture. The subsequent testing and preparation of a
test . report parallels the design Task 4 and concludes just prior to the completion of
Task 4.
4.0 TASK 3 - INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
Activities of this task include preparation of a preliminary Draft Interface Requirements
document. This draft document will be coordinated with the JSC TTA Project Engineer
and the JSC Program Technical Manager. Results of this coordination will permit Beech
preparation of a formal Interface Requirements Baseline document, which will be
supplied to the JSC Technical Manager for interface definition and control. Beech will
also maintain the Baseline document by incorporating all formally agreed to changes to
the Baseline Interface Requirements.
INPUTS
o Standard Interface Require-
ments document format
o Coordination meeting with JSC
o JSC review comments
OUTPUTS
o Draft of Interface Requirements
Baseline document
o Final Baseline Interface Requirements
document
Schedule Comment. The establishment of the interface requirements
portion of this task is completed at the start of preparing the Gaging System Design
Specification, which initiates the design effort of Task b,. The subsequent preparation of
the NASA-JSC approved Baseline Interface Requirements document is completed in the
early stages of the preliminary design effort of Task 4. The Approved Baseline Require-
ments document is then maintained through the Task 4 design effort until the design is
submitted for NASA approval.
8-
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4.1 Subtosk 3.1 - Establish Interface Requirements, Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 3 include the preparation of a draft Interface Requirements
document which will be coordinated with the NASA-JSC TTA Project Engineer and the
Program Technical Manager. The results of the coordination will be incorporated into
the draft document to form the basis for the final Baseline Requirements document.
INPUTS
o Standard Interface Require-
ment document format
o Coordination meeting with JSC
OUTPUTS
o Draft Interface Requirements document
o Revised Draft Interface Requirements
document
Schedule Comment. This activity isscheduled to be completed just after
starting preparation of the gaging system design specification which initiates Task 4
design.
4.2 Subtask 3.2 - Document Interface Requirements. Activites of this
supporting effort to Task 3 include the preparation of the final Baseline Interface
Requirements document and coordinating its review and acceptance by NASA-JSC as the
controlling Interface document.
INPUTS
o Revised Draft Interface Require-
ments document
o NASA-JSC review comments to
final Baseline document
OUTPUTS
o NASA-JSC approved Baseline Inter-
face Requirements document
Schedule Comment. This activity begins shortly following the start of
preparation of the gaging system design specification portion of Task 4 and concludes
early in the preliminary design effort of Design Task 4.
4.3 Subtask 3.3 - Maintain Interface Requirements. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 3 include maintenance of the Baseline Interface Requirements
and the incorporation of all formally approved changes to the Baseline Requirements.
INPUTS
o Authorized Baseline
Requirements changes
OUTPUTS
o Changes incorporated into the Baseline
Requirements document
A-13
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Schedule Comment. The Baseline Requirements document is maintained
through the Task 4 design effort until the gaging system design is submitted for NASA
approval.
S.O TASK 4.0 - GAGING SYSTEM DESIGN
Activities of this task include the preparation of the development gaging system design
specification. Followed by the design of the gaging system in a structured manner
consisting of design trade offs, preliminary design, inhouse reviews, and final design
phases. The completed design will be formally assessed. This assessment will include
considering Reliability, Safety and Quality Assurance. The results of this assessment will
be documented and submitted to JSC for approval along with identification of any
required changes to the Interface Requirements Baseline document.
INPUTS
o Baseline Interface Require-
ments document
o NASA-JSC approved gaging
system(s)
o Design feasibility test
results
OUTPUTS
o Gaging system design specification
o Drawings, specifications and analyses
documenting the final design
o Final Design Assessment document
o Baseline Interface Requirements document
changes
Schedule Comment. The Gaging System Design activities are initiated with
the preparation of the design specification. This effort is started at the conclusion of
coordinating the Baseline Interface Requirements with NASA-JSC. The gaging system
design phases are supported by the parallel feasibility testing activities of Task 2 and the
interface requirements maintenance activities of Task 3. The concluding portions of the
design task are overlapped by tool planning, fabrication and proving activites of the
Gaging System Fabrication, Task S.
S.I Subtask 4.1 - Prepare Design Specification. The only activity of this
supporting effort to Task 4 is the preparation of a comprehensive design specification to
guide and control the design of the development zero-gravity quantity gaging system.
INPUTS
o Baseline Interface Requirements
Document
OUTPUTS
o Gaging System(s) Design
Specification
-10-
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Schedule Comment. The preparation of the development gaging system
design specification is started as soon as the draft copy of the Interface Requirements
document is available from Task 3, and a good idea of the direction the trade study
effort is headed regarding the recommended gaging system concept. The preparation
period is brief: only a little over two and a half weeks.
5.2 Subtask 4.2 Design Development Gaqinq System. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 4 include a brief design trade off effort to focus the design
approach, a preliminary design effort with in-house design reviews to resolve design
problems and issues, and a final design phase which is concluded with a formal gaging
system design assessment. Results of the design assessment will be documented and
submitted to NASA-JSC along with the design documents and an identification of any
required changes to the Baseline Interface Requirements document. This effort
concludes with NASA-JSC approval of the design.
INPUTS
o Gaging system design
specifications
OUTPUTS
o Drawings, specifications and analyses
o Final Design Assessment document
o Baseline Interface Requirements document
Schedule Comment. Initiation of the design begins following the
availability of the design specification. There is a significant overlap between the
preliminary design phase and the conclusion of the trade study effort of Task I. The
design feasibility testing effort parallels the design effort with test results becoming
available late in the final design effort. The ordering of long lead time items, tool
planning and tooling efforts associated with development gaging system fabrication
effort of Task S begin before the final release of the design drawings.
6.0
TASK S.O - HARDWARE FABRICATION AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Activities of this task include the ordering and receiving of components and materials
required for the fabrication of the development gaging system. The subsequent shop
planning, tool fabrication and manufacture of the development gaging system including
in-process testing. With fabrication completed, the development gaging system wi]l be
acceptance tested and subsequently packed and shipped to the Johnson Space Center.
-II-
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OUTPUTS
o Acceptance test procedure
o Acceptance test results
o Development gaging system
Schedule Comment. Task 5 is initiated with the ordering of long lead time
items (with NASA-JSC concurrance) prior to the final release of the design drawings.
Tool planning and tool design efforts will also be initiated prior to final release of the
design drawings to minimize any schedule impact from this activity. Fabrication and
acceptance testing of the development quantity gaging unit takes place in the last half of
Task S effort.
6.1 Subtask S.I - Fabricate Development Gaginq System. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 5 include the ordering and receipt of components and materials
required for the fabrication of the development gaging system. The provision of shop
planning for the buildup of the development gaging system, the design and fabricatian of
any required tooling, the fabrication of the development gaging system including in-
process testing_ and finally the delivery of the completed development gaging system to
the Test Department for acceptance testing.
INPUTS
o Preliminary & then NASA-JSC approved
design drawings & specifications
o Bill of Materials
OUTPUTS
o Development gaging system
Schedule Comment. The acquisition of materials and components along with
the parallel efforts of planning and tool design/fabrication occupy the first half of the
Task 5 activity period. The fabrication of the development gaging system takes place
over most of the second half of Task 5.
6.2 Subtask 5.2 - Acceptance Test. Activities of this supporting effort to Task
S include the preparation of an acceptance test procedure; the design and building of the
acceptance test setup, the proving and calibration of the acceptance test setup, and
finally the conduction of the acceptance test and documentation of the results.
-12-
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o Acceptance test procedure
o Acceptance test results
Schedule Comment. Preparation of the acceptance test procedure and the
subsequent design, build and calibration of the test setup take place in parallel with the
development gaging system pre-fabrication and fabrication phases. The acceptance test
itself is only one week in duration and concludes the Task S activity with the shipment of
the development quantity gaging system to NASA-JSC.
7.0 TASK 6.0 - DEVELOPMENT TESTING
Activities of this task include the overall development test planning coordination and
scheduling for both ground testing in the JSC TTA facility and the KC-13S zero-gravity
aircraft facility. Further, Beech has the specific additional responsibilities of providing
the following:
(I) Formulation of detailed test plans and procedures to support the
overall test plan.
(2) Establishment of any specialized data reduction programs, formats or
requirements.
(3) On-site support as required.
(4) Resolution of all anomalies and/or failures of the development gaging
system.
(S) Analysis and reporting of all development test results.
INPUTS
o Baseline Interface Requirements
document
o Coordinations with NASA-JSC
OUTPUTS
o Overall test plan with schedule
o Development test procedures
o Data reduction program rqm'ts
o Test reports
Schedule Comment. Preliminary planning, procedure development, and
documentation of any special data reduction requirements parallels nearly the entire
development gaging system fabrication and acceptance test effort of Task 5. In addition,
the preparation efforts for the IKC-13S flight testing activity parallel the ground
development testing activity.
Cl echcraff
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7.1 Subtask 6.1 - Oesiqn Ground Development Test Proqram. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 6 include the preparation of an overall test plato coordination
of the plan with NASA-JSC, preparation of a test schedule, preparation of test
procedures, coordination of the test procedures with the NASA-JSC TTA Project
Engineer, the provision of estimates for any special data reduction programs required,
and finally the provision of on-site support to NASA-JSC during performance of the
ground development tests and the Beech documentation of the test results.
INPUTS
o Baseline Interface Requirements
document
o Coordinations with NASA-JSC
OUTPUTS
o Overall ground test plan with schedule
schedule
o Ground development test procedures
o Data reduction program requirements
o Ground development testing report
Schedule Comment. Initiation of this activity is coordinated with the formal
release of NASA-JSC approved design drawings and specifications. The planning,
procedure development and data reduction definition activities parallel the Task 5
fabrication of the develoment gaging system. Actual test activity starts shortly after
receipt of the development gaging system by JSC, following acceptance testing at
Beech. The activity concludes with Beech preparation of a test report.
7.2 Subtosk 6.2 - Design KC-13S Development Test Procjrom. Activities of this
supporting effort to Task 6 include the preparation of an overall test plan; coordination
of the plan with NASA-JSC, preparation of a test schedule, preparation of test
procedures, coordination of the test procedures with the NASA-JSC KC-135 flight test
office, the provision of estimates for any special data reduction programs required, and
finally the provision of on-site support to NASA-JSC during performance of the KC-13S
development tests and the Beech documentation of the test results.
INPUTS
o Baseline Interface
Requirements document
o Coordinations with NASA-JSC
OUTPUTS
o Overall KC-135 test plan with schedule
o Ground development test procedures
o Data reduction program requirements
o KC-13S development testing report
-14-
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Formal initiation of this activity coincides with the
start of the ground development test program and parallels this activity. Actual test
activity starts about three weeks following the completion of the ground development
tests. The activity concludes with Beech preparation of a test report.
8.0 TASK 7.0 - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Activities of this task include the overall monitoring and control of the program to insure
achievement of the program objectives on schedule and within budget. It additionally
speci'iically includes the activities associated with the preparation for and support of the
program's conferences and meetings, as well as the preparation and submittal of specific
reports contracted by the program data requirements list.
INPUTS
o Program data requirements
OUTPUTS
o Presentation of regularly schedule
program reviews
o Submittal of DRL items
Schedule Comment. The program management activity spans the duration
of the program and concludes with NASA-JSC acceptance of the final report.
8.1 Subtask 7.1 - Conferences/Meetinqs. Activities of this supporting effort to
Task 7 include the preparations for and presentation of program material at the kickoff
meeting and the seven subsequent program reviews. All conferences and meetings are to
take place at NASA-JSC.
INPUTS
o Program material
o Program data requirements
OUTPUTS
o Presentations at the program kickoff meeting
o Presentations at seven program reviews
Schedule Comment. The regularly scheduled meetings and conferences
occur at roughly three month intervals over the duration of the program.
8.2 Subtask 7.2 - Reportinq. Activities of this supporting effort to Task 7
include the preparation and submittal of the reports and other specifically required
documents contracted for and identified in the program data requirements list.
-IS-
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NO. ACTIVITY
TASK 1
|.O Analysis and Trade Studies:
1.1 Candidate Concept Development
1.2 Selection Criteria Development
1.3 Perform Trade Studies
IASK 2
2.0 Feasibility Testing:
2.1 fens Testing Supporting Trades
2.2 Fens Testing Supporting Design
IASK 3
3,0 Interface Requirements:
3.1 Establish Interface Requirements
3.2 Document Interface Requirements
3.3 Maintain Interface Requirements
IASK 4
4.0 Gaging System Design:
4.1 Prepare Design Specification
4.2 Deslgn Dev. Gaging System
TASK 5
5.0 Hardware Fabrication & Acceptance:
S.l Fabricate Dev. Gaging System
5.2 Acceptance Test Dev. Gaging Sys.
TASK 6
6.0 Development Testing:
6.1 Design Ground Dev. lest Program
6.2 Design KC-|35 Dev. Test Program
TASK &
7.0 Program Management:
7.I Conferences I Meetings
1.2 Hepor tir_g:
-- Monthly Progress
-- Data Dump
-- lest Plan
-- final Report
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INPUTS
o Program material
o Program data requirements
Engineering Report
ER 17386
June 14, 1985
Revision A
September 10, 1985
OUTPUTS
o Program plan
o Monthly progress reports
o Data dump reports
o Experimental test plan
o Final report
Schedule Comment. Submittal of the reporting items is governed by the
requirements set out in the program data requirements list.
.0 ., PROJECTED MAIXPOWER
The projected manpower for each of the major WBS tasks is as follows:
9.1 Task 1 - Analysis and Trade Studies.
ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
JUN 85 1.6 227 227
JUL 85 1.8 264 q9 1
AUG 85 2.3 363 854
SEP 85 1.4 260 I,I14
OCT 85 1.2 199 1,313
NOV 85 1.3 211 1,524
DEC 85 1.9 268 1,792
JAN 86 0.2 32 1,824
TOTAL FOR TASK I 1,82q
-17-
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9.2 Task 2 - Feasibility Testinq.
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June 14, 1985
Revision A
September 10, 1985
ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
AUG 85 0.0 0 0
SEP 85 1.2 236 236
OCT 85 3.5 566 802
NOV 85 3.8 6 12 1,414
DEC 85 5.4 776 2,190
JAN 86 I0.6 1,444 3,634
FEB 86 0.7 113 3,747
MAR 86 0.3 52 3,799
APR 86 0.3 43 3,842
TOTAL FOR TASK 2 3,842
9.3 Task 3 - Interface Requirements
ACCT PERIOD EOUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
OCT 85 0.3 53 53
NOV 85 0.5 87 140
DEC 85 0.5 10 150
JAN 86 " 0.1 6 158
FEB 86 0.0 4 162
TOTAL FOR TASK 3 162
-18-
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9.4 Task 4 - Gaging System Design
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ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
DEC 85 1.4
JAN 86 2.2
FEB 86 6.8
MAR 86 3.5
APR 86 0. I
TOTAL FOR TASK 4
197 197
305 502
1,095 1,597
708 2,305
19 2,324
2,324
9.5 Task S - Hardware Fabrication and Acceptance Testinq
ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
MAR 86 0.2 38 38
APR 86 0.3 148 86
MAY 86 0.6 90 176
JUN 86 0.4 60 236
JUL 86 0.8 I I0 346
AUG 86 2.5 394 740
SEP 86 2.2 418 I, 158
OCT 86 0.0 2 I, 160
TOTAL FOR TASK 5 I,160
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9.6 Task 6 - Development Testinq
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Revision A
September I0, 198S
ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS CUM MANHRS
APR 86 0.I
MAY 86 1.6
AUG 86 0.3
OCT 86 0.6
NOV 86 1.6
DEC 86 0.6
JAN 87 0.6
FEB 87 0.8
MAR 87 0.4
TOTAL FOR TASK 6
21 21
259 280
40 320
96 416
259 675
98 773
109 882
132 1,014
86 I,100
1,100
-20-
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9.7 Task 7 - Proqram Manaqement
Engineering Report
ER 17386
June 14, 1985
Revision A
September I0, 1985
ACCT PERIOD EQUIV MEN (tenths) INCR MANHRS
MAY 85 0.0 0
JUN 85 0.3 43
JUL 85 0.2 35
AUG 85 0.0 5
SEP 85 0.0 9
OCT 85 0.0 7
NOV 85 0.2 32
DEC 85 0.S 65
JAN 86 0.0 2
FEB 86 0.0 7
MAR 86 0.5 80
APR 86 0.2 19
MAY 86 0.0 7
JUN 86 0.0 7
JUL 86 0.2 32
AUG 86 0.0 7
SEP 86 0.0 7
OCT 86 0.0 7
NOV 86 0.5 72
DEC 86 0.0 7
JAN 87 0.0 7
FEB 87 0.2 32
MAR 87 0.4 84
APR 87 0.2 3 I
MAY 87 0.3
JUN 87 0.0 2
TOTAL FOR TASK 7
CUM MANHRS
0
43
78
83
92
99
131
196
198
205
285
304
311
318
350
357
364
37t
443
q50
457
489
573
604
650
652
652
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ZERO-GRAVITYQUANTITYGAGINGSYSTEM
FOR
CRYOGENICFLUIDS
LITERATURESEARCH
AND
PRELIMINARYREVIEW
OF
POTENTIALCONCEPTS
August1985
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This Literature Searchand Preliminary Reviewwasconductedas a part of
Task I, AnalysisandTradeStudies. The literature search was begun by researching key
words through several data bases of unclassified reports from DOE, DaD and NASA. In
addition_ the data bases: STAR, AOSR, ASRCRYO, ASRFIRE, ASRMECH, COSMIC_
CSTAR_ IAA_ OCSTARE, OSTARE, R&DCS_ and RTOP were searched using the same key
words.
Several documents were acquired as a result of the data base searches.
These documents are listed in the bibliography. Two survey reports included in these
documents provided extensive bibliographies which are included for reference purposes.
The additional references were adequately abstracted in the survey reports and were not
re-examined as part of this review.
The acquired reference material has been reviewed and categorized by type
of concept. Table I lists several concept types and subcategories for which the literature
search produced information of interest. It was found that several of these concepts
applied to laboratory type devices. Although these concepts are not applicable to the
requirement of the program study, they may be useful as references for calibration of
other instrumentation systems. The summarization of the reviewed literature will be
described by the various concept types.
References are cited as bibliography number followed by the page number in
the reference ie: (?:22-24).
CAPACITANCE.
Capacitance gaging senses changes in the dielectric properties of the fluid.
The difference between liquid and vapor dielectric values would provide a signal that
indicates the average density of fluids in contact with the sensing device. This concept
has been demonstrated and used extensively for supercritical fluids. The sensing
elements could be of several physical configurations. The most common has been
concentric tubes with a relatively small space between the two elements. Also parallel
plates or a three dimensional wire grid matrix could be assembled to sense the total
volume of a vessel.
-I-
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Table 1. CONCEPTSEXAMINEDFORAPPLICATION
TOZEROGRAVITYQUANTITYGAGING
A. Capacitance
Fluid Denstiy Coaxial Capacitor
Density Measurement Device
Two-Phase Capacitance Meter
Liquid Level and Mass Systems
BI Microwave
Open-Ended Microwave Cavity
LiquidStorage Measuring System
Microwave Oensitometers
RF Mode Analysis
C. Radiation Attenuation
Local & Average LiquidDensity
Beta-Ray Densi tometer
Nuc lear Densi tometer
Gamma-Ray Densitometer
D. Buoyancy
Magnetic Densi tometer
E. Acoustic
Ultrasonic Mass Flowmeter
F. Forced Harmonic Oscillation
Densitometer
Density & Specific Gravity Inst.
Cryogenic Densi tometer
Supercritical Mass Sensor
ZB Quantity Gaging, Zero "q"
Trace Injection of Radioactive Gas
Trace Injection of Infrared
Sensitive Gas
Ullage Pressure Gage
Spherical Tank Gage
Tank Level in Space
In the application of this concept for very large cryogenic tanks in zero-
gravity conditions, the capacitance gaging would become very difficult to construct and
install. The concentric tube arrangement would hold liquid between the plates due to
fluid surface tension and give a 100% full indication continuously. The three dimensional
grid matrix would be very complicated to install.
IS).
This concept is not deemed feasible for consideration in this study (16:13-
-2-
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Capacitance Flow Meter.
A further consideration of the three dimensional wire matrix concept was
for the measurement of two-phase flow density in a propellant feed-line. Static
assuracies were estimated to be ±B% in 100% liquid and 15% going from 100% gas to
100% liquid. The concept as applied created a flow blockage of 13% of the pipe area.
MICROWAVE.
The microwave sensing concept is basically a linear densitometer
measurement. Two microwave horns are used with three possible electronic
configurations for interpreting the signal. These are changes of wave attenuation, phase-
shift or transmission time. Each of these measured effects is directly relatable to
changes of the fluid density in the microwave propagation path. Due to the linear
sampling of the fluid and the inability to use multiple sensors (excessive cross talk), this
concept is not applicable to the current program. It may be a consideration for concepts
in which fluid settling could be accomplished prior to taking measurements _:2S0_ 16: 16).
Another microwave application uses the "open-ended cavity" concept for
density determination. This concept requires both a smooth-walled and regular shaped
vessel and fluid in the supercritical state. Therefore_ it is not a candidate for the
program (16:16-17).
RF MODE ANALYSIS.
The Radio Frequency (RF) Mode Analysis is similar to the microwave
concept_ however, the frequencies are slightly lower for RF than the microwave
frequencies. The RF energy is introduced into the tank so as to illuminate the entire
volume of the tank. There are two basic approaches to RF gaging: one uses very wide
frequency sweeps (I-2 GH z) of the tank antenna and totals all modes (resonances)
detected over the sweep range. To achieve satisfactory resolution and accuracy_ the
detected resonances should number one to two thousand. The second approach uses a
significantly narrower frequency sweep range, perhaps only the first five to seven modes_
and makes use of the interelationships between model responses as well as the basic
response frequencies to uniquely determine the overall dielectric constant of the tank
contents. A significant amount of development has been performed under several
contracts. The primary problems identified in past work include:
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I. Mode degeneracy and noise; possible improvement include
optimization of the scanning range, improved antenna design, and
development of electronic mode counter schemes to distinguish noise
and mode degeneracy.
. Flight testing showed accuracies of 3.S toS.S percent at tank levels of
0 to 80 percent full. The antenna design was the attributed problem.
A change of antenna design to a ground plane man.pole was proposed
but no further work was performed.
A change from the "linear readout" to a quadratic interpolation was
expected to improve results to better than one percent accuracy. (15:11-12, 16:18-19,
14:1-3 I).
This concept has significant potential for the zero-gravity gaging program.
RADIATION ATTENUATION.
Beta Radiation Attenuation: The primary application of the beta radiation
instrumentation concept has been liquid/slush hydrogen density and a hydrogen quality
measurement as a point sensor. Typical distances between the source and detector are
about four centimeters. The radioactive sources have been Thalium-204 and Strontium-
90, both being beta negative emission isotopes.
In the application of this concept as a densitometer, static accuracies of one
percent are considered possible. The dynamic applications as a quality meter had a
specified accuracy of plus or minus five percent. A significant portion of the error may
be attributed to pressure sensing and determining the fluid saturated vapor density.
Since this work was accomplished in the late 60% significant improvements of electronic
circuits may provide better system capability than was achieved on the original efforts
_9:48-55,2:232-237, 16:19).
The beta radiation attenuation will not be useful for the quantity
measurement systems, however. The concept may be useful as flow density
measurements and in integrated concepts with other measurements.
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Gamma Radiation Attenuation: The penetrating power of the emitted
gamma radiation is approximately I00 times that of beta rays. With this advantage,
gamma ray attenuation concepts may be applied to larger volumes as an average density
measurement between the source and detector. Many applications of this concept have
developed for one-g situations to determine the bulk liquid (or slush hydrogen) density.
For a large vessel in zero gravity_ it has been proposed that multiple source and detector
pairs will provide a quantity measurement system for large hydrogen tanks. However,
for oxygen systems9 considerably higher energy sources are required to penetrate the
denser fluid. This could present a personnal hazard due to possible radiation exposure.
The accuracies of gamma attenuation detectors is quoted as one-half
percent for density measurements in linear sensing arrangements. Volumetric systems
would require multiple pairs to measure the whole tank fluid quantity.
Several discussions also mentioned the use of gamma radiation attenuation
concepts for quality measurement in flowing systems in combination with velocity
meters for mass measurement.
BOUYANCY.
A magnetic densitometer concept has been used extensively in laboratory
applicatians for high accuracy measurements of fluid density. Obviously these are for
one-gravity usage but do offer basic information for calibration techniques (25:1237-
1250.
ACOUSTIC.
Ultrasonic Temperature and Density. This concept uses an ultrasonic device
to produce sharp impulses to the tank wall and senses time of travel through the wall and
through fluid in intimate contact with the wall. Based on the differences of speed of
sound through different media and the attenuation factor_ the fluid quantity may be as-
certained. The concept is highly dependent on fluid orientation in the storage vessel, it
must be in direct contact with the wall and not tend to "float" in several random masses.
It was considered to be an extensive development and testing effort to
firmly establish this concept for actual application (1:3-16 to 3-21).
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For the above reason and the fluid location requiremenh the concept is not
considered to be applicable for the current program.
Ultrasonic Mass Flowmeter. This is complete system concept using flow
velocity, densitometer and time interva!ometer to determine mass flow rate. The densi-
tometer applies the acoustic reflection principle as a function of fluid density and
capacitance. The application has not been explored for two-phase flow. Accuracy is
estimated to be plus or minus one percent in flowing fluids and plus or minus two percent
in a static density measurement. For density measuremenh it would only apply as a
point sensor (16:21). Not a likely candidate for zero-gravity gaging program. However,
the flow meter concept may be useful in an integrated measurement concept.
Ultrasonic Probe. This is a linear type sensing device to determine tempera-
ture and fluid density. The transit time of pulse is a measure of the tube temperature,
and the amplitude of the pulse is a measure of the density of the fluid in contact with the
tube. Therefore, it depends on fluid orientation or requires settling of the fluid prior to
taking a measurement. Also the described configuration, a tube surrounding the longitu-
dinal bar_ would tend to fill with liquid in the zero-gravity environment, giving a false
indication (ie: 100% full for all conditions). Not acandidate for the zero-gravity gaging
system (1"3-21 to 3-25).
FORCED HARMONIC OSCILLATION.
Resonant Infrasonic Gaging System (RIGS). This concept applies the
principle of resonant frequency of the ullage gas volume and the properties of gas
compressibility and specific heat ratio. The prior work (NAS9-6750, September 1967)
performed was to analyze, design and do breadboard testing. This work showed promise
of an acceptable concept for zero-gravity quantity, especially for oxygen. Hydrogen
fluid has a larger specific heat ratio variation with temperature changes and a higher
compressibility which would tend to lead to a higher error bond than with oxygen.
The system actually uses the anti-resonant frequency response for deter-
mining ullage volume and, consequently, the fluid mass. The relationship of this anti-
resonant frequency is:
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Where:
f = I A2_p
277" MV
A = Areaof vibrating diaphram
M = Vibratingmass
V = Ullagevolume
= Specific heat ratio
P = Ullagepressure
The systemis comprisedof a constant amplitude variable frequency driver,
an isolated driver cavity, and a weighted flexible diaphragm. The weighted diaphragm is
designed to resonate as a function of the ullage compressibility compared to the known
drive compressibility. The resonate frequency is essentially a function of the ullage
volume, pressure and specific heat ratio.
Three key problems have been identified to be solved prior to adapting this
concept for the zero-gravity gaging program:
I) Compatibility and fatigue properties of the bellows at
cryogenic temperatures.
2) Variation of ullage gas properties
3) Presence of baffles and/or surface tension screens in the
tanks.
These concerns do not appear to be significantly difficult to prohibit the application of
this concept (1:3-10 to 3-16, 15:14).
Vibratin 9 Cylinder. These concepts use a forced harmonic oscillation,
applied to a free cylinder (hoop mode vibration), or a vibrating section of the flow
passage. The density of the flowing fluids may be determined from the acceleration
reaction or the resonant frequency of the segment. Neither concept applies to large
static mosses.
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The vibration line segmenthas an estimated accuracy of ±2%. The free
cylinder hasa very high accuracyof _:0.1%for liquids or gases. Two phase flow is not
addressed.
These concepts may be applicable to integrated measurement concepts but
are not applicable to quantity gaging.
Vibratinq Reed. A sensing vane is positioned across a supporting cylinder.
The vane is driven in simple harmonic motion, causing an acceleration in the surrounding
fluid. This concept may be applied in conjunction with a volume flow measuring instru-
ment to determine mass flow. No accuracy information is available.
TRACE INJECTION.
Several types of mass determination are available. These include radio-
active gas, infrared sensitive gas or helium 3. These concepts are not being considered
due to the trace gas concept being eliminated in the basic requirements for the zero
gravity quantity gaging program.
COIRIOLIS FLOW METER.
This concept is a mass flow meter in a single package. It does not require
both density and volumetric measurements to compute mass flow. The concept consists
of two parallel U-tubes which are excited (vibrated) at the natural frequency. The
resulting lateral acceleration of the fluid passing through the U-bend produces a coriolis
acceleration of the tube, causing the legs of the U to oscillate with the number of such
oscillations being directly proportional to the mass flow. Counting these oscillations
electromagnetically provides a signal indicating the mass flow.
Reported accuracy is 0.4% at full flow.
Potential difficulties of the unit are as follows:
I. High pressure drop through the device especially for low density fluids.
2. Vaporization of liquid due to pressure change and heat leak.
3. Two-phase flow that is not well mixed.
4. System weight.
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Preliminary Screeninq
The preliminary screening of the concepts was performed following the
literature review. The screening process was performed using the criteria and scoring as
outlined in Table !!. The application of the screening process was applied to all concepts
twlce, once for oxygen systems and again for hydrogen systems. Tables !1 and IV are the
results of this process. Concepts with an overall score of at least SI0 will be included in
a population set for further evaluation in the trade study.
Population Sets
Single Concepts - The results of the preliminary screening have eliminated
the less applicable concepts leaving the concepts listed as single concepts in Table V for
oxygen systems and Table VI for hydrogen systems.
Integrated Concepts - Integrated concepts are formed by simultaneously
utilizing more than one gaging approach in such a manner that the combined results of
the approaches is capable of providing more accurate quantity information than either of
the concepts individually. To achieve this benefit, the individual gaging approaches
should have complimentary features so that shortcomings of one ore countered by strong
features of the other.
In reviewing the preliminary scoring of all the approaches for possible
combinations for integrated concepts, a matrix of the gaging approaches was developed
for both oxygen and hydrogen systems. Figures I and 2 show these matrices and the
evaluation of possible pairs. Several pairs are shown to be incompatible (ie: microwave
and RF mode analysis approaches would have a signal interference which would probably
invalidate the resulting output of each gaging system). Other pairs may be compatible
but the particular combination does not offer a significant improvement over either
individual approaches. Finally, o few paired approaches that are compatible and do
provide positive reinforced attributes to enhance the overall gaging concept.
Individual approaches which were eliminated due to serious shortcomings in
the preliminary screening, were not considered since the system could not provide
acceptable gaging signals.
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Flow meters used in coniunction with any one of the singly acceptable
gaging approaches could be useful in providing improved response times during fluid
transfer operations. However, it would be necessary that the flow meter output be time-
integrated as a totalizer and be resettable for each new transfer process.
These integrated concepts are also listed in Tables V and VIo
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TABLEII
ZERO-GRAVITYQUANTITYGAGINGSYSTEM
PRELIMINARYCONCEPTSCREENING
J. Does the concept require the use of a trace gas?
Response
Yes
No
Score
(remove concept from any further
consideration)
(retainconcept for furtherscreening)
a What is the concept accuracy
environment?
(percent of full scale) in a near zero-gravity
Static Accuracy Dynamic Accuracy
Response Score Score
196 or better 70 30
196 to 596* 20 20
S96 (remove concept) (remove concept)
*See Extended Accuracy Band explanation.
. Is the concept accuracy independent of tank orientation?
Response Score
Independent 100
Nearly Independent SO
Significantly Dependent (remove concept)
. Is the concept accuracy independent of the
interfaces °.
Response Score
Independent 100
Near ly Independent S0
Significantly Dependent (remove concept)
distribution of any gas/liquid
S. Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank size?
Response Score
Not Sensi tive 7 0
Moderately Sensi tive 3S
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
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.
.
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank external shape?
Response. Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 35
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to fluid mass?
Response Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensi tive 35
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to internal tank geometry?
Response Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 35
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
What is the maturity of the concept?
Response Score
Has been demonstrated in space flight 100
Has been demonstrated in conventional flight 80
Has been demonstrated in ground applications 60
Has been demonstrated conceptually (Note I) 40
Has not been demonstrated (remove concept)
Note I: If concept has scored at least 450 in screening questions 2 through 8, it
should be retained in a list of concepts showing promise for future
concept development. However, it should be removed from further
consideration in this concept screening.
Note 2: In the case of integrated concepts, the score shall be the arithmetic
average of the constituent concepts.
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The individual concept and integrated concept screening scores will be summarized, and
the candidates ranked with the highest scoring candidate at the top of the list. Only
candidates with overall scores of S I0 or greater will be included in the list. In the event
that no candidates are found with scores of at least SlOp the screening criteria will
require re-evaluation.
Extended Accuracy Band Criteria
It was prepared to extend the limitation of two percent accuracy up to five
percent to allow consideration of additional concepts in the trade studies.
A review of the accuracy criteria of all concepts did not reveal any addi-
tional systems for inclusion in the trade studies. Any systems that fall in the two to five
percent limit were already eliminated for some other criteria shortcoming.
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TABLEIII
OXYGEN SYSTEMS
CONCEPT
SCREENING PARAMETERS
St Dy TOTAL
2a 2b 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE COMMENTS
Capacitance
Copac i tance
Flow Meter
Microwave
No 20 -- 100 100 35 70 70 35 100 530
No
No 70 -- 100 100 35 35 70 35 60 505
RF Mode Analysis No 70 -- 100 100 70 70 70 35 60 575
Beta Radiation
Attenuation
No 70 --100 100 -- 70 35 35 60
Gamma Radiation No 20 -- 100 100 -- 70 -- 35 80*
Attenuation
Bouyancy
Ultrasonic Temp
and Density
Ultrasonic Mass
Flow Meter
Ultrasonic Probe
RIGS
Vibrating Cyl
Vibrating Reed
Coriolis
PVT Gaging
No 70 --
No .... 50 -- 35 70 35 35 --
No 70 20
No .... S0 -- 35 35 70 35 60
No 70 -- 100 100 70 70 70 35 40 555
No -- 70
No
No -- 70
No 70 -- 100 100 3S 70 35 70 60 540
Trace Injection:
Radioactive Gas Yes
Infrared Yes
Helium 3 Yes
Flow meter 3-15%
Accuracy
Eliminated
Eliminated Radiation
Hazard; Dynamic Accy:
5-10%, Quality: .15%
Calibration Reference
Eliminated
Flow Meter
Eliminated
Flow Meter
Flow Meter
Flow Meter
±2% empty, tl% full
RefVol I% tank volume
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
* QUALITY METER FLOWN 1966 SIVB
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TABLE IV
HYDROGENSYSTEMS
CONCEPT
SCREENINGPARAMETERS
St Dy TOTAL
I 2a 2b 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SCORE COMMENTS
Capacitance
Capacitance
Flow Meter
Microwave
No 20 --100 100 35 70 70 35 100 530
No
No 70 -- I00 I00 35 35 70 35 60 505
RF Mode Analysis No 70 -- 100 100 70 70 70 35 60 575
Beta Radiation No 70 -- 100 100 -- 70 35 35 60
Attenuation
Gamma Radiation No 20 -- 100 100 35 70 70 35 80* SI0
Attenuation
Bouyancy
Ultrasonic Temp
and Density
Ultrasonic Mass
Flow Meter
Ultrasonic Probe
RIGS
Vibrating Cyl
Vibrating Reed
Coriolis
PVT Gaging
No 70 --
No 50 -- 35 70 35 35 --
No -- 20
No .... S0 -- 35 35 70 35 60
No -- -- 100 100 70 70 70 35 40
No -- 70
No -- --
No -- 70
No -- -- 100 100 35 70 35 70 60
Trace Injection:
Radioactive Gas Yes
Infrared Yes
Helium 3 Yes
Flow meter 3-15%
Accuracy
Eliminated
Radiation Hazard;
Dynamic Accy: 5-10%
Quality: .15%
Calibration Reference
Eliminated
Flow Meter
Eliminated
Eliminated
Flow Meter
Flow Meter
Flow Meter
Eliminated
±2% empty, ± I% full
Ref Vol I% tank volume
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
* QUALITY METER FLOWN 1966 SIVB
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CAPACITANCE
CPA CPA NC NC
Figure I. INTEGRATED OXYGEN GAGING CONCEPTS.
"/
:/S/
Possibility of gamma radiation ionization which would interface with RF fields
Figure 2. INTEGRATED HYDROGEN GAGING CONCEPTS.
KEY: NC : Not compatible, signal interference or physically one interferes with
the other
CNA = Compatible operation but no improved attributes
CPA = Compatible operation and positive reinforcing attributes
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TABLEV
POPULATIONSETFOROXYGENSYSTEMS
SINGLE CONCEPTS
I. Capacitance Matrix
2. RF Mode Analysis
3. Resonant Infrasonic Gaging (RIGS)
4. PVT Gaging
INTEGRATED CONCEPTS
I. Capacitance - RIGS
2. Capacitance - PVT Gaging
3. Microwave - PVT Gaging
TABLE Vl
POPULATION SET FOR HYDROGEN SYSTEMS
SINGLE CONCEPTS
I. Capacitance Matrix
2. RF Mode Analysis
3. Gamma Radiation Attenuation
INTEGRATED CONCEPTS
1. RF Mode Analysis - Gamma Radiation Attenuation
NOTE: THE ORDER OF CANDIDATES IN THESE TABLES IS NOT INDICATIVE OF
ANY PREFERENCE.
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93.
94.
95.
A StableLow TemperatureGasStreamSystemwith VariableTemperature
Control.
Silver, L. Rudmon,R. (BrookhavenNotionalLab., Upton,NY)
Rev.SCI lnstrum. Vol 42, No. S, 67 I-3 May 197 I) 10 REF
Microwave Methods for Cryogenic Liquid and Slush Instrumentation.
Ellerbruch, D.A. (National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. Inst.
for Basic Standards)
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. Vol IM-19, No. 4, 412-6 (Nov 1970)
A Magnetic Densimeter for Low Temperatures and and High Pressures.
Haynes, W.M. Stewart, J.W. (Virginia Univ., Charlottesville.
Dept. of Physics)
Rev. SCI Instrum. Vol 42, No. 8, 1142-50 (Aug 197 I) 25 REF
Instrumentation for Hydrogen Slush Storage Containers.
Weitzel, D.H. Collier, R.S. Ellerbruch, D.A. et al National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo., Rep. No. 9793 (Jun 197 1) 92 PP
Spherical Tank Gauge.
Smith, H.A. (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
U. S. Patent 3,355,943 (Dec 5, 1967) 2 PP
Mognetostrictive Transducer.
Di Giocomo, S.F. Lewis, W. C.
Products Inc., New York, N.Y.)
U. S. Patent 3,256,738 (Jun 21, 1966)
Reid, J. D.
4 PP
(Simmonds Precision
A Simple Level Indicator for Cryogenic Liquids.
Newby, J.W. Collins, R.A. (Lancaster Univ., England. Dept. of
Physics)
Rev. SCI. Instrum. Vol 43, No. I, 157-8 (Jan 1972)
Liquid Level
Beher, J. T.
U. S. Patent
Gages.
(The Bendix Corp.)
2,978,69 1 (Apr 4, 196 I) 2 PP
Liquid Level
Pfschek, R.
Germany)
U. S. Patent
Indicator.
(Phonix Armaturen Werke Bregel G.M.B.H., Frankfurt Am Main,
3,420,103 (Jan 7, 1969) 2 PP 6 FIG
Capac i tive P robe.
Di Giacomo, S. F. (Liquidometer Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.)
U. S. Patent 3,214,655 (Oct 26, 1965) 3 PP 6 FIG
Liquid Level Indicator.
Wexler, A. (Westinghouse Electric Corp., East Pittsburgh, PA.)
U. S. Patent 2,679,642 (May 25, 1954) 6 PP 25 ref 9 FIG
Valving Device for Automatic Refilling in Cryogenic Liquid Systems.
Liberotti, J. (Jet Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, Calif.)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Rep. No.
NASA-Cose-NPO-I 1177, US-Patent-APPL-SN-20960 (Mar 1970) Contr. No.
NAST-100 II PP
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97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
10S.
106.
107.
Liquid-Nitrogen Level Controller.
Benyaminovich, S.M. Fisher, L. M.
Instrum. Exp. Techn. (USSR) Vol 14, No. 2, PT. 2, 633-4
(Mor-Apr 197 I) Transl. of Prib. Tekh. Eksp. No. E, 258-9 (Mar-Apr 197 I)
Simple Long-Lasting Liquid Helium Level Indicator.
Laplant, J.M. Flood, D. J. (National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration, Cleveland, Ohio. Lewis Research Center) Cryogenics Vol 12,
No. 3,234 (June 1972)
ASRDI Oxygen Technology Survey. Volume I. Thermophysical Properties.
Rodger, H.M. Weber, L.A. (National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colo. Cryogenic Div.)
NASA Spec. Publ. 307 I, 426 PP (1972)
Cryogenic Instrumentation Research Summary.
Marshall, T. N., Jr. (National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Huntsville, Ala. Marshall Space Flight Center) Cryogenic Workshop,
Proc., National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Huntsville, Ala.
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, 233-42 (Mar 19-20, 1972)
Current Status of National, State, and Local LNG Codes and Standards.
Ball, W. L. (Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, PA.)
Pipeline Gas, J. Vol 200, No. S, 46-9, 59-64 (Apr 1973)
Velocity of Sound in Saturated and Compressed Fluid Oxygen.
Straty, G.C. Younglove, B. A. (National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colo. Inst. for Basic Standards)
J. Chem. Thermodyn. Vol S, No. 3,305-12 (May 1973)
ASRDI Oxygen Technology Survey. Volume II. Cleaning Requirements,
Procedures, and Verification Techniques.
BanKaitis, H. Schueller, C.F. (Aerospace Safety Research and Data
Institude, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) NASA Spec. Publ. 3072,
76 pp (1972).
UI trasonic Mass Flowmeter.
Lynnworth, L.C. Pederson, N. E. (Panametrics, Inc., Waltham, Mass.)
Paper L6, IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium (Oct. 4-7, 1972).
Digital Liquid Mass Measuring System.
Product Bulletins z_pp Trans-sonics, Inc. (Burlington, Mass.).
Series 650 Gas, Liquid and Cryogenic Densitometer.
Product Bulletin /4 pp ITT Barton (Monterey Park, Calif.)
Liquid Density Meter.
Product Bulletin 7 pp
England).
Sangamo Controls Ltd. (North 3ersted Sussex,
Density and Specific Gravity Measuring Instruments.
Product Bulletin 6 pp Fluid Data, Inc. (Westfield, New Jersey).
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114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
SolartronGasDensityMeter.
ProductBulletin 14pp Rockwell ManufacturingCo. (Pittsburg,Pa.).
TheTheoryandOperationof VibrationTypeOensitometers.
ITT_3arton,ProcessInst. andControls,TechnicalInformation No. 13-G1-56
March4, 197I).
QuantumDynamics.Bulletins5.2, 5.5, 5.I, 5.3,and5.b,.
PropellantGaugingandControl in the SpaceAge.AcousticaAssociates,Inc.
Fluid Measurementand Control Systems.
Acoustica Associates, Inc., Acoustica Sonometer.
Summary Report RF Quantity Gauging System.
Bendix Corp., Publication No. b,684-70.
Performance Studies to Determine the Feasibility of Various Techniques for
Measuring Propellant Mass Aboard Orbiting Space Vehicle.
Industrial Nucleonics Corp., NASA Contract NAS8-210149 Final Report.
Simmonds Precision Products Applications for Space Programs.
Simmonds Precision Proposal 20202.
Capacitance Propellant Gauging Study for Orbiting Spacecraft Final
Development Report. Trans-Sonics (June 1967).
Apollo Fuel Cell and Cryogenic Gas Storage System Flight Support
Handbook. Propulsion and Power Division (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas) Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas (Feb. 18, 1970).
Mass Quantity Gauging by RF Mode Analysis.
Collier, R.S. Ellerbruch, D. Cruz, J.E. et al. (National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo., Inst. for Basic Standards)
NBSIR 73-318 (June 1973).
ASRDI Oxygen Technology Survey. Volume Flow Measurement Instru-
mentation. Mann, D.B. (National Bureau opf Standard, Boulder, Colo.,
Inst. for Basic Standards) NASA SP to be published.
Measurement Component Technology. Volume II. Cryogenic Flow Measure-
ment and Cryogenic Liquid Detection Measurement Technology.
Hayakawa, K. K. (Space Division, North American Rockwell) Final Report,
Contract NAS7-200, SD72-SA-O IS6-2 (Oct. 13, 1972).
American Gas Association, Gas Measurement Manual, LNG Instrumentation.
American Gas Association (IS IS Wilson Bouldevard, Arlington (Rosslyn),
Virginia 22209), Draft Copy (Sept. 12, 1972).
Standard, Insulated Tank Truck Specification CGA-341 for Cold Liquefied
Gases. Compressed Gas Association, Inc. (New York, N.Y.)
Pamphlet CGA-34 I, second edition (1970), and addenda to second
edition 1970 (June 1972).
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This descriptive data documents the Selection Criteria developed for use during trade
studies to determine the zero-gravity quantity gaging system(s) that are optimum for
cryogenic two phase oxygen, cryogenic two phase hydrogen, and both oxygen and hydro-
gen gaging. All effort expended in developing the Selection Criteria was associated with
Work Breakdown Structure Task I, subelement 1.2 "Selection Criteria Development".
Organization of the Selection Criteria presented in this descriptive data is as follows:
First, a Preliminary Screening method is presented in Section 2.0 which will be used to
find candidates of promise in the total candidate population. Then in Section 3.0, the
Selection Criteria approach is presented. This is followed by detailed development of
the selection model, methods, definitions and assigned weights in subparagraphs 3.1
through 3.3. Finally, the Criteria is completed by appendices detailing strawman tankage
configurations and a presentation of the method of paired comparisons.
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The following section details a preliminary screening method which will be applied twice
to the candidate concepts: once when they are evaluated for gaging two-phase cryogenic
oxygen, and again for two phase cryogenic hydrogen. Candidate concepts will be
considered individually and in combinations that appear to be advantageous. The purpose
of this preliminary concept screening is to improve the efficiency of the selection
process by identifying the candidates of promise in the total candidate population quickly
and without lengthy analyses.
I.
1
.
Does the concept require the use of a trace gas?
Response
Yes
No
Score
(remove concept from any further
consideration)
(retain concept for further screening)
What is the concept accuracy (percent of
environment?
full scale) in a near zero-gravity
Static Accuracy Dynamic Accuracy
Response Score Score
I% or better 70 30
1% to 5% 20 20
5 % (remove concept) (remove concept)
Is the concept accuracy independent of tank orientation?
Response Score
Independent 100
Near ly Independent S0
Significantly Dependent (remove concept)
2-1
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accuracy independent of the distribution of any gas/liquid
Score
Independent 100
Near ly Independent 50
Significantly Dependent (remove concept)
S, Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank size?
Response, Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 35
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
, Is the concept accuracy sensitive to tank external shape?
Response Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 3S
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
, Is the concept accuracy sensitive to fluid mass?
Response, Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 3S
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
,
Is the concept accuracy sensitive to internal tank geometry?
Response Score
Not Sensitive 70
Moderately Sensitive 35
Significantly Sensitive (remove concept)
2-2
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. What is the maturity of the concept?
Response Score
Has been demonstrated in space flight 100
Has been demonstrated in conventional flight 80
Has been demonstrated in ground applications 60
Has been demonstrated conceptually (see Note I) 40
Has not been demonstrated (see Note 2) (remove concept)
NOTE I: If concept has scored at least 450 in screening questions 2 through 8, it
should be retained in a list of concepts showing promise for future
concept development. However, it should be removed from further
consideration in this concept screening.
NOTE 2: In the case of integrated concepts, the score shall be the arithmetic
average of the constituent concepts.
The individual concept and integrated concept screening scores will be summarized, and
the candidates ranked with the highest scoring candidate at the top of the list. Only
candidates with overall scores of S10 or greater will be included in the list. In the event
that no candidates are found with scores of at least 510, the screening criteria will
require re-evaluation.
2-3
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The selection criteria for determining the optimum candidate concept(s) for zero-gravity
quantity gaging of cryogenic two-phase hydrogen and oxygen will be developed using the
techniques of multiattribute utility analysis. This approach will be used because it is
particularly effective in situations where multiple factors are important, no alternative
is clearly best on oil factors, and some factors are difficult to quantify.
Implementation of multiattribute utility analysis requires the careful construction of the
selection model or criteria in the following steps.
(I) Attribute Selection: The attributes selected should be comprehensive
enough to account for most of what is important in evaluating the
candidates. The selected attributes should highlight differences
between candidates, reflect separate nonoverlapping values, and should
be independent of each other.
(2) Or qanize Attributes: The selected attributes are arranged in a
hierarchy showing the logical relationships between them. This will
result in an outline of major attributes which are each supported by
directly related detail attributes.
(3) Assess Detail Attribute Values: The performance of a candidate when
evaluated for each detail attribute can be expressed by one of two
types of measures: scales with natural standard units (e.g., dollars,
pounds; hours, etc.) or relative scales such as excellent, good,
average, etc. In either case, the value assigned to the detailed
attribute is transformed from the original measure to a value on a 0 to
100 point scale. The candidate with the best performance is valued at
100, while the one with the worst is valued at 0.
3-1
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(4) Assess Cross Attribute Trade-Off Weiqhts: Weights are assessed to
each detail attribute to represent the relative importance of improving
performance from the worst to the best level for each attribute. This
allows the assessment to be based on range of performance rather than
purely abstract notions of importance. The weights assessed to all
detail attributes associated with the same major attribute are
normalized to sum to one.
(s) Assess Major Attribute Weicjhts: The relative weights assessed to the
major attributes are judgments made to realistically represent the
priorities and preferences between items which most likely have
different value systems. The relative weights of all major attributes
sum to one.
Once the five modeling steps have been completed, calculation of overall ranking values
for each candidate are easily obtained. The mechanics of these calculations are shown
below. It should also be pointed out that this analysis technique preserves the identity of
judgmental and factual assessments and is obviously suited to a variety of sensitivity
analyses should further clarification be required.
Overall Rankincj Value Calculations:
Notations
I,2,3, ..... Represent
A, B, C, ..... Represent
wa, wb, wc, ..... Represent
AI, A2, A3, ..... Represent
kol, ka2, ka3, .....
VAI I, VA21_ VA319 .....
SAI, SA2, SA3, .....
RI, R2, R3, .....
Candidate Number
Major Attributes
the Relative Weights of Attributes A, B, and C
Detail Attributes associated with Major
Attribute A
Represent,Detail Attribute trade-off weights
Represent Detail Attribute values on a 0-to-100 point scale
for candidate I
Represent Major Attribute scores for candidates I, 2 and 3
Represent overall ranking scores for candidates I, 2 and 3
3-2
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Hierarchy of Attributes and Their Weicjhts
I A (wa) [ B (wb)
AI (kal) IBI (kbl)
A2 (ka2) [Bw (kb2)
A3 (ka3) I B3 (kb3)
A4 (ka4)
Normalization of Weights:
kal +ka2+ka3+ka4= I
kbl +kb2+kb3 = I
kcl +kc2 +kc3 +kc4 = I
kdl + kd2 = I
wa+wb+wc +wd= I
C (wc) ] D (wd)
cl (kcl) [OI (kdl)
C2 (kc2) D2 (kd2)
C3 (kc3)
,C4 (kc4)
Detail Attribute Values for Four Candidate Cases:
VAIl VAI2 VAI3 VAIL
VA21 VA22 VA23 VA24
VA31 VA32 VA33 VA34
VA41 VA42 VA43 VA44
VBII VBI2 VBI3 VBI4
VB21 VB22 VB23 VB24
VB31 VB32 VB33 VB34
VCII VCI2 VCI3 VCI4
VC21 VC22 VC23 VC24
VC31 VC32 VC33 VC34
VC41 VC42 VC43 VC44
VDII VDI2 VDI3 VDI4
VD21 VD22 VD23 VD2q
Calculation
VAIl xkal
VAI2 x kal
VAI3 x kal
VAI4 x kal
VBII x kbl
VBI2 x kbl
V1313 x kbl
VBI4 x kbl
VCII xkc
VCI2 x kc
VC 13 x kc
VC 16 x kc
VCII x kd
VCI2 x kd
VC 13 x kd
VC 16 x kd
of Major Attribute Scores for Four Candidate Cases:
+ VA21 x ka2 + VA31 x ka3 + VA41 x ka4 = SAI
+ VA22 x ka2 + VA32 x ka3 + VA42 x ka4 = SA2
+ VA23 x ka2 + VA33 x ka3 + VA43 x ka4 = SA3
+ VA24 x ka2 + VA34 x ka3 + VA44 x ka4 = SA4
+ VB21 x kb2 + VB31 x kb3 = SBI
+ VB22 x kb2 + VB32 x kb3 = SB2
+ VB23 x kb2 + VB33 x kb3 = SB3
+ VB24 x kb2 + VB34 x kb3 = SB4
+ VC21 x kc2 + VC31 x kc3 + VC41 x kc4 = SCI
+ VC22 x kc2 + VC32 x kc3 + VC42 x kc4 = SC2
+ VC23 x kc2 + VC33 x kc3 + VC43 x kc4 = SC3
+ VC24 x kc2 + VC34 x kc3 + VC44 x kc4 = 5C4
+ VD21 x kd2 = SDI
+ VD22 x kd2 = SD2
+ VD23 x kd2 = SD3
+ VD24 x kd2 = SD4
3-3
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Calculation of Overall Candidate Scores for Four Candidate Cases
SAI xwa+SBI xwb+SCI xwc+SDI xwd:RI
SA2 x wa + SB2 x wb + SC2 x wc + SD2 x wd = R2
SA3xwa+SB3xwb+SC3xwc+SD3xwd=R3
SA4xwo+ SB4xwb+SC4xwc +SD4xwd= R4
3.1 Initial Selection Model Construction. The guidelines given in selection
model construction steps (I) Attribute Selection, (2) Organize Attributes and (S) Assess
Major Attribute Weights, were employed to construct the following hierarchy of
attributes.
Hierarchy of Major Attributes and Supporting Detail Attributes
I.
,
,
4,
o
Accuracy
Ca) Basic accuracy
(b) Sensitivity to tank size, shape, internal geometry,
and fluid mass
(c) Range
(d) Ease of calibration
(e) Maintenance of calibration
Design Features
(a) System weight
(b) System electrical power requirements
(c) Energy input to fluid
(d) Number and complexity of fluid containment penetrations
Design Quality
(a) Reliability
(b) Repairability
(c) Maintainability
(d) Safety
(e) Compatibility
Design State of the Art
(a) Materials
(b) Construc t1on
(c) Circuitry
(d) Performance
Ca) Potential for improvement
Flight Hardware Development Effort
Co) Development hardware estimate to complete (span time,
manpower and dollars, including risk)
(b) Prototype hardware estimate to complete Cspan time,
manpower and dollars, including risk)
(c) Flight hardware estimate to complete (span time,
manpower and dollars, including risk)
Major Attribute
Relative We;]ht
0.35
0.20
0.25
O. lO
0.10
1.00
3.4
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3.2 Detail Attribute Value Assessment. The method for assessing a value to
each of the detail attributes shown in the "Hierarchy of Major Attributes and Supporting
Detail Attributes" is developed below. This material corresponds to selection model
contruction step (3) Assess Detail Attribute Values.
3.2.1 Evaluation and Scoring Method for Major Attribute I "Accuracy".
Detail Attribute I-a '_3asic Accuracy": This detail attribute is defined as the character-
istic accuracy of the candidate gaging system concept when the issues of static and
dynamic system accuracy are considered. The terms "dynamic" and "static" are related
to the gross fluid motion state of fluid contained in the tank. The "static" state is
considered to commence once gross fluid motions have died out. Scoring of candidate
concepts is based on comparing their cited performance with the desired nominal system
accuracy. This nominal system accuracy has been defined as a capability for
determining the mass of fluid in a tank to within one percent of a full tank load.
Concepts will be considered, however_ with accuracies of only five percent of full tank
load over ranges as narrow as full to half full. The specific scoring issues that must be
addressed in determining the system characteristic accuracy are:
(I)
(2)
(3)
Static system accuracy in a zero-gravity environment.
Dynamic system accuracy in a zero-gravity environment.
Degree to which distribution of the gas/liquid interface can affect accuracy.
It is anticipated that candidate concept evaluations will be based on two foctual_ natural
scale parameters. They are the system static accuracy expressed as a percent and the
system dynamic accuracy expressed as a percent. These data will be obtained from one
of the following source classes
First Class:
Second Class:
A concensus of creditable published research data representing
current technology.
A concensus of creditable published research data representing
outdated technology.
3-S
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An estimate based on implied performance from the published
literature.
The source class will be identified for all data used in scoring evaluations. Prior to
scoring, all accuracy data will be adjusted, if required, to account for the probable
improvement that application of current technology could provide. Detailed develop-
ment of the scoring schemes and their rationals are addressed below.
Scoring Scheme for Static Accuracy - The Rational: The system static accuracy is a
very strong operations cost driver and has been scaled exponentially to score 100 at
nominal one percent system accuracy and reward or penalize accuracies better or worse
than nominal in an exponential manner.
Issue
Score 320! _ Zs :
(Zs) 240
160
0-: r J I t
0 1 2 3 tl 5
% System Static
Accuracy (A s)
100e(2-As) = 36.765 e(2"As)
2.72
Where: Z s = System Static
Accuracy Issue
Score
A s = Static Accuracy - 96
Scoring Scheme for Dynamic Accuracy-The Rational: The system dynamic accuracy is
a moderate level linear driver of operations cost. It has been scaled linearly with a
slope of 24 score points per degree dynamic accuracy. A score of 100 occurs at the
nominal one percent system accuracy and rewards or penalizes for accuracies better or
worse than the nominal one percent.
Issue
Score
(zd)
160
120
80
40
0
124 /--
! | !o123  
% System Dynamic
Accuracy (A d)
Zd = (5-Ad)(24)+4= 4(31-6Ad)
Where: Zd = System Dynamic
Accuracy Issue
Score
A d = Dynamic Accuracy - %
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Scorinq Scheme for Accuracy Independent of the Distribution of Gas/Liquid Interfaces -
The Rational:
(I) Since the candidate concepts have been screened to only include concepts
perceived to be in the range of completely independent to nearly independent, a
reasonable corresponding accuracy effect range would be a 0 to I percent effect.
(2) Distribution of liquid/gas interfaces into patterns other than the minimum
energy wetted surfaces pattern would only result from local dynamic accelerations of
sufficient magnitude to overcome the liquid surface tension forces. As a result,
accuracy effects resulting from random gas/liquid interface distributions (ie: streamers,
floating globules, etc.) would only be associated with dynamic effects, and would be
included in the system dynamic accuracy scoring assessment.
Determination of Overall Detail Attribute "Basic Accuracy" Score: The relative
additional emphasis on static accuracy as the more important parameter has already
been accounted for by the use of the expotential scaling scheme. Also, the effects of
non-minimum energy distributions of gas/liquid interface are included in the dynamic
accuracy assessment. The overall detail attribute score is the arithmetic average of the
static accuracy score and the dynamic accuracy score. Since the attribute issue scoring
schemes included positive rewards for accuracies better than the target one percent, it is
possible to obtain overall detail attribute scores exceeding one hundred.
V I_a = Zs + Z d
2 Where: V i_a : Detail Attribute Score for
I-a (Basic Accuracy)
Z s : 36.765 e(2-As)
Zd : 4 (31-6 Ad)
A s : System Percent Static
Accuracy
Ad : System Percent Dynamic
Accuracy
3-7
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Detail Attribute l-b "Sensitivity to Tank Size_ External Shap% Fluid Mass and Internal
Geometry"" This detail attribute is defined as the susceptibility of a candidate gaging
system concept to the scaling issues of volume and fluid bulk as well as the geometrical
issues of external shape and internal secondary constructions.
For the purposes of this evaluation, the range of tank sizes, shapes, fluid capacities and
internal constructs will be as defined by the attached Appendix A ("Zero-gravity
Quantity Gaging System Strawman Tankage Descriptions"). Scoring issues that must be
addressed in evaluating this attribute are:
(I) Tank Size
(2) Tank External Shape
(3) Fluid Mass
(4) Internal Geometry
Significant technical considerations associated with each scoring issue and the gaging
system effects attributable to the technical considerations are summarized in Table l-b-
Io
Nine basic technical considerations are identified in the table, they are:
I. Surface Area 6. Propagation Attenuation
2. Propogation Path Length 7. Force Required to Accelerate
3. Cavity Volume 8. Magnitude of Slosh Loads
4. Shadowing 9. Physical Obstructions
5. Degeneracy
Each candidate gaging system will be evaluated using the nine basic technical
considerations over the ranges indicated in the Appendix A Strawman Tankage
Descriptions. The evaluation will consist of estimating the degree of sensitivity of a
candidate gaging system to the effects traceable to the nine basic technical
considerations. Each estimate will involve two parts. First the degree of sensitivity
will be estimated, and then a judgement will be made as to whether the sensitivity could
be completely, or for the most part compensated for, in a practical application of the
gaging concept. Scoring of the estimates will be based on the scheme shown in Table I-
b-ll.
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Table I-b-I
Technical Considerations - Matrix
SCORING
ISSUE
TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATION
POTENTIAL GAGING SYSTEM
EFFECTS
Tank Size
Tank Shape
Fluid Mass
I Surface area
2 Propagation path
length
3 Cavity volume
I Propagation path
length
2 Shadowing
3 Degeneracy
I Propagation
attenuation
2 Force required
to accelerate
3 Magnitude of
slosh loads
Internal I Shadowing
Geometry 2 Degeneracy
3 Physical
obstructions
I Electrical resistance of surface Q of RF resonances
2 Attenuation over total path length
3a Resonant frequency
3b Extent and complexity of sensing system
I Attenuation over total path length
2 Obscuring illuminating radiation
3 Number and interval of cavity resonances
I Attenuation per unit path length
2a Impulse response
3 Extent of slosh suppression required
I Obscuring illuminating radiation
2 Number and interval of cavity resonances
3a Local areas of high attenuation
3b Physical interference
3c Impact on number and complexity of sensors
Scoring Scheme Rational: As can be seen from Table I-b-l, the technical considerations
associated with the sensitivity issues overlap and are, in some cases, interrelated. The
basic technical considerations were isolated and a set selected to be as even-handed as
possible for all potential candidates. This approach resolved the overlaps and
interelations of the sensitivity issues. The scoring scales and method for determining
the overall detail attribute score are linear and give equal weight to each of the nine
basic technical considerations.
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CONSIDERATION SCORES
CANDIDATE CONCEPT
DEGREEOF SENSITIVITY
Not Sensitive
Minor Sensitivity
Moderate Sensitivity
Major Sensitivity
Will not Function
* COMP : COMPENSATE
SCORING
SCALE
CAN'T I CANOMP* COMP
i00 i00
75 85
5O 65
25 35
0 0
Detail Attribute I-c "Ranqe": This detail attribute is defined as the characteristic
range of measurement that can be achieved with the candidate gaging system concept
operating within its rated basic accuracy. Scoring of candidate concepts is based on
comparing their cited performance with the desired nominal system range. This nominal
system range has been defined as any tank load from one hundred percent to two percent
full. The only scoring issue is the candidate system's measurement range.
Scoring Scheme for "Range" - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on a ranking of
the candidate system's measurement range with strong preference given to systems
which have their best basic accuracies over the span from full to half full. This ranking
and the corresponding numerical score are determined by locating a candidates position
on a descriptor scale detailing appropriate measurement ranges. The scale can be inter-
polated and the score obtained is the detail attribute score.
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Measurement Rancje Descriptors
Full nominal range system
75 percential range system
50 percential range system
Low 3/4 range system
Mid half range system
Low half range system
Score Value
100% to 2% full I00
100% to 25% full 81
100% to 50% full 62
75% to 2% full 43
75% to 25% full 2a,
50% to 2% full 5
Detail Attribute I-d 'Ease of Calibration": This detail attribute is defined as a ranking
of the relative level of effort required to perform an operational system calibration. It
is assumed that normal good design practices have been employed to produce a system
with all reasonable features condusive to conducting a calibration of a system of the
concept type being evaluated. The attribute further assumes that all useful information
obtainable from a more extensive "factory" calibration would be available.
Scoring issues that must be addressed in evaluating this detail attribute are:
(I) Calibration procedure difficulty
(2) Required skill level to perform calibration
(3) Equipment requirements to perform calibration
It is anticipated that candidate concept evaluations will be based on judgemental
rankings in a "High-Mid-Low" context for each of the scoring issues.
Scorinq Scheme for '_ase of Calibration" - The Rational: Each of the three scoring
issues has been structured in a '_igh-Mid-Low" scale by means of appropriate queries.
The scoring values assigned to each of the query break points are 100 for the highest, 60
for the midpoint and 20 for the lowest. The reason 20 was chosen as the lowest score
was the belief that any reasonable range of calibration difficulties should not exceed a
five to one ratio. The midpoint score of 60 is midway between 20 and 100. The specific
queries and score assignments are shown below. Note that scores between the break
points are possible if the judemental insight is sufficiently clear.
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Calibration Procedure Difficulty
Execution of the candidate concept calibration procedure would require:
Break Points Score Value
Little Effort 100
Average Effort 60
Major Effort 20
Required Skill Level to Perform Calibration
Conduct of the calibration would require personnel possessing:
Break Points Score Value
No Special Skills 100
Moderate Skills 60
High Level Skills 20
Equipment Requirements to Perform Calibration
Equipment requirements to perform the calibration would be:
Break Points Score Value
Minimal 100
Moderate 60
Extensive 20
Overall Detail Attribute Score: The three scoring issue scores are summed and divided
by three to give each issue equal weight.
Detail Attribute I-e"Maintenance of Calibration": This detail attribute is defined as a
ranking of the relative abilities of candidate concepts to hold their calibration and to
provide minimum interference with normal system operation when they are calibrated.
It is assumed that normal good design practices have been employed to produce systems
with reasonable levels of self check features to permit extended calibration intervals.
Scoring issues that are addressed in evaluating this detail attribute are:
(I) Ability of concept to hold calibration
(2) Extent to which calibration interferes with normal operation
(3) Implication of component replacement on recalibration
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It is anticipated that candidate concept evaluations will be based on judgemental
rankings in a "High-Mid-Low" context for each of the scoring issues.
Scorinq Scheme for "Maintenance of Calibration" - The Rational: Each of the scoring
issues has been structured in a "High-Mid-Low" scale by means of appropriate queries.
The scoring values assigned to each of the query break points are 100 for the highest, 60
for the midpoint and 20 for the lowest. The specific queries and score assignments are
shown below. Note that scores between the break points are possible if the judgemental
insight is sufficiently clear.
Ability of Concept to Hold Calibration
The ability of the concept to hold calibration is:
Break Points Score Value
Good IO0
Average 60
Poor 20
Extent of Calibration Interference with Normal Operation
The extent to which in flight calibration would interfere with normal system
operation would be:
Break Points
Minimal
Moderate
Extensive
Score Value
100
6O
2O
Implication of Component Replacement on Recalibration
The extent to which component replacement would impact the system calibration
would be:
Break Points Score Value
Minimal 100
Moderate 60
Extensive 20
Overall Detail Attribute Score: The scoring issue scores are summed and divided by
three to give each issue equal weight.
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3.2.2 Evaluation and Scoring Method for Major Attribute 2 "Design Features"
Detail Attribute 2-a "System Weight": This detail attribute is defined as a relative
ranking of the estimated system weight of a fully functional candidate gaging system
capable of sensing, conditioning, processing and display of a tank quantity reading from
the OTV tank delineated in the Strawman Tankage Descriptions of Appendix A.
The only scoring issue is the relative system weight of each candidate concept.
Evaluation can be based on factual natural scale parameters or be derived by a technique
of paired comparisons (see Appendix B). In either case, a specific numerical ranking
value will be determined for each concept evaluated.
Scorincj Scheme for "System Weiqht" The Rational: The rankings of the candidate
concepts will be converted to a zero to one hundred point scale to obtain the overall
detail attribute score for each candidate. This will be done by dividing each candidate
system's weight value by the lowest system weight value, then the scoring will be
inverted (the lowest weight system should score highest) by taking the reciprocal of the
normalized ranking value, and finally the inverted-normalized ranking values are
converted to a zero to one hundred scoring scale by multiplying by one hundred. These
resulting overall detail attribute scores are linearly based on the actual weight rankings
of the concepts evaluated.
Detail Attribute 2-b "System Electrical Power Requirement": This detail attribute is
defined as a relative ranking of the estimated system electrical power requirement for a
fully functional candidate gaging system capable of sensing, conditioning, processing and
display of a tank quantity reading from a median sized tank.
The only scoring issue is the relative system power requirement of each candidate
concept. Evaluation can be based on factual natural scale parameters or be derived by a
technique of paired comparisons. In either case, a specific numerical ranking value will
be determined for each concept evaluated.
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Scorinq Scheme for "System Electrical Power Requirement" - The Rational: The
rankings of the candidate concepts will be converted to o zero to one hundred point scale
to obtain the overall detail attribute score for each candidate. This will be done by
normalizing, inverting and converting the ranking values as described above in the
scoring scheme for system weight. Again, the resulting overall detail attribute scores
are linearly based on the actual electrical power rankings of the concepts evaluated.
Detail Attribute 2-<: "Energy Input to Fluid: This detail attribute is defined as a relative
ranking of the estimated energy input to fluid, characteristic of a fully functional
candidate gaging system, capable of sensing, conditioning, processing and display of a
tank quantity reading from a median sized tank.
The only scoring issue is the relative fluid energy input of each candidate concept.
Evaluation can be based on factual natural scale parameters or be derived by a technique
of paired comparisons. In either case, a specific numerical ranking value will be
determined for each concept evaluated.
Scorinq Scheme for '_nergy Input to Fluid" - The Rational" The rankings of the
candidate concepts will be converted to a zero to one hundred point scale to obtain the
overall detail attribute score for each candidate. This will be done by normalizing,
inverting and converting the ranking values as described above in the scoring scheme for
system weight. The resulting overall detail attribute scores are linearly based on the
actual fluid energy input rankings of the concepts evaluated.
Detail Attribute 2-d "Complexity of Tank Sensor(s) and Their Installation": This detailed
attribute is defined as a relative ranking of the perceived complexity of a candidate
concept's gaging sensors and their installation in a median sized tank.
The only scoring issue is this relative complexity. Evaluation is based on evenly ranked
descriptor scales of sensor and sensor installation complexity. Identification of a
candidate concepts position on the descriptor scales provides a numerical ranking.
Sc0rinq Scheme for "Complexity of Tank Sensors and Their Installation" - The Rationale"
The scoring issue of sensor and sensor installation complexity has been structured into
two ranking and scoring scales by means of a set complexity descriptors. These are
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shown below. Each candidate concept is evaluated by selecting the most appropriate
descriptor or extrapolating between the two most appropriate descriptors. The scores
from each of the descriptor scales are summed and divided by two to obtain the overall
detail attribute score.
Sensor Complexity Ranking Descriptors
Low complexity - rugged construction
Low complexity - medial construction
Average complexity = rugged construction
Average complexity - medial construction
High complexity - rugged construction
High complexity - medial construction
Score Value
100
81
62
/43
24
S
Sensor Installation Complexity Rankinq Descriptors
Sensor installed on outside of tank, no PV penetrations
Sensor installed from outside of tank, moderate PV penetrations
Sensor installed from outside of tank, major PV penetrations
Sensor installed inside PV (prior to closure), moderate intrusion
on inner volume
Sensor installed inside PV (prior to closure), major intrusion
on inner volume
Sensor installed inside PV (prior to closure), extensive intrusion
on inner volume
Score Value
100
81
62
43
24
3.2.3 Evaluation and Scoring Method for Major Attribute 3 "Desiqn Qualit_(:
Detail Attribute 3-a "Reliability": This detail attribute is defined as the probability that
a candidate system will give satisfactory performance for a stated period of time under
specified operating conditions. The specific scaring issues that will be addressed in
evaluating the reliability of candidate systems are:
CI)
(2)
(3)
The relative complexity of the system.
The relative maturity of the system development.
The relative tolerance of each system to the environments appropriate to its
application.
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The issue of operating time is normalized by assuming that all candidate systems have
been designed to the same requirement. However, the confidence level of these
assumed designs will be reflected in the relative rankings on issues I through 3 above.
Scorincj Scheme for System Complexity - The Rational: This scoring issue is directly
related to the probability of satisfactory system performance. The probability of
success decreases as system complexity increases. A measure of system complexity is a
direct function of the number of components in a system and the intricacy of their inter-
connection. An estimate of each system's complexity is made by estimating the
expected number of components making up each system and the intricacy of their
assembly. These estimates will provide a specific numerical ranking for each candidate,
with the higher numerical values representing the more reliabile systems. The ranking
will be normalized by dividing through by the lowest system ranking. Scaling to a zero
to one hundred point scale is obtained by dividing one hundred by the highest normalized
ranking value and multiplying the value obtained times each normalized ranking value to
obtain the issue scores for each candidate.
Scoring Scheme for S/stem Maturity - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on a
ranking of the demonstrated design maturity of the candidate gaging systems being
eva lua ted.
This evaluation is obtained from an evenly ranked descriptor scale detailing appropriate
maturity levels. Identification of a candidate concepts position on the descriptor scale
provides a numerical ranking.
The system maturity descriptor scale is shown below along with the corresponding
scoring scale.
Concept Maturity Descriptors
System has been demontrated in space flight
System has been demonstrated in conventional flight
System has been demonstrated in ground applications
System has been demonstrated
Score Value
I00
7O
4O
I0
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Scorinq Scheme for Tolerance of System Environments - The Rational: This scoring issue
is based on the premise that the gaging system which requires its system elements to be
exposed to the most severe environmental stress will be the least reliable. Evaluation of
the candidates will make use of the method of paired comparisons which will provide a
numerical ranking of the relative environmental stress applied to each system. The
system with the least stress will be given the highest (100 points) score.
Overall Detail Attribute "l_eliability" Score: The three issue scores for each candidate
will be summed and divided by three to obtain the overall detail attribute score. This
gives each scoring issue equal weight.
Detail Attributes 3-b "Repairability": This detail attribute is defined as a relative
ranking of the average time that would be required to detect and isolate a malfunction,
effect repair and restore a system to a satisfactory level of performance. It is assumed
that normal good design practice has been exercised in each candidate system to permit
a reasonable level of repair to be effected. The specific scoring issues that will be
addressed in evaluating the repairability of candidate gaging systems are:
(I) Fault Detection Time
(2) Fault Isolation Time
(3) Fault Correction Time
(4) Final Check Out Time
Scoring Scheme for Detail Attribute "Repairability" - The F_ational: The scoring issue
times are derived by application of the method of paired comparisons (see Appendix B).
Since the shortest average time is the most repairable system, it will be necessary to
perform a scale inversion. This will be done prior to summing and averaging the issue
scores for each of the candidates. The complete scoring methodology then becomes:
(I) Detemine a numerical ranking of candidate times for each issue using the
method of paired comparisons.
(2) Normalize the numerical rankings for each issue time, by dividing through by
the value of the shortest time in each, issue ranking.
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(3) Take the reciprocal of each normalized ranking value and multiply by one
hundred.
(4) Sum the four issue scores obtained in Step three for each candidate and divide
this sum by four. The resulting value is the overall detail attribute score for
each candidate.
Detail Attribute 3-c "Maintainability": Maintainability, for this study, is the speed and
economy with which a system can be kept in full performance capability. It is assumed
that good maintainability design practices have been employed so that the best and most
economical approach is somewhere between the extremes of high cost system reliability
and an easily maintained failure prone system. This detail attribute is evaluated by
scoring the following issues:
(I) Time required to perform preventive maintenance
(2) Difficulty of performing the preventive maintenance operation
(3) Skill level required to perform preventive maintenance
It is anticipated that candidate concept evaluation will be based on relative rankings in a
high-mid-low context for each scoring issue.
Scorincj Scheme for "Maintainability" - The Rational: Each of the three scoring issues
has been structured in a "high-mid-low" scale by means of appropriate queries. The
scoring values assigned to each of the query break points are 100 for the highest, 60 for
the midpoint and 20 for the lowest. The reason 20 was chosen as the lowest score was
the belief that any reasonable range of maintainability difficulties should not exceed a
five to one ratio. The" mid point score of 60 is midway between 20 and 100. The
specific queries and score assignments are shown below. Note that scores between the
break points are possible if the judgemental insight is sufficiently clear.
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Preventive Maintenance Time.
operation is:
Break Points
The "hands on" time to complete the maintenance
Score Value
Minimal 100
Moderate 60
Extensive 20
Maintenance Performance. The effort required to assure that the maintenance
actions can be accomplished is:
Break Points Score Value
Minimal 100
Average 60
Mo] or 20
Required Skill Level to Perform Maintenance Actions.
require personnel possessing:
Maintenance actions would
Break Points Score Value
No Special Skills tO0
Moderate Skills 60
High Level Skills 20
Overall detail attribute score - The three scoring issue scores are summed and divided by
three to give each issue equal weight.
Detail Attribute 3-d "Safety": This detail attribute is defined as a relative ranking of
candidate concepts regarding their inherent safety (instrinsic lack of threat or hazard to
personnel) and their ability to resist hazardous situations caused by personnel error,
environmental extremes or malfunctions. It is assumed that normal good design
practices have been followed in the design of each candidate system and that each is as
fail-safe as reasonable design considerations would provide. The specific scoring issues
that will be addressed in evaluating the safety of candidate gaging systems are:
(I) The inherent safety of the system
(2) The ability to resist hazardous situations
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Scorinq Scheme for Inherent Safety - The Rational: This scoring issue is directly related
to the basic safety characteristics of the candidate systems. The method of paired
comparisons will be used to obtain both a relative and numerical ranking for each
candidate. The numerical ranking will be normalized and converted to a value on a zero
to one hundred point scale so that the inherently safest system will score one hundred.
Scorincj Scheme for Ability to Resist Hazardous Situations - The Rational:
issue is directly related to three primary sources of hazardous situations:
(I) Personnal errors
(2) Environmental extremes
(3) Malfunctions
This scoring
The candidates will be evaluated by summing scores obtained for each of these
considerations. Each of the three considerations has been structured in a "High-mid-
low" scale by means of appropriate queries. The scores assigned to each of the query
break points are 100 for the highest, 20 for the lowest and 60 for midpoint. The specific
queries and score assignments are shown below.
Personnel errors - An error or sequence of errors during installation, operation,
maintenance or repair. The candidate system's resistance to this hazardous
situation is:
Break Points Score Value
Good 100
Average 60
Poor 20
Environmental Extremes - The worst case environmental extremes. The candidate
system's resistance to this hazardous situation is:
Break Points Score Value
Good I00
Average 60
Poor 20
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Malfunctions - The candidate system's resistance to this hazardous situation is:
Break Points Score Value
Good 100
Average 60
Poor 20
The overall score for this issue is obtained by adding the three consideration scores
together and dividing by three.
Overall Detail Attribute Score: The scoring issue scores are summed and divided by two
to give each issue equal weight.
Detail Attribute 3-e "Compatibility": This detail attribute is defined as the relative
degree to which special material compatibility issues may be encountered in satisfying
the design requirement that all materials will be compatible with their intended function,
environments and fluid exposures. The specific scoring issues that will be addressed in
evaluating the relative degree of inherent compatibility of the candidate gaging systems
are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
The extent of compatibility issues associated with intended function.
The extent of compatibility issues associated with environment.
The extent of compatibility issues associated with fluid exposure.
Scorin 9 Scheme for Above Issues 17 2 and 3 - The Rational: All three of the scoring
issues will be individually evaluated by means of estimated position on a "High-midqow"
scale. Position on the scale is established by means of appropriate queries. The scores
assigned to the query break points are: 100 for the candidate with the highest degrees of
inherent or natural compatibility (has the fewest compatibility issues of concern), S0 for
the candidate with moderate or average levels of inherent compatibility, and 5 for
candidates with extensive areas of compatibility concern. The low score value of five
was chosen to permit a twenty to one ratio of inherent compatibility levels. The queries
and scoring scales for the three issues are shown below.
Intended Function - The extent of material compatibility issues concerned with,
intended function are believed to be:
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Environment - The extent of material compatibility issues concerned with, environ-
ment are believed to be:
Break Points Score Value
Minimal 100
Average SO
Extensive S
Fluid Exposure - The extent of material compatibility issues concerned with, fluid
exposure are believed to be:
Break Points Score Value
Minimal I00
Average SO
Extensive 5
Overall Detail Attribute Score: The overall score for this detail attribute is obtained
by adding the three issue scores together for each candidate and dividing by three.
3.2.4 Evaluation and Scoring Method for Major Attribute 4 "Desiqn State of Art.
Detail Attribute 4-a "Materials": This detail attribute is defined as a relative
assessment of a candidate system's potential to use advanced or optimized materials. It
is assumed that any candidate would meet basic material compatibility requirements but
that some would be capable of making use of special materials to provide enhanced or
superior performance or capabilities. The only scoring issue is the candidate system's
potential to obtain any benefit from the use of special state of the art materials.
Scorinq Scheme for Materials - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on a ranking of
the perceived level of benefit a candidate gaging system would obtain by making use of
special state of the art materials. This ranking is obtained from a descriptor scale
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detailing appropriate levels of benefit. A candidate's specific numerical ranking is
dependent on its position on the descriptor scale. The descriptor and corresponding
scoring scales are shown below. Interpoloation between descriptors is possible if finer
graduations are needed. The structure of the scoring scale is based on the premise
that: If a concept cannot receive any benefit from application of the most advanced
available technology, it is either already completely current with the start of the art, or
is not sensitive to current technological advances. In either case, it is as state of the
art, as it is meaningful for it to be and will be scored as 100. The score obtained is the
intermediate detail attribute score.
Concept Maturity Descriptors
System could obtain significant benefit
System could obtain moderate benefit
System could obtain minimal benefit
System could obtain no benefit
Score Value
SS
70
85
100
Detail Attribute 4-b "Construction": This detail attribute is defined as a relative
assessment of a candidate system's potential to make beneficial use of advanced or state
of the art construction techniques or methods. The only scoring issue is the candidate
system's potential to benefit from advanced construction methods.
Scoring Scheme for Construction - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on a ranking
of the perceived level of benefit a candidate gaging system could obtain by making use of
special state of the art construction methods. This ranking and a corresponding
numerical score are determined by locating a candidate's position on a descriptor scale
detailing appropriate levels of benefit. The scale can be interpolated and the score
obtained is the intermediate detail attribute score. The scales are shown below. The
scoring premise is the same as described under the "Materials" rational.
Concept Maturity Descriptors
System could obtain significant benefit
System could obtain moderate benefit
System could obtain minimal benefit
System could obtain no benefit
Score Value
SS
70
85
I00
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Detail Attribute 4-c "Circuitry": This detail attribute is defined as a relative assess-
ment of a candidate system's potential to be improved by application of state of the art
circuit design techniques and componetry. The only scoring issue is the candidate
system's potential to benefit from advanced circuit design and componentry.
Scorin 9 Scheme for Circuity - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on an ranking of
the perceived level of benefit a candidate gaging system could obtain by making use of
state of the art circuit design techniques and componetry. This ranking and a
corresponding numerical score are determined by locating a candidate's position on a
descriptor scale, detailing appropriate levels of benefit. The scale can be interpolated
and the score obtained is the intermediate detail attribute score. The scoring premise is
the same as described under the "Materials" rational.
Circuit Detail/Components Benefit Descriptors
System could obtain significant benefit
System could obtain moderate benefit
System could obtain minimal benefit
System could obtain no benefit
Score Value
55
7O
85
I00
Detail Attribute 4-d '_erformance": This detail attribute is defined as a relative
assessment of a candidate system's potential for improvement in performance by
application of any advanced technology or strategy of use not covered in the above
scoring issues of material, construction or circuitry. The only scoring issue is the
candidate system's potential for performance improvement by using other advanced
technologies or use strategies.
Scorinq Scheme for Performance - The Rational: This scoring issue is based on a ranking
of the perceived level of performance benefit a candidate gaging system could obtain by
making use of any other advanced technologies or use strategies. This ranking and a
corresponding numerical score are determined by locating a candidate's position on a
descriptor scale detailing appropriate levels of benefit. The scale can be interpolated,
and the score obtained is the intermediate detail attribute score. The scoring premise is
the same as desribed under the "Materials" rational.
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System could obtain significant benefit
System could obtain moderate benefit
System could obtain minimal benefit
System could obtain no benefit
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Score Value
SS
70
85
100
Detail Attribute 4-e '_otential for Improvement": This detail attribute is defined as a
relative assessment of the overall difficulty of actually incorporating any of the
potentially beneficial state of the art technology advances into a candidate system's
design. The only evaluation issue is an assessment of the difficulty of actually
incorporating the full measure of benefit into the design of any candidate capable of
improvement by technological advances in the areas of materials, construction, circuitry
or other performance enhancing technologies.
Scorin.q Scheme for Potential for Improvement - The Rational: This scoring issue is
viewed as a normalizing adjustment to the candidate scores obtained in the other detail
attributes: materials, construction, circuitry and performance. The purpose is to adjust
these scores to account for the difficulty that would be encountered if the full measure
of any available benefit were to be incorporated into the candidate system's design. The
adjustment factors are obtained by locating a candidate's position on a descriptor scale
detailing appropriate levels of difficulty. The scale can beinterpoloated.
Difficulty Descriptor Scale
Great Difficulty
Moderate Difficulty
Minimal Difficulty
No Difficulty*
Adjustment Factor
0.10
0.40
0.70
1.00
Candidates which can receive "no benefit" by application of any df the technology
issues can obviously incorporate that level of benefit with "no difficulty".
Overall detail attribute scores are obtained for the issues of materials, construction,
circuitry, and performance by multiplying each candidate's intermediate detail attribute
score by the corresponding adjustment factor from the potential for Improvement
Attribute. The overall potential for improvement detail attribute score for each
candidate is the sum of the four adjustment factors obtained for the issues of materials,
construction, circuitry and performance; divided by four and multiplied by 100.
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3.2.5 Evaluation and Scorinq Method for Major Attribute 5 "Flight Hardwar_
Development Effort.
Detail Attribute S-a "Development Hardware Estimate to Complete": This detail
attribute is defined as a relative ranking of the resources and time that would be
required to complete a development hardware program for the candidate concepts. The
specific scoring issues that will be addressed in evaluating the Development Hardware
Estimate to Complete are:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Total development hardware program span time
Total estimated labor requirement
Total estimated dollar requirement (other than labor costs)
Risk factors affecting schedule and labor requirements
It is anticipated that the scoring issue input data will be natural scale parameters. It is
also anticipated that, following adjustment of span time and labor requirements by the
appropriate risk factors, the resulting dollar requirement will be further adjusted to
include consideration of the time value of money. In this way, the candidate dollar
requirements will be normalized for the span time issue and probable program risks. The
resulting rankings of the candidates total dollar requirements are then comparable and
may be used following normalization (dividing through by the lowest dollar ranking),
inversion (taking the reciprocal of the normalized ranking) and scaling (multiplying by
one hundred) as the overall detail attribute score. The details associated with
evaluating the scoring issues are detailed below.
Scorinq Scheme for "Span Time" - The Rational: Total program span times will be
derived from estimates of program task span times and allowable overlaps. A
standardized set of Gantt charts for Development, Prototype and Flight Hardware will be
used to develop these estimates. The charts are shown below. A table indicating the
activities associated with the Gantt chart elements for each type of hardware program is
also shown below. All span time estimates will be in months.
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Development Hardware Proqram
Concept ID
Definition
Design
Procure Mat'1 & Parts
Fab Development Unit
Acceptance Test
Design Verification Test
Program Management
Prototype Hardware Proqram
Concept ID
Definition
Design
Procure Mat'l &Parts
Fab Development Unit
Acceptance Test
Design Verification Test
Program Management
Flight Hardware Program
Concept ID
Definition
Design
Procure Mat'l &Parts
Fab Qualification Unit
Acceptance Test
Design Verification Test
Qualification Tests
Fab Flight Unit
Acceptance Test
Program Management
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NOTE THAT FLIGHT HARDWARE PROGRAM DESIGN TASK IS SIMPLY AN UPDATE
OF THE PROTOTYPE PROGRAM DESIGN.
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TYPE OF PROGRAM HARDWARE
PGM ACTIVITY DEVELOP MENT PROTOTYPE
I. Concept
Identification
2. Definition
3. Design
4. Fabricate
First Unit
5. Design
Verification
6. Qualification
7. Fabricate
Flight Hardware
8. Program
Management
Screen and Select Best
Approach, Feasibility
Test
Design Specification,
Interface Control Doc.
Design Dev Hardware,
BOM, Feasibility
'Testing
Fab Dev Unit -
Acceptance Test
Ground and KC135
Dev Testing, Test
Report
Program Reporting and
Reviews
Technical Design
Assessments
Plans
Final Report
Test Procedures
Engr'g Support
Development Testing
FMEA, Safety Reviews
Design Review
Process Approvals
Plans
Test Procedures
Final Report
Pgm Mgr & Project Eng
Identify Application
Design Spec, ICD,
Integration Plan
Prel Design - PDR, Dev
Testing, Final Design -
CDR, BOM Approval
Fab Design Verification
Unit - Acceptance Test
Design Ver Testing
Including Environ/
Structural, Test Report
Program Reporting and
Reviews
Technical Design
Assessments
Data Management
Configuration Mgmt
T raceab i Ii ty
EEE Parts
Conferences
FMEA,Safety Updates
Design Review
Process Updates
Plans
Test Procedures
Final Report
Qual Test Report
Flight Readiness
Review
Engr Support Inte-
gration
Program Manager &
Project Engineer
FLIGHT
IdentifyApplication
Updates
Update Design Spec,
ICD & Integration Plan
Update Design,
BOM, CDR Changes
Fab Design Verification
Unit - Acceptance Test j
I
Design Verification
Test Portion of Formal I
Qualification
Formal Qualification i
Test and Qualification [
Test Report
Fabricate Flight Hard- i
ware, Acceptance Test
Program Reporting &
Reviews !
Technical Assessment
Update
Data Management
Configuration Mgmt I
Traceability
EEE Parts 1
Conferences i
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Scorinq Scheme for "Labor Requirements" - The Rational: The total engineering
manhours required for support of a candidate in each of the three hardware program
types will be estimated based on the standardized program activities detailed in the span
time scoring scheme. The labor requirements for other functional cost centers (eg:
manufacturing, test, program management, etc.) will be factored from the engineering
estimate using ratios based on past program experience. The factors will be applied
using relations as as shown below to obtain labor requirements for the other functional
cost centers. The ratios are assumed to be different for each of the hardware program
types.
1
Development Hardware:
Prototype Hardware:
Flight Hardware:
Where:
Hdmf,., = Hden,., (hdmfn)
Hdtes_ = Hdeng (hdte,s_)
Hdpm = Hdeng (hdpm_
HPmfg = .H.Peng !hPmfg!
HPtest = HPeng tnPte_tJ
Hppm = HPeng (hppm)
Hfmf- = Hfen_ (hfmf,_)
Hftest = Hfeng (hfte_t)
Hfpm = Hfeng (hfpm)
Hdxxx = Total labor hrs for xxx
Hdeng = Total engr labor hr est
hdxxx = Experience ratio of xxx
labor hrs to engr hrs
Scorinq Scheme for "Dollar Requirements" - The Rational: Nonlabor dollar estimates
for each candidate system in each of the three program types will be made in 1985
dollars. The estimates will be made in the following categories using the nomenclature
shown in the following relation.
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$ xd = txgsd _ + txnpd + txtrd + txcad
2
Where: $xd = Total program, nonlabor, dollar requirement
technical goal risk for hardware type x.
txgsd = Hardware type x gaging system material dollars
Sxnpd
Sxtrd
txcad
RT
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adjusted for
= Hardware type x nonproduction material and supplies dollars
= Hardware type x travel expense dollars
= Hardware type x CADAM/computer expense dollars
= Technical goal risk factor (see writeup below)
Scorinq Scheme for "Risk Factors" - The Rational: This scoring issue is viewed as a
means of adjusting the candidate labor and span time requirements determined in those
specific detail attribute evaluations so as to incorporate the effects of risk. The
methods for deriving these two risk factors and their subsequent application are detailed
below.
Technical Goal Risk Factor: This risk factor is calculated using estimates of the
probability of meeting the following technical goals. The estimates are expressed as
decimal fractions and are identified with the nomenclature shown.
Pa
Ps
Pq
= Probability of meeting range and accuracy goals
= Probability of meeting susceptibility avoidance goals
= Probability of meeting design quality goals
The technical Goal Risk factor (R T) is computed as follows:
RT : I
Pa " Ps" Pq
The technical Goal Risk factor is applied by multiplying it by one half of the total
program labor requirement and adding the resulting product to the other half of the total
labor requirement to obtain the adjusted labor requirement. The technical Goal Risk
factor is also multiplied by one half of the total material costs determined in the dollar
requirement issue and the resulting product added to the other half of the total material
cost to obtain an adjusted dollar cost.
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Projected Schedule Risk Factor: This risk factor is derived as follows: first, the
probability of meeting the projected program schedule with a technical Risk Factor of
one is estimated (call this probability Pt ), Then, since the actual technical Goal Risk
factor is probably greater than one, an increase in program span time due to an increase
in gaging system design labor is calculated using the following relation.
Sdne w = R T Sdorig Where: Sdne w : The new gaging system design
span time
R T : Technical Goal Risk Factor
Sdorig = The original gaging system
design span time
The increase in design span time is obtained by subtracting the original span time from
the new, which gives:
ASdesig n = (R T - I) Sdorig
The new total program span time is then obtained by summing the schedule probability
and Technical Risk factor effects.
t
Where:
Stnew=St • F[I---/*(Sd°rig/(RT - 1) I
orlgH_ / /_---'---'/ I
Storig = The original total program span time
The projected schedule risk factor then becomes:
Rt = Stnew$_o_'---_=i'-_ ) + ( Sd°rig t(RT-__c_ / II
The projected schedule Risk factor is applied by multiplying it by the total program span
time of the candidate being evaluated. This adjustment results in the final scoring issue
(span time) value.
Calculation of Detail Attribute Scoring: Two considerations remain to be incorporated
into the candidate evaluation data generated thus far. They are: the normalization of
the various candidate adjusted program span times and the conversion of the adjusted
labor requirements to dollars. Once this has been accomplished, the labor requirement
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dollars are summed with other dollar requirements and adjusted by the normalized span
time "time value of money factor" to obtain comparable rankings of the candidate
systems total dollar costs. This ranking is also normalized by dividing through by the
lowest candidate program cost. Since the candidate program with the lowest cost should
be scored the highest, it will be necessary to invert this ranking by taking the reciprocal
of each of the ranking values. The final step of scaling the ranking values to a zero to
one hundred point scale is done by simply multiplying by one hundred. The resulting
scores are the overall detail attribute scores of the candidates.
Specific details of incorporating the span time normalization and conversion of labor
requirements to dollars are developed below.
Conversion of Adjusted Labor Requirements to Dollars: This conversion will make use
of the total adjusted engineering labor hours resulting from the labor requirement issues'
final value for each candidate. The labor hours for Manufacturing, Test and etc. were
derived from the Engineering labor hours by factors based on experience in the labor
requirement scoring issue. Representative Aerospace rate factors will be used to derive
coefficients for a total labor cost conversion relation based on only the engineering labor
hour's estimates and judgements as to the relative difficulty level of the manufacturing,
test, etc., tasks. The relation will be of the following form:
St = Lxeng (k 0) 1.00 +hxmfg
Where: $xd =
St =
Lxeng =
k0 =
k I =
dl
k 2 =
d2 =
hxmfg, hxtest
dl k I + hxtest d2k2 + .... + Sxd
Total dollar requirement for hdw type x
Total program cost (dollars)
.I+RT
Total adjusted engineering labor hours = HXeng (-'-_Z)
Coefficient to convert engineering labor to dollars
Coefficient to obtain manufacturing labor dollars as a
ratio of engineering labor dollars
Manufacturing difficulty correction factor (normal
difficulty equals one)
Coefficient to obtain test labor dollars as a ratio of
engineering labor dollars
Test difficulty correction factor
= Manufacturing and test labor ratios as a function
of engineering labor (see labor requirement
scoring issue)
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Span Time Normalization: This is the final adjustment to the candidate program costs
to account for: the time value of money. The calculation is simplified by assuming that
the program expenditures are equal in every quarter (3 months) of the total program span
time, and that a payment for these expenditures is received from the procuring agency
each quarter. Under these conditions, the total program adjusted cost (Sad]) is given by
Where: St = Total program dollars
T t = Total program span time (months)
i = Annual rate of interest
The adjusted dollar costs for all candidates are now comparable and ready for
computation of the final detail attribute scores as explained above.
Detail Attribute 5-b "Prototype Hardware Estimate to Complete": This detail attribute
is defined as a relative ranking of the resources and time that would be required to
complete a prototype hardware program for the candidate concepts. The specific scoring
issues that will be addressed in evaluating the prototype hardware estimate to complere
are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Total prototype hardware program span time
Total estimated labor requirement
Total estimated dollar requirement (other than labor costs)
Risk factors affecting schedule and labor requirements
It is anticipated that the scoring issue input data will be natural scale parameters. It is
also anticipated that, following adjustment of span time and labor requirements by the
appropriate risk factors, the resulting dollar requirement will be further adjusted to
include consideration of the time value of money. In this way the candidate dollar
requirements will be normalized for the span time issue and probable program risks. The
resulting rankings of the candidates total dollar requirements are then comparable and
may be used following normalization, inversion and scaling, as the overall detail attribute
score. The details associated with evaluating the scoring issues are detailed below.
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Scoring Scheme for "Span Time" - The Rational: (See writeup under detail attribute S-a)
Scoring Scheme for "Labor Requirements" _ The Rational: (See writeup under detail
attribute 5-a.
Scoring Scheme for "Dollar Requirements" _ The Rational: (See writeup under detail
attribute S-a)
Scoring Scheme for "Risk Factors" - The Rational:
S-a) (See writeup under detail attribute
Overall Detail Attribute Scarp: (See "Calculation of Detail Attribute Scoring" under
detail attribute S-a).
Detail Attribute S-c "Flight Hardware Estimate to Complete" This detail attribute is
defined as a relative ranking of the resources and time that would be required to
complete a flight hardware program for the candidate concepts. The specific scoring
issues that will be addressed in evaluating the Flight Hardware Estimate to complete are:
(I) Total flight hardware program span time
(2) Total estimated labor requirement
(3) Total estimated dollar requirement (other than labor costs)
(4) Risk factors affecting schedule and labor requirements
It is anticipated that the scoring issue input data will be natural scale parameters. It is
also anticipated that, following adjustment of span time and labor requirements by
appropriate risk factors, the resulting dollar requirement will be further adjusted to
include consideration of the time value of money. In this way, the candidate dollar
requirements will be normalized for the span time issue and probable program risks. The
resulting rankings of the candidates total dollar requirements are then comparable and
may be used following normalization, inversion and scaling, as the overall detail attribute
score. The details associated with evaluating the scoring issues are detailed below.
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Scorinq Scheme for "Span Time" - The Rational: (See writeup under detail attribute 54).
Scorinq Scheme for '_abor Requirements" - The Rational:
attribute 5-0).
Scheme for "Dollar Requirements" - The Rational:
attribute S-a).
Scoring Scheme for "Risk Factors" - The Rational:
a).
Overall Detail Attribute Score:
detail attribute S-a).
(See writeup under detail
(See writeup under detail
(See writeup under detail attribute S-
(See "Calculation of Detail Attribute Scoring" under
3.3 Cross Attribute Trade-Off Weights:_ The method for assessing cross
attribute trade-off weights to each detail attribute is developed below. This material
corresponds to selection model construction step (4) Assess Cross Attribute Trade-Off
Weights.
In order to properly account for the significance of the contribution of each detail
attribute to the major attribute it supports, it is necessary to assign a weight to each
detail attribute. This assessment of detail attribute weights is a difficult task and
involves issues beyond purely abstract notions of importance to permit valid trade-offs
between detail attributes supporting the same major attribute. The method that will be
used to derive these weights deals with the trade-off function by specifically addressing
the range of candidate scores for each detail attribute. Once the range of candidate
scores from worst to best is established for each detail attribute, the method of paired
comparisons (using the strong diagonal option) is used to establish the trade-off weights.
This approach allows the weight assessment to be based on range of major attribute
benefit available from improvement in the performance of each detail attribute. The
details of the method are shown in the following example.
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Assume major attribute "Maj" is supported by three detail attributes a_ b and c. Further
assume that the range of candidate scores from worst to best for each of these detail
attributes is as shown below.
Detail Attribute Range of Score
a 30
b 20
c S0
The first step is to construct a ballot to compare each functional pair of attributes (ie:
ab, ac and bc). The ballot would have a form similar to the one shown below for pair ab.
Ballot
Which do you believe will provide the greatest benefit
to Major Attribute "Maj":
(I)
(2)
30 Scale Units Improvement in Detail Attribute a, or [-7
20 Scale Units Improvement in Detail Attribute b? [_
How much benefit?
SCORE [_]
About the same? D
Moderately more?
Considerably more? r--]
The second step is to provide sets of the ballots to a group qualified to register their
assessment of the issues involved. Their vote on each pair comparison is obtained and
scored on the ballots. Ballots are scored as follows. If the box marked "moderately
more" was checked_ the ballot scored I_ "considerably more" was similarly scored 2; and
"about the same" scored 0. If the "(I)" detail attribute was checked, the score was given
a plus sign and if "(2)" was checked, a minus sign.
The third step is to construct a matrix showing the ballot results. This is shown below
assuming four ballot sets were obtained.
By inspection of the matrix average column_ the detailed attributes can be ranked in
order of greatest benefit (ie: b, a, c).
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Attribute
Pairs
ab
ac
bc
Set
I
-I
0
+2
Set
2
0
+1
+1
Set
3
-I
0
+1
Set
4 Sum
-I -3
0 +I
+2 +6
Average
-.75
+.25
+ 1.50
b greater than a +0.75
a greater than c +0.25
b greater than c + 1.50
The fourth step is to construct a preferential matrix with the attributes ranked in
greatest to least benefit order; then only the strong diagonal pair values are taken as
shown below:
Is greater than
b "g--..
a
c
a
+.75
c
+ 1.50
Strong Diagonal
Pairs
ba
ac
Strong Diagonal
Value
+.75
+1.50
The fifth step is to obtain a relative ranking of the detail attributes with the least
benefit attribute being assigned a value of 1.00. The technique is shown below:
Strong
Diagonal
Pairs
ba
OC
C-
Diagonal
Pair
Value
+0.75
+1.50
+ 1.00"
C a
1.50
1.00
2.50
1.00
1.00
Detail Attributes
Least to ._- Greatest
b
0.75
1.50
1.00
* Arbitrarily assigned a value of 1.00
b
a
c
SUM
Detail
Attribute
Relative
Attribute
Ranking
3.25
2.5
1.00
6.75 SUM
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The sixth step is to convert the relative ranking to a decimal fraction such that all detail
attributes sum to 1.00.
Detail
Attribute
b
a
c
Conversion
3.25/6.75
2.50/6.75
1.00/6.75
Decimal
Fraction
0.48
0.37
0.15
1.00 SUM
These are the cross
attribute trade-off
weights
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APPENDIX A
ZERO-GRAVITY QUANTITY GAGING SYSTEM
STRAWMAN TANKAGE DESCRIPTIONS
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Evaluation of Zero Gravity Quantity Gaging concepts will require analysis methods for
judging the candidates for sensitivity to:
(a) Total fluid mass
(b) Tank size
(c) Tank shape
(d) Tank orientation
(e) Tank internal geometry
systems, etc).
(e.g.: slosh baffles, screen acquisition
Since such analyses require fairly definitive descriptions of appropriate "strawman" tank
configurations, we have used information from the following resources to generate the
required descriptions.
(a) Statement of Work for "Zero Gravity Quantity Gaging System for
Cryogenic Fluids", page 7. Used for tankage size, fluid mass, shape
and thermal protection scheme data.
(b) NASA CR- 16SI SO, GDC-ASP-80-013, "Conceptual Design of an Orbital
Propellant Transfer Experiment, Volume II." Used for configuration
and scaleable dimensions for start baskets, fluid acquisition devices,
thermo vents, fill spray bars and bubbler rings.
(c) NASA CR-406 "Slosh Design Handbook I." Used for slosh baffle
configurations and dimensional data.
The following illustrations and tabular data present our current view of the "strawman"
tankage configurations which are suitable for use in Zero Gravity Quantity Gaging
System evaluation analyses.
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Tankaqe Size, Shape_ Thermal Protection Scheme and Fluid Mass:
TANK
CONFIG
O'I"V02
Storage 02
OTVH 2
Storaqe H9
TANK
SHAPE
Spherical
Cyl(W)HemiHeods
Cyl(W)HemiHeods
Cyl(W)HemiHeodsl
DIAMETER
(FT)
130
14 0
14 0
140
'LENGTH
(FT)
22 0
27 0
SS 0
FLUID
MASS
(LBS)
73 490
166 379
12 535
28 250
THERMAL
PROTECTION
SCHEME
Single WalIIMLI
Single WalI;MLI
Single WalI;MLI
Single WoIIIMLI
TANK
MATERIAL
Inconel/Cress
Inconel/Cress
Alum Alloy
Alum Alloy
START BASKET/ACQUISITION MANIFOLD:
_--E _D
TANK
CONFIG
OTV 02
Storage 02
OTV H 2
Storage H 2
DIMENSIONAL VALUE
A
33.8
31.4
47
56
(in)
B
1.9
I.S
3.4
4.8
I C D E
8.5 2 2
8.6 2 2
13.1 6 2
19.5 6 2
ACQUISITION CHANNELS:
I
Section X-X
magnified
I
TANK
CONFIG
OTV 02
Storage 02
O'I'VH 2
Storage H 2
DIMENSIONAL VALUE (in)
A
N
2.3
5
B
N
.8
2
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TANK
CONFIG
OTV 02
Storage 02
OTV H 2
Storage I- 2
DIMENSIONAL VALUE (in)
A B C
6
8.5
4
5.5
l0
14
FILL SPRAY BAR:
D. dia typ D_dia
-- C
A
A
"__ylindrical Spherical
RING BAFFLES:
S
_L
T
W,
Ring Baffles concentric with longitudinal axis.
typ
TANK
CONFIG
OTV 02
Storage 0 2
OTVH 2
Storage P2
DIMENSIONAL
A B C
.75 118 I
35 82 I
I.S 156 I
1.5 492 I
VALUE (ini
D IE
1.5 2
1.5 2
3 4
3 4
TANK
CONFIG
OTV 02
Storage 0 2
OTV H 2
Storage P2
DIM. (in)
R S W
78 19.5 12
8q 21 13
84 21 13
84 21 13
No.*
BAFFLES
5
II
II
II
*Center ring on equator of spherical tanks
or aligned with midpoint of longitudinal axis
of cylindrical tanks.
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APPENDIX B
METHOD
OF
PAIRED COMPARISONS
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Frequently, in the evaluation of complex questions, it is desirable to be able to set
relative values on the alternatives. If the issues are too complex, this may not be
possible or desirable to accomplish in an arbitrary manner. In these cases, however, it is
usually possible to make judgements between any two alternatives. Using this premise,
Thurstone and Masteller (I) devised a method of using such comparison pairs to evolve a
relative ranking of the item of interest.
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
The method is best illustrated by means of an example. Assume that six complex entities
or issues are to be evaluated and given a relative ranking consistent with their
significance to a common characteristic or item of interest. The following nomenclature
is assigned to the six entities and the common item of interest.
ENTITLES ITEM OF INTEREST
a "101"
b
c
d
e
f
Ballots are prepared for each of the basic pairs (inverts are omitted) so that the judge-
ments of eight qualified assessors could be registered, the ballots contained a question
framed as follows: "Of the two (entities) listed below, which do you believe will provide
the greatest ("101")." The question was followed by the entity pair being evaluated with
the entity first in alphabetical sequence being listed first. The basic pairs and a sample
ballot for entity pair ab is shown below.
Eight sets of fifteen ballots were prepared, and a set was provided to each of the
qualified assessors who registered their judgements by checking the ballot choices in the
appropriate boxes.
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Sample Ballot
Of the two (entities) listed below, which do you believe
will provide the greatest ("101"):
(I) Entity a, or
(2) Entity b?
How much ("101")2
Fq
About the same? [--]
Moderately more2 [_
Considerably more? F-]
Score
Analyses of Results: The individual ballots were scored as follows: if the box marked
"Moderately more" was checked, the card scored I; "Considerably more" scored 2; and
"About the same" scored 0. If the entity first in the alphabetical sequenced was checked,
the card was scored +. Otherwise, -. The sample ballot was scored -I and this was
noted in the score box in the upper right hand corner. After all ballots have been scored,
the results are entered in an average preference matrix, such as the one shown below.
ENTITLES
a
b
C
o b
+I,0,+I,0
+2,+ I,+ 1,0
Ave: .750
Strong
Diagonal
c d e
-I,+I,+I,-I +I,+2,+2,+2 +I,+I,+2,+2
+I,-1,0,-I +2,0,+2,+I +2,0,+I,+I
Ave:-.125 Ave: 1.50 Ave: 1.25
-2,0,-I,-I + I,+2,+2,+2 0,+1,+1,0
-I,-2,0,-2 0,-I,+2,+ I +1,-I,0,0
Ave: -1.125 Ave: 1.125 Ave: .25
I +2,+I,+2,+I
+2,+2,+2,+2
Ave: 1.75
+1,+1,-I,+1
+2,+ I,+2,+2
+2,+2,+2,+2 +2,+ I,+ I,+ I
+ I,+ I,+2,+2 + I,+ I,+2,+2
Ave: 1.75 Ave: 1.375
=l,-t,-l,-2
0,0,-2,0
Ave: -.875
Ave: 1.25
+2,0,+I,+2
+2,+2,+2,+2
Ave: 1.625
0,-2,-I,-I
+ I,+2,-I,+ I
Ave: -. 125
+ 1,0,0,+ I
+1,+2,+1,+ I
Ave: .875
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At this point, the entities con be arranged in order from greatest ("101") to least using
the following technique. Arrange the strong diagonal paris (ie: ab, Ix:, cd, de, el) in a
column with the dominate member of a pair on the left and indicate their average
score. A minus sign on the score indicates an inversion of the dominate member should
be made.
_F DOMINATE
MEMBER
PAIR
be
cd
de
ef
l_ DOMINATE
I MEMBER
AVERAGESCORE L_F- PAIR
+0.7s0
-I. 12_5 Correct _ cb
+ 1.750 for cd
-0.875 Inversions ed
+0.875 ef
AVERAGE
SCORE
+0.750
+1.125
+1.750
+0.875
+0.857
Reading the corrected table as "o" is greater than "b" by 0.75_ "c" is greater than "b" by
1.12S, etc., allows the construction of an ordering diagram where the greater entity is
always to the left. The diagram is shown below. Notice that the strong diagonal data did
not conclusively sort out the ordering through entities "b", "e" and "f", so additional pairs
of data from the entity "b" row was used which located entity "e" but left "f" and "d" in
question. This was resolved by noting the pairs data of row "o" and "d".
1.75
1.125
c a b
.25___:I °
I .25
1.125
STRONG DIAG0_AL PAIRS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATI01i "b" ROW
The result of this exercise is the following ordering of the entities with the greatest at
the top of the list and the least at the bottom.
Entitit 7
C
a
b
e
f
d
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Again, a matrix is constructed with the entity order developed above used in the row and
column headings. Since only the strong diagonal pairs are of interest, only these values
are filled in.
m
Entity
C
a
b
e
f
d
b e
Normalized relative ranking values ore developed for the entities using the above strong
diagonal matrix information and by setting the least entity equal to a value of 1.000.
STRONG
DIAGONAL
PAIRS
ca
ab
be
ef
fd
d-
DIAGONAL
PAIR
VALUE
0.125
0.750
0.250
0.875
0. 125
1.000
least to
1.000
1.000
0. 125
1.000
I. 125
ENTITY
Greatest
le I
0.250
0.875 0.875
O. 125 O. 125
1.000 1.000
2.000 2.250
0.750
0.250
0.875
0.125
1.000
3.000
I c
0.125
0.750
0.250
0.875
0.125
1.000
3.125
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ENTITY
NORMALIZED
RELATIVE
RANKING
3.12.S
3.000
2.250
2.000
I. 125
1.000
The above method is known as the strong diagonal option. It is possible to make use of
all of the information in the matrix data to obtain more refined results, but it will be at
the expense of considerably more analysis and computational effort. The basis for this
total matrix approach is described in reference (2).
Again the method is best illustrated by an example. We will use the same data as that
used in the strong diagonal method so as to obtain a comparison of the methods.
We will start with the ordered matrix from the strong diagonal method but with all the
data filled in.
Entity c a b e f d
0C
a
b
e
f
d
0. 125
0
I. 125
0.750
0
1.375
1.250
0.250
0
1.625
1.750
1.250
0.875
0
1.750
1.500
I. 125
0.875
0. 125
0
This matrix will be normalized using the following relation:
Xnorm: Xmatrix+2 ie: cc Xmatrix=0 Xnor m=0+2_0.S00
/4, -q-
ca Xmatrix = 0.125 Xnor m _ 0.125+2 _ 0.531
z-t-
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Entity c a b e f d
C
a
b
e
f
d
0.500
0.469
0.219
0.155
0.095
0.062
0.531
0.500
0.314
O. 188
0.062
O. 125
0.781
0.686
0.500
0.438
O.188
O.129
0.845
0.812
0.562
0.500
0.282
0.282
0.905
O.938
0.8 13
0.7 18
0.500
0.469
0.938
0.875
0.781
0.718
0.531
0.500
NOTE: Entity pairs
such as ac use the
inverse value of ca
which is -0. 125 so
Xnorm=-O. 12S+2=0._,69
The deviates for the normalized matrix values are computed using the relation:
(Xnorm)is.:_ e C_X
A matrix of deviate values is shown below. The values can be obtained from Tables I and
2. The deviates contained in the matrix elements correspond to areas under the normal
curve. The average of each matrix row deviates is computed and shown in column r i of
the matrix. The difference in the values of r i between rows are used in the following
relation to obtain values of T. These values of T ore assumed to be proportional to the
level of ("101") associated with each entity, and are included in the matrix column T.
T
ri= _.Tr'_'_
-oO
Entity
C
a
b
e
f
d
C
0
-.08
-.78
-I.15
-I.31
-I.54
a
.O8
0
-.48
-.89
-I.54
-I.15
b
.78
0
-.16
-.89
-.78
e
1.15
.89
.16
0
-.58
-.58
1.31
1.54
.89
.58
0
-.O8
1.54
1.15
.78
.58
.08
0
ri T
.8 10 .79 1
.663 346
.095 .538 J
-.163 .434
-.706 .240
.-.6 0 245
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Cam pu taft anal Notes:
The Normal Curve
I. Obtaining deviate values:
Deviate value for normalized
matrix values less than 0.500
corresponds to area under normal
curve from - to the deviate
value.
Total area under
the curve equals
1.000
Deviate value for normalized
matrix values greater than
0.S00. Corresponds to area
under normal curve from -
to the deviate value.
Use Table I: look up normal
matrix value in body of table
(ie: area under curve), find x
value that corresponds, give it
a minus sign: this is deviate
value.
Use Table 2: look up normal
matrix value in body of table
(ie: area under curve), find x
value that corresponds: this
is deviate value.
2. Obtaining ri: Sum row deviates and divide by number of entities. For example:
Row c 0.00 + 0.08 + 0.78 . 1.15 + 1.31 + 1.54 = 0.8 1 = row c r i
6
t Obtaining T: If the "ri" value is negative, enter table I with the r i as x (ignore sign)
and find corresponding "T" in body of table. If the "ri" value is positve, enter table 2
with r i as x and find corresponding "T" in body of table.
Comparison of strong diagonal and total matrix options to the method of paired
comparisons.
First the total matrix "T" values are normalized by dividing through by the least
("101") value for entity d (ie: 0.24S) so they can be compared to the strong
diagonal values. When this is done, the following direct comparison can be made.
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ENTITY
C
a
b
e
f
d
STRONG
DIAGONAL
3.125
3.000
2.250
2.000
I. 125
1.000
TOTAL
MATRIX
3.229
3.045
2.160
1.77 I
0.980*
1.000
Descriptive Data 17392A
September 6, 1985
DIFFERENCE
WITH STRONG DIAGONAL
+0.104
+0.045
-0.090
-0.229
-0.145
0.000
* The use of the total matrix data indicates that perhaps entity "f" should be
the least ("101") entity though there is little difference between "f" and "d".
Table I and Table 2 are included on the following pages.
References (I) Methods of Paired Comparison, Psychometrica, Volu.
1951.
16, # I,March
(2) North American Report, SID62-1225, 17 October 1962.
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TABLE I :
Descriptive Data 17392A
September 6, 1985
I
X +i
_o.o
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.,5
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
i.i
1.2
1.3
1./*
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
.00
•50O0
.4602
.4207
.3821
.3446
.3085
.2743
.2420
.2119
.184/.
.1587
.1357
.1151
.0968
.0808
•0668
.O5&S
.0446
.o359i
.02871
.O2281
•01791
• 0139 I
.C[1 07 I
.0O82 I
.0062I
•00_7i
.00351
.0026-I
.0019-1
.01
.4960
.4562
.43.68
.3783
.3409
.3050
.2709
.2389
.2090
.1814
.1562
.1335
.1131
.0951
•0793
.0655
.O537
.O436
•0351
•0281
.0222
.017&
.0136
._
.0080
.0060
.0045
.0034
.0025
.OGI8
.O2
.4920
.4522
.4129
.3745
•3372
•3015
•2676
•2358
.2061
.1788
.1539
.1314
.lll2
.0934
.O?78
.O643
•0526
.0427
.0344
.0274
.0217
.0170
.0132
•0102
•0078
.0059
.OOAA
•0033
.0024
.O01B+
.O3
.A880
.4483
.4090
•3707
.3336
.2981
.2643
.2327
.2033
.1762
•1515
•1292 i
.I09"
•0918 i
.O7641
.06301
.O5161
•04.18 I
• 0336 I
• O268 I
.0212 I
.g166 I
.O129 I
•0O99 !
.0076 I
,0057 I
,O043 I
.o032 I
, O023+ I
.0017 '
.0_ .05
•AS/*O .ASOI
•4443 .44O4
•4052 .4013
•3669 .3632
•3300 .3264
•2946 .2912
.261.1 .2578
•2296 •2266
.2OO5 •1977
•1736 .1711
•1492 .1469
.1271 •1251
•1075 .i056
.0901 .O885
•0749 .0735
.0618 .0606
• 0505 .0495
•0409 •0401
.0329 .0322
.0262 .0256
.0207 .02O2
.0162 .0158
.(112.5 .0122
•OO96 .0094
,0073 .0071
,0055 .0O54
,00_ •0040
,0031 •0030
,0023- .0022
,0016+ .0016-
.O6
•4761
.4364
•3974
•3594
•3228
•2877
.2546
•2236
•1949
.1685
.1446
.12301
.:10381
.0869 I
.0721
• 0594 I
.0485 I
.0392 1
.O3141
.0250 I
.0:19? I
,0_54 I
,0L1.9 I
.0091 I
,0070 I
,0052 I
,0039 I
,0029 I
,0021+1
,0015+'
•0'7 .08
•4721 ./.681
• /,325 ./,286
•3936 I .3897
•3557 .3520
•3192 .3156
•2843 •2810
•2514 .2/.83
.22O6 .2!77
.1922 .1894
.1660 .1635
.1423 .1401
.1210 .]-190
.:1020 .I003
•0853 .0838
• 0708 .0694 1
•0582 ,0571
•0475 .0465
.0384 .0275
.0307 .03011
.02£L .0239 1
.0192 .01__8 1
.o_5o .c_=_ I
,ou.6 .o::13 1
.oos9 •o087 I
.oo68 .cx:_6I
,oo51 .oo5o I
.O038 .0037 [
,o0_ •oo27 I
0021- . 0020 I
,0015- •0014÷ I
.09
.464.l
.4247
.3859
.3483
.3121
.2776
.2451
•2..148
.1807
.161/
.1379
.1170
.0985
.0823
.0681
.0559
.0455
.0367
• 029_
.0235
t"l_ _"D
•0143
.OllO
.0084
.0064
.O048
.0036
.0026+
.0019+
.0014-
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TABLE 2:
g
/ -o.1.2
.3
.4
.6
q
9
lO
II
1.2
13
15
1.6
I o
20
2J
2_
2,3
24
2.5
:3
3.
3.
3
3.
3.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This descriptive data documents the results of the Trade Study efforts performed under
NASA Contract NAS9-17378 Statement of Work Task I. The work was performed by
Beech Aircraft Corporation at the Boulder Division located in Boulder, Colorado.
Organization of the material contained in this document includes the actual Trade Study
material presented at the Second Program Review held at Johnson Space Center on
January 30, 1986, and an appendix which documents the preliminary concepts selected
for analysis in the Trade Study effort.
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2.0 TRADE STUDY PRESENTATION
The following pages-reproduce the actual material presented to the NASA representa-
tives to document the results of the Trade Study effort and to justify the conclusions and
recommendations offered at the end of the presentation.
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TRADESTUDYDISCUSSION
AGENDA
(I)
(2)
(3)
THE TRADESTUDYACTIVITY
RESULTSOF THE PRELIMINARYCONCEPTSCREENING
CONCEPTEXPOSITIONS
!
q{:)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
SELECTIONCRITERIAEVALUATIONAPPROACHES
MAJORATTRIBUTEASSIGNEDWEIGHTS
DETERMINATIONOF CROSSATTRIBUTETRADE-OFFWEIGHTS
SCORINGRESULTSFOR EACH MAJORATTRIBUTE
OXYGENSYSTEMS
HYDROGENSYSTEMS
OVERALLCONCEPTSCORES
OXYGENSYSTEMS
HYDROGENSYSTEMS
(9) RECOMMENDATIONSAND CONCLUSIONS
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THETRADESTUDYEFFORT
BASICOBJECTIVE: PERFORMTHE ACTIVITIESREQUIREDTO ACCOMPLISHTHE CONCEPTEVALUATIONS
AS DELINIATEDIN THE SELECTIONCRITERIAAND SELECTTHE OPTIMUMDIRECT
GAGINGCONCEPT(S)FOR:
(A) LO2 PROPELLANTTANKAGE
(B) LH2 PROPELLANTTANKAGE
(C) BOTH LO2 AND LH2 PROPELLANTTANKAGE
I
C_
c)
TRADE STUDYACTIVITYFLOW CHART:
CONCEPTDEFINITION
SCORE II OVERALL SCORES
COMPUTATIONS H AND RANKINGS,DETERMINATION
o DETAIL ATTRIBUTE
WEIGHTS
ENHANCEMENTS
o FILL IN LITERATURE VOIDS
o UPDATE CONCEPTTECHNOLOGY
o DERIVE EQUATIONS
PERFORM I-'-EVALUATIONS
o CALCULATEDVALUES
o RANKING ON DESCRIPTOR
SCALES
o PAIRED COMPARISO_IS
o MAJOR ATTRIBUTE
i
OPTIMUM CONCEPT FSELECTION
WEIGHTS
I DOCUMENT 1TRADE STUDY
o LO2 TANKAGE
o LH? TANKAGE
o LO2 OR LH2 TANKAGE
PRESENTATION OF [
RESULTS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
o PRESENTTO JSC
o SUMI4ARYREPORT
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RESULTSOF THE
PRELIMINARYCONCEPTSCREENING
!
C_
ira
OXYGENSYSTEMS
INDIVIDUALCONCEPTS:
I. CAPACITANCEMATRIX
2. RF MODE ANALYSIS
3, RESONANTINFRASONICGAGING(RIGS)
4, PVT GAGING
HYDROGENSYSTEMS
INDIVIDUALCONCEPTS:
I. CAPACITANCEMATRIX
2, RF MODE ANALYSIS
3, GAMMARADIATIONATTENUATION
INTEGRATEDCONCEPTS:
I. CAPACITANCE- RIGS
2. CAPACITANCE- PVT GAGING
3. MICROWAVE- PVT GAGING
INTEGRATEDCONCEPTS:
I. RF MODE ANALYSIS-
GAMMARADIATIONATTENUATION
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GENERALCHARACTERISTICSOF SELECTEDCONCEPTS
CORE
CONCEPTS CLASSIFICATION OPERATIONBASIS
FLUIDSUITABILITY
OXYGEN HYDROGEN
!
F-i
0
CAPACITANCE
MATRIX
RF MODAL
ANALYSIS
RESONANT
INFRASONIC
GAGING
PVT
MICROWAVE
ATTENUATION
GAMMA
RADIATIONATTEN
DISTRIBUTEDPROPERTY
SENSING
DISTRIBUTEDPROPERTY
SENSING
VAPORVOLUMESENSING
VAPORVOLUMESENSING
LINEALPROPERTY
SENSING
LINEALPROPERTY
SENSING
DIELECTRICONSTANT
DENSITYRELATION
DIELECTRICONSTANT
DENSITYRELATION
VAPORSPRINGRATE
VAPORVOLUME RELATION
IDEALGASLAW IN
COUPLEDVOLUMES
DIELECTRICLOSS
DENSITYRELATION
GAMMA ABSORPTION
DENSITYRELATION
SUITABLE SUITABLE
SUITABLE SUITABLE
SUITABLE NOT
SUITABLE2
SUITABLE NOT
SUITABLE2
SUITABLE NOT
SUITABLE3
NOT SUITABLE
SUITABLE!
2
OXYGEN'SI_UCHHIGHERMASSATTENUATIONCOEFFICIENTRESULTSINIMPRACTICALNUMBERSOF
SENSOR/DETECTORPAIRSAND EXCESSIVESOURCESTRENGTHREQUIRMENTS
RATIOOFSPECIFICHEATSISA STRONGFUNCTIONOF TEMPERATUREAND LIQUIDHYDROGENIS
SIGNIFICANTLYCOMPRESSIBLE
3 INSIGNIFICANTA TENUATIONOVERANTICIPATEDPATHLENGTHS
, [
r I I I I _ I I I I I I i I I I
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CONCEPT EXPOSITION
CAPACITANCE MATRIX
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
130
I
0
CO
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 _._ 0 0 0 0
AA _ BB _"_
ORTHOGRAPHICA-A
_Lr-d
T*T.
DETAIL B-B
THE OPEN TANK VOLUME IS FILLEDWITH 2 INTERSECTINGBUT ELECTRICALLYISOLATED
LATTICESOF CUBICALCELLS. THE CAPACITANCEBETWEENTHE EDGES OF THESELATTICE
ELEMENTSIS DEPENDENTON THEIR DIAMETERAND SPACINGAS WELL AS THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANTOF THE MEDIABETWEEN THEM. THE GENERALFORM OF THIS RELATIONIS:
(I) C- eke WHERE: k = CONSTANTOF PROPORTIONALITY
Log _-_) C = CAPACITANCEOF A GRID CELL
c = DIELECTRICCONSTANTOF FLUID
s = SPACINGBETWEENELEMENTS
d = DIAMETEROF ELEMENT
THE CAPACITANCEOF A FULL MATRIX OF CUBICALCELLS IS A FUNCTIONOF THE NUMBER
OF CELLS (N) OF SIDE (2) IN THE OPEN TANK VOLUME (V) AND THE AVERAGEDIELEC-
TRICCONSTANT ({AVE) OF THE PROPELLANTIN THE OPEN VOLUME.
(2) _ 8Nk Cave WHERE: N = V/_3
Cmatrix Log (_-)
SINCETHE NONPOLARPROPELLANTS,02 & H2, OBEY THE CLAUSIUS-MOSSITTIRELATION:
(3) ZPav e = _ WHERE:
{ave+2 eave= AVERAGE PROPELLANTDENSITY
Cave = AVERAGEPROPELLANTDIELECTRICCONSTANT
z = CONSTANTOF PROPORTIONALITY
PROPELLANTMASS (M) IS EQUAL TO THE PRODUCTOF AVERAGEPROPELLANTDENSITYAND
THE TOTAL OPEN TANK VOLUME,THE EQUATIONFOR (M) IS:
: ,,ere: (M = Veave Log
_rCm+2J r=\ 8Nk /
Cm = Cma trix
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
CAPACITANCEMATRIX
BLOCKDIA(IR_
GO
I
i--1
C2)
__ POWER I_SWITCHER
I
I SQ WAVE IOSC
__ VOLTAGESERVO
I
I BRIDGEXFMR
STD CAP
__ VOLTAGE JREF
H BRIDGEAMP
tII
<<
<<
_W CAL
5rCAL CAP
OUTPUT IAMPI LINEARI- HZATION
CALIBRATECOMMAND
TANK MATRIX
CAPACITOR
OUTPUT
I POWER i, SUPPLY
I
J
.i 115 Vac
i _ ' I I I i I _ I I ' f : I
f i I I I I I I I I I I I i I ; I I
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
CAPACITANCEMATRIX
CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLICATIONISSUES APPLICATIONASSUMPTIONS
!
0
0 MATRIXGEOMETRYCAPABLEOF GIVING
EQUALWEIGHTCELLS IN FRINGING
FIELDSAND WET WALL SITUATIONS
0 THE PRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHAS NOT BEENCONSIDERED
0 FLUIDLOSS BY WETTINGMATRIX
SURFACEIS TOLERABLE
0 INTERNALCONSTRUCTGEOMETRIESWILL NOT
PRECLUDEA WORKABLEMATRIXDESIGN
THE MATRIXCAN BE MADE STRUCTUR-
ALLY STABLEWITH TEMPERATURE
0 FLUID (INSIDELINES,STARTBASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT
rl echcmft
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
CAPACITANCEMATRIX
APPROACHPICTORALS
O0
I
0
C_
CUBICAL LATTICE ELEMENT
ADJ TERMINATOR STAR CONNECTOR
K
j
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
TANK WIRING PENETRATION
I ! I i I : + 1 I i : q i I t
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CONCEPT EXPOSITION
RF MODAL ANALYSIS
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
O3
I
I---=
0
t
is.,,,H -,H0,R,c,,0.GENERAIOR $PL ITTER COUPLER
I I
I H
I I
I U PROCESSOR CONTROL IAND ('OMPUIAT ION
I
SIGNAL
STANDINGWAVE ELECTROMAGNETICFIELD PATTERNSGENERATEDBY AN ANTENNAINSIDEA
CLOSEDMETAL CAVITYOCCUR AT RESONANTMODE FREQUENCIESWHICH ARE DEPENDENTON
THE CAVITYSIZE AND SHAPE AS WELL AS THE DIELECTRICMEDIA IN THE CAVITY. FOR
A SPHERICALCAVITY:
(|) Uab WHERE: fab = RESONANTFREQUENCYOF MODE ab
lab=_R(._)½ _b = EIGENVALUEFOR _DE ab
R= TANK RADIUS
"= MAGNETICPERMEABILITYOF FLUID
c= DIELECTRICCONSTANTOF FLUID
SINCE THE NONPOLAR
MOSSITTI RELATION
PROPELLANTMASS,
(2)
ZP = _-1
6+2
PROPELLANTS, OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN OBEY THE CLAUSIUS-
(2), THE MODAL RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE RELATED TO
WHERE:
(NOTINGTHAT "o,"n&¢o = ]
P= AVERAGEPROPELLANTDENSITY
= AVERAGE PROPELLANTDIELECTRICCONSTANT
z= CONSTANTOF PROPORTIONALITY
WHERE: SUBSCRIPTo = EMPTY TANK
SUBSCRIPTn = NOT EMPTYTANK)
SINCE PROPELLANT MASS (M) IS EQUAL TO THE PRODUCT OF AVERAGE PROPELLANT
DENSITYAND THE TOTALTANK VOLUME,THE EQUATIONFOR (M) IS:
(4)
m = Vpn = V ] (n.E._n.__'_= #'fD 2 fn2 _
_ _ki;n+2) _ -
THE RATIO OF RESONANTFREQUENCIESFOR A GIVEN MODE WITH THE TANK EMPTY AND
PARTIALLYFILLED CAN BE OBTAINEDFROM (I) AS:
(3) fo = (¢n)_,
fn
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RF MODALANALYSIS
BLOCKDIAGRAM
O0
I
0
O0
SWEEP
LIMIT
VCO
I
H SWEEPG N
115 Vac j
f
MIXER
I
ADJ
ATTEN
I
LOCAL
OSC
H
I
1
' IPOWERSUPPLY
I
RF
AMP H LOW PASSFILTER
p
PROCESSOR
SYSTEM
H POWERS LITTER
I
I COUNTER
COUPLER I _ TANK ANTENNA!
II I
!
MODE DETECTIANDSWEEP CTL
D t° A H OUTPUTIAMP _ OUTPUT
J L I I I I I J I I I I I I I I I I
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RF MODALANALYSIS
CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLI CATION l SSUES APPLICATIONASSUMPTIONS
!
0
0
0
ANTENNA(s)PLACEMENTCAN ACHIEVE
RESONABLYCOMPLETEILLUMINATION
OF THE INTERNALTANKVOLUME
THE SURFACERESISTIVITYOF TANK
WALL MATERIALWILL NOT DEGRADE
SUFFICIENTLYTO ADVERSELYAFFECT
CAVITYQ
0
0
THE PRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED
FLUID (INSIDELINES,STARTBASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RF MODALANALYSIS
APPROACHPICTORALS
I
0
-_-- .63
,
b
•.,------ 1.5-------
ANTENNA SIGNAL CONDITIONER
4
i I
I i I I I I I I I I I I I I _ I I J
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RESONANTINFRASONICGAGING
PRINCIPALOF OPERATION
O0
I
i.-..=
i.,.=
ve= BACKVOLUME
vl= EXCITER VOLUP£
vu= ULLAGEVOLUME
F = VARIABLEFREQUENCY
.PISION DRIVER
M = KNOWNPASS •
Ol= DRIVER PISTON
D2-- FOLLOWERPISTON"
03-- ISOLATIONDIAPHRAGM
Pl= DYNAMIC PRESSURE
SENSOR
A SIMPLE MASS SPRINGSYSTEM,CONSISTINGOF A SMALLKNOWN MASS
AND THE ULLAGE VOLUME AS A GAS SPRING, ARE PLACED IN RESO-
NANCE. AT RESONANCE,THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THE RESONANT
FREQUENCY (fr), THE KNOWN MASS (M), AND THE ULLAGE VOLUME
SPRINGRATE (ku) IS GIVENBY:
(1)
fr =
SINCETHE ULLAGEVOLUMEGAS SPRINGRATE IS GIVENBY:
(2) ku = X P A2 WHERE: y = RATIOOF GAS SPECIFICHEATS
Vu P = STATICPRESSURE
A = PISTONAREA
Vu = ULLAGEVOLUME
SUBSTITUTING(2) INTO (I) AND SOLVING FOR THE ULLAGE VOLUME
GIVES:
(3) Vu = A2 yp
m (2.fr)2
KNOWING THE TOTAL TANK VOLUME AND THE LIQUID AND VAPOR
PROPELLANT DENSITIES (FROM PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS),THE TANK PROPELLANTMASS CAN BE DETERMINED.
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RESONANTINFRASONICGAGING
BLOCKDIAGR/_
!
I DRIVER _._
P XDCR AMP
J STATIC __.____ INSTP XDCR AMP
VAPOR _)__ INSTTEMP AMP
H REF &COND
H REF &COND
I ,,o,bH H,.,TEMP AMP COND
I POWER ___ VCO H SERVOAMP AMP
PHASE LOCK
LOOP
H AtoD J
T V
H AtoD I
TL
PROCESSOR
SYSTEM
I
I H
freq/f
REF
OSC
POWER
SUPPLY
115 Vac
OUTPUT
J i I _ i I I i L i I I I I I I J I i
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RESONANTINFRASONICGAGING
CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLICATION ISSUES
APPLICATIONASSUMPTIONS
!
(..,o
0
0
ULLAGEVAPOR TEMPERATURECAN BE
ACCURATELYDETERMINED
AVAILABILITYOF LOX COMPATIBLE
FOLLOWERAND ISOLATIONDIAPHRAGMS
CAN BE RESOLVED
0
0
THE PRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED
THE GAGINGPROCESSIS ADIABATICEVENAT
THE LOW OPERATINGFREQUENCIES(0.05Hz)
REQUIREDTO MINIMIZEOTHERSOURCES
OF ERROR
0 FLUID(INSIDELINES,STARTBASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
RESONANTINFRASONICGAGING
APPROACHPICTORIALS
O_
I
DYNAMIC BACK VOLUME
-
XDCR _==, r
j[[_r-_ ....._J---DRIVER MAGNET/COIL ASSY
m_ __ _ -,,-----CLAMP
FOLLOWER DIAPHRAGM-_-),J
ANDMASS _._._%_ p
_'"--ISOLATION DIAPHRAGM
TANK SENSOR
6
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
I i I I I I I ] I I I 1 I I I I I r
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
PVT
PRINCIPALOF OPERATION
O:3
I
i--a
V2
VI/V2 PAIR
a¥ l
v4
V3/V 4
PAIR
ay3
,7
l
THE PRESSURECHANGEWHICHWOULDRESULTIN EACH OF THE TWO
VOLUME PAIRS WHEN THE ASSOCIATEDPISTONSWERE DISPLACED
CAN BE REPRESENTEDBY THE RELATIONS:
(l) pzAvI AND (2)
apI - VI+V2_AV I aP3 P3AV3
= V3+V4_AV 3
IF THE DISPLACEMENTOF THE AV3 PISTON WAS ADJUSTEDSO
THAT Ap] = Ap3' THEN EQUATIONS(]) AND (2) COULDBE SET
EQUALAND SOLVEDTHE V2, GIVING.
(3)
V2 = _ (V3 + V4) - V1
Vl = EXCITERVOtU_ - PROPELLANT
V3 " EXCITERVOLUME - REFERENCE
PI' P2" P3 & Pq = STATIC PRESSURES
A_I ZAP 3 = DYN_IC PRESSURES
F1 = FIXED AMPLII_E DRIVER
F3 " VARIABLEA_LITUDE DRIVER
V2 - PROPELLANTULLAGEVOLUME
V4 " REFERENCEVOLUME
,-'_"ACOUSTICRESISIANCE
SINCETHE PISTONDISPLACEMENTGIVINGAVI IS FIXEDAND THE
VOLUMESVI, V3 AND V4 ARE KNOWN,THE VOLUMEV2 CAN BE DE-
TERMINEDWHEN THE AV3 PISTONDISPLACEMENTWHICHMAKESAp]
= AP3 IS ESTABLISHED.
THE ULLAGEVOLUMEV2, TOTAL TANK VOLUMEVT, AND THE PRO-
PELLANTVAPOR AND LIQUIDDENSITIESARE THEN USEDTO COM-
PUTE THE PROPELLANTMASS.
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CONCEPTEXPOSITION
PVT
BLOCKDIAGRAM
ETJ
I
i--a
I
IO'SPL'CEMENTI___'___I
XOCRi-'-_ I
i DYNAMIC _HAP-XDCR
TEMP
115 Vac
>._._
POWER
AMP
LVDT
SYS
LVDT
SYS
INSTRU
AMP
INSTRU
AMP
REF &
COND
POWER ISUPPLY
I
I _jSERVO
AMP [
I SUB AUDIO ]OSC
i ADJ GAIN H
I AMP R
I
II "::,=II
SERVOAMpI I I1
H
AtoD
LOGIC
I
I I
INSTRU L-.-J A to D
AMP I I
AtoD
I
I
p
PROCESSOR
SYSTEM
POWER
AMP
___q DRIVER IF3
LVDT
SYS
LVDT
SYS
-_ DYNAMIC IAP-XDCR
INSTRU _<_AMP
INSTRU ___
q D to A _<_OUTPUT
i '_ I I I I i I I I I I I I I 1 I I I
C echcraft _
Boulder Division
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
PVT
CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLICATIONISSUES
APPLICATIONASSUMPTIONS
0 ULLAGETEMPERATURECANBE
ACCURATELYDETERMINED
0 THEPRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHASNOTBEENCONSIDERED
O3
I 0 ISOLATIONDIAPHRAGMMAY BE
REQUIREDTOPREVENTLIQUID
WETTING AND PLUGGINGTHE
ACOUSTICRESISTANCES
0
0
THE GAGINGPROCESSIS ADIABATICAT
SUBAUDIOEXCITATIONFREQUENCIES
FLUID (INSIDELINES,STARTBASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT
Cl_echcmft
Ihmldcr Division
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
PVT
APPROACHPICTORIALS
_O
I
i.--*
CO
P1 F1
_2 DRIVER ASSY
-TANK SENSOR
DRIVER ASSY
I)
8
8
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I i i I
Ci echcmft
Lhmider Division
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
MICROWAVEATTENUATION
PRINCIPALOF OPERATION
C13
I
THE ATTENUATIONOF A MICROWAVECARRIERBEINGTRANSMITTEDTHROUGHA MEDIA
WITH A DIELECTRICCONSTANTOF ¢AND A LOSS TANGENTOF ta._IS GIVEN BY
EQUATION(1):
--,cRO_VEI (I) A = k_n6 (_ I'IHERE:A = MICROWAVECARRIERATTENUATIONIN db
OSCILLATOR] _0 _ = PATH LENGTH
I
_ ] tan6 = LOSS TANGENTOF FLUID
JVARIABLEI _ = DIELECTRICCONSTANTOF FLUIDpTTE.UATORI
I _o = FREE SPACEWAVELENGTHOF CARRIER
JDETECTORI k : CONSTANTOF PROPORTIONALITY
• REFLEGI
I SOLVING(i) FOR_ GIVES:I .ucc ! (2)
• IND,CATOR = (__2_ A2 WHERE: r = (._---_---_2
"OETECTOR]
ESTLE_ SINCE THE NONPOLARPROPELLANTS,OXYGENANDHYDROGEN,OBEYTHE CLAUSIUS-
l MOSSITTIRELATION:
(3) _;ave-I WHERE: Pave = AVERAGEPROPELLANTDENSITY• ZPave-
{ave+2 _ave = AVERAGEDIELECTRICCONSTANT
z = CONSTANTOF PROPORTIONALITY
PROPELLANTMASS (M) IS EQUAL TO THE PRODUCT OF AVERAGE PROPELLANT
DENSITYAND THE TANK VOLUME(V),THE EQUATIONFOR (M) IS:
(4)
m : Vpave = V _(___= A(_)
rl_echcmft
II{Jultlcr I)ivi.%lOl|
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
MI CROWAVEATTENUATION
BLOCKDIAGR_
0:)
I
0
115 Vac
I -I-I25 GhzOSCI LLATOR RFAMP
_] POWERSUPPLY
p
PROCESSOR
SYSTEM
FILTER
I
I VARIABLE
ATTENUATOR H
' I
H POWER HSPLITTER
_ COUNTER&IMULTIPL X
CONTROLLER
SERVO
AMP
FEED
DETECTOR DETECTOR
<<--.-
--<<
i MULTIPLEXER I
_ )____
yyy---
TANK TRANSMIT &
RECEIVE HORN ANTENNA
I D toA I OUTPUTAMP
i i i ) i i I ) _ i '1
t I I I I I I I I I I I I 4 I I I I
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
('_cchcI3_ MICROWAVEATTENUATION
II_mlder Divimon _ CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLICATION ISSUES
APPLICATIONASSUMPTIONS
0 ACCEPTABLEPRESSUREBARRIER
WINDOWSFOR THE HORN ANTENNA
CAN BE DEVELOPED
0 THE PRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHAS NOT BEENCONSIDERED
CO
I
0 HORN ANTENNAPATTERNSWILL NOT BE
UNDULYDISTORTEDOR REFRACTEDBY A
RANDOMLYCONFIGUREDVAPOR-LIQUID
INTERFACEPATTERN
0 INTERNALCONSTRUCTGEOMETRIESWILL NOT
PREVENTAN ACCEPTABLENUMBEROF CLEAR
LINE OF SIGHTMICROWAVETRANSMISSION
PATHS
0 MULTIPLEXAND WAVE GUIDE
ATTENUATIONSCAN BE STABILIZED
0 FLUID (INSIDELINES,START BASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT-
IIn,)
,.Cl_echcraff_
lk_ulder Division
25 GHz WAVEGUIDE
HORN ANTENNA PATTERN
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
MICROWAVEATTENIJATION
APPROACHPICTORIALS
MULTIPLEXER/HORN INTERCONNECT
: i i
37 TRANSMIT HORNS
D
D
D--
D--
MULT IPLEXER
L
3
SIGNAL
COND
©
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
8
37 RECEIVER
f--
L-
MillTIP! FXFR
IORNS
--<]
q
i I i i i i i i 1 I I 1 f I 1 _: ,' 1 J
C echcrafl
Boulder L)ivi,_lOll
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
GAHMARADIATION
PRINCIPALOF OPERATION
C_
I
i"O
C.,o
SOURCE
X
DETECTOR
IIIIlll I
COUNTER SCALER
THE ABSORPTIONOF THE RADIATIONFROM A GAMMA RAY SOURCEBEING TRANS-
MITTED THROUGHA MEDIA WITH A MASS ABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENT(o) AND A
DENSITY(o ) IS GIVENBY EQUATION(I):
(1) C : co p-epX WHERE:C "-COUNTRATEAT A POINTx DISTANCE
FROM GAMMASOURCE
o = MASS ABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENTOF FLUID
o = DENSITYOF FLUID
co = SOURCECOUNT RATE
x = PATH LENGTH
SOLVING(l)FOR p GIVES:
(2)
-] Ln C__
P = ox Co
SINCE PROPELLANTMASS (M) IS EQUALTO THE PRODUCTOF AVERAGEPROPELLANT
DENSITYAND THE TANK VOLUME(V),THE EQUATIONFOR (M) IS:
(3)
-V
m = Vpave = _ Ln Co
r_echcml_
Bcml_r I.)ivi._lon
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
GAMMARADIATION
BLOCKDIAGRAM
I
PO
TANK
DETECTOR
ARRAYS
E}-_>
[]-_>>
[3-_->>
13_->>
Eta>>
_>
E}---->>
0_->>
E}---->_
20
I
END OF SCAN X2
I
o
, I PULSE
I"_'-_BANKI I SHAPER
I
I
120
IC)-----ENDOF SCAN X2
I
I
0
I
Ol i_ xl
I BANK 2 StlAPER
I
I
(_ END OF SCAN X2
I
0
I
Oi F_ xlo
I I PULSE
I BANK 6 I
SHAPER
--_ ACCUMULATORh
H _"_""_L_ _,_, /
yi. i. /"
H I_ ACCUNULATOR_--I
_o"_ _ _',_,J
I I I
S L R
----I ACCMULATOR
H I-"COUNTER C L' R'
I I I
S L R
X! X2
I I
LOGIC
L' R'
I DIVIDERS H CLOCK J
I POWER 1SUPPLY
i
ICOUNTER/SCALEI_L! D to A !----i OUTPUT
L ____ JI, __ I LAMP__Jf "
<
< 115 Vac
OUTPUT
I ! I I I I i I i I I I I I I ( I I i
C echcrafl __
OLmlder Division
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
G_ RADIATION
CONCEPTAPPLICATION
APPLICATIONISSUES APPLI CATIONASSUMPTIONS
ACCEPTABLEHALF LIFE GAMMARAY
SOURCESAND OPERATIONALPROCEDURES
CAN BE FOUND
0 THE PRESENCEOF A SECONDPRESSURANTGAS
SPECIESHAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED
!
(,.n
0 A SAFE METHODOF LOADINGOF
INTERNALTANK SOURCESCAN BE FOUND
0 THE TRW STUDYSOURCE/DETECTORPAIR
VS. ACCURACYRELATIONSARE VALID
0 THE INTERNALMOUNTINGSFOR SOURCE'S
AND DETECTORSCAN BE MADE LAUNCH
CAPABLEAND THERMALLYSTABLE
INTERNALCONSTRUCTGEOMETRIESVIILL
NOT PREVENTAND ACCEPTABLENUMBER
OF CLEARLINE OF SIGHTSOURCE/
DETECTORPAIRS
0 INTERNALDETECTORSWILL NOT SHIFT
WITH'CYCLINGBETWEENAMBIENTAND
CRYOGENICTEMPERATURES
FLUID(INSIDELINES,STARTBASKETSAND
FLUIDACQUISITIONCHANNELS)IS NOT
AVAILABLEFOR MEASUREMENT
II",,..)
I
Cl_echcmft
Boulder Division
CONCEPTEXPOSITION
GAMMARADIATION
APPROACHPICTORIAL$
INTERNAL DOUBLE
DETEC/FINTERNALTOR_ DOUBLE SOURCES
EXTERNAL
so,.,,_cEs_/,,
•D o
C)C)® m
O0
I11 m
DC) QC m _ m
SOURCE / DETECTOR PATTERNS
--4['--.3
SHEATHED WIRE
CRESS RING
MYLAR WINDOWS
GOLD COATED SILICON SURFACE
BARRIER RADIATION DETECTOR
(BOTH SIDES)
RADIATION BARRIER BETWEEN
DETECTORS
DOUBLE INTERNAL DETECTOR
10
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
- 3 ]'-'_<--CRESSRING
'L.___.__ pb COLLIMATOR
l ,-", ,-, _ _ ,---, .j_o.2
_ GAMMA
I "1 f SOURCE
i i CAPSULE
I _'JBLI_ - -ERN Oljl_ _ t
r I I I I I I I I ! I I I I !
C'l'l echcml 
Boulder Division
SELECTIONCRITERIA
EVALUATIONAPPROACHES
MAJOR
ATTRIBUTE
I. ACCURACY
DETAILATTRIBUTES
AND ISSUES
A) BASICACCURACY
EVALUATION
SCHEME
COMPUTE& ASSESSVALUE
tT_
I
-,,,,j
2. DESIGN
FEATURES
3. DESIGN
QUALITY
P
q. DESIGNSTATE
OF THE ART
5. FLIGHTHARDk/ARE
DEVELOPMENT
EFFORT
B) SENSITIVITYTO TANK SIZE,SHAPE ,..
C) RANGE
D) EASE OF CALIBRATION
E) MAINTENANCEOF CALIBRATION
A) SYSTEMWEIGHT
B) SYSTEMELECTRICALPOWER REQUIREMENT
C) ENERGYINPUTTO FLUID
D) NUMBER& COMPLEXITYOF FLUID
CONTAINMENTPENETRATIONS
A) RELIABILITY
B) REPAIRABILITY
C) MAINTAINABILITY
D) SAFETY
E) COMPATIBILITY
A) MATERIALS
B) CONSTRUCTION
C) CIRCUITRY
D) PERFORMANCE
E) POTENTIALFOR IMPROVEMENT
A) DEVELOPMENTHARDWAREEFFORT
B) FLIGHTPROTOTYPEHARDWAREEFFORT
C) FLIGHTHARDWAREEFFORT
SCORINGTABLE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
HIGH-MID-LOWSCALE
HIGH-MID-LOWSCALE
NATURALVALUE
NATURALVALUE
NATURALVALUE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
ESTIMATE,DESCRIPTOR& PAIRED
PAIREDCOMPARISON
HIGH-MID-LOWSCALE
PAIRED& HIGH-MID-LOWSCALE
HIGH-MID-LOWSCALE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
DESCRIPTORSCALE
DIRECTESTIMATE
DIRECTESTIMATE
DIRECTESTIMATE
c' e chcmft
Boulder Division
_JOR ATTRIBUTE
ASSIGNEDWEIGHTS
MAJOR ASSIGNED°
ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT
1, ACCURACY 0.35
2. DESIGNFEATURES 0.20
!
CO
3. DESIGNQUALITY
4, DESIGNSTATEOF THE ART
5, FLIGHTHARDWAREDEVELOPMENTEFFORT
0.25
0.10
0.10
1.00
,m. WEIGHTSWERE ESTABLISHEDIN CONJUNCTIONWITH JSC DURINGFIRSTPROGRAM
REVIEWOF THE SELECTIONCRITERIA
I I I I I I 1 ) I + _ t i ! l ! I +
c    chcmfl
lhmldcr l}ivimon
DETERHINATIONOF CROSSATTRIBUTE
TRADE-OFF IdEI GHTS
WHENALL GAGINGCONCEPTSHAVEBEEN SCOREDFOR EACHOF THE DETAIL ATTRIBUTES
SUPPORTINGA MAJORATTRIBUTE, THE FOLLOt.IINGSTEPSAREFOLLOWEDTO DETERMINE
THE CROSSATTRIBUTETRADEOFF WEIGHTS:
(1) DETERMINETHE DIFFERENCE(DELTA) BETWEENTHE HIGHESTAND LOWESTSCORES
FOR EACHDETAIL ATTRIBUTE
I
(2)
(3)
(q)
PREPAREPARIED COMPARISONBALLOTSFOR EACHFUNCTIONALPAIR OF DETAIL
ATTRIBUTES. SUCHAS
Bnllo_l
Which do yc_ believe will provide the greatest benefil
to Major Attribute "Moj"l
(I) 30 Scale Units Improvement In Oeloil Attribute o, or []
(2) 20 Scale Units Improvement in Oelall Attribute b? [3"
How much benefit? About the some? O
Moderately more? [_
SCORE _1 C_lJderably more? []
I
HAVETHE BALLOTSVOTED, BY COGNIZANTBUT DIFFERENTTECHNICALVIEWPOINTS.
CALCULATETHE RELATIVERANKINGOF THE DETAIL ATTRIBUTESUSING THE METHODOF
PAIRED COMPARISON
(5) OBTAIN THE CROSSTRADEWEIGltTSBY DIVIDING THE RELATIVE RANKINGVALUES
BY THE SUMOF THE RELATIVE RANKINGVALUES
Ci echcmfl
Boulder Divisio.
HIERARCHYOF I_JOR ANDDETAIL
ATTRI BUTEgEI GHTS
DETAIL ATTRIBUTE
RELATIVE WEIGHT
MAJOR ATTRIBUTE
RELATIVE WEIGHT
I
i-..a
C,O
O
I. ACCURACY
.
.
o
A) BASIC ACCURACY
B) SENSITIVITY TO TANK SIZE, SHAPE, INTERNAL
GEOMETRY AND FLUID MASS
C) RANGE
D) EASE OF CALIBRATION
E) MAINTENANCE OF CALIBRATION
.
DESIGN FEATURES
A) SYSTEM WEIGHT
B) SYSTEM ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS
C) ENERGY INPUT TO FLUID
D) NUMBER & COMPLEXITY OF FLUID
CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS
DESIGN QUALITY
A) RELIABILITY
B) REPAIRABILITY
C) MAINTAINABILITY
D) SAFETY
E) COMPATIBILITY
DESIGN STATE OF THE ART
A) MATERIALS
B) CONSTRUCTION
C) CIRCUITRY
D) PERFORMANCE
E) POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVEMENT
FLIGHT HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
A) DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE ESTIMATE TO COMPLETE
(SPAN TIME, MANPOWER & DOLLARS, INCLUDING RISK)
B) PROTOTYPE HARDWARE ESTIMATE TO COMPLETE
(SPAN TIME, MANPOWER & DOLLARS, INCLUDING RISK)
C) FLIGHT HARDWARE ESTIMATE TO COMPLETE
(SPAN TIME, MANPOWER & DOLLARS, INCLUDING RISK)
0.273
0.182
0.136
0.182
0.227
O. 187
0.250
0.250
0.313
0.222
O. 186
0.111
0.296
O. 185
0.213
0.204
0.280
0.101
0.202
0.333
0.333
0.334
0.35
0.20
0.25
0.10
0.10
I ' I I I I I I t I i I I I I I
_ . echcml 
Ihmldcr Divis,on
ACCURACY
SUI tARY OF CONCEPTSCORING
STORAGESIZE TANKS
CO
I
(.,o
OXYGEN SYSTENS:
GAGING ' ACCuRACI
TANK
CROSS TRADE SENSITIVITY
SYSTEm pscORE (a (a)x.273 "1 SCONE (b)
CAP 75.686 20.990 87.222MATRIX
RF MOO( i00.000 27.300 85.000ANAL
RIGS 63.038 17.209 72.777
PVT 75,B86 20,990 72.222
CAP/ 59,962 19,100 79.999RIGS
:API 76.886 20.990 79.722
'VT
IIC80/ l 74.474 20.331 75.833
* - PIm(XX:T/SLe4
CNOSS TRADE RANGE
(u)x .18Z-Z SCONE(c)
15.874 I00,000
15.470 100.000
13.245 1oo.ooo
13.144 100.000
14.560 iO0.O00
14.509 100.000
91.000
(c)= .I J6 -3
13.600
13.500
13.500
13.600
13.600
13.500
12.376
100.00
88.667
60.000
18.200
--.---___...__.
16,137
10.920
73.333 13.347
37.500" 6.825
41.567" 7.583
22.500* 4,095
OF CALIB
SCONE(e)
73.333
1oo.00o
33.333
46.667
23.056*
ATTRIBUTE SCONE
16.547
22.700
7.567
10,593
5.233
5.233
3.405
85.311
95,207
62.541
----.....-,__._,..___
71.674
59.318
61.915
54.009
HYDROGEN SYSTEMS:
IASIC
LGINGI A[CURACV.
: SlENSI Sc_nE (,)
I
C _ _6.686
N ralx I
-- i i
n ROt)El l, lO.ooo
AI ,L I
HA II 0.952 [
IU
-- e
RI 1(5 476
5J HA
I
- | ,
* " PRODUCT/SUN
....___.._.___.._
TANK
3S5 TRADE SENSITIVITY
(a)x .273 -1 SCONE(b)
20.990 87.222
27.300 85.000
30.290 76.111
28.795 80.556
-.-.-...,=.__......__
cROssTRADE
(b)x .182-Z
15.874
15.470
13.852
14.661
RANGE CROSS TRADE
SCORE (c) (c)x .135-3
e
100.000 13.600
100.000 13.600
91.000
95.500
CALIBNAT|ON
SCONE(d)
100.000
88.667
12.376 I 46.667
12.988_
CROSSTRADE
(d)x. 182-4
18. 200
15.137
8.493
5.106
OF CALIB
SCORE(e)
73.333
100.000
33.333
23.611
r C )SS TRADE
!( )x .227.5
16.547
22.700
7.567
5.360
ATTRI6UTE SCORE
ItZ*3*,4,t.5
85.311
95.207
72.578
66.910
r echcmff
lhmldcr I_)ivi,_ioll
DESIGN FEATURES
StlHI RY OF CONCEPTSCORING
STORAGESIZE TANKS
!
r,.,o
r,,.)
OXYQEN SYSTEMS:
GAGING WEIGHT
SYSTEMS SCORE (a)
CAP O. lOB
NATRIX
RF HOOF. 100. 000
ANAL
RIGS 47.647
PVT 4.850
CAPI O.106
RIGS
CAPI O. !06
PVT
MICRO/ !.774
PVT
* - PRODUCTISUN
SENSOR UN-WEIGaTEO_aOr
CROSS TRADE ELECT POWEr CROSS TRADE ENERGY INPUT CROSS TRADE CGHPIEXiTY CROSS TRADE ATTRIBUTE SCORE
(a)x.187 -! SCORE (b) (hJx .250 -2 SCORE (c) (c)x .2SO -3 SCONE (d) (d)x .313 -4 1_2t3_4,5
0.020 100.0OO 2S.0OO 0.476 0.120 S.OO0 1.565 26.705
10.7OO 66.666 16.667 IOO.OOO 2S.0OO 90.500 28.327 e8.694
0.947 63.492 15.873 0.245 0.061 62.OOO 19.406 44.207
0.901 48.193 12.048 0.096 0.025 52.S00 15.433 29.413
O.020 38.035 9.709 0.162 O.041 4.600* 1.440 11.210
0.020 32.520 6.130 0.061 0.020 4.560" 1.424 9.594
0.332 25.654 6.414 0.000 0.000 23.200* 7.262 14,006
HYIMiOGEN SYSTEMS:
GAGING i_ IGHT
SYSTEMS SCORE (a)
CAIs 0.117
MATRIX
RF MOOE 100.OOO
ANAL
GAMMA 1.145
RAD
RFI 1. 132
GAN4A
SENSOR UN-WEIGHTED NAJOR
CROSS TRADE ELECT POWER CROSS TRADE ENERGY INPUT cross TRADE COMPLEXITY CROSS TRADE ATTRIBOTE SCORE
(a)x .107 "1 SCORE (b) (b)x .2SO "2 SCORE (c) (c)x .250 -3 SCORE (d) (d)x .313"4 i_2,3_4_5
0.022 100.0OO 25,000 0.048 0.012 5,000 1.565 26.599
18.700 66.666 16.667 0.296 0.074 90.500 29.327 53.771
,i
O.214 25.530 6.303 100.O00 25.000 24.000 7.512 39.109
0,212 18.460 4.615 0.296 0.074 16.000" 5.008 9.909
* - PRODUCT/SUM
I I J I I i I i 1 J I I i
•.c..hcrafl_
Btmlder Divismn
DESl GN OUALITY
SUMMARYOF CONCEPTSCORING
(3O
I
OXYGEN SYSTENS:
RELI------'F--
_ GAGING ABILITY
SYSTEl_ SCORE (a)
CAP
MATRIX 78
RF _ 60
ANAL
RIGS 40
pv! 58
CAPI 26*
RIGS
_qPl 33*PVT
IICRO/ 20*
* " PROOUCT/SUfl
CROSSTRADE
(a)x .222 "i
17,316
13.320
8,880
12,875
5.772
7.326
4.440
REPAIR-
ABILITY
_:oRE (b)
93
%
52
31a
39*
15"
CROSS TRN)
(b)x .186 "2
17.298
17.856
11.532
------.,.........._.._.
12.275
5.682
7.254
2.790
MAINTAIN-
ABILITY
SCORE (c)
53
68
46
47
25*
25*
25"
CROSS T P,AOE
(c)x.ill -3
5.883
7.540
5.106
5.217
2.775
2.775
2.775
SAFETY
SCORE (d)
74
85
4O
63
26"
34*
24*
CROSS TRAO(
(d)x .2% -4
21,904
25.160
11.840
18.548
7.6%
10.064
CQP4PAT-
IBILITY CROSS TRADE
SCOgE (e) (e)x.185 -5
71 13.135
89
29
43
21"
27*
26a
16.465
5.365
7.995
3.885
4.995
4.810
UN-MEIGHTEO 14qJOR
ATTRIBUTE SCORE
1*2'3.4.5
75.536
80.349
42.723
56.972
27.010
32.414
21.919
HYOROG_N
I GAGING I
SYSTEMSl
CAP
MATRIX J
i
RF MOOEI
ANAL
i
GN,t4A
PAD
I
RF/
GAJ4MA
!
86
67 I
30" I
SYSTEMS:
AE ILIT¥ ' CROSS TRADE
SC3RE (a) (a)x .222-1
19.092
i
14.874
6.660
REPAIR-
ABILITY
scoRE(b)
93
96
65
39*
)SS TRADE
(b)x. 186 "2
17.296
17.856
12.090
7.254
-..-..--...,._.__.__
MAINTAIN-
ABILITY
SCORE(c)
.53
68
39
25*
CROSS TRADE
(c)x. lll "3
5.883 74
7. 548 85
4. 329 34
2. 775 24*
SAFETY
SCORE (d)
CROSS TRADE
(d)x .296-4
21.904
25.160
10.064
7.104
COMPAT-
IBILITY
SCORE (e)
72
84
39
27*
CROssTRAO[
(e)x. lO5 -5
z
13.320
15.540
7.215
4.995
UN-IdE IGHTED MAJOR
ATTRIBUTE SCORE
1+2.3"H1.5
77.497
80. 960
4,5.686
28. 788
* = PRODUCT/SUH
Cl ec cmfl
Ihmldcr Divi._lon
DESIGN STATEOF THE ART
SUHI RY OF CONCEPTSCORING
STORAGESIZE TANKS
i
(._
IXYG[N SYSTEMS:
GAGING MATERIALS CROSSTRADE
SYSTEMS SCORE(a} (a)x.213 ol
CAP 49.000 10.437
MATRIX
RF MOOE 59.500 12.574
RIGS 22.000 4._6
PVT 22.000 4.585
CAP/ 7.700
RIGS
CAP/ 7.700
PVT
MICRO/ S.SO0
PVT
1.540
1.540
1.172
CONSTRUCTION
SCORE(b)
"m .500
59.500
28.000
28.000
8.050
8.OSO
7.000
CROSSTRADE
(h)x.266 -2
7.854
12.138
5.712
5.712
1.642
1.542
1.428
CIRCUITRY
SCORE(c)
54.250
38.500
22.000
22.000
8.663
8,663
S.09B
CROSS TRADE
(c)x.Z80 "3
15.190
IO.780
5.160
6.150
2.252
2.252
1.427
PERFORMANCE
SCORE (d)
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
CROSSTRADE
(d)". 101 "4
10.100
10.100
10.100
I0.I00
10,100
10.100
10.1(30
POTENTIAL
SCORE (e)
73.750
73.750
55.000
SS.000
43.250
43.250
40.000
;CROSSTRADE
l(e)x.202 "S
14.896
14.898
11.110
ll.llO
8.737
8.737
8.060
UN-MEIGHTEO MAJOR
ATTRIBUTE SCORE
1*2+3_4*5
58.479
60.590
37.758
37.7_
24.371
24.371
22.207
HYDROGENSYSTEMS:
GAGING MATERIALS CROSSTRADE
SYSTEMS SCORE(a} (a)x.213"i
CAP 49.000 10.437
MATRIX
RF N00E 59.500
ANAL
CONSTRUCTION
SCORE (hi
GAHMA 28.000
PAD
RFI 9.597
GAMMA
CROSS TRADE
(b)x.204 "2
CIRCUITRY
sCOnE(c)
36,500 7.854 54.250
CR0SS TRADE
(c)x.280 -3
15.190
PERFORMANCE
SCORE(d)
100.000
CROSSTRADE
(d)x .101-4
10,100
POTENTIAL
SCONE(el
73.750
CROSSTRADE
(e)x .2o2-5
14.898
UN-MEIGHTEDMAJOR
ATTRIBUTE SCONE
!'2.3_4.5
58.479
12.574 59.500 12.1"_ 38.500 10.780 100.000 10.100 73.750 14,890 60,590
5,964 16.500 3.366 4.750 1.330 100,000 10.100 45.000 9.090 29.850
2.044 7.013 1.431 2.264 0.634 100.000 10.100 38.500 7,777 21.965
I 1 i
L t I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I t
Cl'l echcml 
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FLIGHT HARDWAREDEVELOPHENTEFFORT
SUHI RY OF CONCEPTSCORING
10o
i
(.,o
o"1
OXYGEN S¥STfMS:
GAGING DEV HDWR CROSSTAN)( PROTO I_WR
SYSTEMS SCORE(a) (a)x.333-1 SCORE (b)
CAP 100.000 33. 333 85.133
NATRIX
RE NODE 89.928 29.976 100.000
ANAL
RIGS 70.472 23.491 30. 285
PVT 90.496
CAPI 29.153
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TANK SIZE EFFECTS WHICH WERE A NORMAL CONSEQUENCEOF DESIGNINGA SYSTEM FOR A
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WHOSE SPECIFIC CONSEQUENCEWOULD BE MORE EXACTLY ASSESSED IN THE DESIGN FEATURE
ATTRIBUTEAREA
THE NON-DIGITALIMPLEMENTATIONOF THE CAPACITANCEMATRIXCONCEPTWAS RETAINEDSO THAT
THE HIGH DESIGNMATURITYFOR THIS APPROACHCOULDBE USED TO ITS BEST ADVANTAGEIN THE
SCORING
0 RF MODAL ANALYSIS SCORED BEST IN ALL OF THE MAJOR ATTRIBUTE CATEGORIES, THIS
INDICATESTHAT THIS APPROACHWOULD HAVE BEEN THE OPTIMUM CHOICE REGARDLESSOF THE
MAJORATTRIBUTEWEIGHINGFACTORS,
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CONCLUSION:
CANDIDATECONCEPTSCORINGRESULTSOBTAINEDUNDER THE DISCIPLINE
OF THE SECTIONCRITERIAHAVE INDICATEDTHAT THE OPTIMUMDIRECT
GAGING APPROACH FOR EITHER OR BOTH OXYGENAND HYDROGENZERO-
GRAVITYPROPELLANTTANKAGEIS THE RF MODALANALYSISSYSTEM,
RECOMMENDATION:
THAT NASA-JSCAPPROVECARRYINGTHE RF MODALANALYSISSYSTEMINTO
DEVELOPMENT.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive screening of candidate quantity gaging systems has resulted in the
selection of RF" mode analysis as the most promising technique. Testing of the selected
system will be required to support assumptions made during the trade studies. The
purpose of this document is to describe what testing will be required and how it will be
conducted.
A universal test fixture has been designed as a part of the Task 2 activities. The test
fixture will be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the proposed gaging system to stored
fluid mass and orientation, and tank internal geometry (e.g.: slosh baffles, screen
acquisition devices, thermodynamic vents, etc). Other areas to be investigated will
include the type and extent of signal processing required, the accuracy of the gaging
system (with cryogens and their simulants), and different antenna configurations. This
test plan also describes the additional test hardware required to accomplish the testing
of an RF mode analysis gaging system.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The intent of this test plan is to validate the selection of the most promising quantity
gaging system. In support of that goal_ the tests proposed herein will:
A. Establish the applicability of cry. simulant fluids for evaluation of
quantity gaging system performance in KC-13S zero-g flight tests.
B. Determine the performance (accuracy, repeatability and hysteresis) of
a lab equipment based RF gaging system.
Ci Establish the raw data analysis techniques required to convert an RF
model response of the tank cavity into a representative fluid quantity.
O. Identify any unforseen problem areas which would preclude the use or
further development of an RF gaging system.
-I-
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E. Establish the sensitivity of the RF gaging system output to variations
in tank orientation, internal components, and fluid movement.
El Prove out the test setup in advance of its required use in support of
the design trades (Task 2.2.2).
Go Identify any problems with data acquisition or reduction, the test setup
or test procedure that will need to be addressed in the design trades.
Hi Define the Q of the tank cavity and verify it is within an acceptable
range for RF gaging.
3.0 APPROACH
The objectives noted above will be accomplished through an orderly series of tests
designed to expand on work done by the National Bureau of Standards as reported in
document NBSIR73-318 dated June 1973. The referenced work involved testing an RF
mode analysis gaging system with liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen in a spherical dewar.
The NBS testing used a dewar that was free of internal components except for three RF
antennas, a somewhat ideal case but necessary to develop the basic RF system design and
data analysis techniques. The testing clone for this task will initially parallel the work at
NBS. A nearly spherical test dewar, Figure I, has been designed which will allow testing
with LH 2 and LO 2. The dewar is designed such that it can be separated at the equator.
This feature will allow specially designed dummy components such as start baskets and
fluid acquisition channels to be installed for comparison of RF resonance mode signatures
to an empty dewar. More detailed descriptions of the test dewar and dummy components
are presented in Appendix A.
The RF gaging system itself will be assembled from discrete, laboratory sweep frequency
generators, oscilloscopes, time bases, directional couplers, detectors, antennas,
reference cavity, and signal multiplexer. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the
anticipated equipment configuration. Actual frequency bands to be swept and number of
modes to be investigated will be selected in the trade studies. Initial results of the
gaging tests will be used to refine those selections.
-2-
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Three series of gaging tests will be required to support the selection of the RE mode
analysis system. The first series of tests will be run with the dewar empty of any
interior components. This will establish a baseline frequency response signature of the
dewar. The following fluids will be tested:
A. Simulation Fluid(s)
B. Liquid Hydrogen
C. Liquid Oxygen
During the cryogenic test phase, the dewar will be insulated with a multi-layer insulation
(MLI) blanket. The blanket will be sewn up by the Manufacturing Department and
installed on the dewar by the Test Department. Specific details of the MLI blanket are
to be determined.
The fluid(s) used to simulate LH 2 and LO 2 will be determined in the trade studies. The
ability of the simulation fluids to accurately represent the performance of cryogens will
be investigated in these tests. Any adjustments which may be required in the simulation
fluid will be made at this point and additional tests may be run to validate their
performance.
The second series of tests involves separating the dewar at its equator and installing a
scaled replica of a start basket, thermodynamic vent, and screened-channel fluid
acquisition device. These components will be non-functional. They will, however, have
the correct dimensional proportions for the dewar size and shape. They also will behave
in the RF environment similarly to a functional unit. Only the cryogen simulation fluid(s)
will be used for this end succeeding tests.
The third series of tests will add a slosh baffle system to the dewar. As before, it
appears to the RF gaging system as a correctly sized and operating unit.
For each series of test, the performance of the IRF gaging system will be determined for:
A. Dewar orientation fie: angle from vertical of 0 to 360 ° at 4S° intervals)
B. Fill level - full, 3/4, I/2, I/4, empty
C. Antenna location - polar top, equator sidewall and 4S° latitude sidewall, as a
minimum
Figure 3 depicts these test conditions in more detail.
-S°
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Data from these tests will be evaluated as soon as each test is completed. In that way,
any change in test strategy dictated by the data will be immediately incorporated into a
revised test plan. In order to maintain the compressed work schedule proposed for this
effort, all formal reporting for these tests will be postponed until after the trade studies
are complete. In this way, maximum resource will be made available to transfer
significant results obtained from the test directly and immediately to the trade study
effort.
4.0 GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE
4.1 Test Setup. Figure tt illustrates the general test configuration. The
universal test dewar will be installed in a support/rotating fixture (Code D934/TCO
26659, S/N 6975 I) which will hang from a rail inside the CVC vacuum chamber located at
Beech's Test Department. The test dewar will be instrumented to allow recording of
dewar temperature, pressure, angle from vertical and suspended weight on the support
fixture. Any additional instrumentation required to control the test (ie: vacuum level of
the CVC chamber, status of fluid control system, etc.) will be determined and supplied by
the Beech Test Department. The universal test dewar will incorporate, as a minimum,
three available locations for RF antennas (reference Appendix A). This will allow
sequential testing of different antenna configurations and locations. Each antenna will
be individually selectable from outside the chamber. This will require that three coax,
type tbd, passthroughs be installed in the CVC chamber.
The universal test dewar is designed to withstand 40 psia internal pressure. Prior to its
installation in the test setup, it will be cold-shocked, proof tested to 60 psia and leak
tested. All other hardware exposed to the test environment will be similarily tested.
4.2 System Tests.
4.2.1 Characterization Tests. Once the test setup has been completed and
checked out, a system characterization series of tests will be run. These tests will be
run essentially "freehand"; that is, without a specific procedure. This will allow the Test
and Engineering departments to get a feel for the operation of the system. A minimum
of data will be recorded. The dewar will be tested empty to determine the "O" of the
cavity for confirmation of analytical results developed during the trade studies. The
_7 _
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dewar will be rotated on its support fixture in the empty and full conditions to determine
the dynamic response of the dewar and damping time of fluid oscillations. Fluids to be
used for this test are to be determined. These initial tests will establish the raw data
analysis techniques required to convert an RF modal response of the tank cavity into a
representative fluid quantity. This, in turn, will highlight any areas where a change in
instrumentation accuracy, recording rate, type, etc., may be desirable. Specific
operating procedures will be developed at this point which will be used for all subsequent
tests.
4.2.2 Baseline Tests. Dewar configuration for these tests will be per Beech
layout Drawing 56 1439-1. A series of baseline tests will be run using LO29 LH 2 and one
or possibly two other fluids which will simulate the performance of the cryogens. These
simulation fluids will hove been selected in the trade studies, and their ability to
accurately reflect the performance of the cryogens in subsequent flight tests will be
verified. For these tests, the dewar will be empty of all interior constructs except for
antennas and temperature/pressure instrumentation. A test matrix has been developed,
Figure 5, which describes a full range of test conditions for the RF gaging system. The
system will be tested for a range of fill levels from full to empty, tank orientation from
vertical to inverted and back, three different antenna locations, and at least three
different fluids. It should be noted that o significant percentage of the test combinations
will likely not be run. As the baseline tests progress, information gained from the tests
will be used to eliminate test combinations which have limited value for supporting the
trade studies. The number of dewar orientations, or fill levels may be reduced based on
the consistency of data acquired in previous tests. Antenna locations may be eliminated
from consideration due to poor performance. The matrix in Figure 5 simply presents the
total array of tests from which Engineering may choose.
4.2.3. Phase I Component Tests. After the baseline tests have established the
capabilities of the RF gaging system, the universal test dewar will be removed from the
CVC vacuum chamber for modifications. The dewar will be split at its equator and
modified per Beech layout drawing 561439 into the -3 configuration. The modifications
include installing a thermodynamic vapor only vent, a set of four screened fluid
acquisition channels, and a start basket. Figure 6 illustrates the components and shows
their installation in the dewar. The components are nonfunctional and are not connected
together fluidically. They are fastened to the dewar and to each other with tack welds
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THERMODYNAMIC
(PHASE i, 2)
UPPER FLUID ACQUISITIOi4
CHANNEL ASSY (PHASE 1,2)
NG BAFFLE (3)
{PHASE 2)
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(PHASE 1, 2)
FLUID ACQGISITIG_
CHANKEL ASSY (PHASE 1,2)
Figure 6. PHASE IAND PHASE 2 TEST HARDWARE INSTALLATION.
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and mechanical fasteners in order to maintain their relative positions in the dewar.
Dimensions of the components were scaled from similar equipment designed for larger
LH2/LO 2 dewars as described in NASA CR-165150. Materials of construction were
selected on the basis of comparability for the intended use. In this case, stainless steel
was used exclusively due to its comparability with L02, LH 2, and all of the potential
simulation fluids. The dewar will be reassembled, seal welded and leak tested prior to
reinstallation into the CVC chamber.
Testing for Phase I will proceed along the same lines as the baseline tests. Critical test
conditions will be selected from the test matrix and test results will be compared to
results obtained for similar conditions with an empty dewar. These tests will determine
the effect interior constructs have on the performance of RF gaging systems.
4.2.4 Phase 2 Component Tests. In this phase, the dewar will again be removed
from the CVC and modified to add a set of three ring-shaped slosh baffles (reference
$61439-S configuration). The dewar will be reassembled, seal welded, leak tested, and
reinstalled into the CVC. Testing will again follow the pattern used for Phase I and the
baseline tests.
4.3 Test Facilities. The following test facilities and materials will be required
to be supplied by the Test Deparment:
o
o
0
0
0
Test area compatible with LH2, 1_O2, Kerosene (not concurrently)
Protected area for Test and Engineering personnel
Fluids: GN 2 0-150 psia
LN 2 Low pressure
GH 2 Low pressure
LH 2 Low pressure
GHe 0-60 psig
LO 2 Low pressure
CVC vacuum chamber
Electrical power for valve and test equipment operation:
excitation vol tage/current f or temperature/pressu re sensors
II0 VAC,
-12-
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O Vacuum system for vacuum purging of condensible or reactive gases
from test system plumbing and dewar hardware.
Data Acquisition and control system: HP 9836/3497 acceptable.
Test control and monitor panel for centralized control of test fixture
Instrumentation:
Dewar pressure
Dewar temperature
Fixture weighing system
0-60 psia _: 1 psia
6 places on outer surface of dewar
(range 36°R to S 10°R, I °)
Load cell or equivalent (capable
of weighing the dewar and support
fixture to an accuracy of, .2%
Dewar orientation gaging system capable of displaying the
angle of the dewar from vertical at any time to an accuracy of
el °
Dewar fill and drain system which will allow the dewar fill level to be
controlled while the dewar is in the vacuum chamber
4.3.1 RF Gaging System Equipment. The equipment required to generate and
process the RF signals to and from the dewar will be supplied by the Test Department
(reference Figure 2). The detailed specifications list for the test equipment will be
generated in consultation with the Engineering Department. This consultation will
provide the frequencies to be swept, sweep rate, power levels, detector sensitivities and
data collection rates, etc. Wherever possible, existing test equipment will be used or
adapted to perform the gaging system function. The Test Department will be consulted
for determination of existing equipment capabilities.
4.4 Reportincj. A daily operating log will be kept and made available to the
Engineering Department. Daily test results will be compiled and provided to Engineering
for analysis. In this way, any changes in test direction dictated by the test results can be
quickly implemented. A final test report will be written by Engineering after the trade
studies have been completed.
4.5 Schedule. Figure 7 describes the primary tasks and their scheduled
duration/completion.
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1.0
1.1
1.1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.4
GENERAL.
Scope. This document outlines the methods and requirements to
perform characterization tests on a dewar using cryogens or fluids which
will simulate the performance of the cryogens.
Purpose. The intent of this procedure is to validate the selection
of the most promising quantity gauging system.
Document Precedence. Where the contents of this document and the
documents referenced herein disagree, this document shall govern.
Applicable Documents. The following documents of the current
issue form a part of this document to the extent specified herein.
Beech Aircraft Corporation.
BS-11983 General Solution Handling, Cleaning, and Sealing
BS-16102 PRSA Product Cleanliness Requirements
BS-16104 Special Handling, Marking and Packaging of Fracture Critical
Parts and Assemblies
SOP-22 Safety Manual
SOP-3O Pre-Test Safety Control Hazardous Testing Operation
SOP-Ill Leak Check Procedure
Military Documents.
MIL-C-45662A Calibration System Requirements
MIL-P-27201B Propellant, Hydrogen
MIL-P-27407(1) Propellant Pressurizing Agent, Helium
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
MSFC-234A Nitrogen, Space Vehicle
MSFC-Spec-399(1) Oxygen, Grade A, Specification for
Test Reports.
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1.4.1
1.5.2
1.6
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.4
Final Test Report. The final test report shall consist of, but
not be limited to the following:
a. All test data and inspection records.
b. A log of maintenance repair or adjustments to the test
specimen, if any.
Test Surveillance.
Hitnessin9 of Tests. All tests performed per this document that
require Quality Assurance shall be witnessed by a Beech Quality Assurance
Representative. Engineering representatives shall witness all testing.
Signing Data. Data taken during this test shall be certified by the
signature and/or stamp of the Test Conductor. This signature shall constitute
verification that the data was obtained in accordance with this document.
The signature shall not necessarily indicate concurrence with the conclusions
presented in the final report.
Changes. Any deviations or variations from the requirements
specified herein shall require approval of Beech Engineering.
Any changes to this procedure after its approval may be initiated by change
in the form of a Daily Operational Log sheet to this procedure, which shall
be approved by the Beech Project Engineer and Test Department.
TEST CONDITIONS.
Test Responsibility. All testing shall be conducted under the
authority of the assigned test conductor. It shall be the responsibility
of the test .onductor to conduct the test in accordance with the method:
and requirements as outlined in this document. The test conductor shall be
responsible for the safety of all personnel, test specimens, test facility
and equipment. He shall have the authority to suspend testing or take any
appropriate action as he deems necessary to assure the continued safety of
all personnel, test specimens, test facility and equipment. Safety will be
controlled by SOP-22 and SOP-30.
Atmospheric Conditions. Unless otherwise specified herein, all
testing shall be performed at test site ambient pressure and temperature.
Data from tests performed at other than test site ambient conditions shall
reflect the imposed conditions. Ambient conditions will be recorded as
specified in this procedure.
Temperature Stabilization. Temperature stabilization is assumed
when the c_omponent has been subjected to the specified environmental tempera-
ture for a period of one (i) hour or such time as specified for the specific
test.
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2.5 Test Instrumentation Accuracy. All test measurements shall be made
with instruments of the laboratory precision type. All instruments which are
subjected to periodic calibration per MIL-C-45662 and are used to measure a
test parameter, shall have certified accuracies traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards and shall bear a current calibration decal at the time
of implementation. Calibration due date shall be included on the test data
equipment list. Where applicable, the following measurements shall be made
as required in Section 6.0 of the accuracy specified below:
NOTE:
(I)
(2)
(3)
a. The following list is a general listing of test instrumentation,
all of which are not necessarily required for this test.
b. Instruments which meet the test instrumentation accuracy specified
herein shall be selected so that all normal readings fall within
the upper half of the dial or scale.
The pressure gauge accuracy shall be _ 0.1% F.S. (critical).
The recorder system accuracy shall be _ 1%.
The temperature measuring system accuracy shall be _5°F.
2.5.1
2.6
2.7
(4) AC voltage and current measuring accuracy shall be _ 0.01% FS _ i count.
(5) DC voltage and current measuring accuracies shll be _ 0.01,% FS _ i count.
(6)
(7)
The flow rate accuracy shall be _ 2.0% FS.
Elapsed time _ 0.2 seconds up to 60 minutes; _ 2 minutes over 60 minutes.
(8) LLO_H_weight + 0.5 Ibs. from 0 to 900 Ibs.eight _0.5 Ibs. fro 0 - I00 Ibs.
(9) Dielectric_trength measuring accuracy shall be _ 5,% on both current
and voltage readings.
Data Recordin 9. In cases where there is a redundancy of readout,
the most accurate results shall be used for entry into the data sheets.
Adjustments and Repairs. No maintenance, repair or adjustments
on the test specimen other than those specifically stated in this document
shall be allowed unless a failure is encountered. A detailed record of all
maintenance repair or adjustments shall be included in the final test report.
During test, adjustments, repairs, and recalibrations can be made to the
test equipment so long as test integrity is maintained and can be verified.
Cleanliness of Test Equipment. Prior to start of testing, all test
equipment, plumbing, instrumentation, etc., which could possible contaminate
the test specimen, shall be verified to be as clean or cleaner than the test
specimen.
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2.8
3.2
4.2
4.4
Calibration. Prior to the start of testing, conduct a step
calibration_of all recorder systems for each test parameter being recorded.
Identify recording system, and retain data for reference, if required.
TEST SPECIMEN.
Identification and Designation. The specimen, recording system
charts, and--data sheets shall be identified as follows:
a°
b.
C.
Part Name
Beech Part Number
Beech Serial Number
Status of Test Specimen. Before being subjected to the test of
Section 6.0 of this document, inspection shall be accomplished to determine
that the test unit meets the requirements for quantity gauging verification
tests.
GENERAL TEST INSTRUCTIONS.
Test Sequence. Testing will normally proceed as directed by
this document. Sequential changes deemed advisable by the Test Conductor
and/or the Engineering Department may be initiated, if noted and approved,
on a Daily Operational Log sheet. Prior to testing the fGllowing shall have
been accomplished:
a. Verification of specimen status per Para. 3.2.
b. Visually inspect test item for damage. Note any damage on
the Daily Operational Log sheet of this document. The Test
Conductor shall notify the principal engineer immediately.
Instrumentation and Installation of the Test S_. The test
specimen sh_ instrumented equal to or in
accordance with figures as designated in specific test per Section 6.0 of
this document.
Instrumentation Monitoring.
Mo_nitorin 9 Procedure. All data records shall be identified at
the time of the test as to the time, run number, test name, and test specime
serial number. Identify each record at the beginning and end of each test.
Test Data.
a. Whenever test specimen performance data is obtained at an
imposed environment, the performance and environmental data shall be
recorded simulatneously.
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4.4
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
Test Data. (continued)
b. All original data entered on data sheets shall be legible
annotated using reproducible black ink.
c. Legible copies of the original test data sheets shall be
included in the final test report per Para. 1.4.1.
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS.
Define the "Q" of the tank cavity and verify it is within an
applicable range for RF gauging.
Determine the performance (accuracy, repeatability and hysteresis)
of a lab equipment based RF gauging system.
Identify any unforseen problem areas which would preclude the use
or further development of an RF gauging system.
TEST OUTLINE.
NOTE: The first tests will be run using this document as a
guideline to establish a specific procedure.
Characterization Tests. The dewar will be tested empty to determine
the "Q" of the tank. The dewar w111 then be filled with a fluid (to be
determined) and rotated to determine the dynamic response of the dewar and
damping time of fluid oscillations. Specific operating procedures will also be
developed at this time, which will be used for subsequent tests.
Baseline Tests. I series of tests will be run using LOp, LH2, and
possibly other fluids which _ill simulate the performance of cryogenics. For
these tests, the dewar will be empty of all interior constructs except for
antennas and temperature/pressure instrumentation. The system will be tested
for a range of fill levels from full to empty, tank orientation from vertical
to inverted and back, three different antenna locations, and at least three
different fluids. The Test Matrix (Reference Figure 3) presents a total
array of tests from which to choose.
Phase I Component Tests. After the baseline tests have established
the capabilities of the RF quantity gauging system, the universal test dewar
will be removed for modification. The dewar will be reassembled and leak
tested prior to reinstallation in CVC. Testing for Phase I will be along the
same lines as the baseline tests. Critical test conditions will be selected
from the test matrix and test results will be compared to results obtalneu
for similar conditions with an empty dewar.
Phase II Component Tests. In this phase, the dewar will again be
modified. The dewar will be reassembled, leak tested, and reinstalled into
the CVC. Testing will follow the pattern used for Phase I and the baseline
tests.
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation 1 Environmental Test Laboratories
TeSt Description ZERO "G" QUANTITY Test ProceclureReference
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
1 ' ....... I .... I ....
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED
P
-I Verify all plumbing connected Verify
per Figure 1.
2 Verify all electrical connected Verify
per Figure 2.
3 Verify all data channels and control Verify
channels operational prior to starting
any testing.
i i I i i i _ i I _ , , I
Beech OC
I
OBSERVED
Please PRINT-Use BLACK INK
Report Number Poge NO.
Start Date
Start Time
i , i , • i i l i
Test Engineer
shele t NO.
of
Beech W.O.
I I I
TEST
C-33
Please PRINT-Use BLACK INK
,3EEC.TEST l e °r'Num°e IBeech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description ZERO "G" QUANTITY Test Proceclure Reference Start Date Sheet No.
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127 of _
Item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
i ..... | ..... I ....
P
Serial Number Start Time Beech W.O.
j ....
REQUIRED
I
OBSERVED
I I
TEST
-4
Verify
With CVC at ambient conditions:
a. Dewar installed in CVC and pressur-
ized to 35 + 2 psia with GN2. All
instrumentation connected and
operational.
b. Rotate dewar from 0° to 360 o in
45 _ steps.
(1) Read RF quantity gauging at
each 45o step on each antenna
(1, 2, & 3).
0 o
Antenna 1
Verify
0o
*Time
450450
Ar tenna I
2
3
900 90o
Antenna 1
2
3
*Record computer real time for each
antenna throughout test.
! ..... I ..... f .... f ....
_Beecn QC Test n meebr '
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BEE C H TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
g
E
P
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
Serial Number
| ..... I ..... i ..... i
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED
- 4 (continued)
i I _ i i
1350
Antenna I
1350
180 o 180 o
Antenna i
2
3
225 o 225o
Antenna I
2
3
270 o 270 o
Antenna i
2
3
315 o 315 o
Antenna i
! .... I I I = I i = , , ,
Beech OC
PleQse PRINT-Use BLACK INK
Report Number Page ho.
Start Date She'e t NO.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
OBSERVED
0
0
0
I I I
TEST
i , , , 1 F ..... f
ITeSt Engineer
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Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S _ ..... I ..... j .... i .... i
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
P
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
Serial Number
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
Report Number IPage NO.
f
Start Date Sheet No.
Start Time Beech W.O.
i |
REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
-4 (continued)
Antenna 2
36Oo
Antenna I
2
c. Rotate back to 0°. 3
5 With CVC at maximum vacuum and the Verify
temperature at -120°F, all instrumenta-
tion connected and operational:
a° Fill test dewar (tank)&with LN2.
Record load cell weight.
Pressure regulated at psia.
b. Rotate dewar from 0° to 360 o in
45 steps:
(I) Read RF quantity _auging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0°
Weight
Antenna I
A Use Fill nrocedure. 2
3
! , h 1 , , , , , I ,
360o o
Load Cell
Pressure
Ibs
psia_
0 o
Load Cell
£eecn OC
0
Ibs
0
0
0
I I I I I I
Test Engineer
Z I I
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation m Environmental Test Laboratories
ITeSt Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
Item NQme Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S _ ......... i .... _ ....
T
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED OBSERVED
Please PRINT - Use BLACK INK
Start Date Sheet No.
of.
Start Time Beech W.O.
I !
TEST
-5 (Continued) 450 450 o
Weight 'Load Cell Ibs
Antenna I
90n goo o
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna I
2
3
I | I i l i
135o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
135o o
Load ell Ibs
180 o 180o
Weight Load Cell
Antenna !
2
3
, , , I , , , ' 8eelc_'dC' '
O
Ibs
• I I i ,
ITest Engineer
l i
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BEECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft. Corporation _ Environmental Test Laboratories
I Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Par% Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
..... I ..... l ..... 1 ....S
l
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
P
_m
Please PRINT - Use BLACK INK
_ort Number Page NO.
Test Procedure Reference Start Date
TED-127
Serial Number Star*. Time Beech W.O.
I
OBSERVED
I I
TEST
- 5 (Continued)
2250
Load Cell
2700
Load Cell
i
2250 0
Ibs:
0
Ibs
Weight
Antenna 1
270 o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
360o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3600
Load Cell Ibs
c. Rotate dewar back to 0° and Verify
reduce dewar quantity to 75%*
of full as required on load cells
and pressure regulated at
ps ia, 0°
I
*Use Deplete Procedure.
I , _ , , , I , , , , , ! ..... 1
Beech" QC ' ' Test. Engineer
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BEECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
• i • , • | - ' ........ i ....S
T P/_RA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
E
P
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
Report Number NO.
Test Procedure Reference .Start Date
TED-127
I
Sheet No.
!Serial Number
j " , , , • j
REQUIRED OBSERVED
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
I
TEST
-5 (Continued)
Load Cell Ibs
d, Ro#ate dewar from 0° to 3600 in
45 v steps.
Pressure psia
Verify
(z) Read RF quantity _auging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
Verify
0 o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
0 o 0
Load Cell Ibs
45o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
45 o o
Load Cell Ibs
900
l,leight
i I | i i , , , |
i I I i
90o
Load Cel1
I , . • ,
Beech OC
0
Ibs
l, ,,, _ I .....
Test Engineer
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BEECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
T ' REQUIREDE PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
P
Please PRINT--Use BLACK INK -
Report Number IPage No.
 Z;oL__
Start Time Beech W.O.
I
OBSERVED
I I
TEST
-5 (Continued)
Antenna I
2
3
135o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
135o
Load Cell
0
Ibs
1800
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
225o
Weight
Antenna I
2
180o
Load Cell
225 o
Load Cell
0
Ibs
0
Ibs
I _ L . . i | i , _ . , I l i | . . i i
Beech QC
| . * , . i
• ' i I I
Test Engineer
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Pleese PRINT -Use BLACK INK
, EEC. EST, ATA tR'°°""'°'"iP g''°IBeech Aircr(]ft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description ZERO "G" QUANTITY Test Procedure Reference Start Dote Sheet No.
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
T
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
P
TED-127
Serial Number
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
I .... I I i i
REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
5 (Continued)
2250 2250 o
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna I
270 o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
270o o
Load Cell Ibs
315o o
Load Cell Ibs
315o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
i i | J i
360o
Weight
Antenna i
360o o
Load Cell Ibs
I i , , , |
Beech QC
I I i I I ,
Test Engineer
I i i
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Part NumDer
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Test Procedure Relerence
TED-127
Seriol Number
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
of
i .... I ..... i .... I ....
T PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED
E
P
Start Time Beech W.O.
1
OBSERVED
I
TEST
-5 (Continued)
Antenna 2
e. Rotate dewar back to 0° and Verify
50,oofreduce dewar quantity to °'*
full as read on the load cells
and pressure regulated at psia.
f° Rotat_ dewar from 0° to 3600
in 45 steps.
(I) Read RF quantity gauging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0 o
Weight
Antenna 1
0 o 0
Load Cell Ibs
Pressure psia
Verify
0 o O
Load Cell Ibs
45o
Weight
*Use Deplete Procedure.
I I l ..... l ..... f i I I
45 o o
Load Cell Ibs
I , .... t .... l , , , i
Beech OC Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech A_rcraft Corporation _ Envlronmentot Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Nome Por_ Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
I .... I ..... I .... I ....S
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIREDE
P
Please PRINT - USe BLACK INK
ilRep°rt Number .IPQge N°.
St(_rt Da%e Sheet No.
of
Star% Time Beech W.O.
I
OBSERVED
I !
TEST
5 (Continued)
Antenna 1
2
3
45o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
go°
Weight
Antenna i
2
45o
Load Cell Ibs
90o 0
Load Cell Ibs
1350
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
135o
Load Cell Ibs
| ..... | I i , * i ,
Beech QC
.... |
• I I i I
Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Envlronmentol Test Laboratories
Test Descmption Test Procedure Reference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
T PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
E
P
TED-127
Serial Number
j ....
REQUIRED
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number PQge NO.
Sheet NO.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
I I
OBSERVED
i
TEST
- 5 (Continued)
1800
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
1800 o
Load Cell Ibs
2250 o2250
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
2700
Weight
Antenna 1
2
Load Cell Ibs
270o o
Ibs
r
Load Cel I
3150
Weight
Antenna i
2
i i l I I I i I I l I i i , i [ I i i *
315o o
Load Cell Ibs
l i .... l .... I ..... I
Beech QC Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST I)ATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test DescrSptfon Test Proceclure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSUREVESSEL ASSY 561438
i " ' ....... i .... I .... IS
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED OBSERVED
P
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .iPage No.
I
Start Dote Sheet NO.
of
5 (Continued)
Antenna 3
3600 3600
Start Time Beech W.O.
i I
TEST
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna 1
2
3
g°
Rotate dewar back to 0° and
reduce dewar quantity to 25%0f
full as read on load cells and
pressure regulated at __psia.
Verify
0 o 0
Ibs
h. Rotate dewar from 0° to 3600 in
45v steps.
Load Cell
Pressure
Verify
psia
(I) Read RF quantity _auging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0o 0o 0
IbsWeight Load Cell
Antenna 1
*Use Deplete Procedure.
I , i , , _ I , , ,
2
3
, 1 ..... ! ..... I
Beech QC Test Engineer
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Descmpt_on
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
item Name Port Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
-5
l ' ' " t ..... | ....
Test ProceQure Reference
)leose PRINT - Use BLACK INK
Report Number tPageNo
I
_Start Dote Sheet No.
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
(Continued)
I / i I I I i I
450
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
900
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
1350
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
1800
Weight
Antenna i
I ..... |
TED-127
Serial Number
r , , ,
REQU IRED
450
Load Cell
L
900
Load Cell
1350
Load Cell
1800
Load Cell
I I I I
Beecrl OC
I
OBSERVED
Start Time
Ibs
lbs
i I I I
|
0
0
0
lbs
O
lbs
I I I I I I
lest Engineer
of
Beech W.O.
i
TEST
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
_est Descmpt_on Test Proceclure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Nome Port Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S I ' ........ I .... I .... I
I
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED OBSERVED
P
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .IPoge No.
I
Start Dote Sheet No.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
|
TEST
- 5 (Continued)
Antenna 3
2250
Weight
_ntenna 1
2
3
225o
Load Cell
270o
Load Cell
0
Ibs;
0
Ibs
J_
2700
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
315o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
315 o
Load Cell Ibs
| .... , ! I I I I J I
Beech OC
I , . , , , |
I | I I I
Test Engineer
Z I I
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
item Name Part NumDer Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
S i .... I ..... _ .... i .... i ....
T PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED OBSERVED
E
P
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report NumDer.iPogeNo.
I
Start Date Sheet No.
Start Time Beech W.O.
i
TEST
- 5 (Continued)
360 o 3600
Weight Load Cell
Antenna 1
2
3
0
Ibs
i .
j ,
Rotate dewar back to 0° and
empty dewar? Purge with GN2 at
25 psia for 15 minutes.
Rotat E dewar from 0° to 360 o
in 45v steps.
(I) Read RF quantity _auging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be
read on each antenna,
0 o
Weight
Antenna 1
Verify
0 o
Verify
Purged
Verify
0 o 0
Load Cell Ibs
*Use Deplete Procedure.
i I i I i i i I I i i i i I i , , I I .... I I I i
Beech OC
, I, , , ,, I
Test Engineer
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Pleose PRINT-- Use BLACK IN
13EECH TEST DATA "°
Beech Aircraft Corporation --Environmental Test, Laboratories
Test Procedure ReferenceTest Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
i .... I ..... i ...... I ....
S
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS REQUIRED
P
5 (Continued)
Report Number .IPage
;tart Date Sheet No.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
i
OBSERVED
l
TEST
450 450 o
Load Cell IbsWeight
Antenna i
900
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
900 o
Load CelI Ibs,
1350
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
135o o
Load Cell Ibs
..... I ..... I ..... I i , | , , • ,
Beech OC
I ..... |
• I I I I
TeSt Engineer
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test DescrlptJon Test Procedure Reference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Port Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S , .... I ..... , ....
T
E PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
P
TED-127
Serial Number
REQUIRED
Please PRINT--Use BLACK INK
Report Number Page NO.
Sheet No.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
I I
OBSERVED
!
TEST
5 (Continued)
1800
Weight
Antenna i
2
1800
Load Cell
2250
0
Ibs
0
Ibs
225q
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
Load Cell
2700
Load Cell
2700
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
0
Ibs
3150
Weight
Antenna 1
315 o
Load Cell Ibs
i i _ I i i i i i I ..... I .... | ....
Beech OC
I .... I ..... I
Test Engineer
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13EECH TEST I)ATA
Please PRINT--Use BLACK INK
Report Number . Page NO.
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference Start Dote
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number Start Time
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S_e'e t No,
of
Beech W.O.
S i " ' ....... I ..... I .... l
PARA. 6.1 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS OBSERVEDREQUIRED
P
i |
TEST
-5
3600 3600
Weight Load Cell
Antenna I
2
3
0o
(Continued)
k. Rotate dewar back to 0°.
0
Ibs
0
I I i I | i t , I ..... ! ....
Beech QC
I i i I I I I I
ITeSt Engineer
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Please PRINT -Use BLACK INK
13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental TeSt Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
.S # ' ' " i ..... i .... I ....
T PARA. 6 .I FILL PROCEDURE REQUIRED
E
P
i
OBSERVED
ReP°r NumOer.l °geN°"I
Start Dote Sheet NO.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
i i
TEST
NOTE: This fill is to be accomplished
with test dewar in upright
position (0°), CVC at maximum
vacuum and specimen (test dewar)
at -120°F.
Close or verify closed MV-I, MV-2,
MV-3, and MV-4.
Verify
" 5
Verify fluid supply connected to fill
line (MV-I, Reference Figure 1).
Verify vent (MV-4, Reference Figure i)
connected to proper vent system
(LO2 to oxygen vent, etc.)
Vent supply dewar to site ambient for
minimum of 2 hours prior to starting
fill.
Raise supply dewar pressure to 35
psia. Open MV-511 (dewar supply valve
Open MV-I, then open MV-4 (this will
start fill).
Verify
Verify
Verify
> 2 hours
Verify
- 6 When test dewar is full (vent sound,
PG-I indication), close 14V-1.
Verify
Verify computer on line and pressure
control set at desired pressure
Open MV-3 and then close MV-4.
(Refer to Deplete Procedure NOTE)
i i i I , i i i i I i _ i , i I i ,
Verify
Verify
1 ..... I .... ! ..... I
Beech QC Test Engineer
]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation _ Environmental Test Laboratories
i
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
L
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSUREVESSEL ASSY 561438
Pleese PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
i
Report Number Page NO.
Start Date Sheet NO.
, lof_
Start Time Beech W.O.
T
P
1
i • , , • , .... | .... I .... I I I
PARA. 6 .2 DEPLETE PROCEDURE
Connect MV-I Fill Line to Vent Stack
(Reference Figure I)
Verify
Verify
Verify
2 Verify Mr-2 and Mr-3 closed.
Slowly open MV-I and watch load cell
readings to reach desired quantity.
When quantity is reached, close MV-I.
4 Open Mr-3 and proceed with test. Verify
NOTE
To prevent unintentional loss of fluid rom the dew_r, valves Mr-2 and Mr-3 must
be set to allow venting of gas only. Tie required _alve settings will be a function
of fluid quantity and tank rotation. T_e list belo_ may be usec as a guide. Valve
settings during the test shall be as di ,ected by th_ Test Conductor.
VALVE POSITIONS
lUO;_ 7_'%" 50_ 25%
Rotation Mr-2 Mr-3 MV-2 MV-3 MV-2 MY-3 Mr-2 Mr-3
0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C 0
45 C C C 0 C 0 C 0
90 C C C C C C 0 0
135 C C 0 C 0 C 0 C
180 0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C
225 C C 0 C 0 C 0 C
270 C C C C C C 0 0
315 C C C 0 C 0 C 0
360 C 0 C 0 C 0 C 0
Legend: C = Closed, 0 = Open
I I i I , , _ I , .... I ....
I I I
Beecl_ QC Test Engineer
I I I
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13EE C H TEST DATA
Please PRINT - Use BLACK INK
)oft Number . Page No.
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
TED-127
Start Time
I l
OBSERVED
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Port Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
PARA. 6._
P
Serial Number
I • ' ' '
REQUIRED
s_elet No.
of
Beech W.O.
i
TEST
-I Verify all plumbing connected per
Figure 1.
!Verify
Verify all electrical connected per
Figure 2.
Verify
Verify all data channels and control
channels operational prior to starting
any testing.
Veri fy
With CVC at maximum vacuum and
the temperature at -120OF,
all instrumentation
operational.
a. Fill test dewar (tank_with
and record load cell weight.
Pressure regulated at psia.
Verify
Load Cell
Pressure
Ibs
psia
0 o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
0 o
Load Cell Ibs
Use Fill Procedure.
I I I
.... Be /chl (_C i I
I * I I i I i I I I i
Test Engineer
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Please PRINT - USe BLACK INK
BEECH TEST DATA 1,Beech Aircraft Corporation- Environmental Test Laboratories I I
Test Description Test Procedure Reference IStart Date ISneet NoZERO"G" QUANTITY / I '
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127 I I_°f_
Item Name Part Number Serial Number Start Time Beech W.O.
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
I
.... " .... I .........
S _ ' J .... i _ I i
PARA. 6. REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
-4 (Continued)
45o 45o o
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna 1
2
3
900 900 o
I
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna I
2
3
135o 13.50 o
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna i
2
3
1800 1800 o
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna 1
I I I . I i I i i i ! .... t I I _ *
_eec_' Q'C , Vestl ..... lEngmeer
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BEECH TEST I)ATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
S i ......... I .... l .... l
T PARA. 6. REQUIRED OBSERVED
E
P
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .iPage NO.
I
Start Date Sheet NO.
Start Time Beech W.O.
I |
TEST
4 (Continued)
Antenna 2
225o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
225 o o
Load Cell Ibs
2700 o
Load Cell Ibs
315o o
Load Cell Ibsi
270 o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
315o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
, I _ , , , , I i , , , ] ....
Beecn OC
! ..... I ..... I
Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beec_ Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test ProceclureReference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Port Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
S
T
E
P
-4
PARA. 6.
(Continued)
360 o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
C. Rotate dewar back to 0° and ,
reduce dewar quantity to 75,% of
full as read on load cells and
pressure regulated at psia.
Please PRINT-Use BLACK INK
Report Number .IPage No.
I
Start Date Sheet No.
,of
REQUIRED
3600
Load Cell
Verify
0 o
Load Cell
Pressure
Start Time
I
OBSERVED
0
Ibs
0
Ibs
psia
Beech w.o.
I _ I
TEST
te dewar from 0° to 360 o ind. Ro_a
45_ steps.
(1) Read RF quantity gauging
and weight at each 45u step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0 o
Weight
Antenna I
*Use Deplete Procedure.
I , i I , , , , , I ,
0 O¸
Load Cell
0
Ibs
Beech OC
f .... | ..... |
Test Engineer
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Please PRINT - Use BLACK INI,
BEECH TEST DATA 'Re0or,Nom0er.IPag N0.Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Envlronmental Test Laboratories
[Test Descrzpt_on Test Procedure Reference Start Date Street No.
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
T PARA. 6.
E
P
Part Number
561438
Serial Number Start Time Beech W.O.
I .... I 1 i I
REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
-4 (Continued)
450 450 O
IbsWeight Load Cell
Antenna i
900
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
900 o
Load Cell Ibs
1350
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
1800
Weight
Antenna i
2
! ..... ! ..... ! ....
1350 o
Load Cell Ibs
1800 o
Load Cell Ibs
I ....
Beech OC
I I I i I I
i _[est Eng necr
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Please PRINT -Use BLACK INK
Report Number Page No.
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test ProceclureReference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number Start Time
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Beech W.O.
E PARA 6._ REQUIRED OBSERVED
P
| I
TEST
4 (Continued)
Antenna 3
225 o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
225 o
Load Cell
0
lb. (
270 o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
270o
Load Cell Ibs
0
Ibs
315 o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
315o
Load Cell
I I I I m m I i , * , , t
I i , i , . |
Deecn OC
I i I I I I
Test Eng near
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BEECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
TeSt Description Test Procedure Reference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
S | " . , . .
T PARA. 6,
E
P
Part Number
561438
, . . , , | " , , .
Serial Number
Please PRINT- USe BLACK iNK
Report Number Page NO.
I
OBSERVED
Start Time Beec_ W.O.
| , , • , r I
TEST
- 4 (Continued)
360 o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
360o
Load Cell
0
Ibs
e.
Rotate dewar back to 0° and reduce
dewar quantity to 50%*of full as
read on the load cells and
pressure regulated at psia.
0 o
Weight
Pressure
f° Rotate dewar from 0° to 360o in
45 steps.
(I) Read RF quantity 8auging and
weight at each 45 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0 o
Weight
Antenna i
*Use Deplete Procedure,
I i I I i i i i i I I i I i I I I I I i
Ver i fy
0 o
Load Cell
Pressure
0
Ibs
________ps i a
0 o
Load Cell
0
Ibs
| ....
Beech QC
I ..... I ..... I
TeSt. Engineer
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BEECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .tPage No. -
Start Date Sheet No.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
S | ......... I .... I i
T PARA. 6 REQUIRED OBSERVEDE "-
P
Antenna 2
-4 (Continued)
| I
TEST
45o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
45o o
Load Cell Ibs
90o 90o
Weight Load Cell
Antenna I
2
3
0
Ibs:
1350 135 o o
Weight Load Cell Ibs_
Antenna i
2
3
I I I i i
' ! .... ! ..... I , , ,
Beech OC
I i , i , . I
Test Eng,neer
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Please PRINT--Use BLACK INK
13E E C H TE S T I)ATA ReportNumDerPogeNO.
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference Start Dote S_eet No.
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127 __ of
Item Name
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
T PARA. 6.
E
P
- 4 (Continued)
Port NumDer
561438
..... | ....
1800
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
225 o
Weight
Antenna i
2
3
2i0 °
Weight
Antenna I
2
Serial Number Start Time Beech W.O.
| ..... I I I
REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
180o o
Load Cell Ibs
225o o
270 o o
Load Cell Ibs
3150
Weight
Antenna i
315o o
Load Cell Ibs
i , I i i i i i l i i i , i I i , , i I .... I , , , , _ k _ , i
Beech OC Test Engineer
, I
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BEE C H TEST DATA
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number No.
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference Start Dote
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
shelet NO.
of.
Item Name Part Number Serial Number Start Time Beech W.O.
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
T
E PARA. 6. REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
P
-4 (Continued)
Antenna 2
3
360o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
360o o
Load Cell Ibs
g° Rotate dewar back to 0° and reduce
dewar quantity to 25%*of full as
read on load cells and pressure
regulated at psia.
0o
Weight
Pressure
0 o O
Load Cell Ibs
Pressure psia
h. Rotate dewar from 0° to 3600 in
45_ steps.
(I) Read RF quantity gauging
and weight at each 45o step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0 o
Weight
*Use Deplete Procedure.
i I [ , i , , , I ..... I , , , ,
0 o O
Load Cell Ibs
I , .... |
Beech OC
I1,,,°1|ll
Test Engineer
C-63
13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Descmpt_on Test. Procedure Reference Start Date
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
_Jtem Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
' ' i ......... | .... l .... I
PARA. 6._ REQUIRED OBSERVED
P
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
Report Number Poge NO.
Sheet No.
of
Stort Time Beech W.O.
-4 (Continued)
Antenna I
2
3
45o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
90 °
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
135o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
, i i I , i , i i I i , i , , I i ,
450 o
Load Cell Ibs
90o o
load Cell Ibs
135o o
Load Cell Ibs
Y • , , , I
Beech OC
],illl _
Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
TeSt Descmptton
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item Name Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
Part Number
561438
S i , ..... I .... I .... I
PARA. 6. REQUIRED OBSERVEDE
P
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .iPage No.
f
Start Date Sheet No.
Start Time Beech W.O.
1 i
TEST
-4 (Continued)
1800
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
1800
Load Cell
2250
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
2250
Load Ceil
2700
Load Cell
0
Ibs
0
Ibs
270 °
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
I I I I i i I I .... ! i , | ....
Beecrl OC
| I I I
Test Engineer
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation _ Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference Start Dote
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
_ttm Name
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
T PARA. 6.
E
P
Part Number
561438
..... | • , , ,
Serial Number
Please PRtNT -- Use BLACK INK
Report Number .IPage No.
I
Sheet NO.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
J .... J
REQUIRED OBSERVED
-4 (Continued)
315 o
Weight
315 o
Load Cell
0
Ibs
0
Ibs
Antenna I
360o
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
360o
Load Cell
i . Rotate dewar back to 0° andemptj
dewar.* Purge with GN2 at 25 psia
for 15 minutes.
0 o
Verify
Purged
*Use Deplete Procedure.
I I i _ i I i I i 1 i i i I i J I , *
| ....
Beech QC
] , , J .
Test
l i , J i
Engineer
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation _ Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Description Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM TED-127
Item Name Part Number Serial Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
Please PRINT -- Use BLACK INK
Start Cote Sneer No.
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
S i " ' ........ | .... I .... I
PARA. 6. REQUIRED OBSERVEDE
P
i I
TEST
_4 (Continued)
j. Rotate dewar from 0° to 360 o in
45 _ steps.
(I) Read RF quantity aauging and
weight at each 450 step.
Quantity gauging to be read
on each antenna.
0° 0o 0
IbsWeight
Antenna I
Load Cel I
45o 45o
Load Cell
0
IbsWeight
Antenna I
2
I I i ,
90 ° 900
Weight Load Cell
Antenna 1
2
3
I ..... I , , , ,
Beech O C
O
Ibs
! I I I
Test Engineer
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Please PRINT - Use BLACK INK
]3EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Oescrsption Test Procedure Reference
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
item Name Part Number
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY 561438
, ..... I ..... I ....
T PARA. 6.
E
P
Report Number .iPoge No.
1
Start Date Sheet NO.
TED-127
iSerial Number
of
Start Time Beech W.O.
'1 .... I .... I I
REQUIRED OBSERVED TEST
-4 (Continued)
1350
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
1800
Weight
Antenna I
2
3
2250
1350 • o
Load Cell Ibs
1800 o
Load Cell
Weight Load Cell Ibs
Antenna I
2
3150
Weight
Antenna I
, , , I , , , , , I i , , , , I ,
3150
Load Cell
| ....
Beech O C
Ibs
i * ] * I I I
Test Englneer
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13EECH TEST DATA
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Loboratories
iTest Descmpt_on
ZERO "G" QUANTITY
GAUGING SYSTEM
Item N_m¢
PRESSURE VESSEL ASSY
S
T
E PARA. 6,_
P
Part Number
561438
..... I ....
- 4 (Continued)
Antenna 2
3
360o
Weight
Antenna 1
2
3
k. Rotate dewar back to 0°.
I I I I i I r I i i
Test Procedure Reference
TED-127
Serial Number
| ....
REQUIRED
360o
Load Cell
0 o
, r .... eO/cn'-- ' 'Be C
i
OBSERVED
Please PRINT- Use BLACK INK
)ort Number Page NO.
Start D_te
Stort Time
She'e t No.
of
Beech W.O.
Ibs
0
I I
TEST
, , ! ..... I
Test Engineer
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]3EECH TEST PI_OCEI)URE
1_¢¢ch Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental TeSt Laboratories
" I l | I | "
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Descriptive Data 18031
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Feasibility testing in support of the trade studies has confirmed the suitability of the RF
Modal Analysis Quantity Gaging Concepts. Further testing of this approach will be
required to obtain specific application-oriented data to support the design of a develop-
ment Quantity Gaging System. The purpose of this document is to describe what testing
will be required and how it will be conducted.
The universal test tank/fixture used during the feasibility testing in support of trades will
again be used in the design feasibility testing. The design tests will be conducted using
DIALA-AX simulant fluid, so the tank multilayer insulation blankets will not be required.
The internal configuration of the universal tank will be the last configuration tested in the
trades feasibility test (i.e., Test Assembly 3). This configuration includes dummy screen
acquisition devices, start basket, thermodynamic vent, slosh baffles, and a cylindrical
mast along the longitudinal axis. The external tank configuration will include ISO-KF
flanged antenna port(s) for mounting developmental antenna designs. Cryogenic mechani-
caJ performance of the antenna/mount design will be verified in the vacuum chamber
using a simple fixture.
D-4
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Descriptive Data lg031
March 7, 1986
2.0 OB3ECTIVES
The intent of this test plan is to provide application-specific data and design approach
verification for the design of an RF Modal Analysis Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging System.
In support of that goal9 the tests proposed herein will:
A. Identify modal characteristics suitable for use in modal search and identifi-
cation techniques.
B. Verify modal search and identification schemes for design implementation.
C. Verify computational algorithms to be used in the determination of tank
fluid mass from the modal frequencies.
D. Tune the electrical performance of the tank antenna.
Eo Verify the mechanical design and sealing capability of the ISO-KF flanged
development antenna.
F. Identify any unforeseen problem areas which would impact the design of the
development RF modal gaging system.
D-5

Boulder Division
3.0 APPROACH
Descriptive Data 15031
March 7, 1986
The objectives of the test plan will be realized through an orderly series of tests which
will make use of the universal test tank/fixture and a laboratory equipment breadboard of
the RF modal gaging system. The configuration of the test tank is as shown in Figure I,
while the fixture is illustrated in Figure 2. A block diagram of the RF modal gaging
system is shown in Figure 3.
RF system operating paramaters will be as established during the trades feasibility
testing. In addition, all testing except for antenna mechanical design and sealing
capability tests will be conducted at room temperature using DIALA-AX simulant fluid.
The antenna sealing capability tests will be conducted at cryogenic temperatures.
Three series of tests will be required to support the test objectives. The first series will
concentrate on investigating the electrical performance of the tank antenna(s) and
verifying their mechanical design. This will result in test antenna with performance and
design features essentially congruent with the antenna(s) that will be provided to NASA as
part of the development gaging system.
The second series of tests will undertake the detection of modal response characteristics
suitable for modal search and identification techniques which can be implemented into the
quantity gaging system signal conditioner. The most promising techniques will be verified
at various tank fill levels and attitudes using the test control computer.
The third series of tests will use the test control computer to investigate application of
the selected mode search and identification techniques as well as computational algo-
rithms for converting modal responses to tank mass quantity. This will verify the
computational approach to be implemented in the signal conditioner design.
Data from these tests will be evaluated as the tests progress and the results will be used
to modify, if required9 the test plan in order to efficienfly achieve the test objectives.
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THERMODYNMIIC VENT
UPPER FLUID
ACQUISITION
CHANNEL ASSY
RING BAFFLE (2)
SPRAY BAR MAST
START BA_
LOWER FLUID
ACQUISITION
CHANNEL ASSY
Figure 1. TEST TANK CONFIGURATION
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4.1 Test Setup. Figure 4 illustrates the general test configuration. The
universal test dewar will be installed in a support/rotating fixture (Code D934/TCO 26659,
S/N 69751) which will hang from a rail inside the CVC vacuum chamber located at Beech's
Test Department. The test dewar will not be operated at cryogenic temperatures so the
chamber vacuum system will not be required. The test setup will utilize the same
instrumentation and operational system as was used during the simulant fluid portion of
the trades-feasibility testing. The antenna installations will be the only test dewar
configuration changes to be made during this test series.
The universal test dewar is designed to withstand 40 psia internal pressure. The only
source of internal pressure expected in these tests is the pumping pressure required to fill
and drain the dewar with DIALA-AX simulant fluid.
4.2 System Tests.
4.2.1 Antenna Tests. Antenna testing consists of two separate test sequences; the
electrical performance investigative sequence and the verification of mechanical design
sequence. These two sequences can be performed independently, so parallel testing is
possible to reduce span time.
4.2.1.1 Electrical Tests. Antenna electrical performance tests will evaluate two
antenna designs in two test dewar antenna positions. Initially, the antenna orientation at
each dewar position will be varied to find the best empty tank response. Once this has
been established, the dewar will be filled and plots of the four primary modes will be
made at each 45 degree increment from zero to 180 degrees. Data will be obtained for
each of the two dewar antenna positions at each angular increment. The sequence will be
repeated for tank fill levels of full, 3/4 full, I/2 full, I/4 full, and empty. When the
sequence has been completed, the second antenna design will be installed in each of the
two dewar positions and the entire test sequence repeated. Test Matrix 1.0 in Figure 5
outlines the maximum extent of the tests. It is anticipated that the maximum number of
tests will not be required to accomplish the test obiectives of:
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(A) Selecting a design with the most level impedance over the operating range,
(B) Determining the best antenna orientation, and
(C) Peaking the antenna response to the selected modes.
The selected antenna design response plots obtained in the best orientation(s) and dewar
position(s) will also form the baseline data set for the modal response characteristics test
series.
4.2.1.2 Mechanical Tests.
antenna to the following::
(A)
(B)
(C)
Mechanical design verification tests will subject a test
Cold shock _o LH 2 temperature,
Proof pressure to 80 psia, and
Helium leak rate measurement while:
- at LH 2 temperature,
- 40 psia He pressure on the antenna side, and
- Vacuum on the connector side.
The tests will be accomplished using a tes't fixture as shown in Figure 6.
4.2.2 Modal Response Characteristics Tests. At first, any additional tests
required to fill gaps or obtain more detail for the baseline data set obtained during the
antenna electrical performance tests will be completed. Then, with the tank in the zero
degree position, the four primary modes will be continuously tracked (one at a time) as
the dewar is filled and then emptied. Video records of this data from the spectrum
analyzer screen will be required.
The test setup will be identical to the Paragraph #.2.1.1 tests with the best antenna design
and orientation installed in the two dewar mount positions. The mode characteristic data
obtained will be used by engineering to define no more than two mode search and
identification approaches which are to be implemented by the test control computer.
Once implemented, the approaches will be evaluated by verifying their performance using
the test sequence shown in Test Matrix 2.0 of Figure 5.
I0
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#.2.3 Mass Computation Algorithm Tests. The test control computer program will
be expanded from the version used to implement the best mode search and identification
approach found during the testing of 4.2.2 to include computational algorithms for
converting modal responses to tank mass quantity. The computational algorithms will be
evaluated by verifying their performance using the test sequence shown in Test Matrix 2.0
of Figure 5 and the test setup of 4.2.2.
4.3.3 Test Facilities. The following test facilities and materials will be required
to be supplied by the Test Department.
o Test area compatible with DIALA-AX simulant fluid.
O Test setup as developed from Trades Feasibility Testing including:
- HP 9836/3497 Data Acquisition and Control System
- HP g568B Spectrum Analyzer, HP 8444A-059 Tracking Generator and
Directional Coupler.
- Test control and monitor panels for centralized control of the test
fixture.
Instrumentation:
Dewar pressure
Dewar temperature
Fixture weighing system
Dewar angle
(Same as trades test setup)
(Same as trades test setup)
(Same as trades test setup)
(Same as trades test setup)
Protected area for test and engineering personnel
CVC vacuum chamber
Electrical power
Dewar fill and drain system which will allow the dewar fill level of
DIALA-AX simulant to be controlled while the dewar is in the
vacuum chamber. (Note: The DIALA-AX fill system is a closed loop
to prevent loss of the simulant fluid).
O Fluids: GN 2 0-150 psia
GHe 0-60 psia
DIALA-AX simulant fluid
12
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#._ Reporting. A daily operating log will be kept and made available to the
Engineering Department. Daily test results will be compiled and provided to Engineering
for analysis. In this way_ any changes in test direction dictated by the test results can be
quickly implemented. A final test report will be written by Engineering after the trade
studies have been completed.
4.5 Schedule. Figure 7 describes the primary tasks and their scheduled
duration/completion.
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1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
SCOPE
General. This document establishes the test methods and procedures
to perform Zero-G Quantity Gaging System feasibility testing in
suoport of design as specified in the Test Plan, DD 18031, and the
Engineering Test Request, ETR ZGQG-002.
Purpose. It is the intent of this procedure to provide development
test data and design verification for an RF modal analysis Zero-G
Quantity Gaging System. The specific test objectives are:
i. Identify modal characteristics suitable for use in modal
search and identification techniques.
e
Verify modal search and identification schemes for design
implementation.
. Verify computational algori thins to be used in the
determination of tank fluid mass from the modal
frequencies.
4. Tune the electrical performance of the tank antenna.
. Verify the mechanical design and sealing capability of the
ISO-KF flanged development antenna.
. Identify any unforeseen problem areas which would impact
the design of the development RF modal gaging system.
Classification. The tests specified in this procedure are classified
as development.
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
Beech Aircraft. The following documents form a part of this
procedure to the extent specified herein.
DD 18031 Zero-G Ouantity Gaging System Test Plan for
Feasibility Testing in Support of Design
ETR ZGQG-O02 Engineering Test Request
SOP 008 CVC Operating Procedure
-i-
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3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Tests. Three series of tests will be required. The first series
will evaluate the electrical performance of the antenna and verify
its mechanical design. The second will detect modal response
characteristics suitable for modal search and identification
techniques which can be implemented into a quantity gaging system
signal conditioner. The third will use the test data acquisition and
control computer to investigate application of the selected mode
search and identification technlque, and to evaluate computational
algorithms for converting modal responses to tank mass quantity.
Deviations and Chan_es. The procedures described in this document
may be changed or deviations may be incorporated when approved by the
Test Conductor and the cognizant Design Engineer. All approved
changes and deviations shall be recorded in the Test Operations Log
and red-lined into the as-run copy of the procedure.
Test Sequence. Tests specified herein will be performed in the order
listed. This order may be changed when approved by the Test
Conductor and the Design Engineer. A change in a specified sequence
shall be indicated by a red-line notation in the as-run copy of the
procedure •
Test Equipment. All standard test equipment specified and used in
this procedure shall be identified on the Equipment List and verified
to be in Calibration. Test setups will be documented by photographs
whenever possible.
Data. Test data will consist of the information manually recorded on
the data sheets of this procedure, video tapes, and the measurements
made and recorded by the data acquisition and control computer. The
manually recorded information indicates test sequence and operation
completion. These are used primarily to track and document test
progress. The computer generated data are periodic measurements of
test parameters on the Measurmnents List and printouts of antenna
mode scans measured by the spectrum analyzer. The video data
documents the display of a targeted modal response on the spectrum
analyzer screen during the fill and depletion of the tank. A Test
Operations Log will also be maintained throughout the testing period.
Two copies of all test data, including photographs, will be made.
One set will be sent to the responsible Design Engineer and the other
retained in the Test Department files. The Test Conductor is
responsible for the control of all test data. These data include
test software (the application program disk and the calibration disk)
and all recorded data disks.
-2-
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4.1.1
PROCEDURES
Antenna Performance Tests. The tests of the antenna assembly will
consist of a mechanical design verification test and an electrical
performance test.
Antenna Mechanical DesiGn Verification. The mechanical test sequence
will subject the antenna assembly to a cold shock, proof pressure,
and leak check, all at liquid hydrogen temperatures. The antenna
seal test fixture shown by Figure 1 will be used for these tests.
Ii Install the antenna and test fixture in
accordance with the setup diagram of Figure
2. T/C
o
Cold shock the antenna by flowing 1/42 through
the cooling coil. T/C
e
While holding the assembly at approximately LH 2
temperature, pressurize the fixture to 80 psia
GHe for at least 5 minutes.
T/C
. Reduce the pressure to 40 psia GHe and direct
the leak detector to the antenna coax connector
and the flange seal area. There shal_ be no
leak detected greater than I x I0 v SCC/S
He. T/C
Do
Reduce the GHe pressure to ambient, vent the
fixture, discontinue the LH 2 flow, secure the
leak detector, and allow the test fixture to
warm to ambient temperature.
T/C
. Remove the antenna from the fixture and record
the test information on the Antenna Mechanical
Test Data sheet.
T/C
-3-
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4.1.2 Antenna Electrical Performance Test. Antenna electrical tests will
evaluate two antenna designs in two tank antenna positions.
Initially, the antenna orientation will be varied to find the best
empty tank response. Then the tank will be filled and plots of the
four primary modes will be made at each 45 degree tank rotation
increment from 0 to 180 degrees. Data will be obtained for each of
the two tank antenna positions. The sequence will be repeated for
tank fill levels of 3/4, I/2, I/4, and empty. _he entire test
sequence will then be repeated for the second antenna design
installed in the two tank positions.
I. Install the tank in the CVC chamber in
accordance with the fluids schematic of Figure
3, the instr_entation setup diagram of Figure
4, and the instrument list of Table I.
T/C
. With a design 1 antenna installed in each
antenna posi tion, measure the empty tank
response. T/C
.
Change the orientation of each antenna, as
directed by the Design Engineer, to obtain the
best empty tank response. Record this
orientation on the Antenna Orientation Diagram
by sketching the antenna angular position
relative to a plane passing through the antenna
mounting hole and tank center.
T/C
. Place the chamber in operation as specified by
SOP 008 and stabilize to a shroud temperature
of -120 °F. T/C
. Fill the tank with LN 2 as directed by the Test
Conductor T/C
. Perform the spectrum analyzer measurements of
the four primary modes for each antenna as
specified by the Design Engineer. For each tang
position and fill level indicated on the
Antenna Electrical Test Data sheets, enter the
date and the time of the measurements
T/C
o Empty and purge the tank, return the chamber to
ambient conditions, and install a design 2
type antenna into the two tank antenna
positions. T/C
-4-
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4.2
.
Perform Steps 2 through 6 for the design 2 type
antenna. T/C
o Empty and purge the tank, and return the
chamber to _mbient conditions.
T/C
Modal Response Characteristic Tests. This series of tests will
measure the four primary modal responses as the tank is filled,
rotated, and emptied. Data from these tests will be analyzed and no
more than t_ mode search and identification approaches will be
defined for implementation using the test data acquisition and
0
control computer. Once implemented, the a_praches will be evaluated
by performing the tests listed on the Modal Response Characteristic
Data sheet.
io Install the selected antenna design in the tank
mo unti_ng positions T/C
1
Place the chamber in operation as specified by
SOP 008 and stabilize to a shroud temperature
of -120°F. T/C
o Set the video camera to monitor the spectrum
analyzer display. Start recording with the
camera elapsed time indication set to
ON T/c
. Set the spectrum analyzer to monitor the first
selected primary mode. T/C
.
Fill the tank with LN 2 as directed by the Test
Conduct, r. T/C
o
o
Deplete the tank to I/2 full.
T/C
/
Rotate the tank for_ward to 360 degrees and
then back to zero degrees.
T/C
e Empty the
Conductor.
tank as directed
T/C
by the Test
o Set the spectrum analyzer to monitor the second
selected primary mode, and perform Steps 5, 6,
and 7. T/C
-5-
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4.3
I0. Set the spectrum analyser to monitor the third
selected primary mode, and perform Steps 5, 6,
and 7. T/C
ii. Set the spectrtr_ analyzer to monitor the fourth
selected primary mode, and perform Steps 5, 6,
and 7. T/C
12. Secure the video equipment and retain the tape
as part of the test data.
T/c
1 3. Load the Mode Search and Identification
rout ines, specified by the Design Engineer,
into the test data acquisition and control
compute r. T/C
14. Perform the test sequence indicated by the
Modal Response Characteristics Data sheet.
T/C
15. Empty and purge the tank, and return the
chamber to a_bient conditions.
T/C
Mass Computational Al_orithm Test. This test series will utilize the
test data ac qui si tion and control computer with the developed
computational algorithms for converting modal responses to tank mass
quantity. The algorithms will be evaluated by performing the test
sequence specified on the Mass Computation Algorithm Data sheet.
It Conduct the measur _ent s at the tank fill
levels and rotation listed on the data
sheet. T/C
2. Empty and purge the tank, and return the
chamber to ambient conditions.
T/C
3. Secure all test systems.
-6-
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ANTENNA MECHANICAL TEST DATA
Antenna S/N Cold Shock
(ell2 )
Proof Press
(psla)
Leak Rate
(SCC/S He)
ANTENNA ORIENTATION DIAGRAMS
Desi n I
Desi n 2
Data Sheet #I
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Tank Weight _ ibs
" Antenna
De sign Po sit ion
I
2
Tank Fill Level - 3/4
0
Tank Ang le
45 90 135 180
Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position
I I
i I 2
Tank Fill Level - 1/2
Tank Angle
0 45 90 135 180
Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position
I I
1 2
o
Tank Angle
45 90 I 135 1 180
Tank Fill Level - I/4 Tank Weight__ ibs
Antenna Tank Angle
Design Position 0 45 90 135 180
I I
1 2
Tank Fill Level - E Tank Weight ibs
Tank Angle
0 45 90 135 180
Antenna
De s isn Po sit ion
1 i
1 2
Data Sheet #2
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Tank Fill Level -F Tank Weight _ ibs
An tenna
Design I Position
l !
1 2
Tank Fill Level -3/4
o f 45
Tank Angle
I 9o j
Tank Weight _ Ibs
135 180
Antenna
Design I Posi tion
I I
1 2
Tank Fill Level - I/2
o I 45
Tank Angle
l 9o
Tank We igh t
135 180
ibs
Antenna
Design I
1
Po si rio n
1
1 2
0 45
Tank Angle
90 135 180
Tank Fill Level - i/4 Tank We ight ibs
An tenna
Design Position
1 !
Tank Fill Level -E
Antenna
Design
1
Position
0 45
Tank Angle
9O
0 45
135 180
180
Tank Weight Ibs
Tank Angle
90 135
Data Sheet #3
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MODAL RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS DATA
Tank Fill Level - F Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position
135
Tank Fill Level - 3/4 Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position
Tank Fill Level - I/2
135
Tank Weight ibs
An tenna
Design I Position
135
Tank Fill Level - i/4 Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position
Tank Fill Level - E
135
Tank Weight Ibs
Antenna
Po sit ion 135
Data Sheet #4
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MASS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM DATA
Tank Fill Level - F Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Posit ion 135
Tank Fill Level - 3/4 Tank Weight ibs
Antenna
Design Position 1 135
Tank Fill Level - i/2
' Antenna
Design Position
Tank Weight ibs
135
Tank Fill Level - I/4
Tank Weight __ ibs
An tenna
Design Posi tion 135
Tank Fill Level- E Tank Weight ibs
An tenna
Design Position 135
Data Sheet #5
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This Interface Requirements document has been prepared by the Boulder Division of
Beech Aircraft Corporation in compliance with NASA Contract NAS9-17378 Statement
of Work Task 3.0.
I.I Purpose. Interface Requirements mutually established by Beech, the JSC
TTA Project Engineer, and the JSC Technical Manager are formally documented in this
Requirement to form the basis for assuring compatibility and control of all interfaces
between Beech supplied gaging system hardware and the NASA test facilities.
1.2 Scope. Interface issues covered by this Requirement include both quantity
gaging system ground testing at the JSC TTA facility and flight testing in the JSC KC-
13S Reduced Gravity Aircraft. Ground testing will involve cryogenic propellants (LO 2
and LH 2) as well as ambient temperature tests using a simulant fluid. Flight testing will
use the simulant fluid only.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this Requirement to the extent noted.
NASA JSC-17385
May 198 !
JSC Reduced Gravity Aircraft
User's Guide (in entirity)
MILITARY MIL-B-S(]87B
Dec 1984
Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning
Protection, for Aerospace Systems
(Bonding requirements structure
and antenna)
3.0 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
This section develops the specific interface details and definitions required to coordinate
NASA testing of a Beech-supplied Development Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging System.
The NASA test program consists of ground test and KC-135 flight test phases. The inter-
face requirements developed in this section cover both of these test phases. Interface
areas addressed include:
E-6
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(I)
(2)
O)
(4)
(5)
Test Tank Configuration
Quantity Gaging System Signal Conditioner
Quantity Gaging System Antenna(s)
Antenna/Signal Conditioner Interconnection
Simulant Test Fluid
3.1 Test Tankacje Definitions. The following paragraphs provide the necessary
NASA/Beech interface details related to both the ground test and KC-135 test tankage.
The interface issues covered include:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Test Tankage Configurations
Tank Dimensional Data
Tank Internal Components
Gaging Antenna Locations
3.1.1 Ground Test Tank Confiqurations. Three configurations of ground test
tankage will be used. These will allow testing of a spherical and two different aspect
ratio cylindrical tanks. The hemispherical heads will be common to all three configura-
tions. This will allow all three configurations to be realized with two flanged hemispher-
ical heads, two different lengths of flanged cylindrical spool sections with integral
trunnions, and one set of bolt-on trunnions for the spherical configuration. The flanged
construction is required to:
(I)
(2)
Allow make-up of the various configuration, and
Permit installation of dummy internal tank components.
Electrical continuity between the tank elements is required and shall meet the appropri-
ate sections of MIL-B-S087 to achieve a bonding resistance between elements of no more
than 0.02 ohm.
Illustrations of the ground test tank configurations are shown in Figure 3. I. I.
-2-
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_.lPIn. 10. |
I_M" letlllATiOII |
Ii_MItI_L IM_ L SPI,MiIIF,JLI.IM.AD It
Figure 3. I.I. GROUND TEST TANK CONFIGURATIONS.
3.1.1.1 Ground Test Tank Dimensional Data. The dimensioning conventions and
data describing the elements making up all three configurations of the ground test tank
are detailed in Figure 3. I. h ! and Tables 3-1 and 3-11.
3. hl.2 Ground Test Tank Internal Components. The location, size, configuration
and materials of dummy internal tank components which will be installed in the three
ground test tank configurations are fully detailed on the following NASA drawings which
are included in Appendix A of this Interface Requirements document.
Configuration I Internal Components (see NASA Drawing NASA TBD in Appendix A)
Configuration 2 Internal Components (see NASA Drawing NASA TBD in Appendix A)
Configuration 3 Internal Components (see NASA Drawing NASA TBD in Appendix A)
-3-
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SPOOLS:
Lc/z "-'4
!
I
, \
_Lc
F INDEXI_RKS
D!nslde dta)
%-IDENTIFY UITH SPOOLNO.
SPHERICALHEADS: INDEXNARKS !
• Ds
(inside dta)
I
L$ IDENTIFY ONEHEADL, THE OTHERR
Figure 3. i.I.I. DIMENSIONING CONVENTIONS.
Table 3-I.
SPOOL DIMENSIONS.
SPOOL NO. Dc INCHES
NO. I (NASA TBO)
NO. 2 .(NASATBD)
Table 3-11.
SPHERICAL HEAD DIMENSIONS.
NOTE:
Lc INCHES C INCHES SPHERICALHEAD
(NASATBD) (NASATBD) L
(NASATBD) (NASATBD) R
COMPRESSED GASKET HEIGHTS APE (NASA "rBD) INCHES.
Ds INCHES Ls INCHES
(NASA TBD) (NASA TBD)
(NASATBD) (NASA TBD)
3.1.1.3 Ground Test Tank Antenna Locations. The coordinate system for locating
ground test tank antenna installation center paints on the outside surface of the tank
elements is detailed in Figure 3.1.1.3. The antenna locations for each of the three
ground test tank configurations are detailed in Tables 3-111, 3-1V and 3-V.
E-:9
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0o ,_NDEX MARKS
! _T_ 3_o\ I
._. .90 ° NT 3 270 ° 90 o
T
I 1165o /
180° ANT4 180°
NOTE: ANTENNAS SHOWN ARE ONLY FOR ILLUSTRATION OF THE COORDINATE
SYSTEM. LOCATIONS AI::_ TABULATED BELOW FOR THESE EXAMPLES.
ANTENNA LZNEAL RADIAL
NO. COORDINATEiCOORDINATE
2 XcR Z2So
3 XcL 450
4 XsL 1650
FIGURE 3.1.1.3. ANTENNA COORDINATES.
Table 3-111.
CONFIGURATION I ANTENNA LOCATIONS.
Table 3-IV.
CONFIGURATION 2 ANTENNA LOCATIONS.
ANTENNALOCATION-TANKCONF|SURATZON1
AK1"ENNA LINEAL -RADIAL
NO. COORDINATE.InCOORD|NATE-deg
TBD TBO) I BACTBD
TeO: T_) i_ TBD)(BAC1101 (mACTBO) tL_: TBD)
ANTENNALOCAT]ON-TANKCONFIGURATIONZ
ANTENNA LINEAL IIAOIAL
NO. ;I)ORDINATE-t. COOP,Ol ltATE-deg
TED Ten)
(BAC TBD] (BAC TBD) (BAC TeD)
Table 3-V.
CONFIGURATION 3 ANTENNA LOCATIONS.
ANTENNALOCATION-TANKCONFIGURATION3
ANTENNAL LINEAL RAOIAL
NO. COORDINATE-InCOORDIIIATE-deg
TBD) TBD)
(BAC TBD_ (BAG TBD) TBO)
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3.1.2 Flight Test Tank Confiquration. A single "gaged tank" configuration will be
used for KC-13S zero-gravity tests. This tank will be capable of tethered operation only
during periods of near zero gravity. The simulant fluid level in the "gaged tank" will be
capable of variation during normal KC-135 flight by means of a supporting sump tank and
pumping system. Fluid connections between the sump tank system and the gaged tank
will only be in place during fluid transfer operations. The connection method will be
self-sealing quick disconnects.
l
An illustration of the flight test tank configuration is shown in Figure 3.1.2.
ANTENNA CABLE
ENNA ACCELEROMETER #-QUICK DISCONNECTS
j-- GAGED TEST TANK 7 / r FLEX LINES
-r'_ _ t- Put_ I V_VZNG
TETHER &
IP I ,_l, - ,,L.i-, ,L7 _-,. i _ _,
ATTACHMENTS ATTACHHENTS
NOTE:
Figure 3. 1.2. FLIGHT TEST TANK CONFIGURATION.
THIS FIGURE IS A BEECH CONCEPTUALIZATION OF A POSSIBLE KC-13S
TEST BED. THE ACTUAL ILLUSTRATION WILL BE PROVIDED BY NASA.
3.1.2. ! Flight Test Tank Dimensional Data. The dimensioning conventions and data
describing the flight test tank are shown in Figure 3.1.2. I and Table 3-VI. The test tank
utilizes hemispherical heads.
T
! <--4
Figure 3.1.2. I. DIMENSIONING CONVENTION.
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Table 3-VI.
DIAMETER
D-Inches
(NASA TBD)
FLIGHT TEST TANK DIMENSIONS.
HEAD CYLINDER LENGTH
THICKNESS-in THICKNESS-in L-inches
(NASA TBD) (NASA TBD) (NASA TBD)
3.1.2.2 Fliqht Test Tank Internal Components. The location, size, configuration
and materials of dummy internal tank components, which will be installed in the KC-135
flight test tank are fully detailed on the following NASA drawing which is included in
Appendix A.
Flight Tank Internal Components (see NASA drawing NASA TBD in Appendix A.
3.1.2.3 Fliqht Test Tank Antenna Location=, The coordinate system for locating
flight test tank antenna installation center points on the outside surface of the tank is
detailed in Figure 3.1.2.3. The antenna locations are detailed in Table 3-Vii.
FORWARD
-----_-+D/2 BUTT LINE
PLAN VIEW
0 STATION LINE
FORWARD
ELEVATION VIEW
(L+D) STATION LINE
D WATER LINE
D/2 WATER LINE
o WATER LINE
Figure 3.1.2.3. ANTENNA COORDINATES.
Table 3oVII. FLIGHT TANK ANTENNA LOCATIONS.
ANTENNA LOCATION - KC135 TEST TANK
ANTENNA NO.
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
BUTTLINE
(BAC TBO)
(BAC TBO)
(BAC TBD)
STATION LINE
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
WATER LINE
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD)
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3.2 Quantity Gaging System Siqnal Conditioner. The following paragraphs
provide the necessary NASA/Beech interface details related to both the ground test and
KC-135 test gaging system signal conditioner. The interface issues covered include:
(I) Electrical Interface Requirements
(2) Mechanical Interface Requirements
(3) Environmental Capability
m
3.2.1 Electrical Interface Requirements. The quantity gaging signal conditioner
electrical interface characteristics are described below.
3.2.i. I Electrical Power:
(I) Mains Requirements. Electrical power to operate the quantity gaging
signal conditioner will be 110 to 115 volt AC, 60 Hz at 20 watts. The
signal conditioner will incorporate an appropriate circuit breaker to
protect the mains source from electrical shorts.
(2) Power Cord. The quantity gaging signal conditioner will be supplied by
Beech with an eight foot electrical power cord terminated in a stan-
dard NEMA S-ISP grounding plug. This cord can be re-terminated, if
required, by NASA to conform to mains connection procedures at the
test site. Wiring details of the power cord are as follows:
Conductors are stranded 18 AWG with vinyl insulation.
Color coding and conductor connections meet standard practice
(live - black, neutral - white, ground - green)
The power cord is vinyl jacketed
The power cord ground is connected to the signal conditioner case
3.2.1.2 Output Siqnah
(I) Electrical Characteristics. The output signal from the quantity
gaging signal conditioner will be linear DC voltage related to the mass
quantity of fluid in the test tank. The output voltage will range from
e8 _
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zero volts corresponding to an empty tank to five volts corresponding
to a full tank. The output impedance of the output signal will not
exceed 100 ohms at any s!gnal level in the zero to five volt range.
(2) Output Connection. The output signal will be available at a three pin
MR0214S-IS receptacle on the signal conditioner case. A mating
straight plug MS3106R 14S-IP will be supplied by Beech for connection
to the NASA data acquisition wiring. Pin assignments for the output
signal are:
- Pin A Output positive
- Pin B Output return
- Pin C Shield
3.2.1.3 Antenna Drive:
(I) Electrical Characteristics. The antenna drive output from the
quantity gaging signal conditioner will be swept frequency UHF signal
of 1.0 dbm maximum level. The output impedance of the drive output
will be a nominal S0 ohms.
(2) Output Connection. The antenna drive signal(s) will be available at
one or more type N coaxial connections on the signal conditioner case
(also see Paragraph 3.4).
3.2.1.4 Bonding. A bonding stud meeting the requirements of MIL-B-S087 will be
available on the signal conditioner case.
3.2.2 Mechanical Interface Requlrments. The quantity gaging signal conditioner
mechanical interface characteristics are described below.
3.2.2.1 Envelope Dimensions and Interface Locations. The overall dimensions of
the quantity gaging signal conditioner are shown in Figure 3.2.2.1. Dimensions are in
inches. Key interface locations are as noted.
E-14
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POWERCORD
1 _1/8
L,/ ALUMINUMANGLE
TYPICAL BOTH SIDES
ANTENNA DRIVE
SIGNAL
BONDING STUD
Figure 3.2.2.1. SIGNAL CONDITIONER ENVELOPE.
m
3.2.2.2 Weiqht and Center of Gravity. The weight of the quantity gaging signal
conditioner will not exceed twenty pounds including the eight foot power cord and plug.
The signal conditioner center of gravity exclusive of the power cord is as indicated in
Figure 3.2.2.2.
CONNECTOR__
Figure 3.2.2.2. CENTER OF GRAVITY.
3.2.2.3 Mountinq Provisions.
mounting angles drilled to clear number 10 mounting hardware.
,howni Figure3223 I___62_._s62___
10.320 I ,
L+_!_!_
Figure 3.2.2.3.
The signal conditioner case incorporates two
The bolt pattern is as
MOUNTING BOLT PATTERN.
-10-
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3.2.2.4 Signal Conditioner Access. The top of the signal conditioner is hinged so
that access to initial set-up controlsD diagnostic test points and adjustments can be
made. Access clearances required to permit insitu check out_ etc._ are illustrated in
Figure 3.2.2.4.
36 IN
2 18 IN
3O
±
ACCESS ENVELOPE
PROFILE-WIDTH
SHOULD BE 24 IN
MINIMUM
Figure 3.2.2.4. ACCESS ENVELOPE.
3.2.3 Environmental Capability. The quantity gaging signal conditioner
environmental capability is detailed below.
3.2.3.1 Temperature Extremes. The signal conditioner will be capable of full
accuracy operation over a temperature range of S0°F to 80°!=. In addition, the signal
conditioner will be capable of non-operating exposure to temperatures over the range of
-40°F to + 13I°F without damage or degradation.
3.2.3.2 Acceleration. The signal conditioner will be capable of accelerations of 9
g's along any axis while in the non-operating mode without damage or degradation. In
addition, the signal conditioner will be capable of accelerations of 3 g's along any axis
while operating at full accuracy. Mounting provisions of the signal conditioner will be
capable of sustaining forward crash loads of 30 g's with damage to the signal conditioner
but without failure of the mounting structure.
II
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3.2.3.3 Pressure Extremes. The signal conditioner will be capable of full accuracy
operation over an ambient pressure range of IS psia to 9 psi(]. In addition s the signal
conditioner will be capable of sustaining sudden pressure reductions to 2.7 psia without
damage but operation will not necessarily be at full accuracy.
3.2.3.4 Vibration. The signal conditioner will be capable of full accuracy operation
while exposed to random vibration levels of 0.0005 g2/Hz over the frequency range of 15
to 2000 Hz.
3.2.3.5 Humidity. The signal conditioner will be capable of full accuracy operation
while exposed to up to 100% relative humidity conditions with condensing on the external
surfaces of the signal conditioner.
3.3 Quantity Gaging System Antenna(s). The following paragraphs provide the
necessary NASA/Beech interface details related to both the ground test and KC-135 test
antenna(s). The interface issues covered include:
(I) Electrical Interface Requirements
(2) Mechanical Interface Requirements
(3) Environmental Capability
3.3.1 Electrical Interface Requirements. The gaging system antenna electrical
interface characteristics are described below.
3.3.1.I Antenna Drive Input. The swept frequency UHF signal from the signal
conditioner is connected to the antenna at its integral type N coaxial jack. The
maximum rf power level delivered to the antenna will not exceed I dbm. Figure 3.3.2.1
illustrates the location of the coaxial connection.
3.3.1.2 Bondinq. The antenna assemblies must be electrically bonded to the test
tank pressure vessels. This bonding will meet the appropriate sections of MIL-B-5087 to
achieve a bonding resistance of no more than 0.02 ohm.
3.3.2 Mechanical Interface Requirements. The gaging system antenna mechanical
interface characteristics are described below.
-12-
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3.3.2.1 Envelope Dimensions and Interface Locations. The overall dimensions of a
gaging system antenna are as shown in Figure 3.3.2.1. Dimensions are in inches. Key
interface locations are as noted.
TYPE N COAXIAL ,IACK--
\ _ 2.16 DIA
\
1.50 DIA :_ i
- -I _[._..875
MOUNTING ,_ _FLAN E_ •
ILl OO
, _1.58
BAC TBD)
(BAC TBD) m
1.25 DIA---,,
I
Figure 3.3.2.1. ANTENNA ENVELOPE.
3.3.2.2 Weiqht and Center of Gravity. The weight of a gaging system antenna will
not exceed 1.6 pounds. The center of gravity is as indicated in Figure 3.3.2.2. The
weight does not include the tank flange or the flange clamp.
0.25 IN
!
I
Figure 3.3.2.2. CENTER OF GRAVITY.
-13-
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3.3.2.3 Mountinq Provisions. The gaging system antenna(s) are mounted on the test
tanks using HPS Corporation ISO-KF Corporation components as shown in Figure
3.3.2.3. Beech will provide the following mounting components in addition to the
antenna(s).
m
(1) Stainless Steel Clamp
(2) Indium T-Ring Seal
HPS Carp P/N 31-3005
HPS Carp P/N 31-3805
NASA will provide and install on the test tanks in the appropriate antenna location(s) a
flanged long weld stub conforming to HPS Part Number 31-5705. Address and phone
number of the HPS Corporation is as follows:
HPS Corporation
1898 S. Flatiron Court
Boulder, CO 80301
(303)/_9-9861
!
31-3005 CLANP
._1-5705 REF 1.575
PRESSURE VESSEL
!
Figure 3.3.2.3. ANTENNA MOUNTING.
-14-
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3.3.2.4 Antenna Indexinq. If required, an index mark will be stamped into the
antenna housing near the coaxial connector (see Figure 3.3.2.3). The location of this
index with respect to the major test tank axes will be specifically coordinated with
NASA and incorporated into this paragraph.
3.3.3 Environmental Capability.
capability is detailed below.
The gaging system antenna(s) environmental
3.3.3. I Temperature Extremes. The antenna will be able to operate at full capabili-
ty over the temperature range of -425°F " to +80°F. In addition, the highest non-operating
temperature is + 131ÙF'.
3.3.3.2 Acceleration. The antenna will be capable of accelerations of 9 g's along
any axis while in the non-operating mode without damage or degradation. In addition,
the antenna will be capable of accelerations of 3 g's in any axis while operating at full
capability. The antenna mounting provisions are capable of sustaining forward crash
loads of 30 g's without failure.
3.3.3.3 Pressure Extremes. The antenna will be capable of withstanding pressures
of 15 psia to I x 10-9 Tort on the connector side while experiencing pressures of I x 10-9
Torr to 40 psia on the antenna side while operating at full capability.
3.3.3.4 Vibration. The antenna will be capable of full operating ability while
exposed to random vibration levels of 0.0005 g2/Hz over the frequency range of 15 to
2000 Hz.
3.3.3.5 Humidity. The antenna will, when properly connected, be capable of full
operating ability while exposed to up to 100% relative humidity conditions with conden-
sing on the connector side surfaces.
3.4 Antenna/Siqnal Conditioner lnterconnections. The following paragraphs
provide the necessary NASA/Beech interface details related to both the ground test and
KC-135 test antenna/signal conditioner interconnections. The interface issues covered
include:
-15-
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(I) Interface Cabling Configurations
(2) Interface Cabling Major Components
3.4. I Ground Test Antenna/Siclnal Conditioner Interconnections. The interconnec-
ting antenna cable routing is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1, while the major cable
components are identified in Table 3-VIII and Figure 3.4. I.
BULKHEAD PE
TYPE N COAXIAL-HERMETIC
jACK-JACK BULKHEAD
"FITTINGS PER
M55339/04-00030
TANK ANTENNA
VACUUM
CHAMBER
TEST CELL
TEST CELL
:HAMBERCABLE
TEST TANK
CONTROL ROOM CABLE
f QUANTITY GAGING
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
CONTROL ROOM
Figure 3.4. I. ANTENNA CABLE ROUTING - GROUND TEST.
Table 3-VIII. CABLE COMPONENTS.
CABLE IDENTIFICATION COAXIAL CABLE
INTERCONNECTING CABLE REQUIREMENTS PER TANK ANTENNA
END FITTINGS-BOTH ENDS
Control Room RG142 B/U
Tes¢ Cell RG142 B/U
Vacuum Chamber RG142 B/U
Type N Coaxtal Plug (male)
Type N Coaxial Plug (male)
Type N Coaxial Plug (male)
TOTAL LENGTH NOT TO EXCEED
300 INCHES
LENGTH-IN
(NASA TBD)
(NASA TBD)
(NASA TBD)
-16-
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3.4.2 KC-135 Antenna/Siqnal Conditioner Interconnections. The interconnecting
antenna cable routing is illustrated in Figure 3.4.2, while the major cable components
are identified in Table 3-VIV.
KC-135 TEST AREA
KC-135 CABLE .
COHPLAINT COIL_ |'-'--_
"_ IT- , "-I_QUANTITY GAGING
_. ',[_].._ I.,_, SIGNALCONDITIONER
TANK ANTENNA_ _ z I- • I
Figure 3.4.2. ANTENNA CABLE ROUTING - KC-135 TEST.
Table 3-VlV. CABLE COMPONENTS.
INTERCONNECTING CABLE REQUIREHENTS PER TANK ANTENNA
CABLE IDENTIFICATION COAXIAL CABLE! END FITTINGS-BOTH ENDS
KC-135 RG142 B/U Type N Coaxtal Plug (male)
*TOTAL LENGTH NOT TO EXCEED 300 INCHES
LENGTH-IN
*(NASA TBD)!
3.5 Simulant Test Fluid. The simulant fluid which will be used for both ground
and KC-13S tests is DIALA-AX oil. This fluid has been judged to have suitable electrical
and physical properties as well as acceptably low hazard ratings for health, fire and
reactivity. The manufacturer's Technical Bulletin and Safety Data Sheets are included in
Appendix B.
-17-
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APPENDIX A
NASA DRAWINGS
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NASA DRAWINGS "rBD
The NASA Drawings
will be incorporated
upon receipt by
Beech Aircraft Corporation.
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APPENDIX B
DIALA-AX OIL
Technical Bulletin
and
Material Safety Data Sheets
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8 0 C'.3qJ_-CS
DIALA'A OIL, DIALA AX OIL
Electrical Insulating oils for
rapid heat transmission with
high oxidation stability
Meet ANSI/ASTM/NEMA standards
_ell's D/a/el Oils meet _ ANSIIASTM D 3487 llnd
the NEMA TR-PS-IB75 S¢_'ific_ons.
Two oils (designated Type I llnd Type II) Ire
¢ov_'ed In these _¢ificationa.Type t oil is Intinded
/or use where normal oxidation mnl$_rce Ii m-
quimd. Type II cil Is for morn eevere eerviol epplk:a-
lions requldng greater oxidation _.
Dtall A Oil meetl the ANSI/ASTM/NEMA Type I
rl¢/uimrmmtl without addition of oxidation Inhibitor.
O/all AX O11 meets Type II rIquirImenta and ¢orP
llinl Ippmxirnitely 0.2%w of oxidation inhibitor.
Anti-oxJd_ cor¢enUitJon m varied to melt RotIttng
Bomb Oxidation Test mquimmen_, but does not
exceed the 03%w maximum of Type II mClul_
Dials A Oil is approved under G.E-'I Spectficatk3n
A13A3A1 (10C) Imd WeItinghomle'S PD 55822 AG
Rev. G-WEMCO C. O/all AX Oil his G.E. A13A3A2
(10CA) and We_k_ghou_ PD 55822 AV Paw. T-
WEMCO CI
Dials hue oils m wIII-mflnid from low pour
rx_ntr.Waman¢ me,,.
Awlk:aUom
8bell's D/all Oils am excellent for tree In
formem, circuit bflmkem, o_l-fllted Iwitchm lind In
X-my equipmef_ These otis provide ciectrk_l imm-
IItion and heit Uanwfer in such electrical _.
Dlall Oils have _ oxidation mbility required to
nmi/t the fom_ltlon of acids that migM Itta¢_ ¢on-
s'muctton materials end the formllion of other oxida-
tion producls that can reduce the oirz ability to insu-
/m and ¢ool eleclxCal winamgs.
Availability
D/all A lind AX OflI am Ivellable nationwide for
_ I _I_ C_ntact your ,_11111011Sales
Office for your mquimmemL
Handling & lafety Informagon
D/all Oil el formulitld wi_ refined petroleum ell
and I lubricant Klclitive. Their inherent toxicity b
quite low. However, prolonged or mpated contact
Ill¢luirlls the Oblervetion of good industrial hygiene
pmct_el.
On Ingeltiorl, get medical Ittention. On eye ¢on-
tlct, flush wi_ wltar for It _ 15 minutes, get
medical Mtantion. Frequent or prolonged skin ¢on-
1icl ehould be JvOided. Inhalition of vepom or oil
mm maylrrmltethe lungl.
Good indultril hygiene _ re¢lulrel the ule
of effl_-'ti_ ventililtion to remove oli wkoom llnd
mist. Skin contact is mlnlmlzKl by the use of rubber
II_ llnd oil nmi_lmt, non-ebeorl_nt cio_ing.
Afterworkingwithlubricator,i thoroughlyw_
eolp and wWer before eating or emoklng. Change.
ciothing IOIked with Oil, rl_Jle only Iftar IIundeting.
ff more Oetailed information is required, Material
Safety Data Slllell Ir9 iviillble on O/all Oil at your
mqulit.
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JkdUn* imm. "C
¢ogor
PI_ Im_,'C
blWl_ kmamL _S*C, _omUnmor
Pour Poim "C
em_. +snrC
vhmoW. _,'sus _- lm'c
40"C
PC
_/to,,l oummoom
Inm,_d Immlm
owkx_¢ Imm_mm m .* O0 Im_
O(l: oiocildlL Kv
_'O([ olodnOl, Kv. (IS_l_. 0.0_ kch (1.02ms) OlP
_000 *n_ R.0mm) gap
Otme_ bnmo_om _o_, bmd_
1-inc_ (2S.kv_ru) OlD. Kv
Pmmof IoeW. i0 hm'tz, qk ,* 25"C
100"C
Alrnd
Tel ndml
DOll
D 16G0
Dm
Dirt1
D07
D 1290
D 445/D M
D _%'D oe
D ,v,._O 00
D 1624
Dim
D 1810'
D_
D 824
D024
Ch,m_ m
Ozldol_n inlddt_ m qkw
_6-_,W_y _ m'mlm
¢m, mlm W
Wm. Pm
_ m.. mO KOH/0 of o4 •
72m
TAN-C. m0 KOH_ o( all
104 In
SkN_ tw
TAN-C. mg KOH/9 _ oil
_ mmy. mm_ m_ mmum
D _el0 er
D 147"3
D lZ13
D 1633 or
D 131S
D 074
ANSuAIrnd/
Datum
_n&_u
_ 101e aoq_m o_ w _, gmwod, doO_,drndW e_d cl_o_ood oL
I_-70
0.6 mox
146 nw_
40_n
_10 nm_
0.1rl mm
3.W'JO mm
11S.0_0 mm
C_w & br_l_
_0mm
MnVn
06
146 m_n
0.0Sl
030 rim(
0a001 0.3n_
Non..oonmm
_Gm
0J00 mm
line &/Ax Oh
'rln,_ mm
74
<0=¢
140
46
.4O
O.8O6
234/343
. U,304
36
>a
>M
o.ol
oo7
IDIdo A I_1o A.I[
Oil On
Nine 0.10
ko'_om_
3O
0.01
(L16 mm 0.10 mm 004 0J_
0.50 mm 030ram 027' 021
030m_ 0,20 mm 0.16 0.06
(LII0 mm 0_0mm 036 020
D 2112 1M mm 25O
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8u_ ledmmalkm Dkdae Ok.
DB300
D 1g03
D t24
D_
D 2"rl7
.D_7
D IM
D 4454) 2161
D445_ _61
D,145
D44S
D_0
DlIO5
D_22
D2S08
D 1211
D_140
D_140
AN$1/AlrrM
NEMA Oee
_m,m
0OO07-O.OOO8
O,&8
Dl818A/AX
TlmmJ m
18
0.000_
_2-23
0.44S
0.0003
281
2O
M.8
B4.1
10.0
4S
15
0_7
1.4815
04mS
7
47
46
E.m_ CaM
ml) =s.Nm 100 Exm Drh_W_ Onmm, New Jemy 0mS2
1415 Wmt 22rid SL,lmt
Oak Brook. lUino_ 00821
W_
I'123 Peorl Rmd
I_g) _ Middkmurg _ Ohio 4413O
14madmt _1Gnmmmy I_z_ Suite "rl 1
('rts) 4._o.1_ _ Tam 77O46
Wml_ 611 N. Bmokhur_ Strum
(/14) m.m_ Anoh_m, _
14mmon One S_! _ •
(/13) a41.4_1 P.O. Box 24_3
_ Tex_ T/00t
NI Wod_ _ from Sh_l em _:_x_ _o t_m_
Ind Condibon8wt out inI_e contmcL or0er ac_mowkKIge-
mont IIn4/or bill of lilding. Shift wlrrlntl only _ Itl
produc_ w_limoot thooespoc_:_on8 cJ_igmitm:lam8uc_
homn or in _ pub4icat_. All _ infom,mlion eup.-
plied IW Shegm con_demd occurate Ix_ i_furnished upon
U_eoxpm_ condtt_n Ih_ It_ cu_tom_ _il make timo_m
omem_mt to de_ermJne _e i_J_r8 _111_I_II_for•
pm_u_ pumom No In'a_y _ m =r _p_d
m_dn_W_r _hdmu_9_h
m b b_l, _ the moul_ _ be ob_in_l from _ me
Ilmm_ I1_ my ImXlu_ _mll be mm_antal_ _ III W
InJomueon _ pmduct d _t _ m_y pmm_
June lg85
B..._
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
24 HOUR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE .... GENERAL MSDS ASSISTANCk:,
SHELL: _3-473-1M_ CHIEMll_C: 800-424-1300 SHELL: 713-241-4819
i ,_ -_,.-t-- -, I ._,"_-'l _ .._. • .--., ,_,_-,
kO ' o ! n...
eFt_ ict,,te _ ¢hrcn¢ kmdm Of(ROtS refe_ to _ ¢bllCUSs_n in iectmn III
Msos NUmB b So.o3o-5 CAGE
_I?X'_ M-IS1
@
SECTION I NAk_
PI_ ) SI4ELL DZALA(R) DZL AX
"_J_J_AL) PETROLEUM HYDROCARBON; INDUSTRIAL 01LFAMILY
_ s870= soTo= siTo: siT:=
CODE
Ird[cTzoN 11-A _/%NORED% [NT
liD. C01nOSZTZON CAS M,JMBER PERCLrlI4T
• S_I[LL D|ALA OIL AX IE|XTUNE 100
SOLVENT REFINED HYDROTR[&TED MIDDLE DISTILLATE 64742-46°7 60-100
SEVERELY HYDROTREATED LIGHT NAPHTHENIC D|ST;LI.ATE 6d742*SI-B 0-40
BUTYL&TED .YlVDROXY TJD_I_I[N_ :.. • _ .... " "- ; " ;" " " " " ".• ,.. ... ,, • .._._ "_ 4=1 |?-0. ,. <0:2 . : ',;-;."
5
2
o._ • •
JJ[_rZ0N Z%4 JU_JT[ TOX|CZTY DATA
liD. JbCUTE ORAL LD80 ACUTE _ LD80 aCUTE IM4AL_TION LCSO
• )sO IL/KG. BAT )2 ML/KG. RAT NOT AVAILABLE
BASED UPON DATA AVAILABLE TO SHELL. COMPONENT 3 ZN THIS PRODUCT IS NOT HAZARDOUS UNDER OSH& HAZARD
C0mtUNICTIDN (2S CFR 19_0.1200).
............................... I4(ALTH |NF01mATZ0N
SECTION ZZZ • . ..................................
THE HEALTH EFFECTS NOTED BELOW ARE CONSISTENT MITH R[OUIREIdENTS UNDER THE QSHA HAZARD COVm_UN;CATION
STANDARD (21) CFR 1910.1200).
EYE ¢8NYaL-r
SAS[O ON ESSENTIALLY SIM:LAR PRODUCT TEST|NG PRODUCT ZS PRESUMED TO 15[ NONIRR|TATING TO THE [_'E$.
SKIN CONTACT
BASED ON ESSENT|ALLV S|MILAR PRODUCT TESTING PRODUCT ZS PRESUMED TO BE SL|OI_TLY |BRITAT|NG TO THE
SKIN. PROLONGED AND REPEATED cONTACT MAt" RESULT IN VARIOUS SKIN D|SORD[RS SUCH AS DERMATITIS,
FOLLICULITIS DR 0IL ACRE.
%NHUU.JLT%DN
II_IALATIDN OF VAPORS (GENERATED AT HIGH TEMPERATURES ONLY) OR 0IL MIST MAY CAUSE I MILD IRRITATION
OF Tt4E MUCOUS MEM6RANES OF THE uPPER RESP|N&TORY TRACT.
ZNGESTZON
INGESTION OF PRODUCT M&Y RESULT _[N VOMITING: ASPIRATION (BREATHING OF VOHITUS INTO THE LUNGS! I_JST
BE Av01DED AS EVEN SMALL OUANTIT|ES MAY RESULT IN ASPIRATION PNEUNDNITIS.
B-5
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Ndm[: ll4[LL OZALA(R) OIL At
MSD5 I_._I
I$1ONS _ I15PTOIG
|RRITATION AS NOTED ABOV[. ASPINATXON PNEUIONZTI| BY I• EVIDENCED BY COUGHING. LABORED BREATHING
CYANOSIS (ILUISH SKIN); _N SEVERE CASES O[ATH may OCt.
dWmIAVATI[_ I[OZCJ)J. Ca_][TZ0NS
PREEX|STING SKIN AM:) RESPIRATORY DISORDERS NAY lie AQG•AVATED BY EXPOSURE TO THTS P•IDOt, lCT.
IZCT|Olql IV OCQJPATZG_A_ EXPOSLR[ LINZTS
OSHA ' ACGZN 8'114[R
liD. PIE L/'Ir'dA PEL./_IrZLZNG TLV/'rVA TLV/STEI
.In*eee_*
• I MG/N$- NONE • MG/IIL3" 10 EG/N3* NONE
eOZL N2ST, *nINEI_L
$1[CTZON V I_RGENCY AND FIRST AID _S
_omoooo_oooooo_o_oomooooooimomoooooooomoooo_ooomoooommoommooomN
tit ClONTJCT
FLL_4 EYES WITH MATER. IF I•RITAT]r0N OC¢_JRS, GET N[DICAL ATTENTION.
SKIN mNTACT
RENOV[ CONTAMINATED CLOTHING/SHOES AND MZP[ EXCESS FROM SKIN. FLUSH SKIN WITH MATER. fOLLOW By
WASH|k_ WITH SOAP AND _AT[R. ][F ZRRITAT|0N 0C_,LmS. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.
11_U.ATION
REMOVE vie'rill TO FRESH AIR /d_ PROVIDE OXYGEN ZF BREATHING |S DIFFICULT. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.
SNGESTZDN
00 MOT INDUCE VOMITING. I1= VOMI'TING OCCURS SPONTAN[OUSLYo KEEP HEAD BELOW HIPS TO PREVENT
. ASP|RAT_Cmd OF LIOUID ]NT0 THE LUNGS GET I_DICAL ATTENTION. .
• . . . ,..: . .-.:, ;. ,: •, . . ..'... :.•.'-" , .-': .'.:_ ."" '.z" "'.. : .-'." ; '_. ".: "'.;... • • . "" .. • .-,.;..-. . ,...:. . _'- .'.,
NOT[ TO PHYIXCZAN
IF MORE THAN 2.0 BU. PER KG HAS iEEN INGESTED &NO VOMTTING HAS NOT OCCURRED. EMESZS SHOULD E•
INDUCED WITH S4JPERVZSION. KEEP VICTIK'S HEAD |[LOW HIPS TO PREVENT ASPIRATION. IF SYMPTONS $U¢_
AS LOSS OF GAG REFLEX, ¢ONVULSTONS OR UNCONSCIOUSNESS OCCUR B[FOR[ [M[S|S. GASTRIC LAVAG[ USING A
CLflrF[D ENOOTRACH[AL TUBE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED.
J_CTZON VII
BOILING POINT: :p=lOO
(DE• F )
MELTING POINT: *40 (POUR POINT)
(DEG F )
PHYSICAL DATA
SPECIFIC MAV|TY: O.I13
(142001 )
SOLUBILITY : NEGLIGIBLE
( IN MATER)
EVAPORAT|0N _AT[ (N-BUTYL ACETATE • 1|: NOT AVAILABLE
VAPOR PRESSURE: NOT AVAILABLE
(mu NG)
VAPOR DENSITY: MOT AVAILABLE
(AZR-1)
VIS CS 1,*O DE• C)
• . OT-9.3
B.._
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hCTZON VIII FIRE N_ [XPUDSlON Hk_U_S
FLASH POINT AND IF_00:
tB5-310 DEG F (COo)
FLJUMARLI[ LZlIZTS /11 _ |N AIR
LD_[R : N/AVA UPPER : N/AVA
EXT][NOUZ SI,GNG EEDXA
USE VATER FOG. FOAM. DRY CHEMICAL DR ¢02.
AND CAN BE REIGNITED ON SURFACE OF WATER.
DO NOT US[ A SZR[CT STREAM OF WATER. PRODUCT _|LL FLOAT
SPECIAL FIRE FZQHTXNO PR0¢I_[S N_PREGAUTmNS
MATERIAL W|LL NOT BURN UNLESS PREHEATED. DO NOT ENTER CONFINED FIRE-SPACE VITHOUT FULL BUNKER GEAR
(HELMET WITH FACE SH|[LD. BUNKER COATS. GLOVES AkO RUBBER ROOTS), |NCLUO|NG A P0SXT1VE-PRESSURE
NXOSH-APPROVED SELF*CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS. ¢OOL F|R[ EXPOSED CONTAINERS WITH MATER.
SECTION IX _lVI[TY
STAB|LZTY: STABLE HAd_ARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: VXLL NOT OCCUR
¢ONDITZ0NS AI_ MATERIALS TO AVOZD:
AVOID HEAT. OPEN FLAMES. AND OXIDIZING MAT[RI_4tLS.
I¢AZA/tDOUS DEC:OW'OSITZON_
THERMAL DECOi_POSITION PRODUCTS ARE HI_4LY DEPENOENT ON THE COMBUSTION COND|TIONS. A COMPLEX
N|XTUR[ OF A|RBORN[ SOLID, LIQUID. PARTICULATES AND GASES WILL EVOLVE UHEN THIS MATERIAL UNOERGOES
PYROLYSIS DR COMaUSTION. CAmIBDN MONOXIDE AND OTHER UNIDENTIFIED ORGANIC COUPOUNDS llAY BE FORMED
UPON ¢OmUSTION.
• "" ilcTION X " IIPI.IYI[ ImITIITIOll " •
It[|PIUTORT IqtOT[CTION
IF [XPOSUR[ NAY OR DOES EXCEED OCC_PATIOKIL EIPOSURI LIMITS (sl_rIoN Iv) USE A HIOS---APPROVE0
RESPIRATOR TO PREVENT OVEREXPOSURE. IN ACCORD WITH 2S CFR 1RIO. 134 USE EITHER AN
ATNOSPH[R[*SUPPLY|NG R[SP|RATOR OR AN •IR-PURXFYZNG RESPIRATOR FOR ORGANIC VAPORS AND PARTICULATES.
PtITEI'I'IVl I:I.OTI_ N;
WEAR CHIMICAL-RESISTANT GLOVES AND OTHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AS RIOUIRED TO MINIMIZE SKIN CONTACT.
NO SPECIAL EYE PROTECT|0N I$ ROUTINELY NECESSARY. TEST DATA FROM PUSLISHI0 LITERATURE AND/OR GLOVE
AND CLOTHING WANUFACTUR[RS INDICATE THE REST PROTECTION IS PROVIDED BY NITRIL[ GLOVES.
_[CTIDN Xl ENVIRONN[NTAL PROTECTION
SPILL OR LE,ItKPROCII_JItES
MAY BURN ALTI'IOUGM NOT REAOILY IGNITABLE. USE ¢ALrrlDUS _,'LC;IENT t_.llN CLEANING UP LARGE SPILLS. "'"
LARGE SPILLS e,, WEAR RESPIRATOR AND P_OTECTIVE CLOTHING AS APPROPRIATE. SHUT OFF S0URC[ OF LEAK
IF SAFE TO DO S0. DIKE AND ¢0NTAIN. R[MOV[ WITH VACUU_ TRUCKS DR PU_P TO STDRAG[ SALVAGE VESSELS.
SOAK UP RESIDUE WITH AN ADSORBENT SUCH AS CLAY. SAND. DR OTHER SUITABLE MATERIALS: D|SP0S[ OF
PROPERLY. FLUSH ARIA W|TH MATER TO RENOV[ TRACE RIS|DU[. *'* SMALL SPILLS e,* TAKE UP tlTH AN
ARSORB[NT MATERIAL AND 01SPORE OF PROPERLY.
iU"_[ DISPOSAL
PLACE IN AN APPROPRIAT[ DISPOSAL FACILITY IN COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL REGULATIONS.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
THIS PRODUCT IS CLASSIFIED AS AN OIL UNDER SECTION 311 OF TNE CLEAN WATER ACT. SPILLS ENTERING (A)
SURFACE WATERS DR (R} ANY WATER COURSES OR SEVERS ENTERING/LEADING TO SURFACE MATERS THAT CAUSE A
S_EEN mUST BE REPORTED TO THE MATZONAL RESPONSE CENTER. JOO-J2d-IiO2.
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PAG[ 4
_m_OOQIMm
IECTSON _Z IPI[CZ_U. IqU[CAUTSONS
IIIIN]N|Z[ SKIN COlCTACT. MASH li'ITH SOAP AND ItATER II[FORE [AT|NG. DRINKING. SgiOKZNG OR USING TOIL[T
FAC|L|TJ[S. LAUND[R CDI_rTAtI|NAT[O CLOTHING II[FORE R[US[. PIOP[RL¥ D|SPOS[ OF COi_Ali|NAT[D L[ATH[R
&RT|CL[S. |NCLUDZNG Si_][S. 79M7 _Nkl_ |[ OECONTAMINAT[O.
SI[CTZON XI][Z _ATZGN IU[CLIZRE_NTS
DI[PAliTIt[kIT OF TliANSPORTAT|0N ,i_.ASSZF|C.ATZON NOT HAZARDOUS BY D.0.T. ItEGU/,.AT|ONS
Ird[cTZ0N XIV 0'Yl4[P. ItL'glA.ATI_Y C_TROLA
'1"14[ CO81PON[NTS OF THIS _ &It[ J._ST[D ON TiE EPA_rScIA INVENTORY 0F CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES.
"rHl[ INIrOaIIATJDN ¢ONTAZhrED HEaE_[N Z$ IWS][O ON TH[ DATA AVAILABLE TO US A_E) IS BEL:EVED TO lie CORRECT.
flOV[V[R, SHILL liAK[S NO WARR&HTYo [XPR[SS_ OR IilPk|[D R[GARD|NG TH[ ACCURACY OF THIS[ DATA OR THE
ItESULTS TO lie OETA|NED FROM Tt_ L/S[ TH][R[OF. SHILL ASS_IES NO ilESPDNSZIIIkXTY FOR |k_AJRY FRON THE
US[ OF TH[ PRGDUDT D[SCIIZE[D HEliEZN.
.r
DATE PREPARLrD:dULY 2S, Ili85
dOHN P. SEPESl
•. • (:"-...77" --7.X"-'--"--."77 "'. ,.•.. : .. gt.'Slt[.... ":-.""• * ," ..... "",._ .,'..'-'-": " .: ": :."" '-- '.
IU[AD OUR _ -- • IHEU. OZL .I_IBMm'
&AIr[T? IMrDRNATION ...AND 1)/tSS TJr Ell PltO_lc'r SAFrr-f AIO C81PLIAN_
(PRODUCT LIAIILI.ZTY _ P. 0. BOX 43120
lU[GUZllU[S 17) NOUSTSN. TX 77210
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Signal Conditioner Design Data ..................................
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ZERO CENTURION VALULINE
CARRYING CASES
Choose from three distinct styles.
The Zero Valuline Series provides
you with a variety of options in select-
ing the case which best satisfies your
needs.
Constructed of deep drawn alumi-
num shells, they are seamless and
draft free. Three closure options,
along with variations in internal panel
mounting, give you added versatility
in the packaging of your electronic,
electro-mechanical, or instrumentation
equipment.
In addition to the standard sizes
listed on the following pages, you
may select from the 40,000 standard
sizes of deep drawn enclosures listed
in this catalog as a basis for your
"special case". You can obtain all
these sizes without a tooling charge.
ZC 7000 SERIES
ALUMINUM CARRYING CASES
Most economical of the Valuline
cases, the ZC 7000 Series cases are
available in 11 off-the-shelf sizes. All
cases feature fully gasketed, bonded
closures which fit over the edge of
the lower shell. ZC 7000 cases have
separable hinges.
FOOT DIMPLE
DETAIL
ZC 7000 Series Cases Measurements shown in inches.
CASE NO.
With Separ- LATCHES
able Hinges W L H1 H2 T ALLOY R1 R2 FRONT SlOE
ZC 7010 4.00 7,00 1.25 2-90 .06 1100-0 .31 .31 2
ZC 7020 4.00i 8.75 1.25 2.90 .06 1100-0 .19 .25 2
ZC7030 5.00 7.00 1.25 3.65 .06 1100-0 .31 ,31 2 --
ZC 7040 5.50 8.00 1.25 3.65 .06 1100-0 .25 .25 2 o
ZC 7050 5.68 10.00 1.25 4.65 .06 11000 .25 .25 2
ZC 7060 6.00 9.00 1.25 4.65 .06 1100-0 .31 .31 2 --
ZC 7070 6.00 14.50 1.37 4.53 .06 1100-0 .44 .50 2
ZC 7080 7.00 11.00 1.50 5.40 .06 6061-0 .50 .31 2 --
ZC 7090 8.00 14.00 1.87 6.03 .06 6061-0 .87 .87 2
ZC 7100 9.00 9.00 1.50 6.40 .06 6061-0 .50 50 2
'ZC7110 9.19 13.25 1.62 7.28 .06 6061-0. .59 .59 2 1
zc 7110 Note: W. L and H are outs=ded=mens=ons:R1, and R2 are ms=cledimensions
ORDERING INFORMATION .... i_':- '" "
Order by part number.
-1
i Case/Series Number
_. Add S for Spedal Sizes '" ' " •
Special Sizes -- •
Order by Series Number and attach detail
information. Secondary operations available.
" Example on "Specials"
_. ZC-7000-S 12" x 12"
: " .H 1=4" H2=7"
I
L ,
59
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ZERO CENTURION VALULINE
CARRYING CASES
ZlC 600 SERIES
ALUMINUM CARRYING CASES
Strongest of the Valuline cases, this
series features a spot-welded, pre-
drilled panel flange, with threaded
inserts installed to accept a full-size,
primed panel, which is included with
the basic case.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Standards
Order by part number.
ZlC
Case/Series
Number
Add S for Special Sizes
Special Sizes -- Order by Series
Number and attach detail informa-
tion. Secondary operations available
Example on "Specials"
ZIC 600-S
20.12" x 32.12" '
H 1=5'' H 2 =10''
w L H1 H2
7.00 &00 2.50 6.00
9.00 9.00 2.50 8.00
6.69 10.69 2.50 6.00
7.00 11.00 2.50 6.00
8.37 11.50 2.50 7.00
9.19 13.25 2.50 9.00
10.00 16.00 2.50 9.00
T
.06
.06
.09
.06
.06
.09
.09
.qC 600 ieries C_ses
CASE
NUMBER
ZlC 608
ZIC 609
ZlC 610
ZIC 611
ZIC 612
ZlC 613
ZIC 616
Note: W. L and H are outside d=mens,ons_R1. R2, P and
ALLOY
1100-0
6061-0
6061-0
6061-0
6061-0
6061-0
6061-0
R2
ZIP 800 SERIES
ALUMINUM CARRYING CASES
Most versatile series of the Valuline
cases, which feature a fully gasketed
closure of extruded aluminum, spot-
welded to the interior case shell, to
permit installation of optional panel
support brackets and full size primed
panel. (Order separately.) An O-ring
gasket provides additional environ-
mental protection.
EIp 800 Series Cases
CASE
NU__----_R
ZIP 805
ZIP 810
ZIP 820
ZIP SL3_0
ZIP 840
ZIP 850
LatchAssembly
Reference
75 .t2
FOOT DIMPLE
DETAIL
ZIC 613
Measurements shown in inches.
SIZE
R1 R2 C S P
.31 .31 .25 5.37 6.37
.50 .50 .25 7.37 7.37
.50 .50 .21 5.00 900
.50 .31 34 5.37 9.37
• 50 •56 •25 6.'75 9.87
.56 .56 .28 7.50 11.56
1.00 " 1.00 .28 8.31 14.31
S are inside d_menstons.
DELIVERY
All cases listed in the Valuline Series
are in stock and available for two-
week delivery.
I R2 TOP VIEW
PANEL
6.50 x 7.50
8.50 x 8.50
6.18 x 10.18
6.31 x 10.31
7.87 x 11.00
8.56 x 12.62
9.50 x 15.50
T
.06
+ :+06
.06
+.08 'mini-o+
+..I .= ,m..oY ,.. ,.
900 250 500 1100-0 31 31
i1:00"- 2.s0 7.00 m:_i-o. .... .+sO. :31
6061-0 .87 .87
.50 .75
.59 .59
W
6.00
7.00
8.00 14.00 750 7.00
8.75"IZ00 750 6.00
.... . . ,=,- t ..... , , + .......
9.19 13.25 2.50 9.00 .06 6061-0
lO.OO16.o0....2..m ....9.00 .09 mm':o
Note: W. L and H are outside d=mens=ons: R 1 and R2 are ins=de dimensions.
Case dimensions are always shown
in the following order:
r.-- w---_
J
WIDTH -- the narrowest
measurement, rooking
down on the case,
LENGTH -- the longest
measurement, looking
clown on the case.
HEIGHT -- measured from
base to too. The "upl_er"
shell is designated Hz.The
"lower" shell is designateOH=
LATCHES
2 --
2 --
Measurements shown
HINGES PANEL NO.
2 ZP 9178.-0E
2 zPm_I¢
2 -- 2 ZP 9178-2C
2 -- 2 ZP 9178-30
2 -- 2 ZP 9178--40
2-_ ,_i ......3 " zP917s-50
inches
STD..'_-
MT_
BRK1$
4
6
6
6
8
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ZERO CENTURION VALULINE
CARRYING CASES
.
ZIP 840
ZIP 800 SERIES ALUMINUM CARRYING CASES
ORDERING INFORMATION
Standards
Order by part number.
ZIP -l---I -El- E_
--A =
--B*=
--C =
"Suffix "B" must always be
followed by a number
Add S for Special Sizes
Basic Case Assembly with no panel or
panel support brackets
Basic Case assembly less standard panel
and retention screws, but including any
specified quantity of panel support brackets
(unassembled). Insert number following
suffix B for quantity, such as B6
Basic case assembly with standard panel
and appropriate number of panel support
brackets and retention screws (unassembted).
Specials: Order by Series number and attach
M.s.,.me_ts a,ow. m _.cn. detail information. Secondary operations available.
!,S
III R_(Verlicalradius
I till Panel & hardware supplied only Inside box)
when specified. . .
-._.-,_'_"Q_== (See ordering _ _ Case,ns,de
t ..... • _ wa
t-_-_,_n'liJ__ _____' mformahon.) 1.12 "_ I [...._<.w
H2 11["7 I I t_'_._ _ distance from
-tt adiacen,wa,
.53 _ #10-32 Clinch nut
.81
ADJUSTABLE PANEL SUPPORT BRACKET
ZSP 9-014
The adiustable panel supporl bracket shown is an accessory. If
desired, specdy quantity required for mtertace with equipment panel.
(See ordenng informal=on.) Install per instructions shown at right.
Example on "Specials"
ZIP 800-C-S 12" x 12"
H 1=3'' H2=7"
COVER --d
O-RING--=.
CASE--_.
"FULL-ALIGNMENT
GUIDE -- ALUMINUM
i
J PANEL
SUPPORT
BRACKET
PANEL SUPPORT BRACKET INSTALLATION
1. Apply room temperature cure epoxy to contact surface of
support bracket and insert bracket into extrus=on slot. as shown.
2. Rotate downward, as shown, until support bracket is seated
3. Slide bracket laterally as required to ahgn bracket w_th panel
hole location.
4. Allow epoxy to cure prior to further handing. (Note: Epoxy can
be obtained locally at most hardware or industrial supply houses )
_ B ----.--.---_
28-T
-.-- D _
A
J
\R
ZIP 800 Series Panel Dimensions Measurements shown m inches
PANEL
NUMBER A B C O E
.ZIP 9178:05 , 5.37 . .8.37 ! !.50 6.31
ZP 9178-10 6.37 10.37 2.00 -- 7.81
ZP 9178-30 8.12 11.37 2.00 -- 8.81
ZP 9178-50 9.31 15.31 2.50
NO. OF
F G H R HOLES
-- - -- 4.81 .18 4
-- -- 5.81 .18 4
10.81 3.78 7.56 .50 6
--...- 9.56 ff.Ze6 4.00 &IX) .43 6
7.37 12.25 14.75 4.37 8.75 .75 8
61
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CURRENTGAGINGSYSTEMDESIGNACTIVITIESCl echcmft
Boulder Division (ANTENNA)
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l..,..a
I NTERFACE
-- REQUIREMENTS
II CONCEPTUAL-- SCHEMATIC
I
__ MAJOR
COMPONENT
BOM & SPECS
I i
SUPPL IER lCONTACTS
ii iI
UPDATE SPECSCONFIRM APPL
FEASIBILITY
TESTS
TRADES
MECHANICAL
DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
ELECTRICAL
DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
PN/SUPPLIERS
LIST TO PROC
INTEGRATION
OF
REQUIREMENTS
SUPPLIER
SELECT
I
COST/LEAD
TIME QUOTES
FEASIBILITY
TESTS
DESIGN
MOUNTING
DESIGN
SEALING
DESIGN
ELECTRICAL
DESIGN
UPDATE
BOM
PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
-rl
!
1"%.3
j PART
NAME FEED THRU ASSY
i BY PROJ.ENOINEER _,,_,IC.
K.Van Leuven K.Van Leuven 3./l_&
PHONE NO,
CHECKER APPROVAL
PURPOSE OF TEST:
ANTENNA DEVELOPtIENT- RF MODAL
ND, REDUIRED
AS I;OTED
MODEL J APPLICATION
zero-gray i ty
N/A gaging
I ( I I
I TESTC.O.
DISPOSITION
OF PARTS
PRE FORMED
REQUIRED COMPLETION DATE
APRIL 10,
I I I I
27237 [.Ev....
IG STOPPED
WORK ORDER NO.
22885
MFG Fabricate: 5 ea. -3 FLANGE (DO NOT USE SULPHENATED CUTTING OIL)(Dept 601)
_---'2.16 -=!
DETNI--3 FL/_H6£ -t FEED THRU _$$Y
MAR12
BOULD
90-34146A BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION - WICHITA. Ki 67201 SHEET m __ OF-- ] IHEET|
I
r_
oJ
I-'AH I
NAME ZER0-G ANTENNA HEAD ASSEMBLY
WRITTEN BY' PROJ. ENGINEER
K. VanLEUVEN K. VanLEUVEN
PHONE NO.
CHECKER APPROVAL
m_o
PURPOSE OF TEST:
I NO. REQUIRED
AS NOTED
MODEL APPLICATION
N/A ZERO-G GAGING
DISPOSITIONOF PARTS
U IN PROCESS
U FINISHED
ITESTC.O.
DESIGN FEASIBILITY TESTING - ZERO GRAVITY
QUANTITY GAGING USING RF MODAL TECHNIQUES
._ 4 w
w m Z
H PRE FORMED I /STOCK J
J
v
/
REQUIRED COMPLETION DATE
APRIL 15, 1986
MFG: (1)
(Dept (2)
601) (3)
Fabricate 3 ea 561468-I Antenna Head Assembly*
Clean Assembly (pre-weld clean level)*
Deliver assemblies to Government Stock Room 677-691"
Layout Drawing 561468 and TC0 27237 form a part of this TC0.
27239 REV ---
TOOLIN(} AFFECTEd)
/
If
/
TOOLING STOPPED I YES IX_ X
WORK ORDER NO.
22885
REV
DATE
•! I
Conformity Inspection not required.
*NOTE: The 27237-1 Feed Thru Assembly which forms a part of the Antenna Head Assembly contains
a hermetic seal which could be damaged by pushing, tapping or twisting the Kovar pin
sticking out either side of the -I Feed Thru Assembly. Care should be taken in handling
and assembly operations with this part.
BEECH
Bc_JI DER
90-34145A BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION - WICHITA, KS 67201
I I I I I ! I _ I I I
SHEET__L_.OF_._Z_SHEETS
i i ! I


I:'OI..DOUTFRAME
r
k
A
.,io/.imo OIa _l_ _^ N_.| ._ O:A
_- S_----:--+-Z:S_ .
_JJ L
DETAIL - f
, dM OZa
1_lm +u ,Iv' .4_X) DIA
DETAIL - 13
J
_+ vco • ;e'ra3rg-,
A- A SECTZ_
t _ r]
_o_
DETAIL -7
06;i _A
• ..8
/ /r- v-_o uNc:-;.*.
.6;'00IA c.s x.ao _.
\ i._ O)a IT_
1o_ TWD nILIEr ', /
30 ! ] ,,o--_ 'J ._0_ ........
NOTES_
DETAIL -3
io DIA
DETAIL -5
SIL_ _AZt _-_ n(ECH wc mS_tlO_ _1_ sltvti
rlO+o_r-.ttc, CmlcL I_l NlntlITIC _,_
S]Oi Or _WL
DETAIL -9
I 3 V 2
D
I
C
--_ --=- _"-'"_-' ................. I___.=. +++.............
.... ,.+--_ .+v_ ZEPO-G ANTENNA I
.----------_ _ ':3Y'--" c+; "_I_ HEAD ASSEHeLLYl+..__s.+_+:" +. '"' ' ....E 07399 56 ' '68
[ I .............
-"'h
i,,-

-I3
I
r_)
"_RT,
..,_ ER_ NTEi ELEJ S i
i_ U,,.,_,uvo L_. . ..........
WRITTEN BY _--
K. VanLEUVEN
PHONE NO.
CHECKER
PURPOSE OF TEST:
PROJ. ENGINEER
K. VanLEUVEN
APPROVAL
NO. REQUIRED
AS NOTED
MODEL APPLICATION
N/A ZERO-G GAGING
DESIGN FEASIBILITY TESTING - ZERO GRAVITY
QUANTITY GAGING USING RF MODAL TECHNIQUES
MFG:
(Dept
601 )
Fabricate: 4 ea -1
2 ea -3
Stock: Deliver to Gov't Stock
Room 677-691 for Zero-G
Quantity Gaging Program
Conformity Inspection
Not Required
BEECH
MAR 2 5 1366
BC3U[DER
t 2?jjl I !] C.O. REV ---
DISPOSITION ...
OF PARTS __
PRE FORMED STOCK
IN PROCESS
FINISHED
REQUIRED COMPLETION DATE WORK ORDER NO.
APRIL 16, 1986
/ / .-C h _n_ Fe_ .15
O,'B_ DIA__ _ 0._00 -_I/ Bo_h Ends NS° X.I'_= - ----: ==_ _
['---- ..... _'-T_pq-qO UNC-2A Thru
2.Z5
22885 IREVDATE
r I
-3 De_a,l n'_k_ _C_ornVBO,_,C_ess
Sccde 9_" I
90-34145A
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. WICHITA. KS 67201 SHEET_.)..._OF____L._SHEETS
-rl
I
(_
_P,_,_T ZERO-G ANTENNA ASSEMBLIES
NAME I TERTC.O.
WRITTEN BY
K. VanLEUVEN
PHONE NO.
CHECKER
PURPOSE OF TEST:
PROJ. ENGINEER
K. VanLEUVEN
APPROVAL
NO. REQUIRED
AS NOTED
MODEL APPLICATION
N/A ZERO-G GAGING
DESIGN FEASIBILITY TESTING - ZERO-GRAVITY
QUANTITY GAGING USING RF MODAL TECHNIQUES
m _z oDISPOSITION _ F _ Lu
II OF PARTS _ ,r=_5= _z
_PRE FORMED STOCK 1 /
II IN PROCESS / /
llFI.,SHEO ./
REQUIRED COMPLETION DATE
APRIL 16, 1986
GOV STOCK
ROOM 677-691: ISSUE: 3 ea 31032-KETR Metal Gaskets (Indium Seal Rings)_
P/N's ofJ VAT Inc.3 ea 31032-KESR Stainless Steel Clamps
3 ea 561468-1 Antenna Head Assembly
4 ea TCO 27551-I Antenna Element __ Beech Fabricated Parts2 ea TCO 27551-3 Antenna Element
To Dept 693 (Attn: Dick Lohry). Parts are to be used in Zero-Gravity
Quantity Gaging Design Feasibility Testing.
TEST:
(Dept 693) Assemble test Antenna Components per Engineering Instructions to conduct
Design Feasibility Tests,
MFG :
(Dept 601) Provide tack weld of TC0 27551-3 loop to end of 561468-3 plug (2 ea)
to support Test Antenna Assembly by Test Department 693.
Layout Drawing 561468 and TCO 27551 form a part of this TC0.
Conformity Inspection not required. BEECH
MAR 2 5 1986
BOULDER
27552 LREV ---
TOOLING AFFECTEP
/
_J
f
jJ
TOOLING STOPPED I YES
WORK ORDER NO.
22885
REV
DATE
90-34145A BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION - WICHITA, KS 67201 SHEET _..--J.-- OF ____L_ SHEETS
I
I I XJUREI AS_IEMBL y_ ! I i IANIENNA TEST FI
-rl
I
-..j
NAME
, , =, • i
WRITTEN BY
K. VanLEUVEN
PHONE NO,
CHECKER
PROJ. ENGINEER
K. VanLEUVEN
APPROVAL
"=--- V_, i# :,
NO. RELiUIRE D
AS NOTED
MODEL APPLICATION
N/A ZERO-G GAGING
DISPOSITION
OF PARTS
: PREFORMED STOCK
i IN P_IOCESS
i FINISHED /
a
, EST
C,O.
/i
.I
/
I
2V:J 3
REV ---
TOOUNG  F-(CTEp -
TOOUNGSTOPPED] YES
PURPOSE OF TEST:
Q
2.
DESIGN FEASIBILITY TESTING - ZERO GRAVITY
QUANTITY GAGING ANTENNA MECHANICAL DESIGN
REQUIRED COMPLETION DATE
APRILLT, 1986
Fabricate Iea -I Antenna Test Fixture as shown below. Deliver to Dick Lohry, Department 693.
The -3 Tube, -7 Tube Assembly, -9 Tube Assembly and 3/8" thick Cress Material for the -5 Plug
will be furnished from existing stock by Juan Hernandez. The HPS Corp. 31-5705 Flange is in
Government Stock Room 677-691 (Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaging W/O 22885).
• 3. Conformity Inspection not required.
_ Weld per Beech Spec BS511.
_Wrap (4 turns) -9 Tube Assy on -3 Tube
Assy as shown. Secure wrap to -3 Tube
with intermittant silver braze about
/_3/8" long every two inches.
Silver braze per Beech Spec BS16106.
WORK ORDER NO.
22885
REV
DATE
I
90-34145A BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION - WICHITA, KS 67201 SHEET _L__ OF _ SHEETS
CURRENT GAGING SYSTEM DESIGN ACTIVITIESC .echcmfl
I:hmldcr Divisio,1
(SOFTWARE)
!
INTERFACE
--REQUIREMENTS
_J CONCEPTUALSCHEI4ATIC I
FEASIBILITY
TESTS-
TRADES
DEFINE __
SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS
i
DEVELOP
SOFTWARE
APPROACHES
FEASIBILITY
TESTS
DESIGN
INDENT &
CAPTURE
ALGORITHM
FLUID MASS
COMPUTATION
ALGORITHM
PRELIMINARY
DESIC.d_I
SIGNAL COND
CONTROL
ROUTINES
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Appendix G
° Bench-top Tests Statement of Work ............................... G-2
F8998/l12.AA3-1 lO-AUG-89 G-1

_rATl_IEgr OF WORK
fOR
_VITY QUANTITY GAGING
BENCH-TOP TESTS
G-2

TABLE OF (X)N'rE_q'S
ParaZr'aDh
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.0
3.1
3.1.1
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
4.0
Title
PURPOSE
Objective
End Products
Backgrotmd
SOOPE
General
Work Breakdown Structure
Program Schedule
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Bench-Top Test Requirements
General Requirements
Detail Technical Requirements
General
Program F_ement - N]3S 1000
Design & Analysis - WBS 2000
Fabrication - W]3S 4000
Testing - W_S 5000
QUALITY ASSUR&NCE
P_e
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
10
2-1
2-2
3-1
3-2
LIST OF FIG57{ES
Title
Work Breakdown Structure, Bench-Top
Testing Effort
Bench-Top Tests Schedule
Bench-Top Test Matrix
Sumaary ofMeasurements
P_e

1. ] Objective. The primary objective of this effort is to evaluate
the performance of the RF Modal Quantity Gaging approach with Bench-Top Testin_
using simulated propellant gas/liquid interfaces more nearly representative of
interface configurations which might actually be encountered in near zero-
gravity space flight. The results of this effort will provide the basis for a
decision for whether to continue the development of the RF Modal Quantity Gaging
approach.
1.2 End Products. The
report documenting the results of
evaluation.
end product of this effort will be the final
the RF modal gaging approach performance
1.3 Background. To date the performance evaluation testing of the RF
model gagin_ approach under the current contracted effort has been conducted
using cryogenic fluids in a rotatable dewar. This has provided a means of
obtaining a wide variety of liquid attitudes in the test dewar but did not
provide a means of simulating single bubble, wetted wall, or floating globule
liquid interface configurations which might be encountered in near zero-gravity
space flight. These unique interface conditions were to be experienced later in
the program during "zero-gravity" test flights conducted usinZ the Johnson Space
Center KC-135 zero-gravity aircraft. This exposure to the more realistic zero-
gravity liquid interface conditions so late in the program became of sufficient
concern to the NASA that they have decided to implement a series of Bench-top
tests durin_ the early feasibility testing phase of the contract which simulate
the more realistic liquid interface conditions. These tests are to be completed
before proceeding any further with currently scheduled feasibility testin_ in
support of design or gaEin_ system design tasks.
Bench-top testing became a viable approach wren it was discovered that paraffin
could be used to model the more realistic liquid interface configurations and
that the ]Lv modal frequencies were scalable to a manageable size of the test
tank. The internal volume of the Bench-top Test Tank is to be empty of any
constructs save gazir_ antenna, for the initial tests, to eliminate issues
ancillary to the evaluation of the more realistic "liquid" interface
].
G-4
configurations on the performance of the RF modal gaging approach. The basic
configuration of the Bench-top Test Tank is to be a scale version of the empty
Universal Test Tank used for all gaging system performance tests to date. This
is to provide a link between the Bench-top tests and the Dniversa] Tank
cryogenic baseline testing. Since the Universal Test Tank is also dimensionally
similar to the CFMFE receiver tank, the link to CF_ is established.
2.0 SOOPE
2.1 General. Ball Aerospace Systems Division (BASD) will provide the
planning, design, and fabrication leading to the setup and verification of a
bench-top test resource. BASD will then use this resource to conduct tests to
evaluate the performance of the RY modal quantity gaging approach when exposed
to realistic near zero-gravity liquid interface confiKnlrations modeled with
paraffin. The test data will be collected, reduced, and analyzed by BASD for
the development of a microprocessor-compatible algorithm for convertin_ tank
cavity ,Kxial response into fluid mass contained in the tank cavity. The
accurancy of this algorithm must he five percent or less of full tank cavity
fluid rmass for the ga_in_ concept to l_ considered viable. A fins] report will
be prepared which will document the tests, the data, the algorithm, and the
results of the performance evaluation.
2.2 Work Breakdown Structure. The work breakdo_m structure (%3_S )
sho_ in Fi_Jre 2-] outlines the work to be performed in this effort. This
effort interfaces with the original contract by simply mddin_ a subt_uqk (Z.3
Bench-Top Tests) to the 2.0 Feasibility Testing task. The numberinZ schem= of
the subtasks follows a "standardized" BASD W]_S format.
2.3 Program Schedule. The schedule for this additional wc_rk is
presented in Figure 2-2. The schedule assumes receipt of the NASA authorization
to proceed (ATP) in the first week of February 1987. This start date will
easily allow completion of the Bench-top Tests before the end of the curren_
fiscal year.
,
G-5
II
Program
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Figure 2-I Work Breakdown Structure Bench-Top Testing Effort
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Figure 2-2 BENCH-TOP TESTS SCHEDULE
4.
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3.0 TECHNICAL R_3B_
3. I Bench-Top Test Requirements
3. l. ] General Requirements. The
with the following general requirements:
bench-top testing effort will comply
a) The Bench-top Test Tank shall be a half-scale model of the empty
Universal Test Tank (18-inch hemispherical heads and 4-inch
cylinder section).
b) The Bench-top Test Tank will not be required to hold pressure but
must be substantial enough to contain the paraffin liquid simulant
without deflection or distortion.
c) The RF modal gaging system will be assembled using a laboratory
implementation consisting of a HP 8568B spectrum analyzer, a HP
8444A-059 tracking generator, and a HP 778D directional coupler.
d) The RF modal gaging system will be manually operated for these
tests.
e) Antenna mounts will be based on standard TNC bulkhead fittings.
f) Multiple antenna mounting positions (no more than eight) will be
provided on the test tank.
E) ASTM 132 aliphatic paraffin wax will be used to model the test
liquid interface configurations.
3.2 Detail Technical Requirements
3.2. ] General. This additional effort is divided into four sepera_e
tasks. The first task provides for the program management administration of the
efforts and the provision of publication resources. The remaining three tasks
are technical and provide for the design and fabrication of the test articles,
conduction of tests and the analysis and evaluation of results. More definitive
descriptions of each of these tasks is provided in the following paragraphs.
o
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3.2.2 Program Management - WBS 1000. The program management function
consists of project administration, cost and schedule monitoring, secretarial
and reporting tasks. Reporting will be accomplished by BASD at three levels.
First, the Bench-top test status will be reported in the Zero-Gravity Quantity
Gaging Program monthly status report. Second/y, a final report documenting all
aspects of the Bench-top test series will be prepered and 15 copies will be
provided to NASA. Thirdly, a specific viewgraph briefing for the Bench-top test
series will be prepered and presented at the next regularly scheduled program
review following completion of the tests.
3.2.3 Design & Analysis - WBS 2000.
Design. BASD will prepare fabrication drawings of sufficient
detail to permit the ordering of perts and materials and subsequent fabrication
of the following Bench-top test hardware.
a) Bench-top test tank
b) Test fixture
c) Wax forms
Purchase requisitions will be prepared for parts and materials to fabricate the
test hardware as well as for the liquid simulant wax and the leased laboratory
equipment for the RFmodal gaging system.
Analysis. The reduced modal response data from the testinz task
will be used in the development of a microprocessor-compatible algorithm _ich
will convert tank modal response information into a value for the fluid mass
inside the tank cavity. The performance of the gaging system using the
algorithm will be evaluated. The performance goal for this conversion usin_
simulated zero-gravity fluid interfaces is a fluid mass determination accuracy
of five percent or less of the full tank mass. The performance of the RF modal
gaging approach must achieve this accurs_y to be considered viable for further
development. The developed algorithm will be implemented on a Hewlett Packard
9835 computer in basic and its compatibility retried using measured tank modal
response data. The algorithm will be documented in the final report including
the HP 9835 program listing.
3.2.4 Fabrication - WBS 4000. BASD will fabricate the Bench-top test
hardware as detailed in the drawings prepemed in the design task. Liaison with
manufacturing and acceptance of the completed _ wi 11 be the
responsibility of the Project Engineer.
Assembly of all elements of the Bench-top test series in the designated test
area will be arranged for by the Project Engineer. Specifically, the laboratory
implementation of the P_ modal gaging s3_tem will be assembled and operationmlly
checked out. The empty Bench-top Test Tank will be mounted in the test fixture
and all antenna positions verified operational. The wax melting, moldin£, and
shaping hardware will be set up and verified functional.
3.2.5 Testing - WBS 5000. Engineering will perform all tasks required
to conduct the Bench-top tests. These will include the molding and installation
of paraffin fluid simulations in the test tank, the acquisition of modal
response data for each antenna position, the documentation of each test
sequence, and the reduction of data. All test data will be collected and
organized into a formal archive. Reduced data will be put into forms suitable
for publication in the final report.
The Bench-top testing effort is organized into three basic test series. These
are the empty tank series, the settled tank aeries, and the wet-wall series.
(I) Empty Tank Series - An empty test tank is perturbed with two paraffin
globules in various positions or a metallic spray bar simulation.
(2) Settled Tank Series - The test tank with its lon_itudinal mxis vertical
will be filled with paraffin to levels corresponding to quarter full, half full,
three-quarters full, and full.
(3) Wet-Wall Series - Paraffin
quarter full and half full, will
tank as a uniform thickness layer.
the tank will be perturbed with two paraffin globules in various positions
metallic spray bar simulation.
masses corresponding to tank fill levels of
be placed on the inside surface of the test
In addition to the basic wet-wall responses,
or a
Figure 3.] details the entire Bench-top test matrix, and Figure 3.2 sunmmrizes
the number of modal response data sets which will be obtained durin£ the test
effort.
o
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Test Series
Empty Tank Series=
EmPty
Empty with two globule
EmPtY with spray bar_
Settled Tank Series=
Settled at 0 °
Wet-Wall Series=
Basic wet-wall
Wet-wall with two globule
Wet-wall with spray bar_
EruPt Y
x®
x(1/8 ea)Q
x
Tank Fill Level
1/4 Full I 1/2 Full
X X
X
x(1/8 ea)
X
X
x (118 ea )
x
314 Full I Full
Basic tank fill level not counting additional mass in globules if present,
x signifies standard set of modal measurements consisting of at least the four
lowest mode responses at each of eight antenna positions,
@ (1/8 ea) notations define the globular mass as being e=uivalent to one-eighth
of the full tank mass. The "ea" notation is used to indicate both globules
will be of equal mass but different shape, Measurements at different positions
of the globules will be made as indicated in the following table=
Number of
Globules
Two globule
Empty
2 Position
Tank Fill Level
114 Full 112 Full
2 Position 2 Position
' 3/4 Full
=.
Spray bar tests will be undertaken only to the extent that funding will permit,
Figure 3.1 BENCH-TOP TEST MATRIX
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Test Series
Empty Tank Series=
Empty
Empty with two globule
Empty with spray bar
Settled Tank Series:
Settled at 0 °
Wet-Wall Series=
Basic wet-wall
Wet-wall with two globule
Wet-wall with spray bar
Total
Empt y
32
64
32
1/4 Full
32
32
64
32
128 160
Tank Fill Level
112 Full 3/4 Full
32 32
32
64
32
160 32
Full Totals
32
64
32
32 128
64
128
64
32 512
Figure 3.2 SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS
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4.0 _dALIT7 ASSURANCE
in the conduct of this effort, no exceptional quality assurance effort beyond
the requirements for the Zero-Gravity Quantity Gaginz System in NASA contract
NAS9-17378 are needed.
10.
G-13
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Appendix H
Presentation: Zero-Gravity _uantity Gaging System
Mode Tracking and Identification Algorithm ......................
User's Manual for the RF Modal _uantity Gaging
Demonstration Program ...........................................
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_ Aerospace5_.ystems
uroup
Zero Gravity Quantity Gaging System
Mode Tracking and Identification Algorithm
Development Revlew
April 19, 1989
Contract NAS9-17378 Effective Date 28 May 1985
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THE NEED FOR A MODE TRACKING
IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
AND
GAQINQ IN ZERO QRAVITY REQUIRES USINQ THE THREE LOWEST TM
MODE RESPONSES
-r
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(._
MANY MODE RESPONSES BESIDES THE THREE LOWEST TM MODES ARE
OBTAINED IN THE FREQUENCY SWEEP
THE TWO HIGHER FREQUENCY MODES ARE CAPABLE OF "CROSSINQ
OVER"
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PLANNED APPROACH TO MODE TRACKINQ AND
IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
USE OF BENCH-TOP TEST DATA BASE
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DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
DEVELOPMENT FLOW CHART
ZEROGRAV112AA2-4
USE OF BENCH-TOP TEST DATA BASE
DATA BASE CONSISTED OF TABULAR DATA FROM APPENDIX A OF ZERO
GRAVITY qUANTITY GAGING SYSTEM BENCH-TOP TEST REPORT,
NO. ZG-Oll, DATED MAY 1988 (155 PAGES)
--r"
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FREQUENCIES WERE AVERAGED ACROSS THE EIGHT ANTENNA
POSITIONS TO OBTAIN A SINGLE LIST OF FREQUENCIES FOR EACH
TEST NUMBER OVER THE FREQUENCY RANGE OF 300 TO 87g MHz
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DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
• USE BENCH-TOP TEST DATA BASE FOR ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
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",.4
INTEGRATE THE MODE TRACKING AND IDENTIFICATION
WITH THE MASS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
ALGORITHM
OBTAIN AT LEAST ±5 PERCENT OF FULL-SCALE ACCURACY WITH THE
INTEGRATED ALGORITHM
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DEVELOPMENT FLOW CHART
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Mode Indentlficetlon I I
end Tracking Algorlthm I I
Development
WBS 1.12
t
Develop Method for
TM011 Frequency
Determination
WBS 1.121
L Twins
Range Definition
I I Integrate Mode ID/Track
I I Algorithm with Mass
Computation
I WBS 1.11
'
Derive Method for Three-
frequency Mass
Computation Relatton
---I
III
_/ Apply Mass Computation /
Reletlon to
I Experimental Frequencles I
WBS 1.111 I WBS 1.112 1
-I
i DeveloP Method for TM021 / I
_,_ and TM031Frequency I'_
/ Determination / I
I WBS 1.122 1 [
Frequency i
Averaging
Investigations
WBS 1.1221
Averaging Approach
Experiments
WBS 1.12212
-Experiment 1
-Experiment 2
--Experiment 3
Twins end Clusters
Approach
WBS 1.12211
IL
--11
Mode Scan Range
Investigations
WBS 1.1222
Scan Range
Approach
Experlment$
WBS 1.12222
-- Experiment A
-- Experiment B
-- Expedmant C
Overlap ID and
Disposition
Approach
WBS 1,12221
A/N 9989/MC)209.10
Evaluate Mass
Computation Results
WBS 1.113
Provide Feedback to
Frequency Determination
Experiments
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WHAT WAS DONE
• PREPARATION OF DATA
-I-
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INVESTIGATION OF FREQUENCY SELECTION APPROACHES
• INTEGRATION WITH MASS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
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PREPARATION OF DATA
SELECTION OF DATA
IDENTIFICATION OF DATA
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CONVERSION TO SINQLE LIST
ZEROGRAV112AA2-8
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SELECTION OF DATA
THE TWO BENCH-TOP TEST DATA SETS THAT WERE NOT USED WERE:
• EMPTY TANK WITH SPRAY BAR (TEST NO. 2)
-r
!
MODAL BASIS OF TANK IS CHANGED FROM SPHERICAL CAVITY TO
COAXIAL BY SPRAY BAR
WET WALL, 1/2 FULL, 1 GLOB, TOP (TEST NO. 32)
DATA FROM THIS TEST WAS IDENTICAL
1 GLOB, BTM (TEST NO. 30)
TO WET WALL, 1/2 FULL,
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ITEM: 20
1
414.90
419.41
587.62
652.72
661.65
697.24
CONVERSTON TO SINGLE LIST
2
414.90
419.20
422.67
572.50
582.79
587.94
652.72
660.60
677.61
697.14
3
419.41
422.56
572.71
587.52
652.72
661.65
697.03
414.58
419.52
422.35
572.71
582.79
587.10
652.72
662.07
667.50
696.82
ANTENNA POSITION
414.79
419.41
572.50
587.94
651.99
661.54
677.50
697.14
414.79
419.20
422.56
572.50
587.94
651.65
661.65
697.03
414.79
419.33
422.46
572.50
582.69
587.94
651.67
661.65
677.29
696.93
414.37
419.52
572.40
582.69
652.20
660.81
667.29
AVERAGE
RESPONSE
FREQUENCY
(MHz)
414.72
419.38
422.52
572.55
582.74
587.71
652.30
661.45
667.40
677.47
697.05
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INVESTI(3ATION OF FREQUENCY
SELECTION APPROACHES
FREQUENCY SCAN RANQES
I
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• SPECIFIC FREQUENCY SELECTION
FREQUENCY LIST REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
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FREQUENCY SCAN RANGES
• TMO11 MODAL RESPONSE
° BASIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THREE LOWEST MODAL RESPONSES
"-1-
I
(..,"1
FORM OF SCAN RANGE BOUNDARIES
• REDUCTION TO COMPUTATION APPROACH
ZEROGRAY112AA2-11
TMO11 MODAL RESPONSE
• LOWEST MODAL RESPONSE FREQUENCY
-I-
I
IS PRONE TO BE A TWIN RESPONSE WITH AF LESS THAN 1 MHz (22
OF 36 CASES)
DETERMINE F011 BY FINDINQ THREE LOWEST FREQUENCY MODAL
RESPONSES; TAKE ARITHMETIC AVERAGE OF LOWEST AND ANY OTHERS
WITHIN 1MHz OF LOWEST
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BASIC RELATIONSHIPS
LOWEST TM RESPONSES
BETWEEN THREE
IN THE EIQEN FUNCTION RELATION DEFININQ THE TANK CAVITY
MODAL RESPONSE FREQUENCIES:
fnp = Unp/2"nR (/z.c) 1/2
THE THREE LOWEST TM MODE EIQEN VALUES ARE:
-n-
!
...j
U -- 2. 744
11
U = 3. 870
21
U = 4. 973
31
.0
IF THE TANK LOAD WAS UNIFORMLY DISPERSED THROUQHOUT THE
TANK, WE COULD DETERMINE F021 AND F031 USINQ F011 AND A
SIMPLE RATIO OF THE EIQEN VALUES
F021 = F011 x (U21/Uz1) = F011 x 1.410
F031 = F011 x (U31/U11) = F011 x 1.812
• THIS WORKS WELL AT TANK EMPTY AND TANK FULL CONDITIONS
ZEROORAV112AAI-18
BASIC RELATIONSHIPS
LOWEST TM RESPONSES
BETWEEN THREE
(Concluded)
WHEN THE TANK LOAD IS NOT UNIFORMLY DISPERSED THROUGHOUT
THE TANK
THE MODAL RESPONSES CAN OCCUR OVER A RANGE OF
FREQUENCIES FOR A GIVEN LOAD
THE FREQUENCY RANGES OF THE MODES CAN OVERLAP
"I-
I
OO
THE FREQUENCY INTERVAL BETWEEN MODES DECREASES AS THE
FREQUENCY INCREASES
THE NUMBER OF MODAL RESPONSES/INTERVALS INCREASES AS THE
FREQUENCY AND/OR LOADED MASS INCREASES
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FORM OF SCAN RANGE BOUNDARIES
• TMO11 MODES DO NOT REQUIRE A SCAN RANGE
"1-
I
TM021 AND TM031 MODES WILL REQUIRE SCAN RANGES DEFINED TO
SORT THE MEASURED RESPONSES INTO F021 AND F031 RELATED
GROUPS
IDENTIFY OVERLAP CONDITIONS
THE WIDTH OF THE SCAN RANGE WILL BE ZERO AT EMPTY AND FULL
TANK LOAD CONDITIONS
• WILL HAVE CONTINUOUS UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARIES
ZEROGRAVI12AA1-2@
FORM OF SCAN
(Continued)
RANGE BOUNDARIES
PLOTS OF TEST DATA PLUS GENEROUS MARGINS WERE USED TO DEVELOP A
BASIC RANGE PROFILE
-I-
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PO
O
100
_" 75
0
D.
25
0
0 25 50 75 100
Percent of Full Load
NN ggBg/MD20g.09
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FORM OF SCAN RANGE BOUNDARIES
(Concluded)
CROSS PLOTS WITH EQUIVALENT FOll RANGE CURVE GIVE SCAN RANGE AS
A FUNCTION OF FOll
"r"
I
r_
100
7s
_o
t.
25
FuZl 0 , I I ]
0 25 50 75 100
Full
Percent of F011 Span
NN 9989/MD209.08
MODE SPAN
F021 = 210.07 MHz
F031 = 271.33 MHz
F011 = 163.27 MHz
FULL FREQUENCY
F021 = 470.07 MHz
F031 = 607.36 MHz
F011 = 332.10 MHz
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REDUCTION TO COMPUTATION APPROACH
-r"
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r_)
THE LENS-SHAPED RANQE CURVES PROVED TO BE RESISTANT TO ACCURATE
CURVE FITTINQ. AN ALTERNATIVE PLOT FORM WAS CREATED WHICH COULD
BE COMPUTED USINQ INTERPOLATION APPROACH.
f..
Q.
Q}
"0
0
0
e-
P
D.
A SIEVE AND o
8.8%__/
1.3_
100
75
5O
25
Full 0
0
Full
, I
25 50 75 100
Percent of F011 Span
FOXIA = 0.824 x K x FOX1 Span
A/N 9989/MD209.07
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REDUCTION TO COMPUTATION
(Concluded)
APPROACH
" SIEVE AND INTERPOLATION
"I-
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THE SIEVE PARTITIONS THE F011 RANGE INTO 21 INTERVALS;
EACH INTERVAL ALLOWS ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF THE SCAN
RANQE CURVES BY STRAIQHT LINE SEQMENTS
EACH OF THE PARTITIONS HAS A SET OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION
COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH RANQE CURVE
A VALUE OF FOll IS SORTED BY THE SIEVE TO A SET OF
INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS THAT ARE USED IN EQUATIONS OF
THE FORM Yx = (Xx • C + B)/A
WHERE A = XHI - XLo
B = YLo XHi - YHi XLo
C = YHi - YLo YHI
Yx
TO CALCULATE THE SCAN RANQE PARAMETERS YL0
X X XLo x Hi
A/N 9989/MD209.06
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SPECIFIC FREQUENCY SELECTION
. 0RIQINAL APPROACH
-t-
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• EVOLUTION OF THINKINQ
• THE NEW APPROACH
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ORIGINAL APPROACH
SPECIFIC TM011, TM021, AND TM031 MODAL
DETERMINED BASED ON THE FACT THAT:
FRERUENCIES WERE
• F011 WOULD BE THE LOWEST FREQUENCY RESPONSE
"-r-
!
r_3
TRUE MODAL RESPONSES TENDED TO HAVE AT LEAST MEDIUM
AMPLITUDE AND HIQH q RESPONSES
THE RESPONSE FELL WITHIN A FAIRLY LIMITED FREQUENCY RANQE
THE RESPONSE FREQUENCIES WOULD LAY ON A SOLUTION SURFACE
ZEROGRAVl12AA1-2@
EVOLUTION OF THINKING
THE FOCUS OF THE MODE TRACKINQ AND IDENTIFICATION ALQORITHM
DEVELOPMENT SHIFTED FROM DETERMINATION OF A SPECIFIC MODAL
FREQUENCY TO DETERMINATION OF A REPRESENTATIVE MODAL FREQUENCY
AS A RESULT OF:
--r
!
O_
THE DERIVATION OF A THREE-FREqUENCY LEAST
TO THE SPECIFIC MODAL FREqUENCY/TANK MASS
AVERAQE ERROR OF ±6 PERCENT
SQUARES CURVE FIT
DATA WITH AN
THE RAPID ESCALATION OF ALQORITHM COMPUTATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS WHEN SOLUTION SURFACE METHODS WERE ATTEMPTED
THE SUCCESS OF FREQUENCY
REDUCE THE F021 AND F031
MEMBERS, ON AVERAGE
LIST COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES TO
FREQUENCY ARRAYS TO ONLY 3 TO 5
THE NEED TO CONSIDER THAT RESPONSE AMPLITUDE AND q WOULD BE
ELIMINATED
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THE NEW APPROACH
THE REVISED APPROACH WOULD:
" DETERMINE FOll BY THE KNOWN METHOD
-r
I
-.,j
USE FREQUENCY SCAN RANGES TO SORT OUT FREQUENCIES
POTENTIALLY NEEDED TO DETERMINE F021 AND F031
COMPRESS THE RESULTING ARRAYS
TEST VARIOUS FINAL AVERAGING SCHEMES TO OBTAIN SINGULAR
F021 AND F031 VALUES BY COMPARING THEIR THREE-FREqUENCY
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT ACCURACIES
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FREQUENCY LIST REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
• SCAN RANGE
-I-
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DO
CO • CLUSTER COMPRESSION
• FINAL AVERAQES
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SCAN RANGE
SCAN RANQE CURVES PROVIDE FREQUENCY LIST REDUCTION BY:
ELIMINATINQ ALL FREQUENCIES OUTSIDE USEFUL RANQE
-r
I
° DISPOSITIONINQ OVERLAPS TO EITHER THE
NOT BOTH
F021 OR F031 ARRAY,
ELIMINATINQ FREQUENCIES BETWEEN THE F021 AND F031 SCAN
RANQES
ZEROGRAV112AA 1-3@
cLUSTER COMPRESSION
EXAMINATION OF THE MODAL RESPONSE DATA SHOWED THAT:
• THERE WERE CLUSTERS OF MODAL RESPONSE FREQUENCIES
'-r"
m
(..,J
0
THESE CLUSTERS ARE ABOUT 6 MHz WIDE IN THE F021 RANGE AND
11 MHz WIDE IN THE F031 RANGE
THE CLUSTERS APPEARED TO REFLECT NEAR DEGENERACY CONDITIONS
REDUCTION OF THESE FREQUENCY CLUSTERS TO THEIR AVERAGE
VALUES COMPRESSED THE FREQUENCY ARRAYS
ZEROGRAV 112AA 1- 31
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CLUSTER COMPRESSION (Concluded)
BENCH-TOP TEST ITEM 5 DATA
-r
I
CO
I--I
EXAMPLE OF CLUSTER
ORIQINAL
•F031 ARRAY
663.88
664.48
710.20
711.13
715.58
725.24
729.19
730.55
825.62
825.85
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
II .00
II .00
ii .00
II .00
L
COMPRESSION
COMPRESSED
F031 ARRAY
664.18
712.30
728.33
825.74
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FREQUENCY LIST REDUCTION RESULTS
-r"
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REDUCTION
TECHNIQUE
(ALL DATA IN RANQE)
AFTER SCAN RANQE
AFTER COMPRESSION
AFTER FINAL AVERAQE
RESULTS
(36 CASE _VERAQES)
F021 I F031
4.5
2.7
1.0
(20. S)
10.1
4.7
1.0
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FINAL AVERAGES
-r-
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CO
Co
FINAL SINGULAR VALUES FOR F021 AND F031 ARE OBTAINED FROM
THE COMPRESSED ARRAYS BY TAKINQ THE ARITHMETIC AVERAGE OF
THE ARRAY FREQUENCIES FROM THE LOWEST THROUGH NO MORE THAN
THREE SUCCEEDING ARRAY VALUES
THE TANK EMPTY AND FULL ARRAYS CONTAIN ONLY A SINGLE
FRE(_UENCY
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INTEGRATION WITH MASS COMPUTATION
. INTEQRATION WITH EXISTINQ MASS COMPUTATION ALQORITHM
I
CO
. THREE-FREqUENCY CURVE FIT
• A NEW CORRECTION APPROACH
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INTECRATION WITH EXISTING
COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
MASS
-r
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USINQ A LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT RELATION OF THE THREE
LOWEST TM MODES TO COMPUTE THE BASIC UNCORRECTED VALUE
TANK LOADED MASS IS A SIGNIFICANT DEPARTURE FROM THE
AVERAQE MASS APPROACH OF THE EXISTINQ ALQORITHM
FOR
USINQ THE LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT RELATION MASS IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE EQUIVALENT UNIFORM LOAD MASS AVERAQE
FOR THE LOWEST THREE MODES HAS PROVIDED AN IMPROVED
CORRECTION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (K = M-Z)
WHERE: K = THE CORRECTION COEFFICIENT
M = MASS COMPUTED FROM THE THREE-FREqUENCY
CURVE FIT
Z = AVERAQE UNIFORM LOAD MASS
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THREE-FREqUENCY CURVE FIT
METHOD OF COMPUTATION
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• FORM OF EQUATION
PERFORMANCE OF EQUATION
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METHOD OF COMPUTATION
FORMULATING THE PROBLEM
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I
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THE OBJECTIVE IS TO FIND A FUNCTION OF THE FIRST THREE TM
MODAL RESPONSES THAT WILL CALCULATE THE LOADED TANK MASS
(P Ib); F (FOIl, F021, F031) = P
A POSSIBLE FUNCTION MIGHT BE A POLYNOMIAL OF THE FORM
F (FOIl, F021, F031) : CO + C1 FOll + C 2 F021 + C3 F031 +
C4 FOll 2 + C5 F0212 + C6 F0312 +
C7 F011 F021 + Ce F011 F031 +
C F021F0319
THEN THE PROBLEM BECOMES: GIVEN THE MEASURED DATA,
THE VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS, CN, SO THE RESULTING
FUNCTION IS BEST FIT TO THE MEASURED DATA.
FIND
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METHOD OF COMPUTATTON (Continued)
THE USUAL APPROACH TO OBTAINING THE BEST FIT IS TO MINIMIZE THE
SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE ERROR VECTOR ELEMENTS IN THE MATRIX
FUNCTION (J • C) = (Y + A)
WHERE:
-I-
I
oo
j _
C ..
F FO11_,F021, FO31,,FO11:,F0212 FO312_,F011 F021 F031 F031, ' ' 1' 1 i,F0111 i,F0211 I
2 F031:,F011 F021 F0112 F0312,F0212 F0312x 1'F0112,F0212'F0312'F011_,F021 , _ 2'
L, 'F011N,F021N,F031N,F011_,F021_,F031N,F011N F021N,F011N F031N,F021N F031N
MATRIX
C 9
i
C
0
C1
C_
COEFFICIENT VECTOR Y =
m
P1
P2
Ps
PN
MASS VECTOR A =
m
51
5 2
8 s
8 N
ERROR VECTOR
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METHOD OF COMPUTATION (Concluded)
IF WE DEFINE c AS THE SUM OF THE
C
I
i = I
SQUARES OF EACH El, THEN:
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!
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TAKING THE GRADIENT OF E AND SETTING IT EQUAL TO ZERO WILL
MINIMIZE IT:
Ve = 2jTjc-2jTp = O
SOLVING THE LINEAR SYSTEM jTjc = jTp FOR C WILL CALCULATE
THE BEST COEFFICIENTS
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FORM OF EQUATION
SECOND AND THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIALS WERE TRIED USINQ THE
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT APPROACH
!
E)
THE SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIALS PROVIDED THE BEST OVERALL FIT
AND SMOOTHNESS, ALTHOUQH THE THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIAL QAVE A
SLIQHTLY BETTER LEAST SQUARES MINIMUM
THE SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL WAS SELECTED FOR THE THREE-
FREQUENCY LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT FUNCTION
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PERFORMANCE OF EQUATION
A SECOND ORDER, THREE-FREqUENCY CURVE FIT EQUATION WAS ABLE
TO MATCH THE MEASURED DATA WITH AN AVERAQE ERROR OF 6 Ib
(4.3 PERCENT) WHEN THE SPECIFIC MODAL FREQUENCIES WERE
USED; THE WORST ERROR WAS 14.8 PERCENT (ONLY THE 31
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT TEST CASES WERE USED TO ESTABLISH THE
CURVE FIT EQUATION)
-r
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4_ A SIMILAR CURVE FIT TO THE REPRESENTATIVE MODAL FREQUENCIES
WAS ABLE TO MATCH THE MEASURED DATA WITH AN AVERAGE ERROR
OF 9.2 Ib (6.7 PERCENT); THE WORST ERROR WAS 19.9 PERCENT
FURTHER CORRECTION WOULD BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AT LEAST
B-PERCENT ACCURACY
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A NEW CORRECTION APPROACH
THE CORRECTION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
I
PO
K=(M-Z)
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A NEW CORRECTION APPROACH
(Continued)
THE CORRECTION ZONE FOR A MEASUREMENT IS DETERMINED FROM
THE MEASUREMENT CLASS AND K
"3--
I
4_
CO
WHERE: MEASUREMENT CLASS IS A THREE-DIGIT NUMBER RANKINQ
THE RELATIVE MAGNITUDES OF THE EQUIVALENT UNIFORM
LOAD MASS CALCULATIONS IN ASCENDING ORDER FROM THE
LEFT USING THE MODE NUMBERS (i.e., IF THE MODE
MASSES WERE Wol 1 = 40.86, Wo21 : 38.74, AND Wo31 =
44.20, THE CLASS WOULD BE 213)
THE MEASUREMENT CLASS IS USED TO SELECT A GROUP OF LOGICAL
STATEMENTS IN K WHICH DETERMINES THE APPROPRIATE CORRECTION
ZONE; FOR EXAMPLE, FOR CLASS 123:
IF K<O AND ABSK<24, THEN ZONE : 2 ELSE ZONE : 1
IF K<2, ZONE = 2, ETC.
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A NEW CORRECTION
(Concluded)
APPROACH
KNOWING THE CORRECTION ZONE ESTABLISHES THE VALUE OF A IN
THE CORRECTION EQUATION:
C = -0.4066 • K + A
'-1'-
!
WHERE: C = THE CORRECTION IN Ib
K = (M-Z)
A = -14.66
-3.77
+9.45
+21.20
THE CORRECTION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
FOR ZONE 1
FOR ZONE 2
FOR ZONE 3
FOR ZONE 4
THE MEASURED TANK MASS IS COMPUTED BY ADDING THE CORRECTION
VALUE TO THE CURVE FIT MASS:
P = M + C Ib
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RESULTS PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
THE INTEGRATED ALGORITHM
I
THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
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THE INTEQRATED ALGORITHM
THE SIX MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
.-I-
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(3n
THE MATH MODEL
MODEL PERFORMANCE AND PREDICTIONS
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THE SIX MODULES
FUNCTIONS
AND THEIR
-n-
i
m
Data
Inpul
Module 1
F011
Calculalion
Module 2
Scan
Range
Module 3
Mass
Compulatlon
Module 6
Da ta
List
MODULE
1
2
Modulo 4 4
F021 and F031
Calculation
Module 5
NN gg89/MD209.04
5
FUNCTION
LIST ALL MODAL FREQUENCIES IN 330 TO 87g MHz RANGE
USE FIRST 3 MODAL FREQUENCIES TO CALCULATE F011
USE F011 TO DETERMINE FREQUENCY RANGE FOR F021 AND
F031 ARRAYS
SORT LIST OF ALL MODAL FREQUENCIES INTO F021 AND F031
ARRAYS
USE ARRAY COMPRESSION AND FINAL AVERAGING RULES TO
DETERMINE F021 AND F031
COMPUTE MASS USING F011, F021, AND F031 IN LEAST
SQUARES CURVE FIT EQUATION AND ADDING A CORRECTION
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THE INTEGRATED ALGORITHM
THE MATH MODEL
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APPLIED THE FREQUENCY DETERMINATION RULES TO ALL 36 TESTS
IN THE BENCH-TOP DATA (INCLUDING THE FIVE RANDOM
CONFIGURATION TESTS)
USED THE RESULTING VALUES FOR F011, F021, AND F031 OBTAINED
FROM THE 31 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT TESTS (EXCLUDES THE FIVE
RANDOM CONFIGURATION TESTS) TO COMPUTE A THREE-FREqUENCY
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT EQUATION RELATING MODAL FREQUENCIES
AND LOADED TANK MASS (M)
USED THE VALUES FOR F011, F021, AND F031 OBTAINED FROM ALL
36 TESTS TO COMPUTE THE EQUIVALENT UNIFORM LOAD MASSES FOR
EACH MODE, THE AVERAGE UNIFORM LOAD MASS (Z), THE
MEASUREMENT CLASS, AND THE DELTA MASS (K) BETWEEN THE CURVE
FIT EQUATION AND AVERAGE UNIFORM LOAD (K = M - Z)
THE MEASUREMENT CLASS AND DELTA MASS (K) VALUES WERE USED
TO COMPUTE A CORRECTION (C) TO BE ADDED TO THE CURVE FIT
EQUATION MASS (M), GIVING THE COMPUTED TANK LOAD (P)
(P = M + C)
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THE INTEGRATED ALGORITHM (Concluded)
THE MATH MODEL PERFORMANCE AND PREDICTIONS
APPLYING THE MATH MODEL APPROACHES TO ALL 36 TEST CASES
RESULTED IN THE FOLLOWING ACCURACY PERFORMANCE HISTOGRAM
-1-
I
J_
to
16--
Test Cases
in the
Accuracy
Interval
14 --
Number of 12 -
10 -
8 -
6 -
4 -
2 - 15
0
0
11 6 4
1 2 3 4
_+Percent of Full Scale
=36
A/N 9989/MD209.03
AN ACCURATE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MATH MODEL APPROACHES
A DEMONSTRATION COMPUTER PROGRAM COULD BE EXPECTED TO
PROVIDE EQUAL ACCURACY PERFORMANCE
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IN
THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
CODING STATISTICS
ZEROGRAV112AA1-B_
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FLOW CHART
J I_pul JData
X[N)
Determine I
F011
FOl 1
I+m"IFO21L end FO21H
F031L and FO3IH
I
l++,,m,+IF021L to FO2IHFO31 Arrlv Limits
FO21H Io F031H
J F011
1
I F0215
I Compress F0215
Array Io Flrsl
Three F021C
Values
i
I Aviraga FO21C
values Io gel
F0_I
F021
"' No
F021 Array LImJ111
FO2IL to F031L
F031 Arrlv LImlll
FO31L 1o FO31H
1
i-+u,o.Iinto XIN)F0215 lnd F0315 4Arrlys
CnlCulala Mall Computation P|rlmlt_l
Wll. W21, W31, W21N, W31N, Z, M and K
w,,, d o.,..+. I _-_
WZl "7 Ml.m'lrnlnl l l
I _"' I I
+c.... I
.-I o°,-'+onI+I
I .o,,. I _I
i
Compute Mass _MPT=M+C
,i_199_9/MD209 11
_ F0315
Compress F031$
Amly to Flrlt
Three F031C
Values
+
I Average r-o31c
ViIOll tO gel
F0_I
F031
No
,r
F021L IO FO21H
F031 Array Limits
FO31L to F03IH
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THE DEMONSTRATTON PROGRAM
AS PREDICTED BY THE MATH MODEL, THE HISTOGRAM OF ACCURACY
PERFORMANCE WAS THE SAME AS THAT OBTAINED FOR THE MODEL
"-r
I
r_3
16
14
Number of 12
Test Cases
in the 10
Accuracy 8
Interval 6
4
m
m
m
m
m
_15
0
11 6
1 2 3 4
_+Percent of Full Scale
A/N 9989/MD209.02
4 =36
AVERAGE ACCURACY FOR THE 31 DEVELOPMENT TEST CASES WAS
±1.42 PERCENT; FOR THE 6 RANDOM TEST CASES IT WAS ±1.61
PERCENT
THE STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE 31 DEVELOPMENT TEST CASES
WAS 1.OO PERCENT
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THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
(Concluded)
CODING STATISTICS
EIE
!
CO
MODULE
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT
DATA INPUT EDITOR
F011 CALCULATION
SCAN RANGE
DATA LIST
FO21/F031 CALC.
MASS COMPUTATION
LINES OF
DEMONSTRATION
PROGRAM
TOTALS
265
13
I01
27
44
132
CODE
INSTRUMENT
PROGRAM
10
5
gl
24
41
66
582 236
*NOTE:
THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM'S 582 LINES OF CODE USE 20,730
BYTES OF MEMORY
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!CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS
A WORKABLE MODE IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING ALQORITHM HAS
BEEN REALIZED
IT HAS BEEN INTEQRATED WITH A MASS COMPUTATION ALQORITHM
"1-
I
(._
THE OVERALL ALGORITHM
PERCENT FS CRITERIA
SET PERFORMANCE IS BETTER THAN THE ±5
• THE RF MODAL APPROACH TO qUANTITY QAQINQ REMAINS VIABLE
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USERS MANUAL
for the
RF MODAL QUANTITY GAGING
DEMON:_TRATION PROGRAM
March 20, 1'9:-:'.9
F'repare,:l for NA:3A-..TSC un,-le_- contr._ct NA'E:9-1737:-3.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Development of this ,_emc, r, stratior, computer pro_rarn completes
the RF Modal Identificati,z,n and Trackin_ Al_orithr,;, task 2.4
ur,,-_e'." Feasibility Testing in the Zero GPavity C._.uar,tity _a_ir,7=
Program _,ork bPea,k,"c,,_,r, structure, all work was performed at the
Bal 1 Aerospace Systerns Group fac i 1 i ties 1,:,ca t e,d in B,:,u !der
Colorado. This effort was auth,-,Pized by the NASA Lvndor_ B.
J,:,hns,-,n Space Center under contract NAS9-17:378.
The pr,_-,_l-am incorpoPates the Mode Tracl-.:in_ and Identifi,_-ation
A!_,irithn',s developed during this tas':: usin_ the ,:,ri_ional Bench-
Top test dat.a, and intei_rates t.,ern with a mass c,-,n';F-,utiti,-,n
a!z,-,Pithn', based ,Dn pPioP developments. The re=_ult is a pPoz1-an,
capable of tah:in_ measured modal response frequency data it, the
•-_ .l, [2
rar,_e ,_-,f....'" .00 to "-;Vg.0C) MHz and c,--,r,vertin_ it int,-, l,-,a,ded tar, k .
mass with an accuracy better than 5% ,Dr full scale for all :---:6
simulated orientations ar,d distPibutior, s of tar, k mass tested
,JuPin_ the Benc_,-Top test series. The actual hist,D_Pam ,:,f the
pr,-,Zran, perf,-,rn',ar, ce is shown below.
NUMBER OF
TE'-:T CAE:E_-;
I ['4 THE
ACCURACY
[NTERVAL
14-
12-
1(1_-
8 -
6-
.....)0
0
15 ll
i
6
2
= :-'6
+ % C_F FULL ,-r-,,
2.0 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
The f,-_,llowing c,:,rnputer equipment will be required t.o ,-'se
der,'.Dnse rati,:,r, pr,:,_ran',.
the
- At, IBM PC or compatible with at least 12:3K ,:,f memory.
(:The ,Jen',ons t rat ion program only l-e,qui Pes 26£:
bytes)
- A mon,_-,chr,Dme monitor, the pI-,DzI-aN', does r%,z,t display it,
colo1" .
- Two fl,Dppy ,disk ,drives, :360 D:-;DD or a floppy drive
ar,,J a hal'd disk.
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- A copy of the PC DOS operating system
versior, 2.0 or later.
- A p_-ir, t.er
with BA:S:I C,
:3.0 U'.S;ING THE DEMON:S;TRA.TION PROGRAM
The fo!lowing =_ .... - pr,z, ce,-_u':e fop--ct._,Sn p,:-esen*= a step by step
using the demonstratior, p_-,:,grarn with the data from Ber, ch-Tc, p test
12 (Iten: 12 wet wall,I/4 ful!,l _l,:,bu!e rnid'_ as an e:::arnple. The
_..&left margin e:<t.er,sions are the actiom i,der_tifiers. The t_ .....
pP,Dvides n,--,tes_ explar_ations and ir,st;'ucti,:,ns. '.E;ince the prog_-arn
is menu dPiven am,d has quite a bit of ePr,DP tr.9.ppir, Z or, ly mir:imal
inst_'uctior, sh,-,uld be required.
_'___
Power up, the c,:,mpute_" s'yster,': ar, d boot to the DOE; p;',:,rnpt.
To insure th-_t C,R!VE A iE ,desigr, ate, -_ prirnary ,-,r default
drive .
type (A:) - Hit. RETURN key.
Lo_.d BASIC - Either diPect!y fPom F:OM it, IBM machir, e s ,-,P
from the DO:_: ,di_:: in some IBM comF_,.!stibles. The vt=.l'3ior,5
of th is lar,_uage which '-.,iI I sb:pF-,ort the RF Modal
Dem,z,r,stratior, l:,rogr_=.n, are s bar:dar,d IBM oI" GU-BAtE;IC 2.01
,:,P later.
bJhen BA:--:IC has been !,-,aded ar.d the OK pr,:,mpt has beer,
ob ba in e,J .
Place the Dem,_-,r_st.r_=.ti,:,r,F'rograrn ,disk it, DRIVE A and the Oem,:,
Data disk in DRIVE B.
type (LOAD "RFDEMI.5A:S:") - Hit RETURN key -Wherz OK p,'ompt
returns and DRIVE A active light Z,:,e-: out.
type (RL'r'.I::, - Hit RETURN key.
M.-in program rnen,J ,:,f the RE MODAL Q!JANTITY GAGING DEMO
PROGRArd appears.
__ef,-,l'e ar, ythir, Z us@fiJl can be ,J,:,rte with the pr,-,£:-_m,i+.
must be l:,Po';i,ded with s,-,rne ,data. :-],_-,,thefirst thin_ t.o
,J,D is to, irlpLJt S,Dtile _F mo,dal freque:'_cy ,data it, MHz. T,-,
,do this select r,,enu item "<:3:, EDIT DATA".
er, ter :3
This b_'in_s the "EDIT RF DATA" menu scPeen up, and we
find that we have tw,:, w,-_ys to input ,data to the
p r,:,Zv 9.m. Either directly f r,z,m the k eyb,:,a r,J UlS il',_
opt. i,z,n "<l:' ADD C'ATA", ,_-,rfP,:,m a data disl.:: using
option "<E.:, LOAD NE_4 DATA FROM DI::;K" (Note-options <2:'
thrc, u_h <4> are avaliable to correct ,:,r modify data
it,put from the keyboard; also you can return t,D the
"EDIT RF DATA" meriu fr,-,m ,_-,[:,tions <i:, thl-ough <4> by
typin_ the double quote .... at the input pPompt).The
rn,:,,dal f_-e,quency data must be in the ramie OT :3:30.00
to :B79.()0 MH:. and it, ascen,Jir,_ ordeP oP the p1"oz_'am
will give a wa|'ning BEEP, l-eject yiouv input ar, d _-eturm
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t,:, the data inlz, ut pror,',pL.
The most efficient way to provide input data f,:,r the
pr,:,_ran', is t,:, load it frorn a data disk. Thi-=. is t.rue
ever, for data entered fr,z,r,_ the ke-,b,_-,srd (:It. all has t.o
._,.:et er, tered fr,:,r, the keyboard ir, iti.-_!].y). Ir, this case
, after er, t. ry, the dat.a is saved to, the data d_-"_=,..
--,, .-.m tl-us ir,._ ,:,F.,tior, "<=', .:44_.,,r_ DATA TO DI'._::K".
5.11.-,er, savi,-,-=. _ data tr,_ ,-,r_ l,:,a,dir,6 data fro, r,', a disk y,:,,.i
_,tll r, eed a file nan:e.The F-'rc'_ran, '_,il]. F-'r"-'r,,F-,t fo;" this
I-,y the screer, pr,-,rnpts ":-;AVE AIE; " ,-,r "LOAD"; ar, d it. will
azceF_,t the first ei,_ht character-_ ,.,hich are tvped
after the F-,r,-,n',pt as the disk drive desi_nat.or and a
file name. A data file e:(t.,er, si,:,r, is auton:aticall'/
appended b;., the F.,rc,_rarr_ and sh,z, Hld nc, t be typed. The
I:,ro.i_rarn is rn,::,st c,:,r, ver, i,__r,t.1,/ used with the prc,_,,-.&m
disk irl DRIVE A (with A the ,desiznated prir,_.=_,ry drive::,
and a f,:,rrL,at, ted dat.a ,dis':: in DRIVE B.
Wit.h the systen c,:,nfi_ured this _,a'/, t.ypic_i eight
char a,-_ t.er f i le ,_es i._nators wc, u i d u,_.-- B :TEST:..:::: c,r
B.'ITEM:,::::. &%ere the x's represent r, un,eric o:" alphabetic
file J,_erltifJ. ers like 0.4, R:--;, or AA. The leadirL_ t.,_,,::,
characters "B'-" simply ,designat.e DRIVE B as t.h_ da.ta
d i _[ II:Z dr iv,_ .
AI=,-,, If ,_,e are Ic,.9.,flir,.= dIe..ta,fr,z,n_ _ ,4is':: ,_,e %,i i I r,eed
to remember to erase ar y ,:]aLa f r,-,r,, pr i,::,r rur, cs f r,::,n,
men._-.,,-y. The "Erj, IT RF DATA" riIier, u screen will help, you t.,.:,
rernerrll::,,-:__ r L.,-, dE, th i = Iz,y ,:Ji,..... ' • "-
- - =.r. l=;. zr,,= it, the _'le:_'dJ.l'l_- [._ie
I',l-_'rlIl_-,-9}" ,:,f d-_t.a, p,,z, ir, t.s that are currer, tl';., ir-, n,err.z,r,;,, If
'/'--11"42" a _' I_:_ .;_*L['I--;I_ t _..I--I Se i e i-_ t".... IZl pl t. J. ,')t, ([ MI :' [,Zl 1 ,Z,-t;_ ri e,:# ,J_.. tL.).
f r,z,n, ._., disk, the f(_eFit..l --.c reer'_ shou I d ir, di c_t.e zero, data
p,::, i r_ t s i n n:e r,,,::,r '/. [ f :i I:. d :: .÷=- r, o t., '--:.e ! e ,: t ':'I:' t i or, " < :_::>
CLEAR ALL DATA FRC, M MEMOR','" first. This selec!.i,-,r, iIs
f,:,ll,:,,_,._,l hv. _ warn_r,z. .- BEEF' and the s,-reer, ,q,..._, : "CLEAR
ALL DATA (Y/N) " :-;e!ec tiinz "Y" i- lea'rs the r,,en',Dry ar, d
i'eturr_..-c you t[I IZI It' }'J e ' ' _[ _]l [ "[ RF DATA" !'I'II3_U:U ,.vh:i_:.e you 'I: la rll t'l'TZ'V'
select ,-,prior, <E.:, to, lc, ad new data. :-:e.tectir,_ "N" _,zl!
also ret.u;-r, ";,,:,{4 rio the "EDIT RF DiqTl2_ '" r,',eFiL4 wit.h,z, ut
_:2ras i r_._ .-,r,y ,2..-_,t.a ( n_.__yt, e yC, L4 _'emendi, er,J '/,-_,b had not s_.ved
-.he cur'r,:_r,t. ,J.bl's t.o ,di.sk yieL).
-- - . -4C,F,ce ,data has beer, loaded it. c.-tr, h,_ 2.=vej as h.:,l .... cop';"
by u_it"_ ,:,prior, "<7:, F'RIHT I],ATA". Make sur,_ the prtr, t.,:::-r
i-= c,:,r,r, ect.e,d ar, d tu;-r, ed or, prior t.o =-electing this
,:,pt. ior, .
Or,].,:,tJ,e RF n',o,Jal fre,quer, cy data ar,,J the data p,-,ir,t
numbers are F,rir, ted, at-,,/test i,Jer,tific.:_,t,ior, ir,i:,-,_....
-matlor, etc. wi 1 i have t,-, be mar, ual i'/ arir,otat.,9,:J. A
.+,-,rrr,fee,:_is i3su,9,_ at the er,,d ,_-,fl-.he daI.a !::,r ir,l:..ir,i:_.
I-1.9.ke sure that the nunlber ,-,f data p,z, ir, t5 currently iF, [lIle[lIliZir'-; /
are zer,-,., bv. e:,:ar, I,inir,;-_ the "EDIT RE IDAIIA" ni,__nu he-_dir, g and
usir,.6 ,:,ptic, r, <'::) if re,quire,'_1. :£;elect optl,-,n <6).
en Ler 6 - Wh i ch resul t.s in the sc reer, IZ,ror,Iq:,t "I_OAC,"
TYPE (B'ITEM_2) - Hit. RETURN key.
The DRIVE B a'utive lJ.-_ht '.,ill cor,,e ,_',n briefly and t.her,
the screer, r,_et.urr, s t.,:, the "EDIT F;'F DATA "r.er, u. No, re that
3
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the menu he__ding indicates IE: date poirtts in memo_-y.
When the DRIVE B light is out, select oF,tion <7> to,
make a hai'd c,-,py of the ITEM12 ,data.
i_rl_.t_|" 7 - The sci"een will shc, w the r,_es_.z-.g,. =_ "F'RINTIrqG DATA"
as t.h_ 1E', f_'equer, cy data p,:,int.-, a_-e pril.-tt.ed out. At. the
cor_,::lusior, ,",f F,_'irat. ir,.,'_-_ the "EDIT RF DATA" menu s::rc-en
cet.urns. Select ,:,ptiorL <R> s,:, as to return to the main
rtl _:,_ri i_.l .
et'll.E'l" e - The fhait-i rnertu scl-eert i"et.gl'ru._ _ aru,-t since we no;;,
ha_.ve data inpt.l_, t.o the pl-,-,g_-an= _ select opi. iort " < 1 >
COMF'UTE MA'.':':E; FROM RF FRE,:.-_UENC:IEF;".
enter ! - :-Z;c_-eer= sh,:,u.,s que;"y "idA'.:_; RE DATA BEEN INF'UT ".,'(Y/N)"
this is d,:,rte to make sure the pr,-_,grar__ ha=_ input d_.t.a
[_-,_"i,:,_" to cor_tJ.r:uir=b]. A "Y" res[_-,on_e a]. lows t.h,.÷ r..-?ss
cc, mput.at, ic, r, tc, ¢orut. ir, L4e ,_i-Li le a "N" I"e_F,,:,nse )'e+..!d_'r1__
the pl-,z,_!",__ffo t-,:l the Iri_irl rn,_r-lu.
ente;" Y - A few se,.:or._s al:te_- the "Y" re-zF-,or, se the sc_-een
,quei-y char_ges to "ENTER ACTUAL MA:E::-; IN L_B::;.(XXX.XX)="
enter" _:.r) -_,: - Hit RETUPN ke,z - The _creen ,,,ill ,_ispl._v __
1 ist ,:,i _ d.:,La .._s sl.z,,.,rl I::,eiow _ and a c,:,r_tirnu.-,.t, ior_ Il;_:2E,G-
COMPUTEr'., MAt:;::_; - $9 .'::22
ACTUAL MAC::; : _--.(:, ":"::
MA:._;L: ERROR -- -(:,.:-:3
p,--r_.-.--i.,l_- FRI:;:(}R - -c, :'._
FOll : ._O',f:.lC'
FC']"! = E,]7.:_:C'
F,-_::I = v=.:. .'47
T'YPE (Y:' L'IH[:!'_ FINI:!-:HED R[-i'.-:ORDING RE-!:_:LI_L-FS
" < 2 :' F'R I NT RE:E;ULT:-[!;"
ent.el- 2 - Sceeen ,qt,le:'y "HA:-.-.; MA'-:S BEEN COMF'!.!TED? (Y/N.,"
r,,ak,._-: su:-e t.h,_re .::_._'e result-.-_-; to pr ir_f.. _,_-i,:,r to cor_!:.zr,-
-t.J.r_. A "Y" i-es_-:,r_e re-ult.s ir_ the ce=ulb_ be!t'_;_
p 1' 1 r_ t._.._,J .3_ _ ,hi o ,_., rt Iz,'2 1 , [,%, . A "b_" 1" t_ _:, [_l ,:z, rl iB _.-_ I',E_ [ .L4 i'r'l S tH'E_
pl',Z,_'._.m !.C, the rn._.]._'_ rne,__L_.
enf_:._r 'Y F'r'ir_t.,.--l" I.--,_'ir:;._ r.a_. cornpubatzr, r_ cesults a_ fol].,:._,,s
C:OMF' .MAEE; LB
5 '--'.9 7"
ACTUAL MA:E:E: LB. DELTA MAL--::-Z; LB. ?._[_:RC, R
• .;.._, . ._,._, .
AI.. t..h,_ c,z,r_c ].L4:sic, r_ ,::,f pl-irtt, r,._ ,a t:,-,l"rh l:,_,J 1% is:_._t_,-t
E-trl,zi the [-,'DC,_1"B.ffl I"_'f.-UI"T'FS f.._-',J3h__ rfl_.irt ri,er,u.
At thzs is,oir,b opti,:,n <:3:, car, t:,e se]._cted t.o af. Lo,_,
i. riF_,utir_ a new set of ,d_.t.a t,:,_" rnas._ c,:,r__put.:_tior_ ,:,r
,:,[:,t. ior, "<1> (HJIT" can l::,e se].ect._d _:.o t.errni.r_ate furt.hL_i"
W 0 t" [;: .
er, t.ep (_. - F_est_].t.B it': sc_'eeI-, ,que_"F "G_UIT (Y/N)"- I? "Y" i_
Se].@(: t,.@,j t.h_:_ l::,c,::U._r :,r__ is e:,:i t.e,'_ , ,J.T._ta C tea_'e,.1 ¢_',:,r,
[ii,_rtlo I" '7' ._:tlhd t.l-, e _'/s tern r __[blI" r__L i.,71,t.l'l e E4C_'.E.I ,$_1C,::,nmn:_.n ,_
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line and the OK prompt. (The program can be restarted
at this point by typ, in_ "RUN" an,_ hitting the RETUPN
key, the ,_ata is not restore,_ t,_-,memc, ry h,-',,_ever).
A "N" response |,eturns the pro_1-arA to main menu.
If it is desired to po_,er the c,:,r,',puter s'.,sterr, d,:._,n, the
"Y" 1"esponse sh,:,,_Id h.,e _iven.
enter Y - Hit RETURN key -When the OK prompt is obtaine, _,
type (SY'STEM) - This returns the system to the DOS c,:,n':m._.n,-I
line and the'.A;, pPompt.
ren_ove the program and dat.a disks from DRIVES A&.B.
turr, tP,= c,3mputer system off.
4.0 CONCLUDING RI--'MARKS
The data disk provi,ded with the RF M,:,da! Quantity Gaging
Demonstration p r,3._;- am contains the averaged modal frequency
respor, ses from all eight, antenna p,--,sit,ions of the Bench-Tc, p test
series. Data f,:,r all 31 alz,3rithn-, devel,mpment test cases as well
as the 5 ran,don'_ mass c,:,fi6urations used t,:, test the at@,3rithr,, are
included on the disk, each as a seperate file. The file names f,:,r
eg.ch test case are linked tr, the test numbers used in the Bench-
T,:,p te.'.-:treF-,c,rt by usin_ the same numerical identifiers. The file
names are listed be!,z,w
B : ITEMO 1 B : ITEMI3 B : ITEM2S
B : ITEM02 B : ITEM 14 B : ITEM26
B : I TEMO:-: B : ITEMIS B : ITEM27
B : ITEMO'_ B : ITEMI6 B : I TEM2:-:;
B : ITEMO.5 'B : ITEM! 7 B : ITEM29
B : ITEMOg B : ITEM l::: B : I TEM:E:O
B •ITEM07 B : ITEM19 B : ITEM:-: 1
B : ITEMO:-: B : ITEM20 B : ITEMRI
B :ITEM09 B : ITEM2! B : ITEMR2
B :ITEM 10 B : ITEM22 B : !TEMR3
B : ITEM i i B : I"r= -.1.-..-,' _ Ii':' B : I TEMR4
B :ITEMI2 B : ITEM24 B : ITEMRS
A listing ,:,f the Oem,:,r, str-_t.i,__n Program is pr,:,vi,_ed ir, A,m_..E.:_r,,:._i:,:
A ,:,f this manual.
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ITEM
NO.
1
2
:7
4
S
E.
7
F_:
'.3
1C:'
II
12
13
1.4
Ic
16
17
i ':-:
l.-a
21
.-..-,
.'Zz_
,;.,°,,
26;
2 7
::L9
:_--:0
:-:1
R ].
R 2
R :-:
R.:t
R S
C:RO:=;:=;
BENCH- TOF'
TE:--;T NO.
21
:-:0
:--',1
.-, .-,
2.4
'7' C:
2:,
:2'9
2el
27
•7,,-%
I.:7
17
"7,"_,
:_--,,
1 ':-+
14
1S
1E,
1_)
ii
1.2
1:7
_-_-,
7
'9
i
2
RAN L
RAN2
RAIq:::
RAH-4
F,ANS
INDEX TO BENC:H-TOF' TEL-.;T:=-;
ACTUAl_
M A S :-i-;
i :E,,:T:,-. C
I c]S. c'_S
10:7.65
91 .60
91 .E.O
'9 1 .6.I.:,
7 :£:. S c:,
7',E',• S C_
7 _ .S 0
7"'-'] -':, t::
, ._ . ._,._,
F.7 q"
I-S(:t .7. r=
E,C' .-:,c
.S_. ::7C,
".i2.O0
:2:r-,..SO
:7E...S0
:7F-..t.i[:,
:7:E..C.,.S
o.7, q?!
,-,--, ,--4.:,
•":, '-, ,24 ":,,
2 1 . ',-',,S
21 .:-:E,
2 ]..:-26,
21 .:3C.
1,:).SE.
J 0. -:_-:-,
1 _). ',-:_S
1!).:-:t3
0.00
0. C.0
119 .z,.-,
-4'9 -"-'
4, 9., 3 :>::
49 "'"'
_t9 ....""• _', .7
TIE:ST
NAME
FULL
WET- WAI..L :7/4
SETTLED :3/4
WET-;_ALL i12, IG ,B'Fi"!
tOET-WALL 1/2 ,IG ,MID
WE'F-WALL 1 ,/::'.,_, 1G .Tr'F._
WET-WALL 1/4,=.'a,B,,fl
WET-WALl_ 1/4,2G_PiID
WET-WALL 1/4,'-'_,T/B
WE]--_ALL !/2
'.:;ETTLED 1 "='
WET-WALL !/4,1G_BT"M
WET-WALL I/'4,i r'-,MID
.q.z:SLB CEi'4TER
4zl, LB C:E,t'4fE[:(
WET-WAI_L 1 / ,-i
EMF'TY , 2G , BTM
EMPTY ':' C, .:.._ ,MID
EMF'TY ,2G. T,/B
'.S:ETTL.ED i .' "4
:,.:, LB C:EHTEF,'
"':"-' L.B 137-i"!._, .j ..
:"--' LIB KEY
2? LB ......... '-"• L E r4TI..-.:,.
22 LB :E;F'F:EAD WALL
2:,2 I_B ASYRH
:":- LB A'.E:YBK
1.1 I_B r_'.' c
].1 LB L:.;F'REA[) WALL
ii I._B A:SYRH
I.! L.B A::iYDI:::
[-MP TY
EMF'Y'F ::iF'RAY BAR
RAl'll:}or'! NO. I.
RAt,.IDOM [',10.2
F,:('dql:}(:)M NO. :::
RANDOM NO.zl
RANDOM NO.5
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING
A-I
H-63

10
20
30
40
5O
60
70
8O
90
100
Ii0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
2OO
210
220
230
24O
25O
260
27O
28O
290
3OO
310
320
330
340
35O
360
37O
38O
390
4OO
410
420
430
440
45O
460
470
480
490
5OO
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
REM *************************************************************
REM **
**
REM ** PROGRAM TITLE: RF MODAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM **
REM **
**
REM ** WRITTEN BY: K.VAN LEUVEN, FEBRUARY,1989, REV:ORIG - **
REM **
**
REM ** PROGRAM INTENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO **
REM ** PROVIDE A DEMONSTRATION OF AN INTEGRATED RF MODAL **
REM ** QUANTITY GAGING ALGORITHM. THE INTEGRATION **
REM ** INCLUDES MODE ID AND TRACK FUNCTIONS AS WELL AS **
REM ** MASS COMPUTATION ROUTINES.ALGORITHMS ARE BASED ON **
REM ** BENCH-TOP TEST DATA. WORK DONE UNDER NASA-JSC **
REM ** CONTRACT NAS9-17378. **
REM *************************************************************
REM
REM**INITIALIZATION
REM
ON ERROR GOTO 2460
DIM X(60)
DIM F021S(25)
DIM F031S (25)
DIM F021C (4)
DIM F031C(4)
REM
REM
REM*****MAIN PROGRAM
CLS
PRINT "RF MODAL QUANTITY GAGING DEMO PROGRAM"
PRINT "========== ............= = == ..........= ,,
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "MAIN MENU"
PRINT
PRINT " <l> COMPUTE MASS FROM RF FREQUENCIES"
PRINT " <2> PRINT RESULTS"
PRINT " <3> EDIT DATA"
PRINT " <Q> QUIT"
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "SELECT (1-3 OR Q)";
S$=INPUT$(1)
IF S$="Q" THEN GOSUB 480: GOTO 270
ON VAL(S$) GOSUB 2660,580,800
GOTO 270
REM
REM
REM
REM**VERIFY QUIT CHOICE
REM
CLS
LOCATE 5,1
INPUT "QUIT (Y/N)";A$
IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN
END
REM
REM
REM
REM**PRINT RESULTS ROUTINE
REM
CLS
PRINT "HAS MASS BEEN COMPUTED ?(Y/N)";
AS-INPUTS(1)
IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN
LPRINT "RESULTS OF MASS COMPUTATION"
LPRINT: LPRINT
A-2
H-64
640
65O
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
8OO
810
82O
83O
84O
850
86O
87O
880
890
9OO
910
920
930
940
95O
960
970
98O
990
i000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
ii00
i!i0
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
REM
LPRINT TAB(5);"COMP.MASS LB.";
LPRINT TAB(21);"ACTUAL MASS LB.";
LPRINT TAB(39);"DELTA MASS LB.";
LPRINT TAB(60);"%ERROR" _
LPRINT STRINGS (79,"-")
LPRINT TAB(6);PT;
LPRINT TAB(24) ;WT;
LPRINT TAB(40);ERRLBS;
LPRINT TAB(59) ;ERRPER
LPRINT CHR$(12)
PT=0: WT=0: ERRLBS=0:ERRPER=0
RETURN
REM
REM**EDIT RF DATA ROUTINE
REM
CLS
PRINT "EDIT RF DATA (";N;"POINT";
IF N<>I THEN PRINT "S";
IN MEMORY):"PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT
<I> ADD DATA"
<2> INSERT DATA"
<3> CHANGE DATA"
<4> DELETE DATA"
<5> SAVE DATA TO DISK"
<6> LOAD NEW DATA FROM DISK"
<7> PRINT DATA"
<8> CLEAR ALL DATA IN MEMORY"
<R> RETURN TO MAIN MENU"
PRINT " ENTER SELECTION =";
S$=INPUT$(1)
IF SS="R" OR S$=CHR$(13) THEN RETURN
ON VAL(S$) GOSUB 1030,1170,1400,1580,1800,1940,2070,2210
GOTO 800
REM**ADD DATA FUNCTION
REM
IF N=60 THEN RETURN
LI=N-14: L2=N: GOSUB 2290: REM LIST LAST 15 POINTS
LOCATE 20,1
PRINT "ADD POINT #"; N+I
INPUT " X=";X$: IF X$="" THEN RETURN
IF N=0 GOTO 1100
IF (VAL(X$)-X{N)}<0 THEN GOTO 1140
IF VAL(X$)<330 OR VAL(XS)>879 THEN GOTO i140
N=N÷I: REM UPDATE NUMBER OF POINTS
X (N) =VAL (X$)
GOTO 1030: REM ADD ANOTHER POINT
BEEP: GOTO 1070
REM**INSERT DATA FUNCTION
REM
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
IF N=60 THEN RETURN
CLS
PRINT "INSERT AT POINT # (I..";N;")=";: INPUT "";P$
IF P$="" THEN RETURN
P=VAL(P$)
IF P<I OR P>N GOTO 1190: REM CHECK FOR PROPER RANGE
LI=P-5: L2=P-I: GOSUB 2290
PRINT
PRINT "< ........ INSERT POINT HERE ......... >"
A-3
H-65
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
PRINT
LI=P: L2=P÷4: GOSUB 2350
LOCATE 20,1
PRINT "INSERT POINT #";P
INPUT "X=";X$: IF X$="" THEN RETURN
N=N+I: REM UPDATE NUMBER OF POINTS
FOR I=N TO P STEP-l: REM SHIFT ARRAY ELEMENTS P--N RIGHT
X(I+l)=X(I)
'NEXT I
X(P)=VAL(X$}: REM INSERT POINT INTO ARRAYS
RETURN
REM**CHANGE DATA FUNCTION
REM
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
CLS
PRINT "CHANGE POINT #(I..";N;")
IF P$="" THEN RETURN =";: INPUT P$
P=VAL (P$)
IF P<I OR P>N GOTO 1410: REM CHECK FOR PROPER RANGE
LI=P-5: L2=P-I: GOSUB 2290
PRINT
LI=P: L2=P: GOSUB 2350
PRINT
LI=P+I: L2=P+5: GOSUB 2350
LOCATE 20,1
PRINT "CHANGE POINT #";p
INPUT " NEW X=";X$: IF X$="" THEN RETURN
X (P) =VAL (X$)
RETURN
REM**DELETE DATA FUNCTION
REM
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
CLS
PRINT "DELETE POINT # (I..";N;")=";: INPUT "";p$
IF P$="" THEN RETURN
P=VAL {P$ )
IF P<I OR P>N GOTO 1590: REM CHECK FOR PROPER RANGE
LI=P-5: L2=P-l: GOSUB 2290
PRINT
LI=P: L2=P: GOSUB 2350
PRINT
LI=P÷I: L2=P÷5: GOSUB 2350
• LOCATE 20,1
PRINT "DELETE POINT #";P;"{Y/N)";: INPUT AS
IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN
IF P=N GOTO 1760: REM DELETE LAST POINT
FOR I=P TO N: REM SHIFT ARRAY ELEMENTS P..N LEFT
X(I)=X(I÷I)
NEXT I
N=N-I: REM UPDATE NUMBER OF POINTS
RETURN
REM**SAVE ENTERED DATA TO DISK FUNCTION
REM
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
CLS
INPUT "SAVE AS";A$
IF LEN(A$) >8 THEN A$=MID$ (A$,1,8)
A$=A$÷".DAT"
OPEN "O",#1,A$
PRINT #1,N: REM SAVE NUMBER OF POINTS
FOR I=l TO N: REM SAVE POINTS
PRINT #I,X(I)
NEXT I
A-4
H-66
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2300
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2330
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
CLOSE # 1
RETURN
REM**LOAD NEW DATA FROM DISK FUNCTION
REM
CLS i
INPUT "LOAD" ;A$
IF LEN (A$)>8 THEN A$=MID${A$,I,8)
AS=AS+".DAT"
OPEN "I",#I,A$
INPUT #1,N
FOR I=3 TO N
INPUT #3,X(I)
NEXT I
CLOSE #3
RETURN
REM**PRINT DATA ROUTINE
REM
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
CLS
PRINT "PRINTING DATA... "
LPRINT: LPR!NT
LPRINT TAB(10) ;"X"
LPRINT STRINGS (79, " ")
FOR I=l TO N
LPRINT USING "##";I;
LPRINT TAB(5) ;X(I)
NEXT I
LPRINT CHR$ (12)
RETURN
REM"*CLEAR ALL DATA IN MEMORY ROUTINE
REM
CLS
BEEP
INPUT "CLEAR ALL DATA (Y/N)";AS
IF AS<>"Y" THEN RETURN
N=0
RETURN
REM**DATA LISTING ON SCREEN ROUTINE
REM LIST X(L3) THRU X(L2] ON THE SCREEN
CLS
PRINT: PRINT
IF N=0 THEN RETURN
PRINT TAB(35) ;"X"
PRINT STRINGS(40,"_"]
REM
IF Ll>N OR L2<I THEN RETURN
IF LI<I THEN Ll=l: REM ADJUST L1 TO VALID RANGE
IF L2>N THEN L2=N: REM ADJUST L2 TO VALID RANGE
FOR I=L3 TO L2
PRINT USING "##';I;
PRINT TAB(12) ;X(I)
NEXT I
RETURN
REM
REM**ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE, IBM BASIC RELEASE 2.0
REM
BEEP
IF ERR=5 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL FUNCTION CALL"
IF ERR=6 THEN PRINT "OVERFLOW"
IF ERR=ll THEN PRINT "DIVISION BY ZERO"
IF ERR=f8 THEN PRINT "UNDEFINED USER FUNCTION"
IF ERR=27 THEN PRINT "OUT OF PAPER"
IF ERR=53 THEN PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND"
A-5
H-67
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
28O0
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
IF ERR-57 THEN PRINT "DEVICE I/O ERROR"
IF ERR=61 THEN PRINT "DISK FULL"
IF ERR=70 THEN PRINT "DISK WRITE PROTECTED"
IF ERR=71 THEN PRINT "DISK NOT READY"
IF ERR=72 THEN PRINT "DISK MEDIA ERROR"
REM
PRINT "PROGRAM RESTARTED WITHOUT LOSS OF DATA"
PRINT
PRINT " TYPE <SPACE> TO CONTINUE...";
AS=INPUTS(1)
RESUME 800
REM
REM
REM****COMPUTE MEASURED MASS
REM**F011 CALC MODULE
REM
PT=0: WT=0: ERRLBS=0:ERRPER=0
CLS
PRINT "HAS RF DATA BEEN INPUT ?(Y/N)";
AS=INPUTS(I)
IF A$<>"y" THEN RETURN
IF (X(3)-X(1))<l THEN F011=(X(3)÷X(2)÷X(1))/3
IF (X(2)-X(1})<l THEN F011-(X(2)÷X(1))/2 ELSE F011=×(I)
IF F011>402.75 THEN LOGRP--1 ELSE LOGRP=0
REM
REM
REM****SCAN RANGE MODULE
REM
REM**SEIVE TO DETERMINE SCAN CURVE INTERVALS FOR THE
REM MEASURED VALUE OF F011
IF F011>=331.8 AND F011<332.5 THEN GOTO 5250
IF F011>=332.5 AND F011<333! THEN GOTO 3090
IF F011>=333! AND F011<336! THEN GOTO 3120
IF F011>=336! AND F011<340! THEN GOTO 3150
IF F011>=340! AND F011<350! THEN GOTO 3180
IF F011>=350! AND F011<360! THEN GOTO 3210
IF F011>=360' AND F011<370! THEN GOTO 3240
IF F011>=370! AND F011<380! THEN GOTO 3270
IF F011>=380! AND F011<390! THEN GOTO 3300
IF F011>=390! AND F011<400! THEN GOTO 3330
IF F011>--4001 AND F011<410! THEN GOTO 3360
IF F011>=410! AND F011<420! THEN GOTO 3390
IF F011>=420! AND F011<430! THEN GOTO 3420
IF F011>=430! AND F011<440! THEN GOTO 3450
IF F011>=440! AND F011<450! THEN GOTO 3480
IF F011>=450! AND F011<460! THEN GOTO 3510
IF F011>=460! AND F011<470! THEN GOTO 3540
IF F011>=470! AND F011<475I THEN GOTO 3570
IF F011>=475I AND F011<480! THEN GOTO 3600
IF F011>-480I AND F011<483' THEN GOTO 3630
IF F011>s483I AND F011<484.__ THEN GOTO 3660
IF F011>-484.5 AND F011<485.2 THEN GOTO 3690
IF F011>_485.2 AND F011<485.9 THEN GOTO 5270
REM
REM"*SCAN CURVE COEFFICIENTS
REM
B2L=463.42: B2D=-I6050.4: C2L=.02:C2D=48.33
BSL=597.39: B3D=-I7710.9: CSL=.03:C3D=53.33
A-I! : GOTO 3750
B2L=1393.59: B2D=-10026!: C2L=.05:C2D=30.5
BSL=IS05.49: BSD=-I2843!: C3L-.05: C3D=39!
A=3! : GOTO 3750
B2L=1857!: B2D=-6692.8: C2L=.07:C2D=20.8
A-6
H-68
T_
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
B3L=2406.2: B3D=-II076!: C3L=.07: C3D=34!
A=4!: GOTO 3750
B2L=4600!: B2D=-7450!: C2L=.3:C2D=24.7
B3L=6007!: B3D=-9976!: C3L=.2:C3D=32.9
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=4530!: B2D=-5105!: C2L=.5: C2D=18!
B3L=5692!: B3D=-5916!: C3L=1.1:C3D=21.3
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=4170!: B2D=-3665!: C2L=1.5: C2D=14!
B3L=5368!: B3D=-4728!: C3L=2!: C3D=18!
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=3985!: B2D=-31!0!: C2L=2!: C2D=12.5
B3L=4739!: B3D=-3174!: C3L=3.7:C3D=13.8
A=10!: GOTO 3750
B2L=3301!: B2D=-1096!: C2L=3.8: C2D=7.2
B3L=4321!: B3D=-I426!: C3L=4.8:C3D=9.2
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=2950!: B2D=425!: C2L=4.7:C2D=3.3
B3L=3970!: B3D=290!: C3L=5.7:C3D=4.8
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=2430!: B2D=II45!: C2L=6!: C2D=1.5
B3L=3050!: B3D=I410I: C3L=8[: C3D=2!
A=IOI: GOTO 3750
B2L=2020I: B2D=2375I: C2L=7I: C2D=-1.5
B3L=2640!: B3D=2640!: C3L=9!: C3D=-l!
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=466!: B2D=4517!: C2L=10.7:C2D=-6.6
B3L=624!: B3D=5748!: C3L=13.8:C3D=-8.399999
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=208!: B2D=5377!: C2L=II.3:C2D=-8.600001
B3L=452I: B3D=6479!: C3L=14.2:C3D=-10.1
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-760!: B2D=6873!: C2L=13.5: C2D=-12!
B3L=-I000!: B3D=8635!: C3L=17.5: C3D=-15!
A=10!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-I930!: B2D=8403!: C2L=16.1:C2D=-15.4
B3L=-I225!: B3D=9085!: C3L=18!: C3D=-16!
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-3724!: B2D=I0381!: C2L=20!: C2D=-19.7
B3L=-4767!: B3D=13409!: C3L=25.7:C3D=-25.4
A=I0!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-3225!: B2D=5825!: C2L=12.9:C2D=-II.2
B3L=-6120!: B3D=8772.5: C3L=20.8:C3D=-17.1
A=5!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-6027.5: B2D=I0147.5: C2L=18.8:C2D=-20.3
B3L=-I4290!: B3D=I3237.5: C3L=38!: C3D=-26.5
A=5!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-II018.1: B2D=I3778.1: C2L=26.7:C2D=-28.2
B3L=-I9950!: B3D=I5430.5: C3L=46.5:C3D=-31.5
A=3!: GOTO 3750
B2L=-13068!: B2D=I4327.3: C2L=29!: C2D=-29.5
B3L=-II786.3: B3D=II700!: C3L=27!: C3D=-24!
A=I.5: GOTO 3750
B2L=-I3347.1: B2D=I2833J2: C2L=28.9:C2D=-26.44
B3L=-7595.87: B3D=26777.9: C3L=17.46:C3D=-55.17
A=I!: GOTO 3750
REM
REM**CALCULATE SCAN RANGE FREQUENCIES
REM
F021L=(F011*C2L+B2L)/A: F021D=(F011*C2D÷B2D)/A
F021H=F021L÷F021D
F031L=(F011*C3L+B3L)/A: F031D=(F011*C3D÷B3D)/A
F031H=F031L÷F031D
A-7
H-69
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
IF F021H>F031L THEN OVLAP=I ELSE OVLAP=0
REM ***DATA LIST MODULE CODED BY P. HEBNER
REM ** INITIALIZATION
Z - 0
I = 0
J= 0
REM **
IF OVLAP = 1 THEN IF LOGRP -- 1 GOTO 3870 ELSE GOTO 3930 ELSE GOTO 3990
WHILE X(Z) <= F031H AND I + J <= 25 AND Z < 45 :REM OVLAP=I AND LOGRP--I3880
OTO 3900
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
TO 3960
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
IF X(Z) >= F021L AND X(Z) <-- F021H THEN: F021S(I) -- X(Z): I -- I + l:G
IF X(Z) > F031L THEN : F031S(J) = X(Z): J = j + 1
Z - Z + 1
WEND
GOTO 4040
WHILE X(Z) <= F031H AND i + J <= 25 AND Z < 45
IF X(Z) >= F021L AND X(Z) < F031L THEN: F021S(I) = X(Z): I = I + I:GC
IF X(Z) >= F031L THEN: F031S(J) - X(Z): J = j + 1
Z = Z + I
WEND
GOTO 4O40
WHILE X(Z) <= F031H AND I + J <= 25 AND Z < 45
4000
GOTO 4020
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
IF X(Z) >= F021L AND X(Z) <= F021H THEN: F021S(I) = X(Z): I = I + i:
IF XIZ) >-- F031L THEN: F031S(J) -- X(Z): J -- J + 1
Z = Z ÷ i
WEND
F021S{I) = 0
F031S(J) -- 0
Z = 0
REM ***F021/F031 CALC MODULE CODED BY P. HEBNER
REM ** INITIALIZATION
SUM = 0!
NUM = 0
Y = 0
Q = 0
VALUE = 0
REM **
VALUE -- F021S(0) ÷ 5!
FOR Y = 0 TO ( I - 1 )
IF F021S{Y) < VALUE THEN: SUM = SUM + F021SIY): NUM=NUM+I
4180 IF F021S(Y) > VALUE THEN: F021C(Q)-SUM/NUM: Q=Q+I: VALUE=F021S(Y)+5,:
SUM = F021S(Y) : NUM = 1
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
NEXT Y
IF Q < 3 THEN F021C(Q) = SUM/NUM: Q = Q + 1
SUM = 0
NUM = 0
Q=0
WHILE F021C(Q) <> 0 AND Q < 3
SUM = SUM ÷ F021C(Q)
NUM = NUM ÷ 1
Q = Q + 1
WEND
F021 = SUM / NUM
Y- 0
Q-0
SUM = 0
NUM • 0
VALUE = 0
VALUE • F031S(0) ÷ ii!
FOR Y • 0 TO ( J - 1 )
IF F031S(Y) < VALUE THEN: SUM=SUM+F031S(Y) : NUM=NUM+I
A-8
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4380 IF F031S(Y) > VALUE THEN: F031C(Q)=SUM/NUM: Q=Q+I: VALUE=F031S(Y)÷II! _
SUM=F031S(Y): NUM=I
4390 IF Q=3 GOTO 4410
4400 NEXT Y
4410 IF Q < 3 THEN: F031C(Q) = SUM / NUM: Q = Q + l
4420 Q = 0
4430 SUM = 0
4440 NUM = 0
4450 WHILE F031C(Q) <> 0 AND Q < 3
4460 SUM = SUM + F031C(Q)
4470 NUM = NUM + l
4480 Q = Q + 1
4490 WEND
4500 F031 = SUM / NUM
4510 REM ***MASS COMP. MODULE CODED BY P. HEBNER
4520 REM ** INITIALIZATION
4530 WII = 0!
4540 W21 = 0!
4550 W31 = 0!
4560 W21N = 0!
4570 W31N = 0!
4580 Z = 0!
4590 R = 0!
4600 S = 0!
4610 T = 0!
4620 M = 0!
4630 K = 0!
4640 REM **
4650 Wll = 121.5919077# * (((485.37/F011)-2) -i)
4660 W21 = 126.3711143# * (((680.14/F021)'2) -i)
4670 W31 = 126.3711267# * (((878.69/F031)-2) -i)
4680 W21N = W21/WII
4690 W31N = W31/Wll
4700 Z = (Wll + W21 + W31)/3!
4710 R = 1398.173 - (3.350048 * F011) ÷ (2.184247 * F021) - (2.997274 * F031)
4720 S = (2.911028E-02 * (F011-2)) - (6.597137E-04 * (F021-2)) - (2.378183E-02
• (F031"2))
4730 T = (-7.566952E-02 * F011 * F021) + (3.257759E-02 * F011 * F03!) ÷ (4.061
078E-02 * F021 * F031)
4740
4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890
4900
4910
4920
4930
4940
4950
4960
4970
M = R ÷ S ÷ T
K = M - Z
REM ** DETERMINE THE MEASUREMENT CLASS
IF WII < W21 AND W21 < W31 THEN: CLASS = 123
IF WII < W31 AND W31 < W21 THEN: CLASS = 132
IF W21 < WII AND Wll < W31 THEN: CLASS = 213
IF W21 < W31 AND W31 < Wll THEN: CLASS = 231
IF W31 < WII AND WII < W21 THEN: CLASS = 312
IF W31N < W21N AND W21N < Wll THEN: CLASS = 321
REM ** DEFINE CORRECTION ZONE
IF CLASS = 123 GOTO 4880
IF CLASS = 213 GOTO 4970
IF CLASS = 231 GOTO 5080
GOTO 5130
IF K < 0! THEN IF ABS(K) < 24! GOTO 5180 ELSE GOTO 5160
IF K < 2! GOTO 5180
IF K < 6! THEN IF W31N < 1.6 GOTO 5180 ELSE GOTO 5160
IF K < i11 GOTO 5160
IF K < 22! THEN IF W31N > 2! AND W31N <5.8 GOTO 5220 ELSE GOTO 5180
IF K < 28! GOTO 5180
IF K < 34! GOTO 5200
PRINT "CORRECTION IS OUT OF RANGE."
GOTO 5140
IF K < 0! THEN IF ABS(K) > 18! GOTO 5180 ELSE 5160
A-9
H-71
4980
4990
5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270
5280
5290
5300
5310
5320
5330
5340
5350
5360
5370
5380
5390
5400
5410
5420
5430
5440
5450
5460
5470
IF K < i! THEN IF (W21N+W31N) > 2.2 GOTO 5180 ELSE GOTO 5220
IF K < 2! THEN IF (W21N ÷ W31N) < 1.9 GOTO 5180 ELSE GOTO 5220
IF K < 6! THEN IF K > 5.6 GOTO 5180 ELSE GOTO 5160
IF K < 6.8 THEN IF K < 6.2 GOTO 5160 ELSE GOTO 5220
IF K < 7.2 THEN IF (W21N ÷ W31N) > 2.2 GOTO 5220 ELSE GOTO 5200
IF K < 7.5 THEN IF (W21N + W31N) > 3.5 GOTO 5200
IF K < Ii! GOTO 5200
IF K < 14! THEN IF K < 13! GOTO 5160 ELSE GOTO 5220
PRINT "CORRECTION OUT OF RANGE. "
GOTO 5140
IF K < 0! GOTO 5180
IF K < 18! GOTO 5200
IF K < 22! GOTO 5160
PRINT "CORRECTION OUT OF RANGE. "
GOTO 5140
PRINT "CLASS IS NOT IN THIS ALGORITHM."
C = 0.'
GOTO 5230
C ,, -.4066 * K - 14.66364
GOTO 5230
C = -.4066 * K - 3.77273
GOTO 5230
C = -.4066 * K + 9.445461
GOTO 5230
C = -.4066 * K ÷ 21.15
PT = M ÷ C
GOTO 5280
PT=138.25
GOTO 5280
PT=0!
CLS
PRINT "ENTER ACTUAL MASS IN LBS. (XXX.XX)="; : INPUT WT$
WT= VAL (WT$)
ERRLBS = PT-WT
ERRPER= (ERRLBS*I00)/138.25
CLS
PRINT "COMPUTED MASS = ";
PRINT USING "###.##"; PT
PRINT "ACTUAL MASS =";
PRINT USING "###.##"; WT
PRINT "MASS ERROR =";
PRINT USING "÷##.##"; ERRLBS
PRINT "PERCENT ERROR =";
PRINT USING "÷##.##"; ERRPER
PRINT "F011=" ;
PRINT USING "###.##"; F011
PRINT "F021=" ;
PRINT USING "###.##"; F021
PRINT "F031=" ;
PRINT USING "###.##"; F031
5480 REM PRINT "WII=";
5490 REM PRINT USING "###.##"; Wll
5500 REM PRINT "W21=";
5510 REM PRINT USING "###.##"; W21
5520 REM PRINT "W31=";
5530 REM PRINT USING "###.##"; W31
5540 REM PRINT "M=";
5550 REM PRINT USING "###.##"; M
5560 REM PRINT "K=";
5570 REM PRINT USING "÷##.##"; K
5580 REM PRINT "CLASS=";
5590 REM PRINT USING "###"; CLASS
5600 REM PRINT "C=";
A-IO
H-72
5610 REM PRINT USING "+##.##"; C
5620 PRINT "TYPE <Y> WHEN FINISHED RECORDING RESULTS";
5630
5640
5650
5660
5670
5680
5690
5700
5710
5720
5730
5740
5750
5760
5770
5780
5790
5800
5810
5820
AS=INPUTS(l)
IF AS <> "Y" THEN GOTO 5620
LOGRP=0: OVLAP=0: F021L=0: F021D=0: F021L=0:F02i=0
F031L=0: F031D=0: F031H=0: F031=0: F011=0
FOR U=0 TO 25
F021S(U) = 0
NEXT U
FOR V=0 TO 4
F021C(V) = 0
NEXT V
FOR E=0 TO 25
F031S(E) = 0
NEXT E
FOR H=0 TO 4
F031C(H) = 0
NEXT H
FOR G=0 TO N
X(G)=0
NEXT G
RETURN
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RF MODAL QUANTITY GAGING
K. Van Leuven
Ball Aerospace Systems Group
Boulder, Colorado
ABSTRACT
The primary objective of this paper is to provide a concept exposition of a radio frequency
(RF) modal resonance technique which is being investigated as a method for gaging the quantities of
subcrltical cryogenic propellants in metallic tanks. Of special interest are the potential appli-
cations of the technique to microgravity propellant gaging situations. The results of concept
testing using cryogenic oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, as well as paraffin simulations of micro-
gravity fluid orientations, are reported. These test results were positive and showed that the
gaging concept was viable.
INTRODUCTION
Techniques for the routine, reliable, and safe handling of subcritical cryogenic propellants
under conditions of low to zero gravity are essential to resupply operations of future space-based
systems such as an orbital vehicle (OTV). One o_ several technology areas critical to on-orbit
management of such propellants is quantity gaging.
A major objective of the work reported in this paper is the development of a high selection
merit (i.e., safe, reliable, low weight, etc.) technique for the quantity gaging of subcritical
cryogenic propellant oxygen and hydrogen. The ultimate accuracy goal is _1 percent of full loaded
mass. The current development activities have a feasibility cut-off limit of _5 percent. The
gaging technique will be appropriate to a wide range of tank sines and shapes with minimal gaging
system weight or power requirements.
RF CAGING CONCEPT
Using electromagnetic waves to assess the density of a dielectric medium is not a new idea; it
has been investigated and implemented in many forms. Attempts to apply the technique to cryogenic
propellants were especially intense during the late 1960's and early 1970's. These efforts result-
ed in the development of approaches that were straightforward and accurate for normal gravity situ-
ations, but were potentially much less accurate in microgravity applications. The uncertainty
about mlcrogravity accuracy, and the fact that less complex and inexpensive alternatives were
usually available for normal gravity gaging assignments, discouraged further development of the
approach for a lO-year period.
Strong advantages of the approach involving epaceborne, two-phase cryogenic propellant tankage
applications, plus the impressive technological advancements in the relevant fields of instrumenta-
tion and electronics, led to selecting the approach for nicrogravity applications. Key advantages
and disadvantages of the RF modal quantity gaging technique are listed in Table I.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The operating principle of the basic RF quantity gaging technique is based on the following
three ideas:
1. Electromagnetic energy introduced into a closed metallic cavity forms repeatable sta-
tionary field patterns at certain frequencies known as resonant modes.
2. Frequencies of these resonant I_des are dependent upon the physical attributes (sine and
geometry) of the cavity boundaries, and on the electrical attributes (conductivity,
permeability, and dielectric constant) of any medium that might be uniforlly dispersed
throughout the cavity volume.
1 Another 3£lqNJilr 1989 paper entitled °h-orbit Fluid quenttt7 Qqiq by Adiabatic Compreuion" by £.J. Eord
et nl of BASG also addrnnn8 this teehaoloicv.
B TbL8 introduatory ezposition of operatLnj principlo noJume8 uniform diepereion of dielectric media in the
814jed _T_y, _t onau_a when thio nnsumption i8 not true i8 developed Inter in the discuseion.
* This work was performed under NAS9-17378 with the NASA-JSC, lloumton, Texas. Approved _or public
release; distribution is unlimited.
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TLble I. AdvLnta4_es _nd Disazlvant_es of RF Modal Approsch.
• Lou-wnisht system, and weisht does not 8iKnificantly vary with
tilth like.
• Miniml intrusion into tank.
S4mll impact oe PY structure ud LI of cryosenic tanks.
No series parts.
• No special msterials, components, or processes Ire required.
• Electronics located raotely frol tank.
• Oparntin_ power is low and power input to fluid is negligible.
Concept pLrticulLrly applicsble to propulsion cryogens.
• KoL sensitive to therw_dyoanic properties of |_abIe fluids.
• Not affected by species of pressurut Is.
Dissdve.utales*
Mass conversion alKorithm development is required for each
different tank con|Slurs|ion,
|equires calibration to develop correction algorithm for fluid
location effects.
• Is not e_sily adapted to widespread metallic constructs inside
|qedt_ak.
Not applicable for use with nondielectric fluids or dielectric
fluids with eiinifi_t l_m |sleets.
• All except the lantculHoverc=ee.
3. If the nedlua in the cavity voluae is n nonpolar dielectric fluid that is low loss and
obeys the Clausius-Mossotti equation relating density and dielectric constant, the
resonLnt node frequencies Lre also dependent on the nedium density.
Because the cavity volune is known, a deternination of nediun density le_ds iDediLtely to
nus or quLntity of nedium in the cavity. The equations illustrating these ideas as Lpplied to a
sphericL1 cavity are shown in Fig. 1.
Standing wive electmmegnellc field pit|eros generated by Sn
mtennl inside • closed metal cavity occur st rosonmn! mode
frequencies which ere dependent on the cavity size mad shape ms
_sll ms the die_e¢tric media in the cmvity. For m spherk:si cavity:
(1) Where: | mb • R_nl Iraquency of mode
UI b • Eioonvolue |oir mode
Uab R • Tank rsdlos
fibs _/_ _. :m I_lQhe_cpmrmeebllityoffluid
[ • OietactrJc constant of fluid
Since the nonpolmr propelienta, ozy_m mad hydrogem, obey the
Cleu_us-Mossottt relation (2), the modml resonant frequencies
ere rnLItmd tO propelianl mass:
(2) Wh_l : p • Average propellent denslmy
C - 1 ¢ • Average propeLImnt dielectric constant
Zp - _ Z • Conlient of WoPortiormlity
Noting that DO , Pn i (o " 1 where: StJbKrIpt o • omig_f tank
SubsCript n • not empty tank
The ratio of rasm_Zn! frequencies for I given mode wtih _ tank
empty sad partially filled can be obtained from (1) ms:
(3) _t o .(ca)l/2
fn
Since propellent miss (m) Is equml Io the producl of mvmga
propellmnt density lad Die total tank volume, the equsUon for (m)
is:
") ( 'h
m "VI_ " z '_ (n . 2 / "-'z- \ | 2o÷2f"_'-n2/
FiL_re 1. Spherical Cavity Relations.
l_nu
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This basic form of the V quantity gaging technique is entirely usable for situations where
the medium is uniformly dispersed throughout the cavity (i.e., full and empty are special causes of
this). Also, with calibration, this basic technique would likely be adequate for fixed fill and
deplete orientations in a gravity field sufficient to form repeatable fluid/vapor interfaces. Zero
or nicrogravity applications with indeterminate fluid orientation require augmenting the technique
because the nodal frequencies are also dependent on the spatial orientation of dielectric fluid in
the cavity. This follows from the fact that the stationary field patterns at the resonant nodes do
not sample the cavity volume uniformly.
The ability to deal with micrograrity conditions and indeterminate fluid orientations is a
very desirable attribute of a subcritical cryogenic propellant quantity gaging system. For the RF
gaging concept to have this capability, the basic gaging approach requires modification or augmen-
tation. The better known approaches to this are discussed in the next subsection.
VARIOUS APPROACHES
Techniques for a_apting the ltF gaging concept to micrograrity random fluid orientation situa-
tions have been based on the following two approaches.
Mode Counting. The Instruments and Life Support Division of the Bendix Corporation developed
this technique in the late 1960's. It is based on the theoretically derivable fact that the number
of modes that can be established within a cavity over a specified frequency band is linearly
dependent upon the amount of dielectric medium in the cavity. If the frequency band limits were
chosen to give a full cavity total mode count of one to two thousand, the resulting large number of
stationary field patterns would sample the cavity contents so thoroughly an to become independent
of dielectric medium orientation.
Normal gravity tests of the approach net the goal of 2 percent accuracy. Near zero-gravity
tests in a KC-135 aircraft induced a signific&nt number of hybrid modes and degeneracies, which
resulted in readings differing from the normal gravity calibrations by as much as 18 percent of
full load.
Modal Analysis. This technlquej pioneered by the Cryogenics Division of the National Bureau
of Standards in the early 1970's, was based on exciting the cavity over a relatively narrow fre-
quency hand and determining the resonant frequencies of only a few modes. The resonant frequencies
of these modes were used in a weighted average relation to determine the mass of dielectric in the
cavity.
Normal gravity testing results indicated that the technique was capable of accuracies of _1.2
percent of full load. Subsequent near sero-gravity tests in a KC-135 aircraft also encountered
hybrid modes (i.e., those responses not predicted by classical theory) and showed that modal fre-
quencies could vary as much an 15 percent by changes in the geometry of a constant mass of dielec-
tric medium. Enhanced data reduction methods were required to bring the accuracy of the KC-135
test data within "3 to _5 percent of full load. These methods involved removing hybrid mode re-
sponses and time averaging the working mode responses over a30-zecond interval prior to using the
weighted average relation to determine the dielectric medium ma_s.
SELECTED APPROACH
A modal analysis approach was selected to minimize the effects of hybrid modes expected in
microgrmvity applications. The resulting narrow frequency band would limit the number of hybrid
modes that could be encountered. Taking this idea even further led to a decision to use the lowest
four non-hybrid modal frequencies that could be excited in the cavity. It wan believed that only
two or three modal responses would be required to uniquely determine the dielectric medium mass,
but this was yet to be verified.
Advances in frequency counter and sweep oscillator technology made it reasonable to use an
approach that would directly measure and store the frequencies of up to 70 responses that could be
obtained covering a four-mode frequency band in a small fraction of a second. The precision of
these frequency measurements could be expected to have errors so low (80.005 percent) an to be
negligible in their contribution to the approach accuracy.
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The modal lnalysis that would operate on the measured frequencies would have the following
basic structure:
1. Sort the response population into groups of frequencies associated with each mode.
2. Analyse each frequency group to determine the mode frequency.
3. Use the mode frequencies (2 to 4) to classify the response and compute a_ss estimate.
4. Compute any required corrections and add to the mass estimate to obtain the measured
m_S.
This _kes up the selected approach in which the modal analysis was to be based on frequency
data only. Use of other ancillary response information, which could be obtained with increased
system complexity, such as relative response strength and sharpness (Q), would be avoided if st all
possible.
CRYOCENIC TESTS
Fea_ibillty testing of the selected RF gaging approach wan accomplished using a laboratory
equipment implementation of the RF modal gaging system to excite and detect the modal responses of
a specially designed test tank. The objectives were to provide experimental ansessnents of:
1. The probable accuracy, repeatability, and hysteresis of a gaging system for liquid oxy-
gen and hydrogen propellants.
2. The sensitivity of the gaging approach to variations in fluid/vapor interface location
and tank internal components.
3. The suitability of tank/fluid Q to the gaging approach.
UETHO_____D
Test objectives were addressed using the following four test sequences: (1) characterisation
tests using liquid nitrogen as the test fluid to debug the test setup and perfect details of the
operating procedures; (2) baseline tests using liquid nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen to obtain bare
tank modal responses at all test attitudes; (3) Phase 1 tests using liquid nitrogen to obtain modal
responses of the tank in various attitudes containing dummy fluid acquisition channels, a start
basket, and a thermodynamic vent; and (4) Phase 2 tests using liquid nitrogen to obtain modal re-
sponses of a tank containing all Phase I components as well an a dummy spray bar mast and two ring
slosh baffles. An exploded view of the internal componetry is shown in Fig. 2.
Spray Bar Mast
Phases 2
10007nU
Figure 2. Tank Internal Components.
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The tank used for all cryogenic tests was designed for suspension in a vacuum chamber with
shrouds operating st liquid nitrogen temperature. More detailed descriptions of the test hardware
are provided below.
Modal Ca_inK System. Laboratory implementation of the BY modal gaging system used in all test
sequences is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 3. In this setup, the spectrum analyser/ tracking
generator supply a constant power level signal whose frequency is periodically swept from a low to
high frequency limit linearly with time. This signal is applied to any of the three tank antennas
through a directional coupler. The tank antennas are deliberately mismatched over the test
frequency range so that a significant portion of the incident sipal is reflected. A connection to
the directional coupler reflected power port allows monitoring and display of the reflected power
level on the spectrum analyzer scope screen as a function of the instantaneous frequency. As the
V signal is swept over the test frequency range, the various tank resonances (modes) that can be
excited by the tank antennas permit the antennas to supply more of the incident power to the tank
RF fields. This results in a reduction of the reflected power level being monitored on the
spectrum analyzer display. The width and depth of the resonant dips occurring in the analyser
display as the test signal is swept through the tank resonances are directly related to the q and
strength of the modal responses.
Ik_t_m
Figure 3.
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Modal .Gqiq System Block Diagram.
Figure 4. Cryogenic Test Tank Before Insulation.
Test Tank. The tank shell consisted of two 91-cA (36-in.) diameter hemispherical heads with
lO-cm (4-inch) straight sections which terminated in reweldable closures. This provided an empty
tank volume of 0.536m | (18.94 ft |) and the closures permitted the test tank to be separated at the
girth to accommod_t_ changes in the internal components. Because the tank was to contain cryoEens,
a removable system of nultilayer radiation blankets, consisting of two offset blankets of 15 layers
of double aluminised mylar with nylon net spacers, was used. The tank was mounted in a rigid
tubular framework which provided two crossed-link load cell suspension points and a tank rotation
system. The rotation s/stem consisted of a worm drive to a pinion gear on the tank axle. A photo-
graph of the tank in the test fixture prior to insulation is shown in Fig. 4.
CIYOCENIC TEST ILESULTS
Results of the cryogenic temting effort were positive and indicated that the ]L!e nodal gaging
approach w_ viable. The aasemsment objectives and corresponding test results are provided below.
Definitions of parametern used in the results tables are u follows:
Probable accuracy - Most probable percentlge difference between actual loaded mass and a mass
computed using an algoriths employing modal frequency data. The algoriths incorporates fluid loca-
tion correction capability only. Values are expressed as percent of full load.
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Repeatability - Co•pLrison of two readings of she fill level, attitude, and configurLtion
with data taken in independent measureaent cycles. Table value is highest deviation value found
expressed as percent.
Hysteresis - Coaparison of two readings of saJe fill level, attitude, and configuration with
the data taken in a continuous cycle.
Fluid location sensitivity - Worst-case deviations from reference attitude value regLrdless of
the attitude of occurrence. Expressed Ls percent of full load.
Sensitivity to internal co•ponents - Probable accuracy values for Phase 1 and Phase 2 con-
figurations minus the LN_ Bare Tank probable accuracy. Expressed as percent of full load.
First Objective. Evaluation of probable accuracy and repeatability gave the results suaa•-
rised in Table II. No aeanurahle hysteresis effects were found.
Table IX. Cryogenic Test Results - Accuracy.
TEST
FLUID
LNs
LO2
LH_
LNz
LN2
TANK PROBABLE
CONFIGURATION ACCURACY" REPEATABILITY
Bare Tank
Bare Tank
Bare Tank
Phase 1 Config.
Phase 2 Config.
*I.05_
*1.61%
*0.92_
.2.61_
.3.65_
O. O247.
O. 059%
O. 036_i
O. 078_
O. 131_i
" Corrected for fluid location
Second Objective. Assessaent of the ga4_ing approach sensitivity to fluid location and tank
internal components is sumurised in Table Ill.
Table III. Cryogenic Test Results - Sensitivity.
TEST
FLUID
LN_ Bare Tank
LO2 Bare Tank
LHs Bare Tank
LNa Phase 1 Config.
LNs Ph,.-e 2 Config.
TANK FLUID LOCATION SENSITMTY TO
CONFICURATION SENSITMTY" INTERNAL COJ/PONERTS
• 6.78%
-8.32_
*I0.31_[
.6.21_
• 7.69'_
(Not Applicable)
(Not Applicsble)
(Not Applicable)
.1.56%
.2.6_
"Moaent Ln•lysis methods suggest the upper bound on this sensitivity
should be ,15S of full load.
Third 0b'ective. Direct aeasurements were lade of tank/fluid q to deteraine if • colputed
miniBUs of 5,400 (the value required to obtain O.1 percent resolution of iodal frequency
chLnses) could be realised. The lowest Q value measured was 7,800 which more than let the resolu-
tion criteria.
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BENCH-TOP TESTS
Cryogenic feasibility testing provided performance data for a wide variety of liquid attitudes
in the test dewar, but did not provide any data for single bubble, wetted wall, or floating globule
liquid interface configurations which could be encountered in near sero-gravity space flight. It
was considered vital to challenge the RF modal gaging approach with these types of fluid distribu-
tions as early in the feasibility evaluation as possible. The primary objective of this testing
effort w_s to assess the performance of the RF modal gaging approach when challenged with liquid
configurations representative of near sero-gravity conditions.
To accomplish this, an algorithm for converting RF modal responses into loaded fluid quantity
was to be developed using the sero-gravity simulation data. This algorithm was then to be used to
determine the a_ss of five random fluid configurations. A resulting accuracy of *5 percent of full
lonut was required for the concept to be considered feasible. The test method used to implement
these activities is described below.
METHOD
Certain refined grades of paraffin are good simulants for cryogenic fluids in tests investi-
gating fluid response to electromagnetic fields. These par_fins are solid at room temperature and
can be easily formed -- all characteristics that permit the simulation of sero-gravity fluid orien-
tations in a normal gravity environment. Once the method for simulating the sero-gravity fluid
orientations was found, it becMe desirable to work with a tank physically smaller than the cryo-
genic test tank, because this would reduce the scope of the paraffin forming tasks to more manage-
able 8ises. This objective was bounded by the upper frequency limit of the laboratory equipment
which would implement the RF gaging concept (smaller tank sise meant higher frequencies). Also, a
change in tank size would pernit verification of the cavity sise scaling relations, just as the use
of paraffin would test the scaling of dielectric constant. This was called the bench-top test
series.
Modal Measurement System. The RF modal frequency measurements system used in the bench-top
test series _ the sane as that used in the cryogenic tests, except that the test tank had eight
antenna positions instead of three. The additional antenna positions were incorporated for further
investigating the effects of antenna placement.
Test Tank. The test tank was scaled as close to a half-sise version of the cryogenic test
tank as the use of standard stainless steel heads would permit. This resulted in using 48-cm
(19-in.) di_eter hemispherical heads vlth 5-cm (2-in.) straight sections. The upper and lower
sections of the tank were held in place and a_le electrically continuous with a simple band around
their junction. The tank shell was 4.85-nm (O.1Ol-in.) thick to provide a substantial degree of
rigidity, but was not pressure tight. Figure 5 shows the bench-top test tank.
Figure 5. Bench-Top Teat Task.
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BEN_-TOP TEST RESULTS
The RF modal gaging approach was able to successfully meet the challenge of the paraffin simu-
lations of sero-gravity fluid orientations. Results are provided for an algorithJm which computes
tank loaded mass given a required set of three modal frequencies, and for an integrated algorithm
which computes tank-loaded mass given all modal responses in the sweep range. The latter algorit_
incorporates the ability to select the required set of three modal frequencies from the raw re-
sponse data. In both instances, the algorithms were developed using 31 different fluid orienta-
tions and then tested using 5 random fluid orientations. Table IV shows accuracy performance for
both the 31 algorithm development orientations and the 5 random orientations.
Table IV. Bench-Top Test Accuracy Performance.
ALCORITHY FLUID ACCURACY
TYPE OR:I_rI'ATION$ PERFOR_dU_CE (AVC)
Mass Only
Mass Only
Integrated
Integrated
31 Development
5 Random
31 Development
5 Random
*0.28%
*0.90_;
*1.42_I
*1.52_
ALCORITRRS
From the beginning of the RF modal feasibility assessment, a method for transforming modal
frequencies into a measure of dielectric media mass was necessary. Such a transformation requires
2 basic constituents, Ln algorithm for extracting the 3 wanted modal frequencies from a group of 21
responses (on average), and an algorithm to compute the mass of dielectric medium usi_ the 3 nodal
frequencies. Initially, extraction was accomplished manually using numerical and graphical tech-
niques instead of a formally developed algorithm. During this period, algorithm development was
concentrated on the mass computation techniques. The basic approach to the mass computation algor-
ithl was to compute a ms using the three lowest TK modal frequencies and then add in empirically
derived correction term. A full exposition of the development of the mass computation algorith_
and its subsequent integration with a formal modal frequency extraction algorithl canm_ be treated
in this paper; however, this information will be provided in an upcoming final report for the
program.
At the current state of algorithm development, it appears that a mass computation algorithm
developed for one basic tank shape, siam, internal components, and dielectric medium would be scal-
able to other tank sizes and dielectric media. If the tank shapes and internal components had the
sale characteristic equation forms as solutions to their maxwell equation set. If the characteris-
tic equations are of different form, another algorithm would have to be developed. This task is
not particularly onerous, because testing of a scale model similar to the bench-top testing effort
could provide the necessary data. Indeed, experiments using the bench-top data base to evaluate
artificial neural network technology as a much faster and potentially more accurate method of
developing the required algorithm is very promising.
CONCLUSIONS
In all feasibility challenges, the BY modal gnging approach was able to easily meet the *5
percent of full-load criteria and come very close to the ultimate *1 percent of full-load accuracy
goal. Reduction of the gnging approach to specific hardware should pose no significant probleB to
currently available technology.
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IDEAL CASE, DIELECTRIC MEDIUM UNIFORMLY
DISPERSED THROUQHOUT CAVITY
RF MODAL GAGING OPERATING PRINCIPLE - KEY IDEAS
I. THE INTRODUCTION OF OSCILLATING ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY INTO k CLOSED METALLIC CAVITY
WILL FORM REPEATABLE STANDING WAVE PATTERNS AT CERTAIN FREQUENCIES KNOWN AS RESONANT
MODES.
2. FREQUENCIES OF THE RESONANT MODES DEPEND ON"
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
OF CAVITY BOUNDARIES
ELECTRICAL ATTRIBUTES
OF DIELECTRIC IN CAVITY
• SIZE
• GEOMETRY
• CONDUCTIVITY
• PERMEABILITY
• DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
3. THE DIELECTRIC MEDIUM IN THE CAVITY MUST OBEY THE CLAUSIUS-MOSSOTTIEQUATION RELATING
DENSITY AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND SHOULD HAVE A LOW-LOSS TANGENT.
4. IDEAS ONE THROUGH THREE PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR DETERMINING THE DENSITY OF THE
DIELECTRIC MEDIUM IN THE CAVITY. SINCE THE CAVITY VOLUME IS KNOWN, DIELECTRIC MEDIUM
MASS OR QUANTITY FOLLOWS DIRECTLY AS DENSITY TIMES VOLUME.
NONIDEAL CASE,
NOT UNIFORMLY
DIELECTRIC
DISTRIBUTED
MEDIUM
• WHAT HAPPENS?
THE RESONANT MODE FREQUENCIES BECOME DEPENDENT ON DIELECTRIC MEDIUM LOCATION.
F.,.l
r,o
• WHAT CAUSES THIS?
THE RESONANT STANDING WAVE PATTERNS DO NOT UNIFORMLY SAMPLE THE CAVITY VOLUME.
WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES?
- ONE Q, FIXED ATTITUDE:
- LOW Q, FIXED ATTITUDE:
- MICRO G, ANY ATTITUDE:
- FULL AND EMPTY,
ANY ATTITUDE, ANY Q LEVEL:
CAN BE CALIBRATED USING ONE RESONANT MODE
CAN BE CALIBRATED USING ONE RESONANT MODE
REQUIRES TWO TO FOUR RESONANT MODES AND ALGORITHM
SPECIAL CASE REQUIRES ONE RESONANT MODE
( ( I ( I I I ( # ( I ( # ( I I I
APPROACHES FOR RESOLVING THE
MICROGRAVITY NONUNIFORM
DISTRIBUTION CASE
(.,0
PREVIOUSLY INVESTIGATED APPROACHES
• BENDIX CORPORATION- MODE COUNTING
• NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS- MODAL ANALYSIS
SELECTED APPROACH
• SWEEP AND STORE ALL RESPONSE FREQUENCIES IN RANGE OF LOWEST FOUR MODES
• SORT RESPONSE POPULATION INTO GROUPS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH MODE
• DETERMINE A MODE FREQUENCY FOR EACH GROUP
• USE MODE FREQUENCIES TO CLASSIFY RESPONSE AND COMPUTE UNCORRECTED MASS
• USE RESPONSE CLASSIFICATION TO COMPUTE CORRECTION
• ADD CORRECTION TO UNCORRECTED MASS TO OBTAIN MEASURED MASS
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CRYOQENIC FEASIBILITY TESTING
THE RF MODAL GAGING APPROACH
OF
• OBJECTIVES" OBTAIN EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF"
- PROBABLE ACCURACY, REPEATABILITY, AND HYSTERESIS
- SENSITIVITY TO VARIATIONS IN FLUID LOCATION AND INTERNAL COMPONENTS
HARDWARE"
- LABORATORYEQUIPMENT IMPLEMENTATION OF RF MODAL GAGING SYSTEM
- ROTATABLE CRYOGENIC TANK IN A VACUUMCIIAMBER
• METHOD"
- LN2, LO:, AND LH2 TEST FLUIDS, BARE TANK, 4 FILL LEVELS, g TANK ATTITUDES
- LN_ TEST FLUID, 2 COMPONENT CONFIGURATIONS, 4 FILL LEVELS, 9 TANK ATTITUDES
r f I I f I ( [ / I I I ( I I I I I
CRYOGENIC FEASIBILITY TESTING OF
THE RF MODAL GAGING APPROACH
(Concluded)
RESULTS - ACCURACY FEASIBILITY CUTOFF ,6 PERCENT
TEST TANK
FLUID CONFIGURATION
PROBABLE ACCURACY'
(_(OF FULL LOAD) REPEATABILITY (_0
LN= BARE ±1.05 0.024
LO= BARE ,1.61 0.059
LH2 BARE ,0.92 0.036
LN2 PHASE 1 ,2.61 0.078
LN2 PHASE 2 _3.65 0.131
LOCATION
SENSITIVITY (_)
±6.78
,8.32
,10.31
±6.21
±7.69
COMPONENT
SENSITIVITY
N/A
N/A
N/A
±1.56_
±2.60_
, "CORRECTED FOR FLUID LOCATION
BENCH-TOP TESTINQ OF THE
RF MODAL GAGING SYSTEM
• OBJECTIVE:
O_
- CHALLENGE RF MODAL GAGING APPROACH WITH MICROGRAVITY TYPES OF LIQUID DISTRIBUTIONS
HARDWARE:
- LABORATORY EQUIPMENT IMPLEMENTATION OF RF MODAL GAGING SYSTEM
- BENCH-TOP TEST TANK
* METHOD"
- USE PARAFFIN TO SIMULATE LIQUID
- SAME MASS IN UP TO FOUR DIFFERENT LIQUID ORIENTATIONS
- 31 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT TEST LIQUID ORIENTATIONS
- 5 RANDOM REFEREE TEST LIQUID ORIENTATIONS
I I I I I I I I i I t I I I I i I
BENCH-TOP TESTING OF THE
RF MODAL GAGING SYSTEM (Concluded)
.,,.,j
ALGORITHM LIQUID
TYP__._EE ORIENTATIONS
MASS ONLY
MASS ONLY
INTEGRATED
INTEGRATED
31 DEVELOPMENT
5 RANDOM
31 DEVELOPMENT
5 RANDOM
ACCURACY (AVG)
PERFORMANCE
(_ OF FULL LOAD)
±0.28
±0.90
,1.42
,1.52
CONCLUSIONS
IN ALL FEASIBILITY CHALLENGES, THE RF MODAL GAGING APPROACH WAS ABLE TO EASILY MEET
THE ±B PERCENT OF FULL LOAD CRITERIA AND CAME VERY CLOSE TO THE ULTIMATE ±I PERCENT
ACCURACY GOAL.
O0
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY IS SUFFICIENT TO REDUCE THE APPROACH TO SPECIFIC APPLICATION
HARDWARE.
• THE APPROACH HAS SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE ADVANTAGES, SUCH AS:
- LOW-WEIGHT SYSTEM, AND WEIGHT DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY VARY WITH TANK SIZE
- MINIMAL INTRUSION INTO TANK
- SMALL IMPACT ON PV STRUCTURE AND MLI OF CRYOGENIC TANKS
- OPERATING POWER IS LOW AND POWER INPUT TO FLUID IS NEGLIGIBLE
- NOT AFFECTED BY SPECIES OF PRESSURANT GAS
- NO MOVING PARTS
- CONCEPT PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE TO PROPULSION CRYOGENS
